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Engineering Editorial

RANS/LES/DES/DNS: The Future Prospects of Turbulence Modeling

While we were discussing the rapid increase in Large Eddy
Simulation �LES� papers submitted to the Journal of Fluids Engi-
neering �JFE� several years ago, Joe Katz, the editor in chief of
JFE, suggested that we needed to organize more in depth sympo-
sia to sieve through LES papers as well as to educate the newly
emerging large groups of LES users in almost all areas of engi-
neering applications. We also talked about coming up with some
sort of a quality assessment criteria to make a judgment of the
overall quality of papers that were claimed to be LES. That is
where the idea of publishing a special issue on mostly LES appli-
cations was started. This special issue is mostly the end result of
that discussion. With the hard work of all of the individuals listed
in the acknowledgments, we have successfully organized a sym-
posium on “Advances and Applications of LES/DNS.” More than
40 papers were submitted. After a thorough review process, 24
papers were accepted to be presented at the symposium held as
part of the Joint Fluids Engineering and Heat Transfer Summer
Conference, June 11–17, 2004, Charlotte, NC. These papers were
further thoroughly reviewed for publication in this special issue
according to the standards of JFE. Finally, 13 full papers and one
technical brief were recommended for publication.

It was difficult to categorize the papers in this issue into specific
classes, though we have tried to order them roughly so that they
start with more general review papers and more fundamental top-
ics then proceed towards more applied research papers. Since the
fashion for LES was so popular, we wanted to explore first what
was going to happen to the good old Reynolds Averaged Navier-
Stokes �RANS� models. The first paper by Hanjalic attempts to
answer this very question. It should be viewed more as a perspec-
tive from a prominent individual who has devoted his carrier
spanning close to half a century to development of classical tur-
bulence models. Recent assessments have shown �see, e.g., Rodi
�1�, Froehlich and Rodi �2�, and Temmerman et al. �3�� especially
for wall bounded turbulent flows, that a good LES is almost a
DNS. That is, a proper resolution of wall layers and prediction of
transition to turbulence in boundary layers requires extremely fine
grid resolution. For that, one has to resort to some sort of wall
functions, and/or a RANS model to save time and perform calcu-
lations in an acceptable turn around time for practical engineering
applications such as flow around ship hulls. That requires inevita-
bly a hybrid LES/RANS or DES approach. That, in turn, requires
a good RANS model. Moreover, even a very crude RANS turbu-
lence model seems to do a good job as a subgrid scale �SGS�
model in LES �see Ref. �4��.

SGS models constitute a major component of LES calculations.
It is shown by Chen et al. �5� �see also Meneveau et al. �6�� that
the balance of predictive capability may change when the stress-
strain relationship becomes convoluted under transient rapid
straining/destraining conditions. Their a priori analysis indicates
that in some cases the dynamic Smagorinsky model does not per-
form as well as the classical Smagorinsky model, contrary to past
experience and expectations. This, therefore, points towards the
need to perform more experimental and numerical work to assess

the performance of SGS models in more complex engineering
flows that exhibit high turbulence Reynolds numbers, rapid
straining/destraining, and curvature effects.

LES papers presented in this issue show that, in general, LES
results in better agreement with experiments compared to RANS
if the grid resolution is sufficiently fine. However, it is difficult to
assess without a priori knowledge of the flow characteristics, what
grid resolution is actually “sufficient.” To this end there need to be
some quality assessment measures. Although not part of the spe-
cial issue, the paper by Celik et al. �7�, also printed in this issue,
tries to address this question by formulating a LES index of qual-
ity �LES_IQ�. Some other recent studies �Klein �8�, Guerts �9�,
Meyers et al. �10� and Celik et al. �11�� have also attempted to
quantify errors involved in LES calculations. The work by Guerts
et al. �9� shows clearly that modeling errors and numerical errors
can have opposite signs in some flow regimes, thus indicating a
good performance on coarser grid resolutions, but can worsen as
the grid is refined while keeping the filter size used in the SGS
model fixed.

Several papers fall into the category of detached eddy simula-
tion �DES� or similarly hybrid RANS/LES. The papers by Pater-
son and Peltier, Wiswanathan and Tafti, and Saric et al., elucidate
the critical issues in this approach. The main problem in these
applications is related to the control of turbulence inside the so
called gray region where transition from RANS to LES takes
place. The accuracy of the numerical scheme, as well as the grid
resolution and the switching criteria all can influence the quality
of the calculations. In particular, the rate of recovery of the un-
steady turbulent fluctuations to the level of LES seems to be ex-
tremely sensitive to the aforementioned factors in developing
flows in wakes or shear layers. In such cases, the loss of upstream
turbulence in the transition from RANS to LES may lead to pre-
mature turbulence induction or delay separation thus deteriorating
the quality of predictions. New criteria would be needed �see, e.g.,
Temmerman et al. �3�� to make the transition from RANS to LES
smooth and controllable.

Another issue that needs further research and consideration and
is also closely related to hybrid RANS/LES is the problem of
prescribing unsteady boundary conditions at an inlet plane of LES
domain in developing flows, for example, at the inlet of a swirling
flow turbine combustor. Issues related to validation of such meth-
odologies are addressed in the technical brief by de With et al.

The third paper by Balaras et al. is an example of new frontiers
for applications of LES. The two papers by Krajnovic and David-
son illustrate the indispensable problems when LES is applied to a
case that closely represents a complex engineering problem such
as that of flow past a car model at high Reynolds numbers. These
two papers constitute the most thorough study of this particular
flow using LES with millions of grid nodes.

Also included in this issue are some DNS examples. While
DNS is being expanded to new frontiers such as two-phase, non-
Newtonian, reactive flows, the major problem remains not only
the computer resources, but the questions and uncertainties related
to theory. For example, the question of whether “DNS” of flow
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and heat transfer with only a reduced chemical reaction mecha-
nism to simulate turbulent flames is a “true” DNS or not is a
matter of debate. Nevertheless, the number of papers that are be-
ing published under the classification of “DNS” is also increasing
rapidly. It used to be that the acronym DNS was more or less
synonymous to an “exact” solution of the physical problem solved
with extremely accurate numerical schemes. All relevant time and
length scales were resolved so that experiments were not neces-
sary to validate the simulations. Nowadays, nominally second-
order schemes on non-structured grids are being used to perform
“DNS.” In such situations it becomes necessary to verify the so-
called “DNS” as well, for example Orozco et al. �12�. The work
by Meyers et al. �10�, where they apply Richardson extrapolation
to determine discretization errors in the predicted length scales of
DNS of decaying homogenous isotropic turbulence is a good ex-
ample of assessment of numerical errors in DNS which seem to
appear more pronounced in secondary quantities that are derived
by derivation from the primary mean quantities. It seems that this
trend will continue and more and more DNS calculations will be
performed, albeit with limited grid resolution to more complex
flows such as gas turbine flows. The issue of when a DNS is
actually DNS must be debated thoroughly.

Jean-Paul Bonnet �The University of Poitiers, France�, Peter A.
Chang �Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division, USA�,
and Stephen Jordan �Naval Undersea Warfare Center, USA� have
helped in organizing the symposium on LES, reviewing the sym-
posium papers as well as the journal papers. My graduate student
Cem Ersahin has worked very hard to put together both the sym-
posium papers and the journal papers. Without their kind help this
special issue would not have been possible. Special thanks are due
to Laurel Murphy, who as usual, was very forthcoming in han-
dling the web pages and resolving all kinds of problems and
hurdles that are common in editorial work.
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Will RANS Survive LES? A View
of Perspectives
The paper provides a view of some developments and a perspective on the future role of
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach in the computation of turbulent
flows and heat transfer in competition with large-eddy simulations (LES). It is argued
that RANS will further play an important role, especially in industrial and environmental
computations, and that the further increase in the computing power will be used more to
utilize advanced RANS models to shorten the design and marketing cycle rather than to
yield the way to LES. We also discuss some current and future developments in RANS
aimed at improving their performance and range of applicability, as well as their poten-
tial in hybrid approaches in combination with the LES strategy. Limitations in LES at
high Reynolds (Re) and Rayleigh (Ra) number flows and heat transfer are revisited and
some hybrid RANS/LES routes are discussed. The potential of very large eddy simulations
(VLES) of flows dominated by (pseudo)-deterministic eddy structures, based on transient
RANS (T-RANS) and similar approaches, is discussed and illustrated in an example of
“ultra-hard” (very high Ra) thermal convection. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2037084�

Keywords: Turbulence Modeling, Convective Heat Transfer RANS, T-RANS, LES, Hybrid
RANS-LES

Introduction
Despite their disputable intuitive and empirical rationale, the

one-point turbulence closures for Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes �RANS� equations have remained for over three decades
the mainstay of the industrial computational fluid dynamics
�CFD�. They are simple to use, computationally affordable, and
economical, thus appealing to industry for various applications
such as design, optimization, prediction of off-design perfor-
mances, or for predicting the outcome in situations that are inac-
cessible to experiment or to other simulation methods. But, as it is
well known, the most popular and most widely used linear eddy-
viscosity models �EVMs� have serious fundamental deficiencies
and cannot be trusted for predicting genuinely new situations of
realistic complexity. Various modifications and new modeling
concepts have been proposed over the past decades, ranging from
ad hoc remedies, complex nonlinear eddy-viscosity approaches to
multi-equation and multi-scale second-moment closures �SMCs�
�Reynolds stress/flux, algebraic, or differential models�. No con-
sensus has ever been reached—and probably it never will—on
what should be the optimum model�s� or level of closure. A broad
palette of RANS variants are currently used and some models—
primarily at the simple EVM level seem to have found niches in
different areas of application. However, a general feeling among
many CFD users is that the RANS have not met with early ex-
pectation. Alternatives have been sought in other approaches,
questioning the RANS future and disputing its current role as the
only viable tool for industrial and environmental computations of
complex turbulent flows and transport phenomena.

The developments in direct and large eddy simulations �DNS,
LES� have opened new prospects. While DNS has been viewed as
an indispensable research tool, LES has been expected to emerge
as the future industrial standard, threatening to eliminate RANS.
This excitement did not last for long: while LES proved to be
certainly a powerful method, because of formidable demands on
grid resolution its application is and will for long be limited to
low-to-moderate Re and Ra numbers and relatively simple geom-
etries. Handling the wall-bounded flows, with focus on wall phe-

nomena, friction and heat and mass transfer, especially at high Re
and Ra numbers, poses great challenge. For such situations, com-
bining the advantages of RANS and LES seems at present—at
least for some flow types—the best option. Because such hybrid
approaches imply numerical resolution in time and space of only
very large eddies �VLES� while the significant portion of turbu-
lence spectrum needs to be modeled, the modeling of the unre-
solved �“subscale”� motion requires a more sophisticated ap-
proach than used for common LES subgrid-scale models, opening
thus a new niche for the RANS modeling. These prospects, as
well as the realization that the grid resolution problem of LES will
make this technique long inapplicable to large-scale industrial and
environmental problems, have recently renewed the interest in
further improvement of RANS and RANS-based methods, as well
as their combination with the LES strategy.

We begin with a brief discussion of the current status, limita-
tions, and possible developments of the RANS and related ap-
proaches in view of the future increase in the computing power.
Some genuine niches for LES, inaccessible to RANS methods
�and also for experiments�, are then discussed. As an example we
discuss the problem of the accurate prediction of distribution and
time variation of the surface temperature in configurations en-
countered in electronics cooling, in internal cooling of gas turbine
blades, or other similar applications. Here the local hot spots or
strong time variation of the surface temperature and the conse-
quent thermal fatigue are regarded as the major cause of equip-
ment malfunctioning. We move then to discuss some develop-
ments in RANS modeling for complex flows and convective heat
transfer. By noting some promising progress in numerical treat-
ment of advanced RANS models, primarily at the second-moment
level, we show some successful applications of these models to
complex flows of industrial relevance, as well as some recent
novelties in the model developments originating from the author’s
group. A new, robust variant of the elliptic relaxation eddy-
viscosity model, k-�-�-f , is presented, followed by a new second-
moment “elliptic blending” closure. As an example of successful
application in the forced convection problem, we consider mul-
tiple jets impinging normally on a flat surface, which are used
frequently to achieve efficient cooling or heating of solid walls.
The attention is then turned to the combination of RANS with
LES �hybrid RANS/LES�. Several noted controversial issues are
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discussed, supported with some illustrations. The paper closes
with a brief outline of the potential of VLES based on transient
RANS �T-RANS� to applications in flows featured by strong,
quasi-deterministic, large-scale structures. The potential of
T-RANS is illustrated in “ultra-hard” �very high Ra number�
Rayleigh-Bénard convection, which is inaccessible to the conven-
tional LES, with indication of its possible use to solve large-scale
real-life engineering and environmental problems.

A Perspective on RANS and its Future Role
Currently, an industrial user is confronted with a very broad

palette of the available RANS models. The CFD vendors make the
choice more difficult by offering in some cases over 20 different
RANS variants, with hardly any suggestions in regard to which
models should be used for which application. This is not a happy
situation and, paradoxically, despite the obvious need for innova-
tion, there seems to be not much incentive for fundamental re-
search in the conventional RANS modeling. Only a few groups
over the globe are seriously engaged in RANS research. Further-
more, because of saturation and earlier numerous disappoint-
ments, the novelties are today usually met with distrust among
both the CFD vendors and CFD users. In contrast, there seems to
be much more activity is researching new approaches, primarily in
academia, some seemingly departing from the traditional RANS
strategies, in search of better physical justification and expanding
the range of model applicability. Among such new developments
we can identify the following:

• Unsteady RANS �U-RANS� implying time-solution of the
conventional RANS for 3D unsteady problems, with or
without special treatment of flow unsteadiness

• Multi-scale RANS �one-point and spectral closures�
• Transient RANS �based on conditional or ensemble averag-

ing of NS equations� with possibly modified RANS model
for the subscale �unresolved� motion �1�

• VLES based on T-RANS �1�, semi-deterministic modeling
�SDM� �2�, coherent vortex simulation �CVS� �3�, partially
averaged NS �PANS� �4�, and others

• Hybrid RANS/LES with zonal or seamless coupling of the
two strategies �5,6�

It is noted that in most of the approaches one deals with the
same form of the momentum and scalar transport equation, of
course with different meaning of the variables:

D�Ui�
Dt

= �Fi� −
1

�

��P�
�xi

+
�

�xj
��

��Ui�
�xj

− �ij� �1�

D�T�
Dt

=
�q�
�cp

+
�

�xj
��

��T�
�xj

− ��i� �2�

where � � denotes Reynolds �time or ensemble� averaged quanti-
ties in RANS, and filtered quantities in LES, and �ij and ��i are
turbulent stress and scalar flux, respectively, either for the whole
turbulence spectrum �RANS� or its parts �multi-scale RANS�, or
for unresolved motion �VLES, LES�, which in all approaches
need to be modeled. The identical forms of Eqs. �1� and �2� for
RANS, VLES, and LES make it convenient not only to use the
same computational code and similar numerics, but also to com-
bine the two approaches in zonal or hybrid procedure.

A common feature of all these approaches is the desire to cap-
ture some elements of the turbulence spectrum, i.e., to resolve in
time and space parts—primarily at large scales—of the unsteady
turbulent motion. In most methods the focus is on large, dominat-
ing eddy structure �beyond, e.g., vortex shedding that can be cap-
tured even with the conventional U-RANS� that preserves some
coherence and determinism even if the flow is not separated and is
steady in the mean. However, because such approaches require a
considerable portion of the turbulence spectrum to be modeled
�much larger than the conventional subgrid-scale motion in LES�,

the modeling remains an important issue, which draws to a larger
or lesser extent to the RANS experience and makes use of ele-
ments of the RANS modeling. This in turn brings new demands
and new constraints on RANS models, providing a new incentive
for their research.

Putting aside these new developments where RANS models in
their original or modified forms will take a new role as “subscale”
models �in contrast to subgrid-scale in LES�, the fact remains that
despite disappointments, we have seen no decline in the use of the
conventional RANS models among industry. It is conjectured that
this trend will remain for a foreseeable future, more or less in line
with the increase in the computing power, because of

• increasing market pressure to shorten the design and mar-
keting time, putting higher demands on faster parametriza-
tion and design optimization

• increasing improvement and wider �and less expensive�
availability of the commercial CFD codes, easier and user-
friendly grid-generation, and postprocessing �visualization
and animation� software

• expanding the number of CFD users among medium and
small industries

• broadening of the applicability of CFD and the increasing
needs to handle more and more complex industrial problems
involving heat and mass transfer, combustion and other
chemical reactions, multi phases, etc., where prohibitive de-
mands on computer resources and uncertainties in modeling
physical phenomena other than turbulence make little incen-
tive to use sophisticated turbulence models and LES.

Pope �7� also argues that most of the increase in the computer
power will in the near future be used for RANS, aimed at improv-
ing spatial resolution and better numerical accuracy by using
larger and better designed numerical meshes and more accurate
representation of geometry and its boundaries, as well as using
more sophisticated models of turbulence and other phenomena.
We can also expect more use of U-RANS for 3D computations of
complete bluff bodies to capture better unsteady separation ef-
fects. Also, visualization and animation, which usually requires
large computing power, will be more and more in use as a tool for
identifying some global or local flow features that can help in
improving design.

A conjecture on possible future utilization of the increased
computing power is presented in Fig. 1. Of course, the proportion
of LES �and DNS� will be much smaller among the industrial
users, whereas the opposite can be expected in research
communities.

LES Niches for Heat Transfer
For accurate predictions of wall bounded flows, especially if

wall phenomena—friction, heat and mass transfer—are in focus,

Fig. 1 A conjectured prospect on utilization of the available
computing power by different computational approaches
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LES is severely constrained by the near-wall resolution require-
ments. Proper resolution of the near-wall streaky structures re-
quires grid density close to that for DNS with near-wall grid spac-
ing not larger than �y+=O�1�, �x+=O�50�, and �z+=O�20�,
where y+ denotes the wall-normal, x+ streamwise, and z+ spanwise
direction in wall units. As Re and Ra numbers increase, the mo-
lecular sublayers becomes progressively thinner, imposing formi-
dable demand on grid finesse. Handling complex wall topology is
another problem with LES, because a rational boundary fitting
requires an unstructured grid which is still not widely tested for
LES.

Yet, there are many flows and heat transfer problems of practi-
cal relevance where the Re or Ra numbers are relatively low and
where LES can be very suitable, reliable, and even the indispens-
able technique. Currently actual examples are electronics cooling,
internal cooling of gas turbine blades, crystal growth, and others.
While RANS models can also give useful results, the ever-
increasing trends toward miniaturization and hence higher specific
heat dissipation in electronics cooling, or higher heat fluxes in
internal passages of high-load gas turbine blades, bring in focus
the problem of hot spots and thermal fatigue, which require accu-
rate prediction of temperature distribution and its time variation.
This is illustrated in an example where LES in conjunction with
an unstructured solver has been applied for conjugate flow and
heat transfer over a multi-layered wall-mounted protrusion imitat-
ing an electronic component. Apart from the cubical shape, cho-
sen on purpose to serve as a reference for investigating conjugate
heat transfer, all other aspects correspond to real electronics ele-
ment: a copper core of 13.5 mm cube heated electrically simulates
the heat dissipation, whereas the low-conducting 1.5 mm thick
epoxy layer on the cube surface mimics the real coating. Because
of low conducting surface layer, the surface temperature is highly
nonuniform and—depending on the local flow and turbulence
structure—locally it may exceed the technological limits �local
hot spots� and cause equipment malfunctioning. The time-
averaged temperature distribution over the surface can easily be
measured �liquid crystals, infrared camera, thermocouples, etc.�
but capturing well-resolved instantaneous temperature field is al-
most impossible with the available techniques because of high
frequencies of the fluctuations. Well-resolved LES or DNS appear
to be the only route to predict accurately the time variation of the
surface temperature distribution.

An example of such simulations can be found in Niceno et al.
�8� where LES of flow and conduction in the epoxy layer have
been solved simultaneously. Filtered momentum and energy equa-
tions �1� and �2� were closed by �ij =2�sgs�Sij� and ��i= ��sgs /
Pr���T /�xi� and solved on an unstructured grid. Because near the
cube walls the grid is sufficiently fine to approach DNS, the
choice of the subgrid scale model is not influential. Thus, the
standard Smagorinski subgrid-scale model was used with �sgs
= �Cs��2�2�SijSij��1/2 where �=min�d ,�V1/3�, Cs=0.1, and d is
the distance from the nearest wall.

Comparison of various computed properties with experiments
of Meinders and Hanjalic �9� are reported in detail in �8�, showing
generally very good agreement. It is noted that the time-averaged
temperature shows a strong variation over the cube surface, drop-
ping from maximum of 60°C at the rear surface to 40°C at the
intensively cooled front edges �note that the copper core was at
75°C� �8�. This surface temperature nonuniformity was found to
reflect a range of vortex structures, which are difficult to capture
by any RANS model.

Especially useful results from the LES are the instantaneous
temperature imprints on the cube surfaces, which cannot be ob-
tained by any other technique, experimental or numerical, except
by DNS. The simulations show high local temperature nonunifor-
mities with a pattern changing continuously with a stochastic pe-
riodicity, as can be observed from the surface temperature anima-
tion. Figure 2 shows one realization of the instantaneous surface
temperature viewed from the front and rear side. Local hot spots

are discernible on the rear face. The instantaneous fluid tempera-
ture corresponding to the same realizations is also shown in the
form of thermal plumes defined by the surface of constant tem-
perature of 24.5°C and colored by fluid velocity magnitude.

Some Recent Developments in RANS
Limitations of linear eddy viscosity models �EVMs� have been

recognized already in the early days of turbulence modeling and
the attention has been turned to the second moment closure
�SMC� that makes the most logical and physically most appropri-
ate RANS modeling framework. This approach requires modeling
and solution of the transport equations for the turbulent stress and
scalar flux:

Duiuj

Dt
− Dij = �f iuj + f jui� − �uiuk

�Uj

�xk
+ ujuk

�Ui

�xk
� + 	ij − �ij

�3�

D�ui

Dt
− D�i = − uiuj

�T

�xj
− �uj

�Ui

�xj
− f i� − ��i + 	�i �4�

which are closed by a scale-providing equation, usually energy
dissipation rate � or 
=� /k. This level of modeling enables the
exact treatment of the turbulence production by the mean strain or
body forces. Furthermore, the solution of transport equations for
each stress component makes it possible—at least in principle—to
reproduce accurately the stress field and its anisotropy, which re-
flects the structure and orientation of the stress-bearing turbulent
eddies. This in turn makes it possible to reproduce effects of
streamline curvature, rotation and swirl, secondary motion, and
other effects encountered in complex flows, better than with an
eddy-viscosity concept �10�.

Despite obvious advantages, two issues emerged immediately
as critical: modeling, especially of the pressure-strain terms �ij
and ��i, and the numerical stiffness of the coupling of Eqs. �3� and
�4� with the mean momentum and energy equations. While the
modeling has been reasonably successful with some notable im-
provements over the past few years, the numerical stiffness and
the reluctance of users to solve more differential equations re-
mained long the major deterrent. Over the years it became clear
that the numerical problem has been associated primarily with the
tendency to use the available Navier-Stokes solver designed for
equations with dominant diffusive second-order term pertinent to
eddy viscosity approach. Providing turbulent stresses and fluxes

Fig. 2 Instantaneous temperature on the cube surface „above…
and thermal plumes around the cube, defined by the isosurface
of T=24.5°C „below…. „a… view from the front, „b… view from the
back. The flow is in the x direction †8‡.
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from separate differential equations requires more care in cou-
pling the equations. This was demonstrated recently by Geroly-
mos et al. �11�, who, thanks to an efficient implicit implementa-
tion of the second-moment closure, succeeded in computing
several complex turbomachinery flows with a near-wall second-
moment closure with only 30% more computing time than re-
quired for the k-� model. Over the past decade a number of
groups, both in industry and academia �Craft and Launder at
UMIST, e.g., �12�, Leschziner et al. at Imperial College �13�,
Basara et al. AVL, Graz, Austria �14,15�, Gerolymos et al. at Univ.
Pieree-et-Marie Curie in Paris, �11,16�, Yang et al. at Michigan
Tech., Houghton, USA �17,18�, to name only a few�, succeeded in
designing similar or other remedies that make the solution of the
second-moment closure almost a routine procedure that requires
only marginally larger effort and computing resources as com-
pared with the EVMs. The improvements, however, in most cases
appeared to be worth the effort. A number of examples illustrating
the superiority of the second-moment closure can be found in the
above cited and other references. A good selection of complex
industrial flows, solved in parallel with the k-� and the SMC
models �all with wall functions� using KIVA code, can be found in
Refs. �17,18�. These include a nonreacting multi-point lean direct
injection �LDI� gas turbine combustor with discrete jet- and heli-
cal axial swirlers of different orientations, a simplified direct in-
jection stratified charged �DISC� IC engine, a lean-premixed pre-
vaporized �LPP� combustor, and a four-valve double-overhead
camshaft �DOHC� IC engine. In all cases, the predictions with the
SMC with the Speziale, Sarkar and Gatski �SSG� �19� pressure-
strain model appeared in better agreement with experiments
�where available� than the standard k-�. In cases where no experi-
mental data for field properties were available, the integral param-
eters were compared, showing again better agreement with the
SMC. For example, for the DOHC engine the experimentally ob-
served strong swirl generated by the canted valves and the piston
motion at CA approaching 180° was much better reproduced by
the SMC �Fig. 3�. While there is still room for improvement, these
and other examples serve as good illustrations of the current
achievements in solving complex flows of industrial relevance
with the second-moment closure.

Second-moment closures have also served as inspiration for a
number of improvements of lower-order models. Algebraic stress
and flux models based on their differential parent equations—in

implicit or explicit forms—have been found to perform generally
better than the nonlinear eddy viscosity models that were derived
independently, e.g., Wallin and Johanson �20�.

The elliptic relaxation EVM of Durbin �21� was also inspired
and derived with resource to the model differential stress equation
�3�. A broad variety of nonlinear eddy-viscosity models, devel-
oped for the desire of industry with the hope to become a more
user-friendly surrogate for second-moment closure, have generally
not fulfilled their promises. Some of the rigorously derived mod-
els that were relatively free from arbitrary tuning of numerous
coefficients, such as the TCL �two-component limit� cubic model
of Craft et al. �22�, were reported to perform well in several flows
considered, though less satisfactory in some other flows, e.g.,
�23�. However, because of their complexity, the more successful
�but, as a rule, more complex� nonlinear models have not yet
appealed to industry.

In view of the above discussion, it is fair to say that the RANS
models are witnessing their renaissance and that we shall see in
the near future more extensive use of advanced RANS models
applied to complex flows.

We consider briefly some recent advancements, aimed at robust
application of advanced models to complex flows. Recently re-
ported novelties are too numerous for this brief coverage and we
will restrict the discussion to only a few developments originating
from the author’s group.

Robust Elliptic Relaxation EVMs. The v2-f model of Durbin
�20� appeared as an interesting novelty in engineering turbulence
modeling. By introducing an additional �“wall-normal”� velocity
scale v2 and an elliptic relaxation concept to sensitize v2 to the
inviscid wall blocking effect, the model dispenses with the con-
ventional practice of introducing empirical damping functions.
Because of its physical rationale and of its simplicity, it is gaining
in popularity and appeal especially among industrial users. While
in complex three-dimensional flows, with strong secondary circu-
lation, rotation, and swirl, where the evolution of the complete
stress field may be essential for proper reproduction of flow fea-
tures, the model remains still inferior to the full second-moment
and advanced nonlinear eddy viscosity models, it is certainly a
much better option than the conventional near-wall k-�, k-
, and
similar models.

However, the original v2-f model possesses some features that

Fig. 3 Velocity vectors in the midplane of a DOHC IC engine at CA=120°, 3D
RANS †18‡. Left: k-�; right: SMC.
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impair its computational efficiencies. The main problem is with
the wall boundary condition fw→−20v2�2 / ��y4� when y→0,
which makes the computations sensitive to the near-wall grid clus-
tering and—contrary to most other near-wall models—does not
tolerate too small y+ for the first near-wall grid point. The problem
can be obviated by solving simultaneously the v2 and f equation,
but most commercial as well as in-house codes use more conve-
nient segregated solvers. Alternative formulations of the v2 and f
equations that permit fw=0 usually perform less satisfactorily than
the original model and require some retuning of the coefficients.

Recently a version of the eddy-viscosity model based on
Durbin’s elliptic relaxation concept has been proposed �24�, which
solves a transport equation for the velocity scale ratio �=v2 /k
instead of the equation for v2,

D�

Dt
= f −

�

k
P +

�

�xj
	�� +

�t

��
� ��

�xj

 �5�

in combination with an elliptic relaxation function �here based on
the SSG �19� quasi-linear pressure-strain model�

L2�2f − f =
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�
�c1 + C2
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�
��� −

2

3
� �6�

Here the eddy viscosity is defined as �t=c�k�, where c is dif-
ferent from the conventional C, and � is the time scale, equal to
k /� away from a wall. Because of a more convenient formulation
of the equation for � and especially of the wall boundary condition
for the elliptic function fw=−2�� /y2, this model is more robust
and less sensitive to nonuniformities and clustering of the compu-
tational grid. Alternatively, one can solve Eq. �6� for a “homoge-
neous” function f� with zero wall boundary conditions fw� =0, and
then obtain f = f�−2����1/2 /�xn�2 �in analogy with Jones-Launder
equation for homogeneous dissipation�. The computations of flow
and heat transfer in a plane channel, behind a backward-facing
step and in a round impinging jet, show in all cases satisfactory
agreement with experiments and direct numerical simulations
�24�.

Elliptic-Blending SMC. As an example of a robust second-
moment closure suitable for complex near-wall flows, we discuss
briefly the elliptic blending model �EBM� of Manceau and Han-
jalic �25�. The model, based on Durbin’s �26� SMC, solves Eq. �3�
in conjunction with the � equation, but instead of solving six
elliptic relaxation equations for the functions corresponding to
each stress component, a single scalar elliptic equation is solved:

� − L2�2� = 1 �7�

The pressure strain term and the stress dissipation are modeled by
blending the “homogeneous” �away from the wall� and the near-
wall models

	ij = �1 − �2�	ij
w + �2	ij

h �8�

�ij = �1 − �2�
uiuj

k
� +

2

3
�2��ij �9�

In Eq. �8�, 	ij
h can be chosen from any known model �we use

SSG�, whereas the wall model for the pressure strain, satisfying
the exact wall limit and stress budget, is defined by

	ij
w = − 5

�

k
�uiuknjnk + ujuknink −

1

2
ukulnknl�ninj + �ij�� �10�

where the unit wall-normal vector is evaluated from

n =
��

����
�11�

Illustration of the EBM in Multiple-Impinging Jets. As an
illustration of the performance of the EBM, we show some results
of computations of flow and heat transfer in a multiple impinging

jets configuration, shown in Fig. 4 �27,28�. Besides its relevance
for cooling, heating, and drying in various applications, impinging
jets have long served as a generic benchmark for turbulence and
heat transfer modeling.

In the wall layer in an impinging jet, the turbulent stress tensor
shows high anisotropy which is reflected in the turbulent heat flux
anisotropy and, in turn, in the local wall heat transfer. The wall-
normal heat flux wall is governed primarily by the wall-normal
velocity fluctuation. The change of flow direction from a normally
impinging jet to a radial wall jet causes a strong redistribution
between the stress component, as well as a change of the roles of
different components of the mean velocity gradient from one re-
gion to another. This leads to a strong evolution of stress and heat
flux anisotropy and to a change in the intensity and the role of the
wall-normal stress component. Because most linear eddy-
viscosity models cannot reproduce properly the stress anisotropy,
they fail in reproducing heat transfer. That the stress field is
closely related to heat transfer can be illustrated also indirectly:
the models which reproduce well the turbulence stress field yield
as a rule better predictions of wall heat transfer, even if a simple
eddy-diffusivity concept is used for the turbulent heat flux.

Multiple-impinging jets are more complex. Possible jet interac-
tion prior to impingement and the collision of wall jets on the
target plate create complex 3D patterns with ejection fountain,
recirculation, and embedded vortices in the space between the
jets, as well as a cross flow towards escape openings. The arrange-
ment and spacing of the jets have crucial roles in achieving opti-
mum effects. Instantaneous PIV shows that closely spaced jets
only intermittently reach the impinging surface with full strength
�29�. Curious phenomena, such as symmetry breaking, have been
observed in some arrangement affecting heat transfer uniformity.
Reliable computational optimization is essential for reaching the
optimum effects and, because of flow complexity, sophisticated
models are required to trust the computations. Wall functions are
unreliable and equations must be integrated up to the wall.

We present some results for a square arrangement of nine equal
parallel jets issuing from the same orifices, with three models: the
conventional k-�+WF, the v2-f , and the EBM, compared with
experiments. The EBM has been used in conjunction with two
different heat flux models, i.e., the isotropic and nonisotropic eddy
diffusivity models �known also as simple and generalized gradient
diffusion hypotheses, SGDH and GGDH, respectively�:

SGDH:�ui = −
�t

�T

�T

�xi
; GGDH:�ui = − C�

k

�
uiuj

�T

�xj

All models indicate that the jets do not interact much prior to
the impingement and a void space appears in between where a
trapped low-momentum vortex resides asymmetrically displaced
above the 45° symmetry line, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. This
broken symmetry, despite fully symmetric stationary conditions
imposed on both interior vertical and horizontal symmetry planes
of the solution domain, is also confirmed by experiments �29� as
shown in the figures.

The predictions of the flow pattern and Nusselt �Nu� number

Fig. 4 Nozzle configuration and computational view of stream-
lines and surface temperature
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with different models differ significantly. Unlike in single jets,
where the k-� model predicts maximum Nu number in the stag-
nation region, here it shows notable underprediction. In contrast,
the v2-f returns higher Nu, somewhat in better agreement with
experiments, but still unsatisfactory. The EBM second-moment
closure shows surprisingly good reproduction of details of the
flow pattern in the whole domain and excellent predictions of
Nusselt number, as shown also in Fig. 7, where the effect of the
heat flux model is also illustrated.

Multiple-Scale RANS. Another niche where we may see more
activity in the near future are the two-scale or multi-scale RANS
models in which additional scalar equations are solved to provide

extra turbulence scales. The usage of a single turbulence time and
length scale to characterize all processes and to model undefined
terms in the governing equations has long been recognized as one
of the major deficiencies of the conventional RANS. Early at-
tempts based on a split spectrum method �30,31�, where a set of
model equations was derived and solved for each of the two �or
more� spectrum slices, seemed promising but the development
was discouraged by the lack of information on spectral splitting in
complex flows and by the inevitable increase in the number of
empirical coefficients �a separate set needed for each spectrum
slice�. Some developments following different rationale have been
reported recently, aimed primarily at deriving an equation for an
additional turbulence scale to distinguish the spectral energy
transfer from the turbulence dissipation rate. Such a model, based
on the weighted integration of the dynamic equation for the cova-

Fig. 5 Velocity vectors in a plane at z /D=0.54 above the im-
pinging plane. Top: k-�+WF „left…, EBM „right…; bottom: k-v2-f
„left…, PIV measurements „right… †28‡.

Fig. 6 Nusselt number predicted by different models. Top: k-�+WF „left…,
EBM+GGDH „right…; bottom: k-v2-f „left…, LCT measurements „right… †28‡.

Fig. 7 Nusselt number distribution across the jets centerlines
for two locations †28‡
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riance spectrum, with an assumed shape of the energy spectrum
and spectral anisotropy function, has been considered by Cadiou
et al. �32�. With some simplification, separate equations are de-
rived for the spectral energy transfer function �p and the true
dissipation rate �, which in spectral equilibrium become equal.
Tests in several nonequilibrium flows, which include a periodi-
cally perturbed flow over a backward-facing step and over a
square-section rod, showed interesting dynamics of the two time
scales, defined as k /�p and k /� �32�.

Hybrid RANS/LES
It is recalled that the proper resolution of dynamically impor-

tant scales with LES requires the grid density to increase with
Re0.4 in regions away from a solid wall, but this constraint be-
comes much more severe in near-wall regions where the grid den-
sity should follow Re1.8. In contrast, the RANS grid requires clus-
tering only in the wall-normal direction, making the grid
requirements proportional to ln�Re�. For realistic engineering and
environmental flows an attractive proposition is to combine the
LES with RANS strategy. Most approaches currently under explo-
ration can be grouped into two categories. The first is the zonal
approach in which the conventional coarse-grid LES is applied in
one flow region, usually away from a solid wall, and a RANS
model is applied in the other, usually the near-wall region. The
switching from one to another field is made at a suitably chosen
interface. The key problem is to ensure proper matching condi-
tions at the interface, which are usually based on the equality of
the total �resolved+modeled� stress or total viscosity. Because the
resolved motion on both sides of the interface should be the same,
and RANS model yields a much larger modeled contribution than
the LES subgrid-scale model, the RANS model needs to be
damped. A way to accomplish matching is to damp the RANS
eddy viscosity either by damping the eddy-viscosity coefficient
C �33� or by decreasing the RANS kinetic energy or by increas-
ing the dissipation rate �34�. Other approaches have also been
reported, e.g., a parabolic treatment of the near-wall boundary
layer with imbedded solutions using a simple damped mixing
length model in the near-wall RANS region, or the simultaneous
solution of the parabolic momentum equation—again with mixing
length, with LES in the outer region.

The second approach is based on continuous �nonzonal� simu-
lations using the same model for the unresolved motion in the
complete solution domain, which serves as a RANS model in the
near-wall region and as a subgrid-scale model in the outer LES
region. The switching between one and the other approach is ac-
complished by changing the length scale: in the near-wall RANS
region the distance from the wall is used whereas in the LES
region this is replaced by the representative grid size. The most
known method in this category is Spalart’s detached eddy simu-
lation �DES� �35� in which the Spalart-Almaras �S-A� one-
equation model for eddy viscosity is used in both regions. This
approach, just like the zonal one, contains a dose of arbitrariness:
the interface between the RANS and LES region is determined by
the adopted mesh. The switching parameter can of course be ad-
justed by an empirical coefficient, but the desired criterion is dif-
ficult to know in advance in unknown complex flows. The prob-
lem is in the strong deterioration of the predictions when the
switching occurs at larger distances from the wall �y+�30�. It is
also noted that the S-A model was tuned for external aerodynamic
flows and has been shown to perform badly in some other flow
types.

The zonal approach seems more appealing because outside the
wall boundary layers, the conventional LES method �with pre-
scribed sub-grid-scale �sgs� or dynamic modeling� is used without
any intervention in the subgrid modeling. However, the crucial
issues and problems to address are the location and the definition
of the interface, the nature of matching conditions, especially for
flows in complex geometries, and the receptivity of the RANS
region to the LES unsteadiness and the RANS feedback into the

LES region. Even if the RANS model is adjusted to meet the
constraint of continuity of eddy viscosity and other quantities
across the interface, an insufficient level in small-scale activity
that RANS feeds into LES across the interface produces in most
circumstances nonphysical features �a bump� in the velocity pro-
file around the interface. Several proposals have been published
for introducing an extra small-scale forcing. Piomelli et al. �36�
suggested a “stochastic backscatter” generated by random number
with an envelope dependent on the wall distance. Davidson and
Dahlström �37� proposed to add turbulent fluctuations, obtained
from DNS of a generic boundary layer, to the momentum equation
at the LES side of interface. Hanjalic et al. �6,33� found that by
feeding the instantaneous instead of homogeneously averaged
value of C at the interface �that matches the RANS eddy viscos-
ity with the subgrid-scale viscosity on the LES side� the anomaly
diminishes. This suggests that the “noisy” instantaneous C acts
in a similar spirit as the additional random or stochastic forcing,
but it is much simpler.

Defining the criteria for the positioning of the interface is an-
other problem. The kink in the velocity profile seems most visible
if the interface is placed in the region populated by coherent
streaks �centered around y+=60–100�. Because of insufficient
spanwise grid spacing, the computed streaks are much wider �“su-
perstreaks”� and their distance much larger than in reality. Moving
the interface closer to the wall would lead to a greater proportion
of the small-scale structure being captured, but reproducing faith-
fully the streak topology would require the grid to be substantially
refined, especially in the spanwise direction, thus departing from
the main motivation for the hybrid approach. On the other hand,
moving the interface further away from the wall leads to the
streaky pattern becoming progressively indistinct.

Paradoxically, with the interface placed at a distance suffi-
ciently large to lose the fine near-wall structure, the anomaly in
the velocity profile gradually disappears. This finding may sound
discomforting on theoretical grounds, but has comforting implica-
tions in the simulation of complex flows at very high Re numbers,
where the wall boundary layers are in any case so thin that they
cannot be resolved in any event.

The above arguments call, however, for more advanced RANS
models to be used in the near-wall RANS regions. An example of
such an approach is the combination of an elliptic relaxation EVM
�v2-f or �-f� model for RANS with the dynamic sgs for LES �38�.
The dissipation rate in the k equation is multiplied by a function in
terms of the RANS and LES length scale ratio, i.e.,

Dk

Dt
=

�

�xj
��� + �t�

�k

�xj
� + P − �� �12�

where

� = max�1,
LRANS

LLES
� ; LRANS =

ktot
3/2

�
; LLES = 0.8��x�y�z�1/3

and ktot·=kres+kmod·. Hence, for LRANS�LLES, the RANS model is
in play, and for ��1 we should have a dynamic LES. In order to
avoid a discontinuity at the interface when �=1, a “buffer” zone is
introduced where RANS is still in play but with an automatic
adjustment �through ��1� in the RANS eddy viscosity to the LES
sgs dynamic viscosity. In examples shown below the buffer zone
extends up to ��1.5, covering only a few cells for the typical
RANS and coarse-LES grids used here.

Figure 8 shows velocity profiles in a plane channel obtained
from hybrid computations with the above model for three Rey-
nolds numbers using a RANS-type �coarse� mesh of 64�64
�32 cells �mesh 1� for Re�=590 and 2000, and 64�90�32
�mesh 2� for Re�=20,000. Note that the grids for the two higher
Re’s are two orders of magnitude smaller than required for prop-
erly resolved LES. The results are very satisfactory, though the
true test must await justification in more complex flows.
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T-RANS-Based VLES
Methods that combine RANS and LES strategy can generally

be classified as very-large eddy simulations �VLESS�. The name
implies a form of LES �not necessarily based on grid-size filter-
ing� with a cutoff filter at a much lower wave number, or simply
solving ensemble averaged equations. The basic rationale behind
VLES is resolve only very large, coherent, or deterministic struc-
tures and model the rest! Modeling a larger part of the spectrum
requires a more sophisticated model than the standard sub-grid-
scale model for LES, i.e., a form of RANS model that is not
related to the size of the numerical mesh. As compared with the
conventional RANS, the model is required only for the incoherent
random fluctuations, while the large scales are resolved. The so-
lution of the resolved part of the spectrum can follow the tradi-
tional LES practice using grid size as a basis for defining the filter
�hence the name hybrid RANS/LES�, or solve ensemble-or con-
ditionally averaged Navier-Stokes equations.

We present here briefly some features and illustrations of the
latter approach, named T-RANS �transient RANS� �39,40� and
demonstrate its application to confined turbulent flows subjected
to thermal buoyancy. It is recalled that an instantaneous flow can
be decomposed into unsteady ensemble-averaged �organized� mo-
tion and random �incoherent� fluctuations, so that the instanta-

neous flow property �̂�xi , t� can be written as the sum of time-
mean, deterministic, and random parts. The ensemble averaged
�mean plus deterministic� quantities are fully resolved by solving
in time and space equations �1� and �2�—just as in LES, whereas
the unresolved contribution is modeled using RANS models for
instantaneous stress and scalar flux. The total long-term averaged
second moments consist of the resolved �deterministic� and inco-

herent �random� part which are assumed not to interact, i.e., �̂Ŷ

=�̄ Ȳ +�̃Ỹ +��= ����Y�+��. Both parts are expected to be of
the same order of magnitude, with the modeled contribution pre-
vailing in the near-wall regions where the deterministic motion is
weak. The dominance of the modeled contribution in the near-wall
region emphasizes the importance of the RANS model which
needs to be well tuned to capture near-wall behavior of turbulent
stress and scalar flux.

We illustrate the potential of T-RANS in the example of
Rayleigh-Bénard convection at extreme Rayleigh numbers, which
are inaccessible to either conventional LES �or DNS� or to classic
RANS. Here we use the algebraic subscale flux model and the
corresponding algebraic stress model in which all variables are
evaluated as time dependent �39,40�. Extensive testing of the
RANS subscale model in a number of confined natural convection

cases provides confidence in its performance close to walls. Out-
side the wall layers, the role of the model fades away because the
dominant large-scale quasi-deterministic roll structures are fully
resolved in time and space.

Figure 9 shows T-RANS computations of the Nusselt number
and of the hydrodynamic ���� and thermal ���� wall layer thick-
ness �defined by peak positions of the turbulent kinetic energy and
temperature variance, respectively� as a function of Rayleigh
number over ten decades, up to 1016 �40�. It is noted that the
maximum Ra achievable by DNS is around 108 and by true LES
about 109. The T-RANS computations agree very well with the
available DNS for low Ra numbers as well with the experiments
for low and moderate Ra �up to 1012� in accord with the known
correlations Nu�Ra0.3; �� /H�Ra−1/7 and �� /H�Ra−1/3.

For higher Ra numbers the T-RANS shows clearly an increase
in the exponent of Ra in accord with Kraichnan’s asymptotic
theory �n→0.5 for Ra→�� and recent experiments. This change
in Nu-Ra slope is reflected in the change of the slopes of ���Ra�
and ���Ra� curves. The capability of T-RANS for capturing the
instantaneous structures is illustrated in Fig. 10, where instanta-
neous streaklines are presented for the central and a near-wall

Fig. 8 Hybrid RANS „v2-f…+LES „dynamic sgs… velocity in a
plane channel †38‡. A, B, and C indicate three different Re num-
bers, and 1 and 2 indicate two different grids.

Fig. 9 T-RANS predictions of Nu number „above… and of hy-
drodynamic „��… and thermal „��… wall layer thickness „bellow…

in R-B convection over ten decades of Ra number †40‡

Fig. 10 T-RANS instantaneous trajectories in R-B convection
for Ra=2Ã1014

„Pr=0.71…. Left: at midplane „z /H=0.5…; right:
close to the top wall „z /H=0.925… †40‡.
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plane for Ra=2�1014. The T-RANS method proved subsequently
to be very suitable for real engineering and environmental flows
and transport phenomena at mezzo scales, e.g., for predicting di-
urnal change in air flow and pollutant dispersion �41�.

Conclusions
Will RANS methods survive LES? This author believes that

they will, at least in the next few decades. True, the anticipated
further increase in computing power and wider accessibility of
inexpensive high performance computers will certainly breed ex-
panded efforts in the LES and further improvements in LES-
specific numerics and subgrid-scale models can be foreseen. Al-
ready, we are witnessing LES on meshes with O�108� cells and it
is realistic to expect that within a decade such computations
would be much more frequent. LES in knowledgeable hands will
take an increasingly important role as a research tool in parallel
with DNS. But we will probably witness also more LES abuse and
false claims: LES is relatively easy to perform provided one has
sufficient computing power at one’s disposal. And, temptations are
great. Conventional LES on a too-coarse grid of wall bounded
flows, especially in attached flows regions, can be very erroneous
and inferior to even simple conventional RANS.

However, in the view of this writer, it is difficult to imagine that
LES will in the foreseeable future replace RANS as a daily design
tool. The major impact of the impressive increase in the comput-
ing power over the past three decades has been in the shortening
of the design cycle and marketing time for new products, but has
had little influence on industrial preference for turbulence models.
Despite the undisputable progress in the development of advanced
models, the rudimentary k-� �and, to a less extent, k-
� model
launched 35 years ago serves still as the most frequently used
closure. It is realistic that this trend will continue, though hope-
fully we should expect to see more advanced RANS and U-RANS
based on second-moment closure and their hybridization with
LES.
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Implication of Mismatch Between
Stress and Strain-Rate in
Turbulence Subjected to Rapid
Straining and Destraining on
Dynamic LES Models
Planar straining and destraining of turbulence is an idealized form of turbulence-
meanflow interaction that is representative of many complex engineering applications.
This paper studies experimentally the response of turbulence subjected to a process
involving planar straining, a brief relaxation and destraining. Subsequent analysis quan-
tifies the impact of the applied distortions on model coefficients of various eddy viscosity
subgrid-scale models. The data are obtained using planar particle image velocimetry
(PIV) in a water tank, in which high Reynolds number turbulence with very low mean
velocity is generated by an array of spinning grids. Planar straining and destraining
mean flows are produced by pushing and pulling a rectangular piston towards and away
from the bottom wall of the tank. The velocity distributions are processed to yield the time
evolution of mean subgrid dissipation rate, the Smagorinsky and dynamic model coeffi-
cients, as well as the mean subgrid-scale momentum flux during the entire process. It is
found that the Smagorinsky coefficient is strongly scale dependent during periods of
straining and destraining. The standard dynamic approach overpredicts the dissipation
based Smagorinsky coefficient, with the model coefficient at scale � in the standard
dynamic Smagorinsky model being close to the dissipation based Smagorinsky coefficient
at scale 2�. The scale-dependent Smagorinsky model, which is designed to compensate
for such discrepancies, yields unsatisfactory results due to subtle phase lags between the
responses of the subgrid-scale stress and strain-rate tensors to the applied strains. Time
lags are also observed for the SGS momentum flux at the larger filter scales considered.
The dynamic and scale-dependent dynamic nonlinear mixed models do not show a sig-
nificant improvement. These potential problems of SGS models suggest that more re-
search is needed to further improve and validate SGS models in highly unsteady
flows. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1989360�

1 Introduction

In most engineering applications, turbulent flows are regularly
subjected to strong large-scale mean deformation. Examples in-
clude turbulent flows inside contracting or expanding channels,
flows inside pumps, flows around propellers, etc. When the
turbulence-to-mean-shear time scale ratio is large enough, namely
S ·k /�→� �S is the mean strain; k�0.5�ui�ui�� is the turbulence
kinetic energy with �·� denoting the averaging operation; and � is
the dissipation rate�, the evolution of turbulence can be predicted
by rapid-distortion theory �RDT�, which neglects the nonlinear
terms in the evolution equation of turbulence, thus the equation
can be solved analytically �e.g., Ref. �1��. However, in many en-
gineering flows, the turbulence-to-mean-shear time scale ratio is
large, but not large enough to apply RDT.

The interactions between turbulence and strong mean straining
flow have already been studied extensively. Townsend �2�, Keffer
�3�, and Tucker and Reynolds �4� conducted hot-wire measure-
ments of decaying grid turbulence inside a specially designed,
distorting section of wind tunnel. Lee and Reynolds �5� performed
direct numerical simulations �DNS� of turbulence response to sev-
eral types of irrotational straining, including planar and axisym-

metric straining. The simulations were performed at a Taylor mi-
croscale Reynolds number, Re�=u� /�, of less than 100, where u
is the characteristic turbulent fluctuation and � is the Taylor mi-
croscale.

Presently, large eddy simulation �LES� is the most rapidly de-
veloping turbulence prediction technique. Thus, it is of consider-
able interest to study the effects of straining on turbulence from
the point of view of LES. Liu et al. �6� studied scale interactions
and evolution of statistics of subgrid-scale �SGS� variables of in-
terest in LES during axisymmetric distortion with S ·k /��7 and
Re��290. They concluded that the simple Smagorinsky eddy-
viscosity SGS model overpredicts the SGS dissipation, i.e., the
flow of energy to scales smaller than the filter scale, during strong
straining, and that mixed model formulations improve the model
performance. The moderate Reynolds number and limited data of
the Liu et al. study prevented detailed tests of the popular dynamic
model �7�. Due to limitations of their experimental setup, Liu et
al. only studied the effect of axisymmetric straining, and there was
no possibility to study return-to-isotropy, relaxation, or destrain-
ing.

In the present study we experimentally investigate the evolution
of flow variables in a cycle consisting of planar straining, relax-
ation, and destraining. Such a scenario is a simplification of many
engineering flows, e.g., turbulence passing around a propeller
blade. There, the turbulence is strained near the leading edge of
the blade, and the deformation is partially reversed during the
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pressure recovery region, towards the trailing edge of the blade. If
the flow is not massively separated, and the blade is long �almost
2D�, 2-D irrotational straining �stagnation point flow� is a reason-
able idealization. The main focus of this study is the response of
the Smagorinsky model at various filter scales, and the perfor-
mance of the dynamic and scale-dependent dynamic Smagorinsky
models in reproducing the measured evolution of the Smagorinsky
coefficient. A brief review of LES modeling issues, including the
Smagorinsky and nonlinear mixed SGS models, is given in Sec. 2.
Also discussed are the standard dynamic and scale-dependent dy-
namic approaches to determine the model coefficients. Details
about the experimental facility and instrumentation are presented
in Sec. 3. The characteristics of mean flow and turbulence before
straining are documented in Sec. 4. The evolution of SGS dissi-
pation, and a priori tests of the Smagorinksy and nonlinear mixed
models are shown in Sec. 5. The performance of the Smagorinsky
model for prediction of SGS momentum flux is quantified in Sec.
6. Conclusions are presented in Sec. 7.

2 Large Eddy Simulation and SGS Stress Models
Proposed in the 1960s, large eddy simulation provides a prom-

ising approach to numerically study engineering flows with com-
plex geometry at high Reynolds number �8,9�. LES decomposes
the flow variables into resolved and unresolved �subgrid scale�
parts by applying a filtering operation given by

f̃�x,t� =	
D

f�x�,t�G��x,x��dx�, �1�

where D is the computational domain and G� is a filtering kernel
with a characteristic scale �. For incompressible flows, the filtered
Navier-Stokes equations solved in LES are

�ũi

�xi
= 0,

�2�
�ũi

�t
+ ũj

�ũi

�xj
= −

�

�xj

 p̃

�
�ij + �ij� + �

�2ũi

�xj
2 ,

where the subgrid-scale �SGS� stress, �ij, is defined as

�ij = uiuj
˜ − ũiũj . �3�

The SGS stress must be modeled properly in order to close the
equation system �2�.

Scale interactions, such as energy transfer between resolved and
SGS scales, referring to scales larger and smaller than �, respec-
tively, are fundamental physical phenomena in turbulent flows.
Understanding the processes underlying the energy transfer in a
turbulent field is important in successful application of LES. The
influence of the SGS stresses on the resolved flow field is reflected
in the transport equation of resolved and/or subgrid kinetic energy
�10�. The so-called sub-grid scale energy dissipation,

	� = − ��ijS̃ij� , �4�
where

S̃ij =
1

2
� �ũi

�xj
+

�ũj

�xi
 �5�

is the resolved strain-rate tensor, plays a vital role in these equa-
tions. The SGS dissipation enters as a sink in the transport equa-
tion for mean resolved kinetic energy, and as a source term in the
equation for unresolved kinetic energy �10�. It thus quantitatively
describes the net energy transfer between resolved and subgrid
scales. While the overall trend of energy transfer is typically from
resolved to subgrid scales �forward scattering�, there are locations
in the flow field where the subgrid scales return energy to resolved
scales �back scattering� �10,11�. In the inertial range, the mean
SGS dissipation is dominant in the energy budget. Thus, its key

features must be reproduced properly by SGS models.
Many different SGS models have been proposed �see reviews in

Refs. �8,12��. The most popular are of the eddy-viscosity type

�ij
Smag = − 2�TS̃ij , �6�

where �T is the scalar eddy viscosity which relates the deviatoric
part of the SGS stress to the resolved strain. The Smagorinsky
model �13� is a representative of this class with

�T = �CS
���2�S̃� , �7�

where CS
� is the �Static� Smagorinsky coefficient and �S̃�

=�2S̃ijS̃ij. The so-called nonlinear mixed SGS model was pro-
posed by applying a Taylor series expansion of ũi and adding the
Smagorinsky model as a dissipative term �14–16�:

�ij
NL = − 2�CS,NL

� ��2�S̃�S̃ij +
1

12
�2�ũi

�xl

�ũj

�xl
�8�

with a model coefficient CS,NL
� �the subscript “NL” denotes the

nonlinear mixed model�. Other widely used models are reviewed
in Ref. �15�.

The performance of SGS models can be evaluated by a priori
tests, and by a posteriori tests �17�. In a priori tests, some selected
features of the modeled stresses, �ij

mod�x , t�, are compared with the
“real” SGS stresses, �ij�x , t�, calculated using its definition, i.e.,
Eq. �3�. Since a necessary condition for LES to be considered
successful is that it yield correct energetics of the resolved flow,
SGS models can be tested a priori by comparing the relevant
effect of the SGS stresses upon the energetics, namely by com-
paring the measured mean SGS dissipation with the modeled

mean SGS dissipation, −��ij
modS̃ij� �18�.

Experiments have provided data for a priori tests of SGS mod-
els, typically in flow fields whose Reynolds numbers are higher
than those provided by DNS. For example, Liu et al. �11� applied
particle image velocimetry �PIV� in a turbulent jet at Re��310,
and studied the performance of several SGS models. O’Neil and
Meneveau �19� conducted hot-wire measurements in a turbulent
plane wake at Re��500. Tao et al. �20� evaluated the statistical
geometry of subgrid-scale stresses based on 3-D holographic PIV
measurement in a duct flow at Re��260. Porte-Agel et al. �21�
and Kleissl et al. �22� performed a priori tests using field experi-
mental data of atmospheric boundary layer, collected by arrays of
sonic anemometers. These investigations have provided consider-
able insight into the underlying physics of SGS dynamics, and
quantified the effects of various flow parameters, such as stratifi-
cation �22�.

The static Smagorinsky model �13� is expressed by employing
a scale-invariant constant for CS, and its value is CS�0.16 �23�. It
is well known that a constant scale-invariant coefficient is not
appropriate in complex engineering flows �e.g., Ref. �15��. Ger-
mano et al. �7,24� proposed a dynamic Smagorinsky model to
determine the model coefficient locally from the resolved scales.
A test filter at scale 
� �typically 
=2� is adopted and the model
coefficient is determined using �24�

�CS
�,DM�2 =

�LijMij�
�MijMij�

, �9�

where Lij = ũiũj − ũi · ũj and Mij =−2�2�
2�S̃¯ �S̃¯ij − �S̃�S̃ij�, and � �¯ in-
dicates filtering at 
�. The averaging is done over spatial domains
of statistical homogeneity or by following a fluid element in time,
as in the Lagrangian dynamic model �25�. A central assumption of
the traditional dynamic model is scale invariance, i.e., CS

�=CS

�

�15�. For complex flows, where this assumption is not valid �as
will be seen to occur during straining of turbulence in the present
analysis�, a new scale-dependent dynamic model was proposed by
Porte-Agel et al. �26�. In this approach, the ratio of the coefficient
at two scales
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� =
�CS


�,DM�2

�CS
�,DM�2 �10�

is introduced as another variable �a scale-dependence correction
factor�, to be determined dynamically. Implementation of this
model involves a second test-filtering at a larger scale, 
2�, and
an assumption that the scale-dependence correction factor is in
itself scale-invariant, i.e.,

� =
�CS


�,DM�2

�CS
�,DM�2 =

�CS

2�,DM�2

�CS

�,DM�2 . �11�

As shown in Porte-Agel et al. �26�, substituting in a pair of Ger-
mano identities �7� at both test-filter scales provides a solution for
� from a polynomial equation, which is constructed from the first
test filtering at a scale 
�, and the second test filtering at scale


2� �denoted by � �ˆ �. Then, the tensor Mij =−2�2��
2�S̃¯ �S̃¯ij

− �S̃�S̃ij� is evaluated with the actual value of �. Solution of the
polynomial equation can be quite cumbersome, especially in con-
junction with the Lagrangian dynamic model. To simplify the for-
mulation, Bou-Zeid et al. �27� proposed to utilize the observation
�28,26� that the standard dynamic model yields the model coeffi-
cient appropriate to the test-filter scale, and not to that of the basic
grid filter scale, i.e.,

�CS

��2 � �CS

�,DM�2 =
�LijMij�
�MijMij�

, �12�

where Mij is evaluated assuming that �=1. This observation was
made in the scale-dependent cases, when the filter scale tends to
the Kolmogorov scale �28�, or to the integral scale near a solid
wall �28�. One of the objectives of the present work is to test
whether this observation holds also in the case of strained turbu-
lence. Since in LES we require the coefficient at scale � and not
at 
�, by using a second test-filter, we can write

�CS

2��2 � �CS


�,DM�2 =
�QijNij�
�NijNij�

, �13�

�CS
�,SDDM�2 =

�CS
�,DM�4

�CS

�,DM�2 . �14�

The aforementioned dynamic approaches can also be used to de-
termine the eddy-viscosity coefficient in the nonlinear mixed
model, Eq. �8�, and one obtains

�CS,NL
�,DM�2 =

�LijMij� − �YijMij�
�MijMij�

, �15�

where

Yij =
1

12
�2�
2�ū̃i

�xl

�ū̃ j

�xl
−

�ũi

�xl

�ũj

�xl

 .

Moreover, if the scale-dependent dynamic approach is applied, the
nonlinear mixed model coefficient can be determined by

�CS,NL
�,SDDM�2 =

�CS,NL
�,DM�4

�CS,NL

�,DM�2 �16�

with

�CS,NL

�,DM�2 =

�QijNij� − �ZijNij�
�NijNij�

,

where

Later in this paper we use PIV data to evaluate the evolution of
measured and modeled SGS dissipation at various scales, and the
resulting impact on the modeled coefficients introduced in this
section.

Fig. 1 Schematic description of „a… the experimental facility and „b… the activity grid
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3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Facility. A schematic description of the test facility is
shown in Fig. 1. The experimental setup is composed of two sub-
systems. The first one generates homogeneous, isotropic turbu-
lence �initial equilibrium turbulence� at moderately high Reynolds
numbers. The turbulence is generated using symmetrically located
four active grids driven by four synchronized motors whose oper-
ating parameters are adjusted to obtain near zero mean velocity
prior to straining. The second subsystem applies uniform
straining-relaxation-destraining on the turbulence by translating a
piston vertically at prescribed velocities. The piston occupies al-
most the entire width of the tank. The dimensions of the water
tank are 325 cm �L��125 cm �H��20 cm �W�. The sample area
�10�10 cm2� is located near the center-bottom of the tank, as
indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 1. Windows below and on both
sides of the sample area provide optical access for PIV
measurement.

Active grids have been proven to be an effective method to
generate high Reynolds number isotropic turbulence. For ex-
ample, Makita �29� utilized an agitator wing array driven by step-
ping motors in a wind tunnel. Mydlarski and Warhaft �30� em-
ployed the same idea to study the characteristics of turbulence
with Re� varying from 50 to 473. Liu et al. �6� introduced the four
rotating grids inside a small water tank to generate high-intensity
turbulence with very little mean flow. The present rotating grid is
shown in Fig. 1�b�. It has four blades made of perforated metal
plates with a solidity of 40%. Each grid is independently driven
by a 1

2 horsepower ac motor, with variable frequency inverter
providing speed control. The grids can be maintained at a stable
speed up to 500 rpm. The speed of each grid is adjusted separately
to optimize the homogeneity of turbulence in the test section, as
determined from repeated measurements. For all the data dis-
cussed in this paper, the bottom two grids are operated at a con-
stant speed of 450 rpm and the top two at 375 rpm. The differ-
ences in speed are needed to achieve acceptable spatial uniformity
of the turbulence.

When the piston moves vertically, the flow pattern under it
becomes a 2-D stagnation-point flow with spatially uniform strain
rate. The resulting strain rate tensor is

S�t� = S�t��1 0 0

0 − 1 0

0 0 0
� , �17�

where S�t� is the strain rate magnitude. Moreover, if the piston
elevation, h�t�, is exponential in time, i.e.,

h�t� = He−S�t−t0� �18�
the strain rate is also time independent.

The bottom surface of the piston has rounded corners to prevent
possible flow separation which is critical when the flow is de-
strained. The piston is driven by a motion control system through
a lever with a magnification ratio of 3. The motion control system
consists of an Exlar GS60-1010 linear electric actuator, an Emer-
son MX-1600 brushless drive, and an Emerson AXIMA 2000 pro-
grammable motion control module, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
dynamic load rating of the actuator is 21,200 N, and its maximum
velocity is 1.018 m/s. The stroke of the actuator is 25.4 cm, i.e.,
the maximum displacement of the piston is 76.2 cm. The trajec-
tory of the piston is programmed through the motion control mod-
ule, enabling us to adjust the relevant parameters and to obtain
different trajectories. Two honeycombs �8.0 cm thick, 1.0 cm cell
diameter� are placed near the top part of the water tank to alleviate
the influence of surface waves.

The trajectory of the piston designed for this study is shown in
Fig. 3. In each cycle, the piston moves downward to generate
straining, rests for some time �relaxation�, and then moves upward
to generate destraining. Details of the actual piston’s trajectory

and its effect on the flow will be analyzed in the next section. The
trajectory of the piston is monitored by a high-speed video camera
�Kodak Ektapro EM� operating at 250 frames per second, as
shown in Fig. 2. Results confirm that the motion control system is
repeatable. The rms value of variance between piston trajectories
in different runs at any given time is about 2 mm.

3.2 Instrumentation. Particle image velocimetry �PIV� is
used to measure the velocity field. The flow field is seeded with
hollow glass beads �median diameter 10 m, specific gravity 1.1�.
The light source is a dual-head Nd-YAG laser �532 nm,120 mJ�
whose beam is expanded to a sheet and illuminates the x1-x2 plane
along the centerline of the tank. A Kodak ES-4.0 digital camera,
with 2048 pixel�2048 pixel resolution, operating at 5 Hz under
double-exposure mode, is used to record images. The sample area
is 9.0�9.0 cm2 of which the upper 9.0�7.5 cm2 is used during
the analysis. The lower 1.5 cm part shows some bottom effects
and thus is discarded. The analysis consists of image enhance-
ment, followed by cross correlation to determine the velocity
�31,32�. The size of interrogation windows is 32�32 pixel. With
50% overlap, the vector spacing is 0.7 mm. A total of 120�100
vectors are obtained from each image pair.

As shown in Fig. 2, the motion control system and the PIV
measurement are synchronized in order to obtain repeated mea-

Fig. 2 Schematics of the instrumentation and control system

Fig. 3 Piston motion trajectory
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surements at exactly the same time in every cycle. Repeated mea-
surements enable us to calculate the ensemble statistics as a func-
tion of phase in the piston cycle. Since the present camera
operates up to 5 Hz under the double-exposure mode, the tempo-
ral resolution of the measurements is 0.2 s. To increase the tem-
poral resolution of the statistics, we record sequences at varying
initial delay. The data are obtained at a total of 48 phases during
the trajectory cycle providing a temporal resolution of 0.05 s.
Since no frequency spectra or time derivative are needed, this
resolution is appropriate for this study. At every time step, the
measurement is repeated 1000 times, which provides a good en-
semble set for statistical analysis and statistical convergence. The
minimum interval between adjacent repeated measurements is set
to 3 min, so that the background turbulence in later runs is not
influenced by the history of previous runs.

The typical conservative uncertainty of the instantaneous data is
0.2 pixels, and the relative uncertainty is about 2% �for a charac-
teristic displacement of 10.0 pixels�. Consequently, the uncer-
tainty in the mean velocity �ensemble set of 1000� is 0.06%, and
the rms value is 0.4%. The uncertainty in terms involving mean
velocity gradient is about 0.5%. Further details on errors and un-
certainties in the present analysis procedure are presented in Roth
et al. �31� and Roth and Katz �32�. Extended discussion on uncer-
tainties in PIV data analysis can be found in Refs. �33–35�, etc.

4 Flow Characterization

4.1 Mean Flow. Prior to straining, the flow consists of the
grid generated turbulence, whereas during the straining one can
identify the stagnation point flow along with the turbulence. The
characteristics of the mean flow are evaluated by calculating an
ensemble mean of velocity components, U1�x , t� and U2�x , t�, at
every point. Figure 4 shows some streamlines of the mean flow at
t=1.160 s and t=2.160 s, corresponding to the times with strong
straining and destraining, respectively. The mean flow is of
stagnation-point-type in both cases.

The strain rate of mean flow is then evaluated from the data
using central finite differencing:

�S11�x,t� = �U1�x,t�/�x1,

S22�x,t� = �U2�x,t�/�x2,
�

�19�
S = �S11 − S22�/2.

The evolution of the spatially averaged strain rate of mean flow is
presented in Fig. 5. The error bars represent the standard deviation
of the local values from the spatially averaged strain, i.e., the
applied straining and destraining are nearly uniform across the
field of view. According to the sign of mean straining, the cycle
can be divided into four regimes: initial equilibrium, plane strain-
ing, relaxation, and plane destraining. The magnitudes of peak
straining and destraining are both about 3.5 s−1.

4.2 Initial Equilibrium Turbulence. The fluctuating velocity
components are calculated from the measured velocity, ui�x , t�,
using Reynolds decomposition:

ui��x,t� � ui�x,t� − Ui�x,t� . �20�
The mean and rms values of the initial equilibrium turbulence,

Ui and ui
rms= �ui�ui��

1/2 �no summation over i�, are analyzed based
on the data ensemble at t=0.210 s. The mean values of the two
velocity components, U1�0.003 m/s and U2�0.029 m/s, are
much weaker than the mean velocity applied by straining and
destraining. The initial spatial mean of the rms velocity fluctua-
tions are u1

rms�0.084 m/s and u2
rms�0.076 m/s. Their spatial dis-

tributions, shown in Fig. 6, display good spatial homogeneity for
both components. The homogeneity at different scales is also veri-
fied by comparing energy spectra at different locations in the field
�not shown�. Figure 7 shows the one-dimensional kinetic energy
spectra of the initial equilibrium turbulence. The spectra are cal-

culated using data along four lines near the image center, horizon-
tal lines for �1 and vertical lines for �2. The ensemble mean
velocity of every point is subtracted, and the data are linearly
detrended, i.e., the mean linear trend of the finite instantaneous
data �determined through least-square fit� is subtracted from the
original values. This procedure maintains only the fluctuating
components with nearly periodic boundary conditions for spectral
analysis. There is no additional windowing assuring minimal im-
pact on the variance, as discussed in Ref. �36�. The spectra are
calculated using fast Fourier transforms �FFTs�, and then averaged
over the four lines, and over the 1000 realizations in the ensemble
set. Two longitudinal, E11��1� and E22��2�, and two transverse,
3
4E11��2� and 3

4E22��1�, spectra in both directions, are presented.
The four curves show fairly good agreement except at the high
wave number range, which verifies that the initial equilibrium
turbulence is nearly isotropic �37�. In the inertial range of homo-
geneous isotropic turbulence

E11��1� = 18
55C��2/3�1

−5/3 �21�

where C� is the Kolmogorov constant, taken as C�=1.7 in the
present study. With the available 1-D spectra, one may estimate

Fig. 4 Mean flow streamline patterns at „a… t=1.160 s and „b…
t=2.160 s
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the dissipation rate by curve-fitting a − 5
3 slope line to the data. The

estimated initial dissipation rate for the present result is �0
�0.0035 m2/s3.

Other turbulence parameters of the initial equilibrium turbu-
lence may be estimated based on �0 and characteristic turbulence
rms velocity u��u1

rms+u2
rms� /2�0.08 m/s. The results are: inte-

gral scale, l0�u3 /�0=0.13 m; turbulent kinetic energy, k0

=3/2 ·u2=0.0096 m2/s2; Taylor’s microscale, �0�u�15� /�0
=0.0052 m; Kolmogorov length scale, �0���3 /�0�1/4�130 m;
and the microscale Reynolds number, Re��400. The turbulence-
to-mean-strain time scale ratio is evaluated as Smax·k0 /�0�9.5.

5 Evolution of Mean SGS Statistics
As in Liu et al. �6�, we use a two-dimensional top-hat filter with

scale �, defined as

G��x1,x2� = � 1

�2 if �x1� �
�

2
& �x2� �

�

2
,

0 otherwise.
� �22�

The filtered velocities and SGS stresses are then calculated ac-
cording to Eqs. �1� and �3�. Convolutions are evaluated in the
physical space.

5.1 Mean SGS Dissipation. The evolution of mean SGS dis-
sipation is given in Fig. 8. In the present study, which is based on
2D PIV, a 2D surrogate is evaluated using only the available two-
dimensional terms:

	� = − ���11S̃11� + ��22S̃22� + 2��12S̃12�� �23�

The analysis is repeated at three filter scales: �=25�0, �=50�0,
and �=100�0. One can see that for these scales, the mean SGS
dissipation is positive at all times, i.e., there is no global backscat-
ter. During the initial stage, the SGS dissipation is nearly scale
independent, as expected in the inertial range. However, during
the straining and destraining periods, the SGS dissipation is
strongly scale-dependent. During the relaxation regime, 1.6s� t
�1.9s, all three curves collapse, suggesting a scale-independent
behavior during unforced relaxation conditions. One striking trend
is that the dissipation peak in the destraining period is signifi-
cantly lower than the peak in the straining period, although the
amplitudes of the straining and destraining are about the same.
The ratio of peak SGS dissipation during straining and destraining
is about 2:1, well beyond the range that can be caused by mea-

surement uncertainties. The cause of this trend is related to the
fact that the initial condition for the destraining differs from iso-
tropic turbulence since the relaxation to isotropy has not fully
ended. This phenomenon is studied in more detail in a separate
publication �35�.

5.2 Dissipation Based Smagorinsky Model Coefficient. The
dissipation based Smagorinsky model coefficient at different times
during the motion cycle can be computed by balancing the mean
SGS dissipation and the modeled one using the Smagorinsky
model, i.e.,

− ��ijS̃ij� = 2�CS
���2��S̃�S̃ijS̃ij� �24�

The coefficients obtained in this way guarantee the correct repro-
duction of mean energetics, and thus can be used to evaluate the
model coefficients determined using other approaches. The evolu-

tion of the term 2�2��S̃�S̃ijS̃ij� at three different filter scales is
presented in Fig. 9, again using a 2D surrogate evaluation based
on the PIV data, which involves three terms, as in Eq. �23�. The
dissipation based Smagorinsky model coefficient

Fig. 5 Evolution of mean strain, spatially averaged rate S11
„squares… and −S22 „triangles…. The error bars represent the
standard deviation of spatial distribution of S„t….

Fig. 6 Spatial distribution of rms velocity fluctuations of the
initial turbulence „t=0.210 s… „a… u1 and „b… u2
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�CS
��2 =

− ��ijS̃ij�

2�2��S̃�S̃ijS̃ij�
�25�

is plotted in Fig. 10 for three different filter scales. The lines in
this figure �and subsequently in Figs. 11–17� represent running
averages using a five-point filter with the following weights:
�0:075; 0:175; 0:5; 0:175; 0:075�, centered around each point.
This process reduces the fluctuations in the original data, which is
shown as symbols. Another line representing the static Smagorin-
sky model coefficient, CS=0.16, is also shown. The main trends of
the dissipation based coefficient during the flow evolution are as
follows: after an approximately scale-invariant behavior before
straining, in which �CS

��2 is in a range between 0.026 and 0.032,
there is a sudden drop of �CS

��2 when the straining starts. The

cause is that 2�2��S̃�S̃ijS̃ij� responds slightly more quickly to the
applied strain than the SGS dissipation, which contains the SGS
stress. After the initial decrease, the coefficients increase above
the equilibrium value, with the deviation increasing with �. The
destraining period is similar, with a decrease in coefficient fol-
lowed by an increase. The relaxation period is also characterized

by a scale-dependent coefficient. The denominator decreases
faster than the real dissipation since the former depends signifi-
cantly on the applied strain, especially at large scales.

5.3 Dynamic Smagorinsky Model Coefficient. The Smago-
rinsky model coefficients determined by the standard dynamic
model �Eq. �9�, 
=2� at two different scales are shown in Fig. 11.
For the purpose of comparison, the corresponding dissipation
based Smagorinsky model coefficients at the same scale are also
plotted. For �=25�0, the dynamic Smagorinsky model signifi-
cantly overpredicts the coefficient during straining. Overpredic-
tion during straining is also observed at �=50�0. These results
imply that the dynamic Smagorinsky model overpredicts the SGS
dissipation. In fact, for �=25�0, using the static coefficient would
yield more accurate results than the dynamic Smagorinsky model.
For �=50�0, the dynamic Smagorinsky model overestimates the
coefficient during straining by as much as the static Smagorinsky
model underpredicts it.

As summarized in Sec. 1, prior work has shown that when the

Fig. 7 Kinetic energy spectra of the initial equilibrium turbu-
lence „t=0.210 s…

Fig. 8 Evolution of mean SGS dissipation

Fig. 9 Evolution of the term T�=2�2
Š�S̃�S̃ijS̃ij‹ at different

scales

Fig. 10 Evolution of the dissipation based Smagorinsky
model coefficients „CS

�
…

2 at three different filter scales.
Squares+dash line: �=25�0, triangles+dashdot line: �=50�0,
diamonds+dashdotdot line: �=100�0, and solid line: CS

�=0.16.
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Smagorinsky model coefficient is scale dependent, the standard
dynamic Smagorinsky model yields the coefficient appropriate for
the test-filter scale �
��. To test this trend in the present data, Fig.
12 compares the Smagorinsky coefficient determined by the dy-
namic approach at scale � with the dissipation based Smagorinsky
coefficient at scale 2�. As is evident, the two curves agree with
each other very well during straining and destraining periods.
However, the agreement does not persisit for the entire time. In
particular, there are differences during the relaxation period, for
both �=25�0 and �=50�0.

5.4 Scale-Dependent Dynamic Smagorinsky Model
Coefficient. The scale-dependent dynamic Smagorinsky model
requires filtering at scale 4�, and since 100�0 is the largest filter
size that we can apply to our data due to its finite extent, only the
�=25�0 case is amenable to analysis. Figure 13 presents the evo-
lution of model coefficient for the scale-dependent dynamic Sma-
gorinsky model computed according to Eq. �14�. The evolutions
of the dynamic and dissipation based Smagorinsky coefficients are
also plotted for comparison. Right after the peak straining, i.e.,
between t=1.2 s and t=1.4 s the scale-dependent dynamic Sma-
gorinsky model does give a slightly better estimation of the model
coefficient than the standard �scale-invariant� dynamic Smagorin-
sky model, in the sense that coefficient obtained by the scale-
dependent dynamic approach is lower �i.e., closer to the dissipa-
tion based coefficient� than the value obtained by the standard
dynamic approach. Nevertheless, during the initial stages of
straining up to the peak value, during the relaxation period, and
during destraining, the prediction is worse than that of the stan-
dard dynamic Smagorinsky model. To understand the origin of
this unexpected behavior, note that according to Eq. �14�, the

scale-dependent dynamic Smagorinsky coefficients involves the
ratio of two dynamic Smagorinsky model coefficients, which are
very sensitive to small phase shifts in their time response to the
applied straining. To examine the phase difference, Fig. 14 com-
pares the evolution of the two dynamic Smagorinsky coefficients,
CS

�,DM and CS
2�,DM. As is evident, during the rise of straining and

destraining there is a small temporal phase mismatch between the

Fig. 11 Evolution of standard dynamic model coefficients
„squares and dash lines… and comparison with the dissipation
based Smagorinsky model coefficients „triangles and dashdot
lines, given in Fig. 12…. „a… �=25�0 and „b… �=50�0.

Fig. 12 Evolution of standard dynamic model coefficient at
scale � „squares and dash lines… compared to the evolution of
the dissipation-based Smagorinsky model coefficient at scale
2� „triangles and dashdot lines…. „a… �=25�0 and „b… �=50�0.

Fig. 13 Evolution of scale-dependent dynamic model coeffi-
cient CS

�,SDDM
„squares+dash line… in comparison to the

dissipation-based Smagorinsky model coefficient CS
�

„dotted
line…, and the standard dynamic model coefficient CS

�,DM

„triangles+dashdot line…. �=25�0 for all three curves.
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two curves. The coefficient at the larger scale rises slightly later,
and as a result it is actually smaller than the coefficient at the
smaller scale, even though the coefficient at the larger scale
reaches larger values later on. Such a small mismatch causes the
significant overprediction of model coefficient in Fig. 13.

In summary, for �=25�0 and for this particular flow, the dy-
namic and scale-dependent dynamic Smagorinsky models overre-
act to the applied distortion, and predict coefficients that would
perform worse than the static Smagorinsky model.

5.5 Model Coefficients in Nonlinear Mixed Model. Figure
15 shows the dissipation based model coefficient of the nonlinear
mixed model, CS,NL

� , determined by balancing the modeled and
real SGS dissipation, and by the standard dynamic approach at
two scales. They show limited improvement compared to the stan-
dard dynamic Smagorinsky model results �Fig. 11�. The coeffi-
cients of scale-dependent dynamic mixed model are given in Fig.
16. The scale-dependent dynamic approach again has a worse per-
formance, which can again be attributed to a response time mis-
match of the SGS stresses calculated at different filter scales.

5.6 Uncertainty Estimates of the Measured Model
Coefficients. The uncertainty associated with the aforementioned
model coefficients is difficult to evaluate formally using error
propagation concepts due to the very complicated processes in-
volving filtering, high-order moments, and differentiation, e.g.,
Eqs. �25�, �9�, and �14�. Instead, we adopt a Monte Carlo approach
to estimate the uncertainty and error propagation. Every vector of
instantaneous measurement is contaminated by a synthetically
generated noise, which follows a Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and a standard deviation simulating the 0.2 pixel uncertainty
of the PIV measurement. In other words, we add noise with de-
viation 0.0044 m/s to each velocity component. Using ten real-
izations of such randomly contaminated data, we observe relative
differences of at most 0.3% in the computed Smagorinsky coeffi-
cients. For the standard and scale-dependent dynamic Smagorin-
sky models of the same test cases, the differences in the coeffi-
cients were even lower, about 0.08%.

6 SGS Momentum Flux
In the previous section, the effectiveness of three typical SGS

models is evaluated by analyzing their ability to reproduce the
correct SGS dissipation. Besides SGS dissipation, other turbu-
lence statistics related to SGS physics are also of interest. The
mean SGS stress ��ij�, or SGS momentum flux, plays a significant
role in the mean momentum transport, as reflected in the ensemble
average of the filtered momentum equation �Eq. �2��, when the

filter scale is not negligibly small compared to the size of the
large-scale eddies. It has often been stated that the Smagorinsky
models cannot reproduce both SGS dissipation and the SGS stress
magnitudes simultaneously �see Refs. �1,15��. However, recently
Li and Meneveau �38� have shown theoretically, from a model
spectrum for strained turbulence, that as far as the mean SGS

Fig. 14 Evolution of the coefficient CS
�,DM

„squares+dash line…
and CS

2�,DM
„triangles+dashdot line… for �=25�0, which are used

in the scale-dependent dynamic approach, Eq. „13…

Fig. 15 Evolution of standard dynamic coefficient „CS,NL
�,DM

…

2 of
Eq. „15… „triangles and dashdot lines… in the mixed model in
comparison with the dissipation-based model coefficient ob-
tained by balancing SGS dissipation „squares and dash lines….
„a… �=25�0 and „b… �=50�0.

Fig. 16 Evolution of scale-dependent dynamic nonlinear
model coefficient „CS,NL

�,SDDM
…

2 of Eq. „16… „triangles and dashdot
lines… in comparison with the dissipation-based nonlinear
model coefficients „squares and dash lines….
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stress, or mean momentum flux, is concerned, the predictions
from the Smagorinsky model should be fairly accurate.

We evaluate the mean SGS stress from the data. To focus upon
the anisotropy, we compute a 2-D surrogate of the anisotropy
tensor,

bij = ��ij� − 1
2 ��kk��ij . �26�

The same quantity is computed using the static Smagorinsky
model with CS

�=0.16. The results are presented at two filter scales
in Figs. 17�a� and 17�b�. It is evident that the anisotropy tensor
increases with � during straining and destraining. At both scales,
during straining and destraining, the Smagorinsky model predic-
tions are of the same order of magnitude as the real measured
values, in rough agreement with the analysis of Li and Meneveau
�38�, which states that in the presence of weak straining ��ij�
���ij

mod�. In more detail, however, the Smagorinsky model under-
predicts the real SGS mean stress by about 30% for �=25�0. The
result at �=100�0 shows a different behavior. The peak is pre-
dicted well during straining and overpredicted during destraining,
and the mean stress predicted by the Smagorinsky model shows a
premature response compared with the real SGS momentum flux.
This behavior is also consistent with the general observation that
the SGS stress response is delayed with respect to the applied
straining.

7 Conclusions
An experimental a priori study of various eddy viscosity SGS

models is performed on turbulence subjected to a sequence of
straining and destraining. The experiments subject initially homo-

geneous isotropic turbulence to 2D irrotational straining, followed
by relaxation, and then by destraining. The turbulence is generated
using four active grids and a computer controlled piston creating a
stagnation point flow generates the straining. Planar PIV is used
for measuring the velocity. The data base, consisting of 1000 vec-
tor maps at every phase of the cycle, is used for statistical analy-
sis.

A priori tests are performed on three SGS models: Smagorin-
sky, standard dynamic, and scale-dependent Smagorinsky models,
as well as on the nonlinear mixed models. The dissipation based
Smagorinsky model coefficient is obtained by matching predicted
SGS dissipation with the real one. It shows strong scale depen-
dence during the straining-relaxation-destraining, while the turbu-
lence is in a strong anisotropic state. The model coefficients ob-
tained from both the standard and the scale-dependent dynamic
approaches overpredict the dissipation based Smagorinsky coeffi-
cient. The model coefficient at scale � in the standard dynamic
model is close to the dissipation based Smagorinsky coefficient at
scale 2�. Still, the scale-dependent dynamic model does not yield
improvements, and in some cases even worsens the predictions,
due to subtle phase lags between the responses at different scales.
The dynamic and scale-dependent dynamic nonlinear mixed mod-
els do not show an improvement, at least as far as evolution of the
coefficients is concerned. We conclude that the mismatch between
stress and strain-rate tensor responses to the applied straining
causes, in the present experiment, difficulties for turbulence mod-
eling based on a purely algebraic SGS closure.

It should be pointed out that the present measurements of coef-
ficients and comparisons are performed by neglecting the effects
of the third velocity component. Three-dimensional measurements
are needed to quantify the effects of this approximation, although
it appears unlikely that it could affect the observed mismatch be-
tween scales significantly.

The prediction of mean SGS momentum flux from the Smago-
rinsky model is correct in terms of order of magnitude, which is
surprising, but in agreement with a recent theoretical result of Li
and Meneveau �24�. However, the delayed response of the SGS
stress compared to the strain rate also affects the agreement of
mean stresses. The present results provide support for an approach
of involving a solution to additional transport equation for the
SGS kinetic energy, although such an approach requires specifi-
cation of three model parameters �see Ref. �39��.
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Nonboundary Conforming
Methods for Large-Eddy
Simulations of Biological Flows
In the present paper a computational algorithm suitable for large-eddy simulations of
fluid/structure problems that are commonly encountered in biological flows is presented.
It is based on a mixed Eurelian-Lagrangian formulation, where the governing equations
are solved on a fixed grid, which is not aligned with the body surface, and the nonslip
conditions are enforced via local reconstructions of the solution near the solid interface.
With this strategy we can compute the flow around complex stationary/moving bound-
aries and at the same time maintain the efficiency and optimal conservation properties of
the underlying Cartesian solver. A variety of examples, that establish the accuracy and
range of applicability of the method are included. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1988346�

Introduction
Today, due to the impressive advancements in high perfor-

mance parallel computing the large-eddy simulation �LES� ap-
proach has emerged as a valuable tool for turbulence research and
has contributed invaluable information on the structure and dy-
namics of a variety of flows which are of engineering interest.
There are, however, applications from biology and physiology
where the use of LES has received considerably less attention as a
result of exceedingly complex fluid/structure interactions that
dominate the dynamics of these flows. Characteristic examples
include the flow of blood in the heart or around medical implants,
insect locomotion and bird flight. Massive computations using
LES can contribute to a new fundamental understanding of the
dynamics of such flows and help bring to fruition novel devices.

From scaling considerations of the required spatial and tempo-
ral resolution, LES of such flows are well within reach of today’s
supercomputers. On the other hand, these class of problems intro-
duce new challenges to high-fidelity numerical methods since the
flow is highly unsteady and involves moving and/or deforming
boundaries composed of anisotropic nonlinear materials. Bound-
ary conforming methods that are traditionally employed in com-
plex geometrical configurations have been successfully extended
to problems involving moving boundaries. While such methods
have been demonstrated to be very effective in creeping and low
Reynolds number problems �see for example �1,2��, little work
has been completed for moderate/high Reynolds number flows
because of the associated computational cost and resolution con-
straints �3,4�. Considering work that has been completed for tur-
bulent flows, most of the developments have been done in the
framework of the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS� ap-
proach �i.e. �5,6��. These schemes typically employ stable, dissi-
pative discretizations, making their use in LES problematic.

An attractive alternative, which can be a cost/effective strategy
in a variety of biological flows, are nonboundary conforming
methods. In such a case the equations governing the fluid flow are
solved on a fixed Cartesian grid. The effect of a stationary or
moving boundary, which in this case does not coincide with the
grid, is introduced through proper treatment of the solution vari-
ables at the cells in the vicinity of the boundary. An advantage of
this type of method is that the need for grid regeneration or de-
formation is eliminated, and highly efficient solvers can be used

with minimal changes. In terms of the imposition of boundary
conditions there are two broad categories of methods that are usu-
ally adopted: Cartesian or cut-cell methods and immersed bound-
ary methods.

In Cartesian methods a solid boundary is tracked as a sharp
interface and the grid cells at the body interface are modified
according to their intersections with the underlying Cartesian grid.
Using proper interpolation strategies the flow variables on the
modified cells can be computed according to the boundary condi-
tions on the body. Cartesian methods allow for a clear distinction
between the solid and the fluid by practically generating a
boundary-fitted grid around the body. Successful applications of
such methods for a variety of flow problems can be found in �7,8�.
However, due the variety of possible intersections between the
grid and the boundary a large number of “interface-cells” is gen-
erated leading to an equally large number of “special treatments.”
Also in complex configurations the unavoidable generation of ir-
regularly shaped cells with very small size can have an adverse
impact of the conservation and stability properties of the solver.
Recently Ye et al. �9� suggested a cell merging scheme to address
this problem. This formulation was also extended to treat moving
boundaries with good results for a variety of two-dimensional
problems �10�. The extention of the methodology in complex
three-dimensional configurations remains to be investigated.

In immersed boundary formulations the governing equations
are discretized on a fixed Cartesian grid, but in this case the effect
of a stationary or moving boundary is introduced through an ex-
ternal force field. The method has been introduced by Peskin �11�
in the beginning of the 1970s to study blood flow in the heart
�12,13�. In these computations the motion of the boundary was
determined by the fluid itself, and vice verca. The vascular bound-
ary was modeled as a set of elements linked by springs, and a
Lagrangian coordinate system was attached to track their location
in space. The tracking information was then used to compute the
proper structure of the external force field that was introduced to
the underlying Eulerian grid on which the governing equation for
the fluid flow are solved. A disadvantage of the above formulation
is the need to distribute the forcing over 3–4 grid nodes �usually
through a discrete delta function�, which unavoidably introduces
some blurring between the fluid and the solid. This feature in-
creases substantially the resolution requirements, and appears to
be a major obstacle in the extention of the method to LES, where
the proper representation of the thin shear layers near a solid body
is crucial for the accuracy of the computations.

To overcome this limitation Mohd-Yusof �14� and Fadlun et al.
�15� proposed a methodology where the forcing function is con-
sidered in the framework of the discretized equations of motion.
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This formulation introduces a set of discrete body-forces at the
grid nodes nearest to the boundary, which is practically equivalent
to a local reconstruction of the solution based on the target bound-
ary values. In this respect the method can be viewed as a hybrid
Cartesian/immersed boundary formulation since it shares features
with both approaches. The method has been successfully applied
to a variety of problems including large-eddy simulation �LES� of
turbulent flow inside a motored IC piston/cylinder assembly �15�.

Central to the accuracy of the above formulation is the way the
solution is reconstructed near the boundary. Fadlun et al. �15�
suggested a simple one-dimensional scheme, where the solution is
reconstructed along an arbitrary grid line. The method is straight-
forward, second order accurate and works well for bodies that are
largely aligned with the grid lines. In cases of complex bodies the
choice of the reconstruction direction at several points in the flow
field can be arbitrary. Multidimensional schemes can remove this
limitation. Kim et al. �16� suggested a hybrid scheme, which uses
a bilinear reconstruction procedure that is however, reduced to a
one-dimensional linear one, when there are no available points in
the vicinity of the boundary to support the 2D stencil. Balaras �17�
introduced a more general scheme which is applicable to complex
boundaries without special treatments, since the reconstruction is
always performed at the well defined line normal to the interface.
The scheme was tested in a variety of laminar and turbulent flows
with very good results. In the present paper an extention of the
work in �17� to moving boundaries is presented. Examples of
laminar and turbulent flows are included to establish the accuracy
and range of applicability of the method.

Numerical Method

Basic Solver. In LES, the resolved, large-scale, velocity and
pressure fields can be obtained from direct solution of the filtered
Navier-Stokes equations, where scales smaller than the grid size
are modeled. In the present, finite-difference implementation, a
top-hat filter in physical space that is implicitly applied by the
finite-difference operators separates the resolved from unresolved
scales. The resulting subgrid scale �SGS� stresses are modeled
using the Lagrangian dynamic eddy-viscosity model �18�. Details
on the present implementation of the model together with an
evaluation of its accuracy in equilibrium and nonequilibrium
flows, is given in �19�.

The equations governing the evolution of the large scales are
solved on an underlying grid �in Cartesian or cylindrical coordi-
nates� that covers the entire computational domain without the
bodies. Integration is done using a fractional-step method, with an
implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme for the viscous terms and a third-
order Runge-Kutta �RK3� explicit scheme for all other terms. All
spatial derivatives are approximated with second-order central dif-
ferences on a staggered grid. The large-band matrix associated to
the solution of the Poisson equation is inverted using direct meth-
ods. The above procedure can be summarized into the following
steps:
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where ûi
k is the intermediate velocity and � is the scalar used to

project ûi
k into a divergence-free space. pk is the actual pressure.

Operator A represents the terms treated explicitly, and B the ones
treated implicitly. f i

k is the momentum forcing adopted to enforce
proper boundary conditions on immersed boundaries and will be
discussed in the next section. �t is the time step and k is the
substep index �k=1−3�. The RK3 coefficients are �1=8/15, �1
=8/15, �1=0; �2=2/15; �2=5/12, �2=−17/60; �3=1/3, �3
=3/4, �3=−5/12.

Treatment of Immersed Boundaries. To compute the flow
around complex objects which are not aligned with the grid, we
have developed a methodology that practically reconstructs the
solution in the vicinity of the body according to the target bound-
ary values �17�. The approach allows for a precise imposition of
the boundary conditions without compromising the accuracy and
efficiency of the solver. In particular, the application of velocity
boundary conditions on a body immersed in the Cartesian grid
involves the following steps: �a� Identification of the interface
between the body and the fluid; �b� Establishment of the grid/
interface relation and identification of the points in the solution
variable grid where boundary conditions will be enforced; �c� Re-
construction of the solution on the above points. For steps �a� and
�b�, which are usually referred to as “interface tracking,” a scheme
based on algorithms devised for solidification problems and mul-
tiphase flow dynamics �20,21� is used. With this approach, an
immersed boundary of arbitrary shape is identified by a series of
material-fixed interfacial markers whose location is defined in the
reference configuration of the solid. This information is then used
to identify the Eulerian grid nodes involved in the reconstruction
of the solution near the boundary in a way that the desired bound-
ary conditions for the fluid are satisfied to the desired order of
accuracy. The reconstruction is performed “around” the points in
the fluid phase closest to the solid boundary �all points that have
least one neighbor in the solid phase�. In the framework of the
present fractional step method the imposition of boundary condi-
tions on an immersed boundary is equivalent to the addition to Eq.
�1� of a forcing term of the form,

f i
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where V̂i
k is the reconstructed intermediate velocity, such that the

desired boundary conditions are satisfied on the immersed bound-
ary. Note that in the above algorithm, boundary conditions for the
pressure near the interface are not imposed directly, but they are
essentially implicit into the RHS of the Poisson equation. A more
detailed discussion on this issue can be found in �15,17�.

When the immersed boundary moves, the role of several com-
putational nodes in the vicinity of the boundary changes with
time. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the boundary moves from
its position at time step tk−1 �grey shadow region� to a new posi-
tion at time step tk �black shadow region�. Some velocity nodes
�hereinafter referred as “boundary” points�, which were central to
the reconstruction of the solution, become interior “fluid,” points.
In addition, other nodes inside the body �hereinafter referred as
“body” points� at time step tk−1 emerge into the fluid and become
“boundary” points at tk. The latter family of points does not re-
quire any special treatment because the solution at tk would be
reconstructed based on known values. On the other hand, the
former family of points introduces problems when computing the
RHS of Eq. �1� at tk: all the grid nodes that were “boundary”
points at tk−1 would have the correct value of ui

k−1 �this is the
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boundary condition that was enforced at tk−1�, but most deriva-
tives of ui

k−1 would be incorrect since they involve points previ-
ously in the interior of the body. To alleviate this problem the
velocity and pressure at these points is “extended” to the interior
of the body at time tk−1, using second-order multidimensional re-
constructions �22�.

Results

Numerical Examples of Laminar Flows. To verify the accu-
racy of the proposed methodology, initially a series of computa-
tions of laminar flows, for which detailed numerical and experi-
mental data are available in the literature, is conducted. Two cases
are presented in this section that involve both stationary and mov-
ing immersed boundaries: the three-dimensional flow around a
sphere, and two-dimensional flow around a cylinder oscillating in
a cross flow.

A schematic of the computational domain for the flow around
the sphere is shown in Fig. 2. Cylindrical coordinates are used for
a more efficient distribution of the grid points. Computations have
been conducted for Reynolds numbers �Re=UD /�, where U is the
freestream velocity, D the diameter of the sphere� ranging from 50
to 300. The flow is steady and axisymmetric for Reynolds num-
bers up to 200, while for the highest Reynolds number �Re
=300� the flow is unsteady and is dominated by vortex shedding.
The size of the computational box in the streamwise direction is

30D with the sphere located in the middle, and 15D in the radial
direction. To investigate the influence of grid resolution on the
results three different grids have been considered for the low Rey-
nolds number cases �Re=50–200�. Grid 1 involves 100�40
�40 computational points in the streamwise, radial and azimuthal
directions respectively. In the other two cases the grid is refined in
the streamwise and radial directions �Grid 2: 200�40�80 and
Grid 3: 400�40�160 respectively�. All three grids are stretched
in the streamwise and radial directions to cluster points near the
surface of the sphere. The resulting average grid spacing near the
sphere for the three different resolutions is approximately 0.1D,
0.05D, and 0.025D respectively. The computations for Re=300
case are performed on single refined grid involving 420�64
�112 nodes. With this resolution approximately 10 grid points
are located in the boundary layers near the stagnation point. In the
grid refinement study the same time step, �t=0.001, was used on
all different grids. For all other computations reported in this
study the timesep implied by the stability limit of the present RK3
scheme �approximately 1.2� was used. In all cases a uniform ve-
locity field is specified at the inflow plane. A convective boundary
condition is used at the outflow boundary �23�, and radiative
boundary conditions are applied at the freestream boundary.

Table 1 shows the present results in comparison with the ex-
perimental results in �24�, and the well resolved simulations by
Johnson and Patel �25� where body-fitted grids are used. For all
Reynolds numbers and grid resolutions the main features of the
flow are properly captured. The drag coefficient on the coarsest
grid, is a little higher �approximately 8%� in comparison with the
reference experimental and numerical data. As the grid is refined,
however, the agreement is very good. The error in drag coeffi-
cient, which is computed using the experimental results in �24� as
the reference values, as a function of grid spacing near the sphere
is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the error reduces with a
second-order slope, which is consistent with the order of accuracy
of the method.

A more challenging test for the present methodology is the case
at Re=300, where the flow becomes unsteady and the wake is
dominated by periodic vortex shedding. The vortical structures in
the wake are shown in Fig. 4, where isosurfaces of the second
invariant of the velocity gradient tensor �or Q criterion �26�� are
used for their visualization. Hairpin-like vortices originating from
the surface of the sphere can be observed, with new vortical struc-
tures developing around their legs as they are convected down-
stream. This behavior is nearly the same as the one shown in �25�
indicating that the present method properly captures the three-
dimensional vorticity field. The values of the drag and lift coeffi-
cient are also in excellent agreement with the reference data. In
particular, the predicted drag and lift coefficients are CD=0.655
and CL=0.064, respectively, which are within 1% to the values
reported in �24,25�.

To evaluate the accuracy of the method for the case of moving
boundaries the flow around a cylinder oscillating transversally in a

Fig. 1 Staggered grid arrangement near the body for the 2D
problem. Grey area denotes the location of the body at tk−1 and
black at tk; � p; � ui.

Fig. 2 Sketch of computational domain for the case of the
sphere „top… and oscillating cylinder „bottom…

Table 1 Prediction of CD for the case of the sphere
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free-stream is computed. All flow parameters are chosen to repli-
cate the conditions in the simulations reported in �27�, where very
fine body-fitted grids are used. The Reynolds number �Re
=UD /�, where U is the freestream velocity and D the cylinder
diameter� is 185. Other important parameters are the oscillation
frequency fe and amplitude Ae. In all computations the motion of
the cylinder is given by a simple harmonic function xc
=Ae sin�2�fet�, with Ae=0.2. A variety of frequencies is consid-
ered ranging from fe / fo=0.8 to fe / fo=1.2, where fo is the natural
shedding frequency of the stationary cylinder at the same Rey-
nolds number. The size of the computational box is 50D�30D in
the streamwise and crossstream directions, respectively, with the
cylinder located 20D from the inflow plane �Fig. 2�. As for the
case of the sphere a uniform velocity field is specified at the
inflow plane, and convective and radiative boundary conditions
are used at the outflow and freestream boundaries, respectively.
All computations are performed on a nonuniform grid involving
300�300 points. The average grid spacing near the cylinder sur-
face is of the order of 0.01D.

The temporal variation of the lift and drag coefficients changes
substantially when the excitation frequency is varied near the
natural shedding frequency fo. An example is shown in Fig. 5 for
fe / fo=1.0 and fe / fo=1.2. In the former case a fairly regular be-
havior of the lift and drag coefficients can be observed once vor-
tex shedding is established. In the latter the appearance of a higher
harmonic is apparent. This behavior has also been observed in
previous experimental and numerical studies and can be attributed
to the change in sign of the energy transfer between the fluid and

the cylinder. In Fig. 6 the mean value of the drag coefficient, C̄D,
the root mean square of the drag coefficient, CDrms, and the root
mean square of the lift coefficient, CLrms, are shown as a function
of the excitation frequency fe / fo. The mean value of CD has a
peak at fe / fo=1.0, as expected, and then decreases are fe / fo in-
creases. CLrms, on the other hand, peaks at fe / fo=1.1 where the
vortex switching occurs. These results are also in very good quan-
titative agreement with the corresponding values reported in �27�.
In Fig. 7 instantaneous spanwise vorticity isolines in four different

phase during the harmonic oscillation are shown for fe / fo=1.0.
During the upward motion of the cylinder vorticity is formed at
the base, whose sign is opposite to the one in the upper shear
layer. Their interaction results in a decrease of the vorticity avail-
able for roll-up in the wake.

Pulsatile Flow in a Model of Arterial Stenosis. A more chal-
lenging test for the accuracy and efficiency of the present method
is the computation of transitional flow in a model of arterial steno-
sis. Initially a planar model is considered. The constriction is gen-
erated by placing two approximately semicircular sections on the
top and bottom walls of a plane channel, resulting in area reduc-
tion of 50% �see Fig. 8�. This choice reduces substantially the cost
compared to the axisymmetric case and facilitates a timely exami-
nation of all different parameters that affect the dynamics of the
flow. Nevertheless, the fundamental dynamics of the flow are
similar to the ones observed in axisymmetric experiments reported
in the literature.

A schematic of the computational domain is given in Fig. 8.
The throat of the stenosis and the outflow plane are located 10H
and 30H from inflow plane respectively �H is the channel height�.
The spanwise domain size is 3H, which was found sufficient for
the two-point correlations to go to zero. The average Reynolds
number during the pulsatile cycle is Reb=1200 �Reb=UbH /�,
where Ub is the average bulk velocity during the cycle, H is the
channel hight, and � is the kinematic viscosity�. During one cycle
Reb varies almost sinusoidally with a minimum value of 270 and

Fig. 3 Error in the drag coefficient for the flow around the
sphere as a function of grid resolution

Fig. 4 Vortical structures in the wake of the sphere for Re
=300. Isosurfaces of Q=0.001 are shown.

Fig. 5 Temporal evolution of the lift and drag coefficients for
the case of the cylinder oscillating in a cross flow. „a… fe / fo
=1.0; „b… fe / fo=1.2. —,CD; – – –, CL.

Fig. 6 Variation of: �, C̄D; �, CDrms; �, CLrms for the case of
the cylinder oscillating in a cross flow as a function of fe / fo
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a maximum of 1500. The corresponding frequency parameter is
��8. ��=h�	 /��1/2, where h=H /2, and 	 is the fundamental
pulsatile frequency.� The choice of the geometry and parametric
space above, mimics closely the conditions in Particle Image Ve-
locimetry �PIV� experiments that were conducted in parallel to the
present computations for the purpose of validation of the present
method �28�. The establish the grid independency of the solution,
computations with different grid resolution in all three coordinate
directions were conducted. It was found that approximately 1.0
million nodes �360�32�82 in the streamwise, spanwise and
wall-normal directions, respectively� were sufficient for that pur-
pose. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the spanwise, ho-
mogeneous direction and a convective boundary condition at the
outflow plane.

The specification of the inflow boundary conditions was guided
by the measurements. In the experiment organized disturbances
were observed upstream of the constriction, and most likely were
the result of an instability that never grow into a turbulent state
�29�. In the simulations, accurate reproduction of this “disturbed-
laminar-flow” environment is a challenging task, since it cannot
be directly reproduced from the measured velocity statistics. For
this reason, the velocity at the inflow plane was specified as the
sum of two parts: a laminar component, which was obtained from
the experimental results, and a random component that was intro-
duced to trigger instabilities when inflection points were present
in the velocity profiles. The random component consisted of fluc-
tuations that were isotropic, satisfied the continuity equation and
had a von Karman energy spectrum. The fluctuations were also
scaled to have the magnitude of the background noise in the ex-
periments. Details on the noise generation algorithm can be found
in �30�. The quality of the inflow conditions produced by the

above method was monitored by direct comparison of the distur-
bance statistics with the corresponding experimental ones �not
shown here� and was found to be very satisfactory.

To visualize the basic dynamics of the flow in the vicinity of the
stenosis, spatially and phase-averaged spanwise vorticity isolines
are shown in Fig. 9 at three characteristic times during the pulsa-
tile cycle. Note that the phase-averaged statistics in all computa-
tions are extracted over 10 pulsatile cycles. Prior to sampling,
5 cycles were completed for the flow to became independent of
the initial conditions. During the initial stages of the accelerating
part of the cycle a jet is formed as the flow goes through the
constriction �see Fig. 9�a��. The flow at this stage is fairly sym-
metric. At a letter stage of the same part of the cycle the jet
becomes unstable and the shear layers in the proximal poststenotic
area break down generating large spanwise coherent structures

Fig. 7 Spanwise vorticity isolines for fe / fo=1.0

Fig. 8 Schematic of the computational domain for the case of
flow in a model of arterial stenosis

Fig. 9 Phase-averaged spanwise vorticity distribution. „a… T
=250 deg; „b… T=320 deg; „c… T=100 deg. The accelerating part
of the cycle is from T=180 deg to T=360 deg and the deceler-
ating part is from T=0 deg to T=180 deg.
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�see Fig. 9�b��. These structures are convected downstream inter-
acting with the boundary layers at the walls triggering transition to
turbulence. During the decelerating part of the cycle, turbulence is
enhanced and turbulent boundary layers appear just downstream
of the reattachment point. At the same time, very close to the
throat of the stenosis the shear layer attaches to one side of the
channel �see Fig. 9�c��. This behavior has also been observed in
the experiments. In Figs. 10 and 11 phase-average profiles of the
mean streamwise velocity and velocity fluctuations are shown for
T=270° and T=350°, respectively. Both time instances are during
the acceleration phase with the latter corresponding to a time just
after the breakdown of the shear layer. Three stations in the proxi-
mal downstream area are shown: x /H=2, x /H=4, and x /H=6
from the throat of the stenosis. The agreement with the corre-
sponding experimental data is very good.

Conclusions
In the present paper a methodology to perform LES around

complex moving boundaries on fixed grids is presented. The
method is based on earlier work reported in �17�, and introduces a
“field extention” approach to address problems encountered dur-
ing the motion of immersed boundaries. Validation is performed
for the cases of the flow around a sphere, a cylinder oscillating in
a cross-flow and pulsatile flow in a model of arterial stenosis. In

all cases the agreement with reference experimental and numerical
results is very good indicating that embedded-boundary formula-
tions can be cost-efficient strategies especially for moving bound-
ary problems without sacrificing accuracy. The main limitation of
these methods comes from the inflexibility in distributing grid
points near a complex body. Although the use of cylindrical coor-
dinates increases the range of applicability of the method alterna-
tive local grid refinement strategies could be promising. Their
cost/efficiency, however, remains to be investigated.
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Coherent Structures In
Open-Channel Flows Over
a Fixed Dune
Turbulent open-channel flow over a two-dimensional laboratory-scale dune is studied
using large eddy simulation. Free surface motion is simulated using level set method. Two
subgrid scale models, namely, dynamic Smagorinsky model and dynamic two-parameter
model, are employed for assessing model effects on the free surface flow. The present
numerical predictions of mean flow field and turbulence statistics are in good agreement
with experimental data. The mean flow can be divided into two zones, an inner zone
where turbulence strongly depends on the dune bed geometry and an outer layer free
from the direct influence of the bed geometry. Streaky structures are observed in the wall
layer after flow reattachment. Quadrant two events are found to prevail in near-wall and
near-surface motions, indicating the predominance of turbulence ejections in open-
channel flows. Large-scale coherent structures are produced behind the dune crest by a
strong shear layer riding over the recirculation zone. These quasistreamwise tubelike
vortical structures are transported downstream with the mean flow and most are de-
structed before arriving at the next crest. Free surface deformation is visualized, demon-
strating complex patterns of upwelling and downdraft. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1988345�

Introduction

Turbulent flows over dunes, the general bed-forms arising in
natural alluvial channels, have been extensively studied by labo-
ratory experiments and numerical simulations in the past five de-
cades, owing to the importance in determining sediment transport.
Dunes are developed due to interactions of channel bed with near-
wall turbulence structures and free surface motion. They are
nearly triangular in shape, with a straight steep lee face and a
slightly curved stoss face. A shear layer develops from the dune
crest and extends to the flow reattachment point at the stoss face,
delimiting a recirculation zone with main stream. Instability of the
shear layer induces large-scale coherent structures carrying sig-
nificant momentum and sediment. Large-scale coherent structures
have been experimentally observed, e.g., Nezu and Nakagawa �1�,
Müller and Gyr �2�, Bennett and Best �3�, Kadota and Nezu �4�,
but rarely investigated in numerical simulations.

Most previous numerical simulations on this practical flow
were based on two-dimensional Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes �RANS� methods, with the free surface treated as a flat
shear-free plane, e.g., Mendoza and Shen �5�, Jones et al. �6�, and
Yoon and Patel �7�. The RANS simulations do not predict the
turbulent coherent structures that characterize the flow and deter-
mine sediment transport. Moreover, very few attempts have been
made to simulate the physical deformable free surface, particu-
larly in turbulent open-channel flow over a bed of complex geom-
etry, such as dunes. In this paper, a numerical model coupling
level set method to describe a deformable free surface with the
filtered incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for large-eddy
simulation �LES� is presented for a more comprehensive represen-
tation of the real flow situation. In particular, calculations are
made for the dune geometry and flow conditions used in the ex-
periments of Balachandar et al. �8�. In this two-phase flow repre-
sentation, free surface is an interface between air and water, de-
scribed by evolution of level set function which represents the
kinematic condition of the free surface. The free surface is instan-

taneously captured by the contour of zero level set. The dynamic
condition of the free surface is implicitly embedded in the numeri-
cal model.

The major objective of the present study is to examine the
coherent structures induced by the dune and their interactions with
the free surface. The predicted mean flow and turbulence statistics
will be compared with the experimental measurements as valida-
tion of the present numerical model. Two subgrid-scale �SGS�
models, namely, dynamic Smagorinsky model and dynamic two-
parameter model, are compared to assess model effects on the
free-surface flow.

Mathematical Model
Large eddy simulation �LES� resolves large scales of motion

that carry most of turbulent kinetic energy and models smaller
scales that are more isotropic and less affected by flow geometry
and boundary conditions. The separation of the large scales
from the small scales is based on a filtering process. A flow vari-

able f is decomposed into a resolved component �large scale�, f̄ ,

and a SGS component �small scale�, f�, i.e., f = f̄ + f� where f̄
=�f�x��G�x ,x��dx�, and G is a filter function. A level set function,
�, is employed to describe properties of the free surface, which is
a mathematical scalar defined as a signed distance function from
the free surface. The free surface is identified as the zero level set
at any time. The air-water two-phase flow can be described by one
set of governing equations with fluid density and viscosity ex-
pressed as functions of �. To accurately resolve the dune bed
form, a curvilinear coordinate system is used in mathematical de-
scriptions. The filtered incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in
a curvilinear coordinate are then written as

�Ūm

��m
= 0 �1�
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where ui is the velocity component in Cartesian space, J−1 is the
inverse of the Jacobian, defined as det��xi /��m�, where xi and �m
are Cartesian and curvilinear coordinate components, respectively,
and det represents determinant. Um is the volume flux normal to
the surface of constant �m, defined as J−1���m /�xj�uj. Gmn is mesh
skewness tensor, defined as J−1���m /�xj����n /�xj�. gi is the gravi-
tational acceleration component in the i-direction. � is the dy-
namic viscosity of the fluid. �ij =uiuj − ūiūj, resulting from the non-
linear convection term, is called SGS stress, which has to be
modeled with a so-called SGS model. � is a delta function cen-
tered at free surface. � is curvature of free surface. � is solved
with the evolution equation as follows:

��J−1��
�t

+
��Ūm��

��m
= 0 �3�

Equation �3� implies the kinematic condition of free surface since
the zero level set, ��xi , t�=0, represents the free surface position.
Equations �2� imply that a transition �or mixing� zone across the
free surface is required by the spatial filtering at the free surface
where there exist jumps in the fluid density and viscosity. The
density and viscosity are assumed smooth between water to air
over this narrow transition zone,

���� = �a + ��w − �a�H���

���� = �a + ��w − �a�H��� �4�

where �w and �a are densities of water and air, respectively. H���
is a smoothed Heaviside function,

H��� = �
0 if � 	 − 


1

2
	1 +

�



+

1

�
sin���



�
 if ��� � 


1 if �  

� �5�

where 
 is the thickness of the transition zone, equal to two grid-
cell width here, i.e., the transition zone covers four grid cells in
the normal direction. In Eqs. �2�, the term containing the delta
function, ����=��H���, represents the surface tension spread
over the transition zone, i.e., the surface tension is now changed
into a volume force. The level set function, �, is initialized and
maintained as a signed distance function from the free surface �9�.

In this study, two SGS models, namely, dynamic Smagorinsky
model �DSM� �10,11� and dynamic two-parameter model �DTM�
�12�, are employed to compute the SGS stress tensor �ij. In DSM,

�ij is assumed to be proportional to the resolved strain rate, S̄ij,

�ij −
�ij

3
�kk = − 2Cs�̄

2�S̄�S̄ij �6�

where S̄ij = ��ūi /�xj +�ūj /�xi� /2, �S̄�=2S̄ijS̄ij, �̄=3�x1�x2�x3. A
dynamic procedure based on the Germano identity �10�, employ-
ing a test filter �denoted as �� wider than the grid filter scale, is
used to compute Cs which is assumed invariant between these two

scales. By using a least square procedure �11�, Cs reads

Cs = −
LijMij

2�̄2MijMij

�7�

where Mij =�2�S̄˜ �S̄˜ij − �S̄�S̄ij
˜, Lij =u� iu� j

˜ −u�̃ iu�̃ j, �= �̄
˜

/ �̄. Typically, �̄
˜

is twice as large as �̄, thus �=2. In DTM, �ij is split into three
terms, namely, modified Leonard term Lij

m computed directly from
the resolved velocity, the modified cross term Cij

m assumed to be
proportional to Lij

m, and the modified SGS Reynolds term Rij
m as-

sumed to be proportional to S̄ij. Therefore, the SGS stress tensor is
calculated as follows:

�ij −
�ij

3
�kk = − 2Ct�̄

2�S̄�S̄ij + Dt�Lij
m −

�ij

3
Lkk

m� �8�

DTM originated from the dynamic mixed model �13�, except that
Cij

m is assumed to be proportional to Rij
m in the dynamic mixed

model �i.e., Dt�1�. Both DTM and the dynamic mixed model
avoid the assumption of alignment of the principal axes of the
SGS stress tensor with those of the resolved strain rate, which is
inherited in DSM and not supported by experimental data. There
are two model parameters, Ct and Dt, to be determined in DTM,
therefore, DTM is more computational costly than DSM and the
dynamic mixed model. Employing a dynamic procedure similar to
that in DSM results in

Dt =
PB − AE

QB − E2 , Ct =
DtE − A

2�̄2B
�9�

where Lij
m= ūiūj −u� iu� j, Hij =u� iu� j

˜ −u�̃ iu�̃ j, A=LijMij, B=MijMij, E
=HijMij, P=LijHij −LkkHll /3; Q=HijHij −Hkk

2 /3. In both Eqs. �6�
and �8�, the model coefficients, Cs, Ct, and Dt, are averaged along
the spanwise direction to avoid numerical instability.

A finite volume method is used to discretize the governing
equations based on a nonstaggered grid �14�. The Crank-Nicolson
scheme advances the diagonal part of the viscous and SGS stress
terms. The convective terms, off-diagonal viscous and SGS stress
terms, and all other terms are advanced with the second-order
Adams-Bashforth schemes. A four-step fractional step method is
used to solve the momentum equations. The convective terms are
discretized with the third order quadratic upwind interpolation for
convective kinematics �QUICK� schemes, and diffusion terms are
discretized with the second order central scheme. A third-order
essentially nonoscillatory scheme �ENO� is used to solve the evo-
lution equation of the level set function, Eq. �3� �9�. The numeri-
cal model was extensively validated and verified for laminar free
surface problems, such as a solitary wave, breaking dams, and
open-channel flow �15�. The good agreement of the predicted so-
lutions by the present numerical model with the available experi-
mental data, analytical solutions, and benchmark data demon-
strates the accuracy and stability of the numerical methods used in
this study.

Computational Results

Description of Flow. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the geom-
etry of the two-dimensional dune simulated in this study, follow-
ing the LDV and PIV experiments of Balachandar et al. �8�. The
experimental measurements were carried out on the 17th dune of
a train of 22 identical dunes mounted in a hydraulic flume such
that the turbulent flow can be considered to be fully developed.
The flow is driven by the gravity force, g sin �. The origin of the
coordinate system is set at the dune crest. The dune height h is
20 mm. Dune wavelength is �=20h. The width of the computa-
tional box �in spanwise direction�, Ly, is 7h �note that the width of
the experimental flume is 30h�. The mean water depth, L, is 6.6h,
�which is 6h in the experiment�. It is difficult to adjust the simu-
lated water depth to the exact same value as in the experiment
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considering that the free surface deforms instantaneously and no
accurate initial flow field is available �the computation is initial-
ized with a zero velocity field in this paper�. This difference in
depth is assumed not to cause appreciable changes in mean flow
quantities and turbulence statistics. The Reynolds number, based
on L and the free-surface velocity �U0� at the flow inlet, is 5.8
�104, the same as in the experiment. Since the free surface is
treated as the interface of the air-water two-phase flow, the com-
putational domain covers both water and air. The vertical extent of
the computational domain is 8h. A nonuniform grid of 80�48
�84 in the respective x, y, and z directions is used, as shown in
Fig. 2. The grid points nearest to the bed are set within the viscous
sublayer. The present grid was chosen based on some preliminary
tests, taking into account grid sensitivity and available computer
resources. The computations took about three weeks for the DSM
simulation and five weeks for the DTM simulation on a Dell®

Dimension 8200 desktop with a 1.8G Pentium® IV processor.
The top boundary for air is set as a no-slip wall for computa-

tional convenience. In reality, this does not affect the motion of
the free surface because the momentum of the air is negligible
compared to that of water. Periodic boundary conditions are im-
posed at both the streamwise and spanwise boundaries. The flow
reaches a statistically steady state when the total �sum of pressure
and viscous components� resistance on the dune bed is in balance
with the streamwise component of gravity force of the water. The
solution is continued for about 15 large-eddy turnover times

�L /u�, where u� is mean friction velocity� to record 1000 data sets
for calculation of mean flow quantities and turbulence statistics at
the middle plane of the channel �y=Ly /2�.

Mean Flow and Turbulence Statistics. Figure 3 shows the
comparison of the mean streamwise velocity �U� predicted by
DSM and DTM with the experimental data at four typical longi-
tudinal stations, x /h=2, 4, 6, and 18. The uncertainty in the ex-
perimental measurement of the mean velocity is ±1.5%. Other
flow features are also explored at these four stations in the subse-
quent discussions. The location of the free surface is shown in the
figure, which is identified by the contour of �=0 at the central
plane of the channel. DSM and DTM predict very similar results
and are in very good agreement with the experimental measure-
ments. The negative values of the near-wall velocity at x /h=2 and
4 indicate that these two stations are located within the mean
separation zone. The streamwise velocity profiles are linear in the
air region, implying that the motion of the air is basically driven
by the free surface velocity, as a Couette flow.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the mean vertical velocity
�W� profiles. Again, DSM and DTM predict close results. At
x /h=18, �W /�z is negative away from the wall while positive at
x /h=2, 4, and 6, implying the flow acceleration at x /h=18 and
declaration at the other three stations in terms of the continuity
constraint �note that the mean spanwise velocity vanishes in this
flow�. This is due to the fact that the channel contracts at x /h
=18, and the flow over the recirculation zone forms an expansion
section.

Figure 5 shows the streamwise component of root-mean-square
�rms� turbulence intensities at the four longitudinal stations.
Prominent peaks �labeled A, B, and C in water� are observed in
these profiles. The uncertainty in the experimental measurement
of the velocity rms is ±1.5%. The peaks are found in the LES
predictions as well as in the experiment at all the stations. The
primary peak A occurs at almost the same vertical distance from
the bed at the first three stations, but is slightly raised by the
newly produced near-wall peak C at x /h=18. Farther from the
bed, the secondary peak B is observed in the experiment and the
numerical predictions at the first three stations, which may result
from the free-surface deformation. The predicted secondary peaks
B are farther from the bed than those of the experiment. A notice-
able feature in the figure is the enhancement of u� below the free
surface at all the stations. The same enhancement is also observed

Fig. 1 Schematic of geometry of open-channel flow over a
two-dimensional dune „not to scale…

Fig. 2 Grid used in numerical simulations

Fig. 3 Comparison of mean streamwise velocity profiles at se-
lected longitudinal stations. Dashed-dotted lines represent pre-
dicted free surface positions.
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in the profiles of v� �as shown in Fig. 7�, while w� approaches to
zero at the free surface �as shown in Fig. 6�. This is a redistribu-
tion of turbulence kinetic energy among its three components near
the free surface. In other words, the structure of turbulence shows
quasi-two-dimensional character near the free surface. This is ob-
served in experiments �16� in turbulent open-channel flows with a
flat bottom wall, and also in DNS �17� in which the free surface is
treated as a slip-wall. The major discrepancy between DSM and
DTM lies in the air region where DSM predicts prominent peaks
�labeled D� which are very weak in the DTM prediction. Due to
the low momentum of air, this discrepancy, however, does not
significantly affect the structure of turbulence at the free surface.

Figure 6 shows the vertical component of rms turbulence inten-
sities. Near-wall peaks are observed in the numerical predictions
as well as in the experiment at the first three stations. The pre-
dicted values show an overall 10% increase over the experimental
data. The vertical component of turbulence intensities approaches
zero at the free surface, indicating the damping effect of the free

surface for the vertical motion. Figure 7 shows the spanwise com-
ponent of rms turbulence intensities. No experimental data is
available for this component. The enhancement of v� below the
surface transition zone is observed, similar to u�. There are strong
near-wall peaks in the v� profiles at x /h=4 and 6, around the
mean flow reattachment, demonstrating the strong flow three-
dimensionality around the mean flow reattachment �x /h=5�. The
magnitudes of the near-bed peaks in the v� profiles are smaller
than those of u� but larger than those of w�.

Figure 8 shows the contours of time-averaged turbulent kinetic
energy, �u�2+v�2+w�2� /2. DSM and DTM predict similar pat-
terns and magnitudes. Large values are centered at the core of the
separation vortex. Turbulence energy remains almost constant at
constant depths in the upper part of the channel but varies signifi-
cantly near the bed. Figure 9 shows the contours of time-averaged
Reynolds stress, −u�w�. The similar pattern to Fig. 8 is observed.
The shear stress is strong around the core of the separation vortex,
and nearly constant horizontally far away from the dune. There-

Fig. 6 Comparison of vertical component of turbulence inten-
sities at selected longitudinal stations. Dashed-dotted lines
represent predicted free surface positions.

Fig. 7 Comparison of spanwise component of turbulence in-
tensities at selected longitudinal stations. Dashed-dotted lines
represent predicted free surface positions.

Fig. 4 Comparison of mean vertical velocity profiles at se-
lected longitudinal stations. Dashed-dotted lines represent pre-
dicted free surface positions.

Fig. 5 Comparison of streamwise component of turbulence in-
tensities at selected longitudinal stations. Dashed-dotted lines
represent predicted free surface positions.
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fore, the flow is divided into two zones, an inner zone where
turbulence strongly depends on the dune bed geometry and an
outer layer free from the direct influence of the bed geometry.
Since DSM and DTM predict very close results, only DSM results
will be used in the following discussions of instantaneous flow
field.

Instantaneous Flow Field. Figure 10 shows instantaneous ve-
locity fluctuation fields �u� ,w��. Second quadrant �Q2� events
�u�	0,w�0� appear to dominate the near-wall flow. Strong Q4
�fourth quadrant� events �u�0,w�	0� occur in the recirculation
zone, paired with Q2 events. Q2 events also appear close to the
free surface. Near-wall Q2 and Q4 events are usually used to
detect turbulence ejections and sweeps, respectively. Therefore,

strong near-bed dune-induced turbulence ejection- and sweeplike
motions are suggested by Fig. 10. The impingement of Q2 events
on the free surface results in turbulence disturbance of the air
motion that may be responsible for the turbulence peaks in the air
region shown in Figs. 5–7. Figure 10 clearly shows that the ver-
tical motion is suppressed at the free surface, as indicated in
Fig. 6.

Figure 11 shows snapshots of the isosurfaces �2=−200, where
�2 is the second largest eigenvalue of the tensor SikSkj +�ik�kj,

Fig. 8 Contours of time-averaged turbulent kinetic energy at
the middle plane of the channel. The dashed lines represent
time-averaged free surface positions.

Fig. 9 Contours of time-averaged Reynolds shear stress at the
middle plane of the channel. The dashed lines represent time-
averaged free surface positions.

Fig. 10 Instantaneous velocity fluctuation fields of u� and w�
in the middle plane of the channel. Dashed lines represent the
instantaneous free-surface positions. Q2 and Q4 stand for
quadrant two and four events, respectively.

Fig. 11 Instantaneous isosurface of �2=−200. Shadow areas
represent instantaneous free surface positions. Labels A, B,
and C mark different large-scale structures.
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where Sij and �ij are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of
the deformation rate tensor �ūi /�xj, respectively. Isosurface of �2
is used to identify vortex cores �18�. Tubelike vortical structures
are produced in the separation zone and transported downstream
along with the mean flow. These structures tilt at different angles
to the bed but in general quasistreamwise, either attached to the
bed or suspended in the main stream. Three typical structures,
marked A, B, and C, are chosen to show the evolution and de-
struction of these coherent structures. A close-up view of these
structures is shown in Fig. 12. The structure A attaching on the
bed at time t0 moves downstream and detaches from the bed at
time t0+0.075 L /u� with a shortened and thinner body, thus more
susceptible to viscous dissipation. The structure B elongates and
develops into an arch structure after time 0.075L /u�. The structure
C parallel to the bed at time t0 is almost dissipated in the boundary
layer during the transport. Similar tubelike structures are continu-
ously produced in the separation zone by the strong shear layer
developed from the dune crest. These large-scale structures are far
from reaching the free surface because of the large flow depth and
relatively low Reynolds number, therefore do not interact directly
with the free surface. However, these structures may significantly
affect sediment movement at the bed, thus determine bed-form
generation and movement in alluvial channels.

Streaky structures are observed in wall-layers of turbulent wall-
bounded channel flows in many experiments and numerical simu-
lations. It is of interest to investigate whether such structures are
present in this complex flow. Figure 13 shows the contours of u�
and w� at zb

+=9 where zb
+=�zb /u�. Low-speed streaks �u�	0, dark

zones� are observed in Fig. 13�a�, alternating with high-speed
fluid �u�0, light zones� on the stoss face of the bed downstream
of reattachment. These spatially organized streaks are the signa-
tures of the near-wall coherent structures. Unlike u�, stripes of w�
emerge over the entire dune bed �Fig. 13�b��, suggesting that the
vertical motion is more spatially organized in the recirculation
zone.

Figure 14 shows snapshots of the free surface captured by the
contour of the zero level set, magnified in the vertical direction.
Surface upwelling �labeled as U� and downdraft �labeled as D� are
clearly observed. Similar flow patterns were also observed in ex-
periment �19�. They result from interactions of the free surface
and the flow structures of scales smaller than those in Fig. 13. If
the interactions are sufficiently strong, e.g., with lower water
depth and larger Reynolds number, the surface upwelling and
downdraft may develop into “boil,” a protruding oval patch on

water surface, which brings sediments to water surface and dis-
perses them into water to develop and reshape bed-forms in allu-
vial channels �20�.

Concluding Remarks
Turbulent open-channel flow over a two-dimensional dune is

simulated by large eddy simulation and the free surface is simu-
lated by the level set method. The kinematic condition of the free
surface is substituted with the evolution of the zero level set, and
the dynamic condition is embedded in the momentum equations
by smearing the surface tension into a volume force within a
narrow transition zone. Two SGS models, namely, dynamic Sma-
gorinsky and dynamic two-parameter models, were employed to
access the model effects on the free surface turbulence. They ba-
sically have similar performance in predicting the mean flow field
and turbulence statistics. The numerical predictions are in agree-
ment with the experimental data.

A noticeable feature of the free surface is that the vertical com-
ponent of turbulence intensities is suppressed while the horizontal
ones are enhanced, suggesting the quasi-two-dimensionality of the

Fig. 12 Close-up view of structures A, B, and C in Fig. 11

Fig. 13 Contours of three components of velocity fluctuations
at the wall layer zb

+ =9. „a… u�; „b… w�.

Fig. 14 Instantaneous free-surface patterns. U and D stand for
upwelling and downdraft, respectively.
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free surface turbulence. The mean flow is divided into two layers,
an inner layer under the influence of dune bed geometry and an
outer layer horizontally homogeneous. Q2 events are found to
prevail in the near-wall and near-surface motions, indicating the
predominance of turbulence ejections in open-channel flows. Vor-
tical structures are continuously produced by the shear layer
riding over the separation zone, and transported downstream with
the mean flow. Most of these large-scale coherent structures are
destructed in the downstream of reattachment before arriving at
the next dune crest.

Streaky structures are observed in the wall layer after the flow
reattachment, as signatures of the near-wall coherent structures.
Free surface deformations, such as upwellings and downdrafts, are
visualized, suggesting that they are general patterns of free surface
turbulence.
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LES of Turbulent Separated Flow
and Heat Transfer in a Symmetric
Expansion Plane Channel
The LES method was applied to analyze numerically an unsteady turbulent separated and
reattached flow and heat transfer in a symmetric expansion plane channel of expansion
ratio 2.0. The Smagorinsky model was used in the analysis and fundamental equations
were discretized by means of the finite difference method, and their resulting finite dif-
ference equations were solved using the SMAC method. The calculations were conducted
for Re=15,000. It is found that the present numerical results, in general, agree well with
the previous experimental ones. The complicated vortical flow structures in the channel
and their correlations with heat transfer characteristics are visualized through various
fields of flow quantities. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1988344�

1 Introduction
Prediction of the separated and reattached flow of incompress-

ible viscous fluid and the heat transfer therein has been recognized
to be very important in relation to many types of fluid machinery
and heat exchangers, and there have been numerous experimental
and numerical works. It has been noticed that the flow structure in
the separated and reattached regions is extremely complicated and
details of the turbulent heat transfer mechanism are not fully un-
derstood up to the present.

A symmetric expansion plane channel is a basic geometrical
configuration in which the separation and reattachment of flow
occur. Accordingly, there have been a plenty of experimental and
numerical studies on the flow in such the channel since a pioneer-
ing work by Abbott and Kline �1–14�. It has been clarified in these
studies that the flow in the channel deflects to one wall even at
relatively low Reynolds number. The cause of becoming such a
steady asymmetric flow may be discussed as follows. It has been
well established that a thin shear layer of incompressible viscous
fluid is very sensitive to small disturbances. An instability of the
separated shear layer brings about some difference of the velocity
between two separated shear layers bounding the main flow, re-
sulting in some pressure difference in the channel downstream of
the step. The main flow is deflected to the lower pressure side and
an asymmetry of the flow is steadily maintained because of its
large momentum. Several investigations �15–17� have been con-
ducted in order to clarify the critical Reynolds number beginning
the asymmetric flow, and the critical Reynolds number was found
to decrease with increasing the channel expansion ratio and also
the step aspect ratio �17�.

On the other hand, there have been only some investigations of
the laminar and turbulent heat transfer in such the channel
�18–20�. Ota and his colleagues have made the experimental and
numerical studies on the flow and heat transfer in the separated
and reattached regions in a symmetric expansion plane channel
�21–25�. These previous works are extensively reviewed by Ota
�26�. In engineering applications, however, studies on the turbu-
lent heat transfer have been noticed to be very important. A nu-
merical simulation methodology is useful to investigate details of
the flow and heat transfer characteristics in such the complicated
flow. However, most of the previous numerical studies cited above
have concerned about the low Reynolds number cases. Just re-

cently, a few numerical studies at high Reynolds number have
been made by the large eddy simulation methodology �27,28�.

The purpose of the present numerical study is to clarify the
three-dimensional structure of an unsteady turbulent separated
flow and heat transfer in a symmetric expansion plane channel of
expansion ratio 2.0 by the large eddy simulation methodology.

2 Numerical Procedures
Figure 1 presents the flow configuration, coordinate system and

important physical parameters in the analysis. The channel height
is W1 at the inlet and W2 at the outlet, and the step height is H.
The spanwise computational region is W3, as illustrated in the
figure. Fundamental equations in the LES methodology are ob-
tained by filtering the continuity, Navier-Stokes and energy equa-
tions for an incompressible viscous fluid with constant physical
properties, along with the Smagorinsky model, as follows:
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Superscript ˆ denotes a grid filtering operation on the grid width
�i, CS the Smagorinsky constant, and PrSGS the SGS turbulent
Prandtl number. In the following calculations, the space coordi-
nates xi, velocity ui, pressure p, and time t are nondimensionalized
by xi

*=xi /H, ui
*=ui /Um, p*= p /�Um

2 , t*=T= tUm /H, and �*=���
−�0� /qwH, respectively. In previous studies with the LES meth-
odology, several values were recommended to CS. A value of 0.10
was selected in the main body of the present calculations, but 0.09
and 0.11 were also used in some preliminary studies, since the
calculated values with CS=0.10 for the fully developed turbulent
channel flow were detected to estimate very well the measured
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ones. A selected value of PrSGS was 0.7 in the present study after
searching its optimum value. It was detected there that as PrSGS
decreases, Nu increases but its peak location moves downstream
and, on the contrary, as PrSGS increases, the maximum of Nu in
the reattachment region is very underestimated. The results with
PrSGS=0.7 shown in the following were found to generally well
estimate the measured ones. Further, in the calculations, the wall
damping effect was included by the well-known Van Driest func-
tion �29�.

Equations �1�–�3� are discretized on the nonuniform orthogonal
grid by means of the finite difference method. In the time march-
ing of Eq. �2�, the Crank-Nicholson method for the convective and
viscous terms, and the Euler backward first order difference for
the pressure terms are employed, respectively. As for the space
derivatives, the QUICK method is used for the convection terms,
and the second-order central difference for other terms, respec-
tively. In some preliminary calculations, the higher order scheme
for the pressure terms was tried, but it resulted in an unstable
scheme. In order to improve the time variation, the time step of
calculations was set to a small value. Resulting finite difference
equations were solved using the SMAC method �30�.

The boundary conditions are as follows: The 1/7th power ve-
locity law is presumed at the inlet. The no-slip condition on the
wall, and the convection condition at the outlet are employed,
respectively. The periodicity of flow and temperature on the span-
wise boundaries is assumed. As for the temperature, it is assumed
to be uniform at the inlet, and the lower and upper wall surfaces
downstream of the step are heated under the condition of uniform
heat flux, and other walls are adiabatic. The second derivative is
assumed to be zero at the outlet.

A sudden expansion plane channel treated in the present study
is an expansion ratio of 2.0 and the Prandtl number of fluid is 0.7.
The computational region extends from −20H to 40H in the
x-direction and from −2H to 2H in the y-direction. As for the
spanwise region, 10H is selected in consideration of previous ex-
perimental results �21�. The computational grid with non-uniform
orthogonal spacings mainly used is 301�129�101. However, in
order to investigate the grid dependency of the present numerical
scheme, two other grids of 281�101�101 and 291�121�101
are also used in some preliminary computations. It was found that
the grid of 281�101�101 is not enough to simulate reasonably
well the real flow. The finest grid of 301�129�101 is used in the
present calculations, since the high reliability of results are ex-
pected. The thermal boundary layer is naturally very thin in the
reattachment flow region. Accordingly, the grid points are needed
to be closer to the wall for the better estimation of Nusselt num-
ber. Some attempts were made using the present grid of 301
�129�101 in which the grid points near the wall, however, were
moved closer to the wall compared with the present ones. How-
ever, an improvement of Nu estimation was very small. In con-
sideration of these results, the present grid system was employed
in the calculations.

The Reynolds number based on the maximum velocity in the
upstream channel and the step height �Re=UmH /v� is 15,000.
This value of Reynolds number is selected for comparing the
present numerical results with our previous experimental ones
�21�. The interval of time advancement is 0.001H /Um. In calcu-

lating the time averaged and turbulent statistical values, the sam-
pling time is 6500H /Um and the sampling size 6.5�106. This
sampling time is estimated to be longer than that in the experi-
ments �21�.

There has been very few work on the unsteady turbulent sepa-
rated flow and heat transfer in a symmetric expansion plane chan-
nel, as described above. In such the present stage of our under-
standing, first it is important to estimate details of the unsteady
flow and temperature fields. Accordingly, in the present study, the
free stream velocity of 1 /7th power law is employed as the inlet
boundary condition without including the turbulence. The un-
steady inlet conditions in the LES were discussed recently by
Smirnov et al. �31�.

3 Numerical Results and Discussion
Present numerical results for Re=15,000 are compared with our

previous experimental data at the same Reynolds number �21�.
Their experimental conditions are almost the same as the present
ones except the free stream turbulence. That is, ER=2.0, AR
=10.0, Pr=0.7, and Re=15,000 though the closed test section pro-
vides two side walls in the experiments. In the present numerical
study, however, the periodic condition is employed on the two
spanwise boundaries. In the experimental work by Escudier et al.
�6�, the time averaged flow in the channel central region was
found to be essentially two-dimensional in the case of the step
aspect ratio greater than 10. Further, in our previous experiments
for AR=10 �21�, the spanwise variations of the flow and tempera-
ture fields were measured and they were detected to be relatively
small in the channel central region.

Figure 2 compares the local Nusselt number distribution on the
two walls. Present numerical results are qualitatively in good
agreement with the experimental ones, but underestimate in the
whole field, though the streamwise location of the maximum Nus-
selt number almost agrees with each other on both the upper and
lower walls.

Figure 3 shows the reverse flow rate near the two walls. The
present results agree well with the experimental ones in the down-
stream region of the separation bubble especially on the lower
wall where the long separation bubble is formed. On the upper

Fig. 1 Flow configuration and coordinate system

Fig. 2 Time averaged Nusselt number „z /H=0.0…

Fig. 3 Reverse flow rate „y /H= ±1.85,z /H=0.0…
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wall where the short separation bubble is formed, on the other
hand, the present numerical scheme underestimates the reverse
flow rate in the upstream region of the separation bubble.

Figure 4 presents comparisons of two components of the mean
velocity ū and v̄. Further, Fig. 5 shows two turbulence intensities
urms� and vrms� , the Reynolds shear stress −u�v� and the turbulent
kinetic energy. It is clearly illustrated that the present numerical
results are generally in good agreement with the experimental
ones almost in the whole flow field, though some difference is
detected locally. The upward deflection of the main flow and the
diffusion of the separated shear layer are also clearly exhibited in
the figures.

These comparisons clarify that the present numerical scheme
estimates reasonably well the time averaged flow field observed in
the experimental study, though there are several important prob-
lems to be solved in a future work.

First, the mean Nusselt number is underestimated in the whole
flow region. One of the most important factor for such a differ-
ence is supposed to be the free stream turbulence. In the experi-
ment, the free stream turbulence intensity was about 2% in the
channel center and increased to nearly 5% in the boundary layer
on the channel wall upstream of the step. Such a highly turbulent
free stream is inferred to promote strongly the heat transfer.

Secondly, the present turbulence intensity in the separated shear
layer is also underestimated compared to the measured one. It
brings about smaller values of the entrainment rate of the fluid
into the shear layer and the reverse flow velocity, especially in the
upstream region of the separated shear layer.

Thirdly, the present stage of the LES methodology is not easy
to predict quantitatively the turbulent flow and heat transfer char-
acteristics including the thin separated shear layer in which the
flow quickly transits to the turbulent one �32�.

Figure 6 shows the time averaged SGS eddy viscosity vSGS,
which presents the energy of the SGS small eddy and turbulence.

Fig. 4 Time averaged velocity „z /H=0.0…. „a… ū; „b… v̄.

Fig. 5 Turbulence intensities, Reynolds shear stress and turbulent kinetic energy „z /H=0.0…. „a… urms� ; „b…
vrms� ; „c… −u�v�; „d… k.
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It is found that vSGS is large in the separated shear layer just
downstream of the channel expansion and becomes larger in the
reattachment regions on both the upper and lower walls. In the
redeveloping flow region downstream of the reattachment point,
vSGS weakens gradually.

Power spectra of the velocity fluctuation v� and also the tem-
perature fluctuation �� at y /H=1.0,z /H=0.0 are illustrated in
Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. It is found in Fig. 7 that the dominant
energy exists at a high frequency around fH /Um=0.5 just down-
stream of the separation point, as suggesting a formation of small
vortices along the separated shear layer. The peak frequency de-
creases in the downstream direction, as exhibiting the formation
of large scale vortices. In the far downstream, there is no clear
peak frequency, which suggests the relatively quick diffusion of
large scale vortices. The results of �� represent almost the same
characteristics as v�, as suggesting large effects of the vortices
upon the heat transfer features.

Figure 9 shows the surface pressure along the channel center. In
the short separation bubble on the upper wall, Cp is much lower
than that on the lower wall. It is originated from the strong en-
trainment of stagnant fluid in the separation bubble into the very

thin separated shear layer, which locates nearer to the wall. Small
hump found around x /H=7.0 is produced by the reattachment of
the separated shear layer, though its position locates somewhat
downstream of the reattachment point.

Figure 10 presents the streamwise surface skin friction coeffi-
cient on the channel center. The time averaged reattachment point
is reasonably defined as a point of Cfx=0. The present results
show that XRu=6.03H and XRl=15.5H, which agree very well
with the experimental ones �21�. On the upper wall, Cfx attains the

Fig. 6 Time averaged SGS eddy viscosity „z /H=0.0…

Fig. 7 Power spectrum of v� „y /H=1.0,z /H=0.0…

Fig. 8 Power spectrum of �� „y /H=1.0,z /H=0.0…

Fig. 9 Time averaged surface pressure coefficient „z /H=0.0…

Fig. 10 Time averaged skin friction coefficient „z /H=0.0…
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large maximum at about x /H=8, where the main flow just outside
the separated shear layer reattaches onto the surface.

In the following, the instantaneous flow and temperature fields
are investigated by visualizing several useful physical quantities.

Figures 11 and 12 exhibit the instantaneous temperature and
enstrophy fields in three x-y cross sections. Further, Figs. 13 and
14 present also the instantaneous temperature and enstrophy fields
in six y-z cross sections. These results clarify the development of
the separated shear layer, formation of large scale vortices, their
shedding from the reattachment flow region, mutual interaction of
the two separated shear layers on the upper and lower walls and
the turbulent mixing process. It can be detected that the two-
dimensionality of the flow and temperature fields is maintained in
the upstream region of the separation bubble, say to x= �5–6�H,
and also their three-dimensionality becomes noticeable in the re-
attachment flow regions on the two walls.

Figure 15 illustrates the instantaneous enstrophy distribution in
five x-z planes. In the central region from y=−H to H, the two-
dimensionality of the flow field is maintained. However, the
strong three-dimensional flow is formed in the outer region, and
the streak structure is clearly demonstrated in the downstream of
the reattachment region.

Fig. 11 Instantaneous temperature „T=0…

Fig. 12 Instantaneous enstrophy „T=0…

Fig. 13 Instantaneous temperature „T=0…

Fig. 14 Instantaneous enstrophy „T=0…

Fig. 15 Instantaneous enstrophy „T=0…
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Figure 16 shows an instantaneous isocontour of the surface skin
friction coefficient along with the instantaneous Nusselt number.
High Nusselt number concentrates in the large skin friction re-
gions, and it is found that the streak structure is formed in the
downstream of the reattachment region on the upper wall.

Figure 17 represents an isosurface of the second invariant of
velocity gradient tensor Q. The region of positive value of Q is
considered to indicate the small vortex tube included in the large
scale vortex. Three-dimensional vortical structure is clearly repre-
sented in the figure and the viscous dissipation of the turbulent
energy is active around the vortex tubes, though the corresponding
figure is omitted in the present paper.

4 Concluding Remarks
The turbulent separated and reattached flow and heat transfer in

a symmetric expansion plane channel was numerically studied
with the LES method. The Smagorinsky model along with the
finite difference method was employed in the calculations. The
channel expansion ratio is 2.0, and the Prandtl number of fluid
0.7, respectively. The Reynolds number treated is 15,000, and the
spanwise computational region extends to 10H. The main results
obtained are as follows.

The present numerical results agree reasonably well with our
experimental ones including the time averaged velocities and the
turbulence intensities and turbulent shear stress, though some
quantitative difference is found for the Nusselt number distribu-
tion. The time averaged reattachment length is well simulated.

The three-dimensional vortical structure of the instantaneous

flow and temperature fields is clearly represented through evalu-
ations of the flow quantities such as the enstrophy and the second
invariant of the velocity gradient tensor.

The correlation of the turbulent heat transfer in the separated
and reattached flow with the three-dimensional vortical flow struc-
ture is minutely investigated, suggesting the importancy of the
streak structure of vortices.
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Nomenclature
AR � step aspect ratio=W3 /H
Cf � skin friction coefficient=�w / ��Um

2 /2�
Cp � pressure coefficient= �p− p0� / ��Um

2 /2�
CS � Smagorinsky constant

c̃ � specific heat at constant pressure
ER � expansion ratio=W2 /W1

Ex�f� � power spectrum of x
f � frequency

H � step height
h � heat transfer coefficient=qw / ��w−�0�
Ir � reverse flow rate
k � turbulent kinetic energy

Nu � Nusselt number=hH /�
Pr � Prandtl number

PrSGS � SGS turbulent Prandtl number
p � pressure
Q � second invariant of velocity gradient tensor

qw � heat flux
Re � Reynolds number=UmH /v

T � nondimensional time= tUm /H
t � time

Um � maximum velocity at inlet
ui � velocity components �u1 ,u2 ,u3�= �u ,v ,w�

W1 � channel height at inlet
W2 � channel height at outlet
W3 � spanwise length of computation
XR � time-averaged reattachment length
xi � coordinates �x1 ,x2 ,x3�= �x ,y ,z�
� � temperature
� � thermal conductivity
v � kinematic viscosity

vSGS � SGS eddy viscosity
� � density

�w � skin friction stress
� � enstrophy= 			2 /2
	 � vorticity vector

Subscripts
l � lower wall

rms � root mean square
u � upper wall
w � wall
x � x-direction
0 � inlet

Superscripts
— � time averaged
� � fluctuating
ˆ � filtering on grid width
* � nondimensional quantity
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Comparative LES and Unsteady
RANS Computations for a
Periodically-Perturbed Separated
Flow Over a Backward-Facing
Step
Large eddy simulation and statistical turbulence closures are used to investigate and
contrast the ability of both strategies to represent the effects arising from the unsteady
perturbation of a separated backward-facing-step flow caused by a slot jet injected pe-
riodically at zero net mass-flow rate into the flow at the step edge, at an angle of 45 deg
relative to the flow direction. Experimental data show the effects to depend nonlinearly
on the perturbation frequency, the strongest response arising at a Strouhal number of 0.2,
which is the condition investigated herein. The principal response is a shortening of the
separation bubble by almost 30%, a result that is highly pertinent to active flow control.
As the injection frequency lies within the low-frequency range of the large scales of the
turbulence spectrum, an issue of particular interest that is addressed herein is the ability
of the statistical models, operating within a phase-averaged URANS framework, to re-
produce the experimental observations and the response derived from the
simulation. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2033012�

1 Introduction
There is general uncertainty about the appropriateness of using

RANS methods, as an alternative to LES, for predicting unsteady
flows that contain vigorous organized, periodic components. Such
flows occur in numerous technological applications: vortex shed-
ding in bluff-body aerodynamics, wake-blade interaction in turbo-
machinery, Bénard convection in high-Rayleigh-number flows
and pulsed jets in active flow control are just a few examples. In
flows in which the organized unsteadiness is the result of an in-
herent instability, experience suggests that the instability mecha-
nism has to be strong and the turbulence model of high fidelity to
ensure that the instability is not damped out altogether. For ex-
ample, vortex shedding in the wake of a cylinder reflects such a
strong instability mechanism, and this can be resolved, albeit not
well, with RANS methods, if these incorporate either advanced
anisotropy-resolving turbulence models or realizable versions of
simpler eddy-viscosity models, both of which tend to return sig-
nificantly lower levels of turbulent transport than standard linear
eddy-viscosity models. Flows in which the unsteadiness is intro-
duced by external forcing are less challenging for RANS schemes,
at least in the sense that they generally capture the first-order
response of the flow to the forcing. However, even then, much
uncertainty arises from the potential for interference between
turbulence-related unsteadiness and the perturbing component.
The strength of such interference is likely to be governed by the
proximity of the time scales of the organized perturbation and the
large-scale turbulent motion. Thus, the interaction is likely to be
significant if the perturbation time scale is of the order of that
associated with turbulence-generation mechanisms, as is so in the
present case, or of the time scale of any influential process within
other parts of the spectrum of turbulent motion. In such circum-
stance, in which scale-separation is lost, the use of RANS models
is suspect, at best, quite apart from the fact that it is incompatible

with the basic principles of Reynolds-averaging. This is the case,
for example, in active aerodynamic-flow control with high-
frequency “zero-mass-flux” pulsed jets.

The above issues are at the center of the present study, in which
an external unsteady perturbation is introduced to control the char-
acteristics of a separated flow. The flow under consideration is
shown in Fig. 1. Separation is provoked by a backward-facing
step in a plane channel, at an expansion ratio of 1.5. The flow is
perturbed by a slot jet at the step edge, extending over the entire
spanwise width of the channel. Fluid is injected and extracted in a
continuous sinusoidal cycle, such that the time-integrated injec-
tion flow rate is zero. The most explicit response of the flow to the
perturbation has been observed experimentally by Chun and Sung
�1� and Yoshioka et al. �2� to be a significant reduction in the
time-averaged length of the recirculation zone. This reduction was
found to depend sensitively on the injection frequency, however,
with a distinct peak reduction of 30% arising at a Strouhal num-
ber, based on step height, of 0.2. This observation of a strong
frequency dependence suggests that the reduction in separation is
not simply due to a direct enhancement of momentum exchange
by periodic “flapping” in the flow, but is also linked to a coupling
mechanism between the injection and structural features in the
separated shear layer above the recirculation zone. Two pertinent
interaction mechanisms have been identified as the “shear-layer
instability” and the “shedding-type instability,” and these have
been discussed by Sigurdson �3�, Kiya et al. �4�, and Hasan �5�.
The former, related to formation of vortices in early parts of the
shear layer, is close to the present injection frequency, while the
latter, associated with large-scale structures evolving further
downstream, is lower by a factor of almost 3.

The present paper reports LES as well as RANS computations
for the configuration examined experimentally with PIV by
Yoshioka et al. �6�. The Reynolds number, based on maximum
inlet-channel velocity, Uc, and step height h, is Re=Uch /�
=3700. The jet is injected at 45 deg through a 1 mm slot with a
velocity Vj =0.3Uc sin�2�fet�, where Uc is the maximum velocity
of the fully-developed flow in the channel upstream of the step.
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Simulations were performed for the unperturbed and perturbed
flow, the latter at the Strouhal number St= feh /Uc=0.2 and the
former in order to establish the reference state against which to
contrast the effects of the perturbation. The purpose of undertak-
ing the LES computations, against the background of the experi-
mental data, was twofold. First, as the RANS computations pre-
sume statistical two-dimensionality, it was necessary to obtain the
best possible computational representation of the real flow, but
subject to freedom from 3D contamination that is inevitable even
at an upstream channel aspect ratio of 12 used in the experiment.
Such a contamination was avoided in the LES computations by
imposing spanwise periodicity. Second, the LES provided much
more detailed data than the experiments, allowing a wider range
of fundamental issues to be more readily examined. In what fol-
lows, equal weight is given to the physical insight derived from
the LES and to the level of predictive realism derived from the
RANS computations, relative to the experiments and the LES so-
lution.

2 The Simulations
The computational domain extended from 4 step heights up-

stream of the step to 12 step heights downstream. The spanwise
direction was treated as statistically homogeneous, with periodic
conditions prescribed at the spanwise boundaries of the computa-
tional box having a depth of 4�h /3. Figure 2 shows, for the
unperturbed simulation, distributions of the autocorrelation coef-
ficient Ruu along several spanwise lines at different streamwise
locations within the separated shear layer. As can be seen, the
spanwise box is sufficient to ensure spanwise decorrelation. The
inlet conditions were generated by a precursor simulation for a
fully-developed channel flow in a periodic domain of length 4
times the channel height. The conditions were then prescribed at
the upstream-channel inlet, 4 step heights upstream of the step, by
feeding in realizations of the cross-sectional conditions from a
data file, subject to the Taylor hypothesis. The profiles of the
normal Reynolds stresses, obtained at the step location, x /h=0,
with two grids differing in resolution by half an order of magni-
tude in terms of the number of cells, are given in Fig. 6 and
commented upon below within a discussion on grid sensitivity. At
the outlet, the convective condition

�Ui

�t
+ Ū

�Ui

�x
= 0 �1�

was imposed, where Ū is the average outlet velocity.

The computational method used is a general multiblock finite-
volume scheme with nonorthogonal-mesh capabilities �Lardat and
Leschziner �7��. In the present case, a two-block rectilinear-mesh
system was used, with one block covering the upstream channel
and the other the downstream channel. The finite-volume scheme
is second-order accurate in space, based on central differencing
for advection and diffusion. Time-marching is effected by a
fractional-step method, with the time derivative being discretized
by a second-order backward-biased approximation. The flux terms
are advanced explicitly with the Adams-Bashforth method. The
pressure is computed as a solution to the pressure-Poisson prob-
lem by means of a partial-diagonalization technique in the span-
wise direction and a V-cycle multigrid algorithm operating in con-
junction with a successive-line over-relaxation scheme. The code
is fully parallelized and was run on a multi-processor Cray T3E
computer.

The results presented herein were obtained with a mesh of 96
�80�32 cells covering the domain downstream of the step,
while the inlet channel was covered by a separate mesh having
96�40�32 cells. The total number of cells was thus around 4
�105. An especially fine grid was used in the step and injection
region. The maximum distance y+=yu� /� �where u� is the friction
velocity� of the wall-nearest computational nodes was 1.5, at both
the lower and upper walls, and the cell-aspect ratios were, typi-
cally, �y+ /�x+ /�z+=1.5/28/20 at the wall and 4.5/28/20 in the
shear layer. The expansion ratio of the grid did not exceed 1.05.
This grid was the outcome of extensive precursor testing. The
maximum value of the CFL number was limited to 0.2. Among a
number of aspects considered as parts of the grid-density study
was the level of the Kolmogorov length, �= ��3 /��1/4, relative to
�= ��x�y�z�1/3. To determine this ratio, plotted in Fig. 3 for the
unperturbed case along several streamwise and cross-flow lines,
the dissipation rate was obtained from the turbulence-energy bud-
get. As seen, the ratio is lower than 10 everywhere. Hence, the
cut-off lies close to the dissipative part of the wave-number range.
As demonstrated by Fig. 4, showing frequency spectra for the
streamwise normal Reynolds stress at two locations downstream
of the step for the unperturbed flow, the simulation resolved scales
which span 2.5 decades. The spectrum at x /h=3 shows, further-
more, that the jet-injection frequency, St=0.2, is well within the
part of the spectrum associated with turbulence generation via
large-scale structures in the shear layer. Thus, scale separation is
not satisfied in this flow. The peaks identified in the spectra at
St=0.2 and 0.077 are those associated, respectively, with the in-
stability mode of the shear layer and with a more global flapping

Fig. 1 The flow configuration

Fig. 2 Autocorrelation coefficient of the streamwise velocity
fluctuations in the spanwise direction at different locations
x /h, from the LES of the unperturbed flow

Fig. 3 Ratio of the Kolmogorov length scale to the grid length
scale, from the LES of the unperturbed flow
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mode, referred to as “shedding-type instability.” As the spectra are
for the unperturbed flow, the former peak is obviously not caused
by the periodic jet, but is associated with the natural initial roll-up
process of the shear layer giving rise to vortical structures that
emerge from the step, develop and convect downstream. The
lower-frequency peak at St=0.077 is directly related to the large-
scale structures of the shear layer, which impinge on the wall,
reflecting an interaction between the entire shear layer and the
wall.

In the case of the unperturbed flow, a finer grid, comprising of
2�106 nodes, was also used as part of the grid-dependence stud-
ies. Profiles of the streamwise velocity and of the streamwise
normal stress, at a location roughly midway along the recircula-
tion zone are given in Fig. 5. Respective profiles are seen to differ
only slightly, an observation supporting earlier statements. More-
over, both simulations of the unperturbed flow gave virtually iden-
tical time-averaged reattachment points, xr /h=7., suggesting that
the slight under-prediction of the turbulence intensity at the step
location, caused by the coarser grid and shown in Fig. 6, is not
influential.

Subgrid-scale processes were represented by means of either
the Smagorinsky model �with van-Driest damping� or the WALE
model �Ducros et al. �8��. Much as expected, in view of the above
considerations on the choice of grid, there were insignificant dif-
ferences between the statistical properties of the solutions, includ-
ing second-moment distributions. The perturbed-flow simulation
was started with a full 3D realization of the unperturbed case used

as the initial state. Following injection, the flow was then allowed
to evolve towards a “periodic” state within 15 injection periods,
corresponding to TUc /h=79.

3 The RANS Computations
Computations are included herein for two models: the linear

eddy-viscosity model of Launder and Sharma �9� and the qua-
dratic eddy-viscosity model of Abe et al. �10� �strictly, an explicit
algebraic Reynolds-stress model�, both being low-Reynolds-
number models permitting integration to the wall. These are two
of several models examined, and they have been selected here as
representatives of their respective categories. The Launder-
Sharma model is widely used and needs no further elaboration.
The quadratic low-Re model of Abe et al. �AJL-��, although shar-
ing some basic features with other nonlinear eddy-viscosity mod-
els, differs from them in its ability to return the correct rate of
decay of the Reynolds stresses towards the state of two-
component turbulence at the wall that is observed in DNS. This
decay cannot be represented solely by the use of terms combining
the strain and vorticity, and there is a need to introduce a tensori-
ally consistent term that takes into account the wall orientation. In
the model variant used here, the wall-direction indicator is di

=Ni /�NkNk , where Ni=�ld /�xi , ld=yn�=wall distance�, which is
then used in the wall-anisotropy correction,

waij = − fw�didj −
�ij

3
dkdk� � f�SikSkj,Sik	kj,Skj	ik,S

2,	2� ,

�2�

where fw is a viscosity-related damping function, Sij = ��Ūi /�xj

+�Ūj /�xi� /2, is the strain-rate tensor and 	ij = ��Ūi /�xj

−�Ūj /�xi� /2, is the vorticity tensor. Alternative wall-orientation
indicators that are independent of wall distance may readily be
adopted. In the above damping function, a composite time scale is
used, which combines the macroscale k /� with the Kolmogorov
scale �� /�. The damping function fw then provides a smooth
transition between the two scales across the near-wall layer. There
are two versions of the model, one using an equation for the
specific dissipation, 
, and the other for the conventional dissipa-
tion rate, �. Here, the latter form has been adopted. This model
has been found by Jang et al. �11� to perform especially well in a
study directed towards predicting separation from the curved sur-
face of a hill-shaped constriction in a channel. The RANS com-
putations were performed with a nonorthogonal, collocated, cell-
centered finite-volume approach implemented in the code
STREAM �Lien and Leschziner �12�, Apsley and Leschziner
�13��. Convection of both mean-flow and turbulence quantities is
approximated by the UMIST scheme �Lien and Leschziner
�14��—a second-order TVD approximation of the QUICK
scheme. Mass conservation is enforced indirectly by way of a
pressure-correction algorithm. Within this scheme, the transport
and the pressure-correction equations are solved sequentially and
iterated to convergence. As in the case of the simulation, a two-
block mesh was also used in the RANS computations, one cover-
ing the upstream channel to a distance of 4 step heights upstream
of the step and the other the downstream channel of length 28 step
heights. The meshes covering the two subdomains contained 80
�64 and 121�128 nodes, respectively, with 13 nodes covering
the injection slot ahead of the step. The maximum CFL number
dictating the time step was limited to 0.5. This choice was based
on extensive grid- and time-step-dependence tests performed in a
precursor study with linear eddy-viscosity models. Inlet condi-
tions, at 4 step heights upstream of the step, were taken from the
precursor channel-flow simulation, also used to prescribe the inlet
conditions for the LES computation.

Fig. 4 Energy spectra of the streamwise velocity fluctuation,
from the LES of the unperturbed flow

Fig. 5 Velocity and streamwise normal-stress profiles, from
the LES of the unperturbed flow performed with two grid
resolutions

Fig. 6 Profiles of normal-stress components above the step
corner, from the LES of the unperturbed flow performed with
two grid resolutions. Comparison with Moser et al.’s DNS data
†16‡ „R�=180, i.e., Re=3250….
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4 Results

4.1 Time-Mean Behavior. The effects of the perturbations on
the mean flow are conveyed in Fig. 7–9 and Table 1. In line with
the experimental observation, the reattachment length derived
from the LES has been found to be substantially reduced by the
perturbation. The predicted value is xr /h=5.2, relative to 7.0 for
the unperturbed case. Thus, the predicted reduction is 26%, a level
that agrees well with the experimental finding of 30%. Both reat-
tachment lengths are larger than those measured, however, most
probably reflecting 3D contamination in the experiment due to
spanwise confinement. Figure 7 shows that the global response
returned by the RANS models is similar to that produced by the
simulation. While the computed solutions differ from each other
and from the simulation in detail, both models predict a reduction
of order 20%–30% in the size of the recirculation zone. The linear
Launder-Sharma �LS� model underestimates the reattachment dis-
tance and virtually fails to resolve the secondary corner recircula-
tion bubble, especially in the perturbed flow. In contrast, the non-
linear Abe et al. �AJL-�� model gives an excessive reattachment
length, largely as a result of an especially low rate of recovery as
reattachment is approached �note the acute angle of the zero
streamfunction contour at the lower wall�. However, this model
returns a better representation of the secondary corner eddy. Fig-
ure 8, comparing the mean skin-friction distributions for the per-
turbed and unperturbed flows, reinforces the significant reduction
in separation brought about by the perturbation, as already noted
by reference to Fig. 7. However, the maximum and minimum
levels of skin friction are unaffected by the perturbation. The two

models predict friction-factor distributions which lie on either side
of those produced by the LES, the AJL-� model giving substan-
tially lower levels, which are indicative of correspondingly lower
turbulence activity in the near-wall region. Figure 9 compares
computed velocity profiles to experimental data at three specific
locations normalized by the reattachment distance of the unper-
turbed flow, x /xr,o. The objective of this normalization is to bring
out more clearly the consequences of the perturbation relative to
the unperturbed state. Agreement between the LES solution and
the experiment is close, and the same applies to the AJL-� model.
The profiles of the LS model reveal a defect which becomes even
clearer upon reference to the shear-stress distributions considered
later. Thus, at x /xr,o=0.36, the shear strain of the unperturbed flow
is seen to be much too high, suggesting a grossly insufficient level
of turbulent mixing. The perturbation produces a substantial in-
crease in mixing due to the combination of dispersion by the
unsteadiness itself and the elevation of turbulence generation it
causes, with the effect being disproportionately high in the case of
the LS model. Consistent with the above changes to the mean
flow, Fig. 10 shows the perturbation to result in a significant in-
crease in the shear stress, especially within the separated shear
layer and the recirculation zone below it. It is this elevation and its
effect on entrainment into the shear layer that are the causes of the
shortening in the recirculation length. The simulation is seen to
reproduce the measured shear stress very well. Both RANS mod-
els perform less well, but nevertheless give a credible representa-

Fig. 7 Time-averaged streamfunction contours; unperturbed
and perturbed flows

Fig. 8 Skin-friction coefficient at the bottom wall downstream
of the step; unperturbed and perturbed flows

Fig. 9 Time-averaged streamwise-velocity profiles; unper-
turbed and perturbed flows

Table 1 Reattachment length for the unperturbed flow, xr,o and
the perturbed flow, xr
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tion. However, both models substantially underestimate the sensi-
tivity of the stress to the perturbations beyond the initial upstream
portion of the separated shear layer and recirculation zone, indi-
cating that the models do not resolve faithfully the dynamics in
the shear layer induced by the perturbation. In relation to the LS
model, it is noted that the shear stress at x /xr,o=0.36 is much too
low in the unperturbed flow, and this is the cause for the excessive
shear strain seen in Fig. 9. Downstream of the reattachment point,
at the location x /xr,o=1.45, the LES as well as the turbulence
models exhibit lower shear stress in the perturbed flow than the
unperturbed flow, a behavior that is contrary to the experiment.
However, reference to Fig. 9 shows that, for both the computa-
tions and the experiment, the shear strain in the near-wall region
of the perturbed flow at x /xr,o=1.45 is significantly lower than
that of the unperturbed one. Hence, the expectation is that the
shear stress should also be lower. This is indeed so for the simu-
lation, but not the experiment. In terms of turbulence field, the
recovery of the perturbed flow is predicted to progress at a higher
rate than that measured. It is relevant to add here that Chun and
Sung �1� observed in their experiments a faster postreattachment
recovery in the forced flow, relative to the equivalent unforced
configuration, a behavior in accord with the present predictions.

In the case of an unsteady RANS computation, it is trivial to
determine the relative contributions of the modeled and resolved
stresses to the total level. In the present case of a periodic flow, the
modeled stress is the phase-averaged component, while the re-
solved contribution is that associated with the unsteady motion
captured by the computation. The relative importance of the com-
ponents is indicated in Fig. 11, which contains profiles of the
modeled and resolved shear stresses for the AJL-� model at
x /xr,o=0.36. At this location, the resolved contribution is observed
to be substantially larger than at other locations for which results
are not included. Yet, even close to the injection point, the contri-
bution is relatively small, and the conclusion is thus that the el-
evation of the shear stress shown in Fig. 10 is primarily a result of
the additional unsteady strain enhancing stress production, rather

than due to the direct contribution arising from time-averaging the
unsteady �phase-averaged� motion resolved by the URANS
method.

4.2 Phase-Averaged Behavior. A view of the dynamic ef-
fects of the perturbation is given by Fig. 12, which shows the
evolution of phase-averaged structures within the recirculation
zone in terms of stream function contours. Corresponding plots
for the turbulence energy and its rate of generation are entirely
consistent with the streamfunction plots and are not included be-
cause of space constraints. For each computation, four plots are
included, each separated by a quarter of a jet-injection period
from its neighbor plots. All computations indicate the presence of

Fig. 10 Time-averaged profiles of the Reynolds shear stress;
unperturbed and perturbed flows

Fig. 11 Time-averaged modeled and resolved Reynolds shear
stress at the location x /h=0.36; perturbed flow, „AJL-�… model

Fig. 12 Phase-averaged streamlines contours at the phase
angles �=0, � /2 , � , 3� /2; perturbed flow
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large-scale vortical features induced by the periodic perturbations.
These may be loosely described as reflecting a “flapping motion.”
Although, in reality, the perturbation is likely to modify the struc-
tural features in the shear layer—for example, through an en-
hancement of the shear-layer instability and the rate of growth of
structures that are associated with the shedding-type
instability—it seems that the primary response of the flow to the
perturbation is not linked to this type of structural modification.
Rather, the large-scale vortical structures are formed at the pertur-
bation frequency. These propagate below the shear layer towards
the reattachment point, beyond which they manifest themselves as
wavy undulations. The dashed lines in Fig. 12 indicate the speed
with which the structures propagate downstream, and it is evident
that all computations give a result close to 0.4Uc. Figure 13 gives
the variation of the phase-averaged Reynolds shear stress along
the streamwise direction in the shear layer at the distance y /h=
−0.2 and at the phase �=3� /2, obtained from both the LES and
the two turbulence closures. When compared to the phase-
averaged streamlines at the same phase angle �Fig. 12�, the distri-
bution of the Reynolds shear stress is observed to be strongly
correlated with the large vortical structures forming in the recir-
culation zone. The maxima of shear stress coincide with regions
lying between vortices, while minima are in line with vortex cen-
ters. The peaks of shear stress are a consequence of the high strain
between vortices and are directly related to the increase in the
time-mean shear stress induced by the perturbation and shown
earlier in Fig. 10. The variations of the shear stress at �=0,� /2
and � are similar to that at �=3� /2 and are not presented here.
The strain-induced enhancement described above has also been
observed in the experiment. The results thus suggest that the pri-
mary cause for the reduction in the size of the separation zone is
the same in both the simulation and the RANS computations, and
is largely divorced from the instability modes discussed earlier.

What is not clear at this stage, however, is whether the RANS
models return correctly the degree of sensitivity of the flow to the
perturbation frequency. Reproducing the nonlinearity of this sen-
sitivity may well depend on the ability of the calculation to re-
solve the interaction between the perturbation and the instability
modes inherent in the unperturbed flow.

5 Conclusions
The results presented here show that, for the perturbation fre-

quency considered, the turbulence models reproduce well the
gross effects of the perturbation, as observed in the experiment
and derived from the simulation. This is somewhat surprising in
view of the absence of a clear separation between the time scales
of the perturbation and the low-frequency portion of the turbu-
lence spectrum. The broadly favorable performance of the RANS
models is due to the fact that the principal effect of the periodic
disturbance is to cause unsteady variations in the strain field,
which then give rise to an increase in the turbulence-production
levels. An analysis of the LES results �Dejoan and Leschziner
�15�� suggests that one effect of the perturbation is to alter the
structure of the vortex evolution in the separated shear layer. This
mechanism cannot be reproduced by the RANS models, but it
seems that it is of subordinate importance in terms of the primary
effect of the instability. More important is the generation of the
large-scale vortical structures under the separated shear layer, as-
sociated with “flapping,” these are reproduced well by the RANS
calculations.

Of the two models examined, the nonlinear model of Abe et al.
performs substantially better in the unperturbed case, in so far as
it gives a superior representation of the separated shear layer and
the recirculation zone. Both models underestimate the significant
elevation of the shear stress beyond about one half of the axial
extent of the recirculation zone, suggesting a deficiency in the
detailed representation of the dynamic mechanisms induced by the
perturbation.
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A Periodically Perturbed
Backward-Facing Step Flow
by Means of LES, DES
and T-RANS: An Example
of Flow Separation Control
Turbulent flow over a backward-facing step, perturbed periodically by alternative
blowing/suction through a thin slit (0.05 H width) situated at the step edge, was studied
computationally using (LES) large eddy simulation, (DES) detached eddy simulation, and
(T-RANS) transient Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes techniques. The flow configuration
considered �ReH=UcH /�=3700� has been investigated experimentally by Yoshioka et al.
[1,2]. The periodic blowing/suction with zero net mass flux is governed by a sinusoidal
law: ve=0.3Uc sin�2�fet�, Uc being the centerline velocity in the inlet channel. Pertur-
bation frequencies fe corresponding to the Strouhal numbers St=0.08, 0.19, and 0.30
were investigated �St= feH /Uc�. The experimental observation that the perturbation fre-
quency St=0.19 represents the most effective case, that is the case with the minimum
reattachment length, was confirmed by all computational methods. However, the closest
agreement with experiment (the reattachment length reduction of 28.3% compared to the
unperturbed case) was obtained with LES (24.5%) and DES (35%), whereas the T-RANS
computations showed a weaker sensitivity to the perturbation: 5.9% when using the
Spalart–Allmaras model and 12.9% using the k–� SST model.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2012502�

Introduction
Active flow separation control is of great concern in numerous

engineering applications. The phenomena of flow separation and
reattachment are accompanied by large energy losses, influencing
the performance of fluid machinery and imposing severe limita-
tions on the operation and the design of many fluid flow devices.
Recent studies have shown that periodic perturbation can delay
separation �e.g., Seifert and Pack, �3,4� studied flow configura-
tions at high Reynolds numbers relevant to aircraft aerodynamics:
flow over an airfoil and flow over an upper-airfoil-surface-
mounted hump� and provide reattachment control �flow over a
backward-facing step: Chun and Sung �5�; Jin et al. �6�; Yoshioka
et al. �1,2�� more effectively then steady blowing or suction.

The backward-facing step flow is a well-known test case for
studying the influence of local streamline curvature. The flow
separates at the step edge, forming a curved shear layer which
bifurcates at the reattachment region; one branch flowing back
creates a separation bubble behind the step, another branch creates
a new boundary layer downstream. The level of turbulence in the
separated shear layer aligned with the mean dividing streamline
bordering the separation bubble is of decisive importance when
controlling the reattachment length. A higher level of the shear
stress implies an enhancement of the fluid entrainment into the
shear layer—higher momentum transport—and consequently a
shortening of the recirculation bubble �see, e.g., Fig. 13 for illus-
tration�. In addition to the strong mean flow gradient in the verti-
cal direction, representing the main source of turbulence produc-
tion, and a curvature-generated turbulence production, the
turbulence can be further generated by introducing a high-velocity

jet into the shear layer. The flow perturbation created in such a
way causes an intensive flow stretching �mean flow deformation
enhancement, especially with respect to the axial velocity compo-
nent� leading consequently to an enhanced turbulence level �see,
e.g., Yoshioka et al. �1,2�, for experimental evidence�. The
backward-facing step flow configuration considered here �Fig. 1;
ReH=UcH /�=3700� has been investigated experimentally by
Yoshioka et al. �1,2�. The injection velocity is parameterized by a
sinusoidal law: ve=Ve sin �, Ve being the velocity amplitude �Ve

=0.3Uc� and � the phase angle. Perturbation frequencies, fe ��
=2�fet�, corresponding to the Strouhal numbers St=0.08, 0.19,
and 0.30 were investigated �St= feH /Uc, Uc being the centerline
velocity in the inlet channel�. It was found experimentally that the
perturbation frequency St=0.19 yields the minimum mean reat-
tachment length.

The purpose of the present work was the computational study
of the effects of local perturbation on the mean flow and turbu-
lence using various methods for unsteady flow computations:
large eddy simulation �LES�, detached eddy simulation �DES�,
and transient Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes �T-RANS� aim-
ing also at mutual comparison of their features and performance in
such a complex flow situation.

Numerical Method
All computations were performed with an in-house computer

code FASTEST based on a finite volume numerical method for solv-
ing both three-dimensional filtered and Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes equations on block structured, body fitted, nonor-
thogonal meshes. Block interfaces are treated in a conservative
manner, consistent with the treatment of inner cell faces. A cell
centered �collocated� variable arrangement and Cartesian vector
and tensor components are used. The well-known SIMPLE algo-
rithm was applied for coupling the velocity and pressure fields.
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The convective transport of all variables was discretized by a
second-order central differencing scheme, whose stability was en-
hanced through the so-called deferred correction approach �see
e.g., Khosla and Rubin �7��. Time discretization was accomplished
by applying the second order �implicit� Crank–Nicolson method.

T-RANS. T-RANS computations were performed using the
one-equation model by Spalart and Allmaras �SA, �8�� and the
k–� SST model �Menter, �9��, the two most popular statistical
turbulence models in aerodynamics. Additional results were avail-
able from the Ninth ERCOFTAC workshop on refined turbulence
modeling �Jakirlic et al., �10��, where this experimental configu-
ration served as one of the test cases. These additional results
were obtained by employing several algebraic and differential
Reynolds-stress models including also a two-scale Reynolds-
stress model due to Stawiarski and Hanjalic �11�. The workshop
results exhibited a certain scatter and are probably not suitable for
very detailed comparison. But generally speaking, all turbulence
models have exhibited a weaker sensitivity to the perturbation
compared to the experimental results. The reduction of the reat-
tachment length was predicted in all T-RANS computations; how-
ever, compared to the reference case without perturbation, the
magnitude of the reduction was far below that observed in the
experiment. Hence, it was challenging to compute the flow con-
sidered by LES and DES, the CFD techniques which are expected
to reproduce unsteady flows better than statistical turbulence mod-
els. In particular, it was interesting to see how the same model
�SA� performed in two different computational frameworks:
RANS and DES.

LES. The three-dimensional, incompressible unsteady Navier–
Stokes equations, upon filtering read:

�Ūi

�xi
= 0, �1�

�Ūi

�t
+

��ŪiŪj�
�xj

= −
1

�

�P̄

�xi
+

�

�xj

��
�Ūi

�xj
− �ij� , �2�

where the filter width is determined implicitly by a mesh size:
�= ��x�y�z�1/3. The subgrid scale tensor �ij was approximated
by employing the Boussinesq’s formulation based on the SGS
turbulent viscosity, which was modeled using the Smagorinsky
formulation:

�t = �Cs��2�S̄ij� . �3�

The majority of the computations were performed with the Sma-
gorinsky constant Cs set to 0.065, without damping in the near-
wall region. Some additional simulations of the channel flow us-
ing different settings �Cs=0.1 with and without inclusion of the
standard Van Driest damping of the Smagorinsky coefficient� have
shown a small influence of both the Cs value and the damping.
This might be due to a very low flow Reynolds number corre-
sponding to Re��190.

DES. A one-equation turbulence model by Spalart and Allmaras
�SA, �8��, based on the transport equation for turbulence viscosity,
was employed to model the influence of the smallest, unresolved

scales on the resolved ones in the framework of the DES compu-
tational scheme �e.g., Spalart et al., �12�; Travin et al., �13��. The
SA-RANS model determines the modified turbulent viscosity ��̃�
from the corresponding transport equation, whose destruction
term is modeled in terms of the distance to the nearest wall d:

D�̃

Dt
= Cb1S̃�̃ +

1

��̃
	 �

�xj
��� + �̃�

��̃

�xj
�
 +

Cb2

��̃
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�xj
�2

− Cw1fw
�̃

d2 .

�4�
The DES formulation is obtained by replacing the wall distance

by d̃, where d̃ is defined as

d̃ = min�d,CDES�DES� , �5�
where a somewhat modified length scale �“a DES filter”� valid in
the “LES part” of the flow field is introduced as �DES
=max��x ,�y ,�z�. This modification of the destruction term in
Eq. �4� tunes the model to function in the RANS mode in the
near-wall regions �‘attached’ boundary layers�, whereas away
from the walls, in the detached regions of the flow, the closure
reduces to a �one-equation� Smagorinsky-like model for the SGS
eddy viscosity. The original value of the corresponding model
constant CDES=0.65 was used in this work.

Computational Details
The size of solution domain adopted behind the step was Lx

	Ly 	Lz=30 H	3 H	� H. Different grids were employed
comprising between 190 000 �142	82	16� and 590 000 �220
	82	32� grid cells, but preserving the number �Ny =82� and
distribution of the cells in the wall-normal direction. The two
grids specified were finally adopted for the reference DES and
LES simulations, respectively. In the course of the grid sensitivity
study different grid resolutions and spanwise dimensions were
also tested �see Tables 1 and 2 and corresponding discussions for
more details�. The grid resolution in the near-wall region has been
chosen to ensure between 6 and 8 grid cells within the viscous
sublayer for all the cases computed. One of the main difficulties in
tackling this flow with LES or DES is imposing the proper inflow
boundary conditions. The inlet data corresponding to a fully de-
veloped channel flow were generated computationally by using
both LES and DES. It should be noted that the majority of the
LES and DES simulations were performed with the LES inlet
profiles, having the same wall-normal and spanwise grid spacing
as well as the time step, avoiding any interpolation at the inlet
plane. However, the additional DES of the backward-facing step
flow with the inlet profiles generated by DES of the channel flow
�with spanwise domain size extended to 4H and finer grid in the

Fig. 1 Schematic of the flow configuration considered

Table 1 Plane channel flow computations
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wall-normal direction�, indicate that the results are not expected to
differ significantly, whatever inlet data are taken �LES or DES�.
Once, a developed turbulence was generated, the instantaneous
inlet velocities from presimulations were prescribed at the inlet.
The channel length before expansion was taken to be H /2. The
periodic boundary conditions were employed in the spanwise di-
rection, whereas the convective boundary condition:

�Ūi

�t
+ Ucon

�Ūi

�x
= 0, �6�

was imposed at the outflow plane, the convective velocity being
set to the mean streamwise velocity integrated across the exit
plane.

The computational grid typically consisted of four blocks, two
upstream �one comprising the region of the narrow opening and
one upstream of it� and two downstream of the step edge �one
situated behind the step covering one third of the corresponding
channel height and one above it�. The grid detail of the inlet
region and the part of the domain around and just downstream of
the step edge is shown in Fig. 2. A simple, periodically oscillating
jet discharging with a uniform velocity profile �ve

=Ve sin�2�fet�� was assumed at the slit �0.05 H=1 mm width�,
which was covered by five control volumes.

Tables 1 and 2 give the basic data about the computations,
providing also the notation used throughout when presenting the
results. The dimensions of the computational boxes in both
streamwise �only for channel flow� and spanwise directions were
in line with the conclusions drawn from the works of Moin and
Kim �14� and Akselvoll and Moin �15�. The simulations were

started with the flow field obtained by RANS, which was initially
perturbed, or with the previous LES or DES flow field in subse-
quent computations. Depending on the initial conditions, the flow
was computed for a period of 2–6 flowthrough times before taking
the statistics. The statistics were sampled over a period of 6–8
flowthrough times. The CFL number, representing the time step
chosen, was less than unity over the majority of the solution do-
main. The exceptions are the narrow region around the thin slit
�1 mm� at the step edge, and the long region with refined grid at
y=H, Fig. 2. Here, due to the high grid resolution in the vertical
direction and the large normal velocity component caused by the
perturbations, the CFL number reaches its maximum value be-
tween 1.5 �fine grid, unperturbed case�, 5.3 �fine grid, perturbed
case�, and 13.3 �coarse grid, perturbed case�.

Results and Discussion
The results of the plane channel flow are presented first; after-

wards the discussion of the backward-facing step simulations will
be addressed. In both cases the time-averaged results have been
extracted.

Channel Flow. The results of the precursor simulations of a
plane channel flow, used to generate the inflow data, are given in
Figs. 3–5. Besides the experimental data upstream of the step
�x /H=−0.6�, the direct numerical simulations of a fully developed
turbulent channel flow at Re�=180 �Kim et al., �16�� are used for
comparison. One should keep in mind that the computed Re� val-
ues differ slightly when compared to the DNS and the experimen-
tal value �estimated as Re�=200�, as shown in Table 1. The mean
velocity profiles obtained from the simulations with 32 or 60

Table 2 Backward-facing step computations

Fig. 2 Grid detail in the region around step

Fig. 3 Semilog profiles of the mean velocity

Fig. 4 Streamwise and normal-to-wall stresses
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points in the wall-normal direction are overpredicted in the log-
law region when compared to the DNS and experimental data
�Fig. 3�. It is regarded as an expected outcome with respect to the
relatively coarse resolution. Also, a certain underprediction of the
velocity in the viscous sublayer is clearly noticable. In general, the
streamwise velocity fluctuations are overpredicted, while the wall-
normal fluctuations are underpredicted �Fig. 4�, which can again
be attributed to the coarser grid resolution. The Reynolds shear
stress profiles, given in Fig. 5, show the same tendency. The only
exception is the run DES-100	60	32. Obviously, it is due to the
fact that in this region the DES operates as a RANS.

Important information here is the position of the “interface”
between the LES and RANS flow domain parts in the DES frame-
work, which is dictated by the grid applied. They matched at y+

=14.8 �y /H=0.082�, which could be regarded as an upper limit.
By placing the interface further from the wall, the results return to
those obtained by using the SA RANS model, exhibiting a severe
underprediction of near-wall maximum of streamwise stress com-
ponent �Leschziner, �17��, typical of all linear eddy-viscosity
model schemes. On the other hand, the interface penetrating into
the viscous sublayer should also be avoided. If the LES region in
this hybrid approach resides too close to the wall due to insuffi-
cient resolution �one would have actually a resolution typical for
RANS in the LES region�, too low viscosity and turbulence levels
could be obtained, possibly causing poor flow predictions. This
explains the reasons for adopting somewhat larger spanwise di-
mensions �4H instead of �H�, providing the proper interface lo-
cation for the given grid size �the companion LES simulation—
LES-100	60	32—was performed just in order to validate the
DES results�. It results in a somewhat larger representative mesh
size �DES=max��x ,�y ,�z� leading consequently to a wider
RANS-operating flow domain in accordance with Eq. �5�.

The SGS contribution to turbulence kinetic energy was esti-
mated from the LES simulation using the grid 64	32	32. This
analysis shows a minor contribution to the total k value. The ab-
solute amount of the modeled SGS kinetic energy �estimated as
ksgs=�2S2 /0.3� reaches its maximum in the near-wall region �Fig.
6� but it is still only about 8% of the resolved kinetic energy.
Finally, the frequency spectra of the streamwise velocity fluctua-
tions, calculated in the symmetry plane of the channel at y /H=1,
is plotted in Fig. 7. The time scales of the fluctuations may also be
interpreted as spatial scales of turbulent fluctuations �the Taylor
hypothesis�. One can observe the trend towards a f−5/3 range. The
following conclusion may be drawn: the results obtained in this
preliminary simulation with the given grid configurations agree
fairly well with the available experimental data.

In order to overcome the overprediction of the streamwise
stress component and the underprediction of the shear stress, a
higher grid resolution in the wall-normal direction was necessary.

In order to demonstrate it, an additional simulation was performed
�these results were not used in the backward-step simulations�.
The grid refinement in both the wall-normal and spanwise direc-
tion, even with the coarser streamwise resolution �LES-48-96-48�,
significantly improves the results. However, the underprediction
of the velocity in the viscous sublayer is still present even with the
finest grid. A still finer grid resolution in both the wall-normal and
spanwise direction would be needed to duplicate the DNS results.
However, it should be pointed out that the channel flow compu-
tations were performed as a prelude to simulating the backward-
facing step flow. Accordingly, our interest was not “a perfect
LES.” We were not intending to generate a highly resolved data
field, but considered the LES and DES computational schemes as
engineering CFD tools used for analysis in parallel with the re-
sults of RANS calculations. The goal was to employ a reasonable
grid size being limited to 590 000 C–V’s, which could be easily
handled using a single PC.

Backward-Facing Step, Unperturbed Case. The backward-
facing step computations followed the channel flow simulations.
They were conducted with the time dependent, velocity inlet pro-
files obtained initially with the run LES-64	32	32. The results
of the reference case �without perturbation� are considered first.
All the results pertain �if not explicitely stated� to the runs LES-
220	82	32 �finer grid� and DES-142	82	32 �coarser grid�,
which are denoted simply by LES and DES in the remaining text.
The position of the interface dividing the solution domain into a
RANS region and a LES region resulting from the coarser grid
used is at y /H=0.128 at the reattachment �x /H=5�, y /H=0.171
�y+=32� in the recovery region �x /H=15� and y /H=0.361 �y+

Fig. 5 Reynolds shear stress profiles
Fig. 6 Computed and modelled SGS kinetic energy

Fig. 7 Frequency-spectra of the streamwise velocity fluctua-
tions at the symmetry plane −y+=188
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=68� within the new boundary layer �x /H=25� throughout the
flow domain. The DES simulation on a grid with a significantly
finer grid resolution in the normal-to-the-wall direction �Ny

=110� was additionally performed �Table 2�. Similar as in the
DES of the channel flow, the proper interface location was
achieved by slightly extending the spanwise dimension from �H
to 4H by preserved number of the grid points Nz=32.

Figures 8–10 display some selected results obtained with both
LES and DES using considerably different grid resolutions. As
already mentioned, the unperturbed case was computed by DES
employing the same grid as used by LES. The results obtained are
almost identical, as illustrated in Fig. 8 by displaying the profiles
of streamwise turbulence intensities. Almost overlapping profiles
indicate that the choice of SGS model was not that significant in
the computations. However, the goal was to investigate the DES
performance on coarser grids. It is believed, that a more advanced
SGS model, here the grid-dependent SA model �certainly con-
strained by its calibration in the RANS mode�, will cope better
with lower grid resolution and an increasingly anisotropic grid
than a simple Smagorinsky model. The hope expressed was cer-
tainly not fulfilled if the results obtained for unperturbed case are
compared, Figs. 11 and 12. The largest deviation was documented
in the far region, coinciding with the lowest streamwise grid reso-
lution in the entire flow domain. The deviations are substantially
less for perturbed cases, Figs. 15 and 16. In order to estimate the
numerical error in the DES simulations, three different grids were

employed for the unperturbed case. Figure 9 shows computed
streamwise turbulence stresses. At the streamwise location x
=6H, one can clearly see the improvement of results with the grid
refinement. However, the reattachment length is still significantly
overpredicted due to generally lower grid resolutions, in which
case the SGS model plays a more significant role. Presumably,
one may expect a larger numerical error in the region just before

Fig. 8 LES vs DES: streamwise turbulence intensities, St
=0.0

Fig. 9 Streamwise turbulence intensities, St=0.0

Fig. 10 Resolved vs modelled: streamwise turbulence intensi-
ties, St=0.0

Fig. 11 Mean streamwise velocity profiles for the unperturbed
case „St=0.0… at selected streamwise locations normalized by
H „upper… and corresponding reattachment length XR „lower…
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and just after the reattachment point. This is confirmed by com-
paring the resolved and modeled streamwise turbulence stresses,
as shown in Fig. 10.

Figures 11 and 12 show the mean velocity profiles and Rey-
nolds stress components obtained by all three computational
schemes �RANS, LES, and DES�. All the computations signifi-
cantly overpredict the measured reattachment length XR /H=6.0
�this value represents a corrected value, Obi �18��; the originally
reported value corresponds to XR /H=5.5, Yoshioka et al. �1,2��:
XR /H�LES�=7.18 �DES using the same grid as LES returned the
same reattachment length, see also Fig. 8 for further comparison�,
XR /H�DES�=8.36, XR /H�RANS−KWSST�=7.38 and
XR /H�RANS−SA�=6.81 �see also Fig. 14�. One can observe that

the RANS-SA outperforms the LES and DES at all the stations
except x=2h. A fact that the reattachment length obtained by
RANS-SA is the shortest one and consequently closest to the ex-
perimental result is not surprising for this steady case in which the
2D RANS computation used substantially higher wall-normal
resolution Ny =110, whereas the LES and DES use lower grid
resolutions �Table 2�. It is well-known that the eddy-viscosity-
based RANS models return traditionally a shorter corner bubble
�secondary recirculation zone; it represents an outcome of the ac-
tion of the normal stress components, which are not reproducible
by an eddy-viscosity model scheme� as well as the backflow of a
lower intensity, especially in the reattachment region �see, e.g.,
velocity profile at x /H=6 in Fig. 11 upper�. However, the condi-
tions under which the experimental results were obtained should
also be pointed out. Particularly important is the aspect ratio based
on the channel height after expansion �3H� and its spanwise di-
mension, which was only 1:4. This is regarded as too short for
providing a 2D flow in the midspan plane. The possibility, that the
side walls contaminated the results is very high. For example,
Kasagi and Matsunaga �19� performed an experiment at a compa-
rable Reynolds number �ReH=5540� for the same expansion ratio.
However, the above mentioned aspect ratio was 1: 6.7. Accord-
ingly the reattachment length is substantially larger XR /H=6.51.
In favor of the computational results obtained here is the LES of
the Yoshioka et al. case performed by Dejoan et al. �20��, where a
reattachment length of XR /H=7.0 was obtained. Finally, the com-
parison of the velocity profiles at selected streamwise locations
normalized by corresponding reattachment length �instead of step
height� shows very good agreement between LES, DES, and ex-
periment in the region of flow reversal, Fig. 11 lower. Figure 12
shows that the mean turbulence stresses obtained by LES and
DES agree reasonably well with experimental results in the near
field immediately downstream of the step x=2H and x=4H. The
RANS-SA model generally fails to catch the peak in the separated
shear layer. At the last three streamwise locations the streamwise
turbulence intensities are overpredicted, which is characteristic for
the somewhat lower grid resolution in this flow region.

The performance of LES and DES may be explained by the
following facts: the inflow data, grid resolution, and spanwise
dimension may have a great impact on the results. The possible
underprediction of computed turbulence intensities in the precur-
sor channel flow simulations could lead to such an overestimate of
the reattachment �7.18H�, compared to the measured value �6.0H;
Obi, �18��. Furthermore, the grid resolution, especially in the
spanwise direction, might be insufficient. At the same time, the
spanwise domain size of �H could be responsible for the overpre-
diction of the reattachment length. Arnal and Friedrich �21� indi-
cated that the choice of the spanwise dimension was of decisive
importance. They concluded that an overprediction of the reat-
tachment length up to 30% could occur if the size of the flow
domain in the spanwise direction was of the order of 
4H. They
found that Lz�8H was necessary to eliminate the influence of the
periodic inlet/outlet through the side planes of the computational
box. In order to check the latter, two additional simulations with
substantially refined grid �LES-354	110	32� and a doubled
spanwise domain dimension �LES-220	82	64, Lz=2�H� were
performed. The results obtained �not shown here� show no impor-
tant differences in comparison with the reference LES �LES-220
	82	32, Lz=�H�. Accordingly, the grid sizes adopted for the
reference simulations can be regarded as optimal ones. The main
goal was, however, to study the effects of perturbations on flow
characteristics compared to the reference, unperturbed case. The
results of simulations with perturbations are presented in the fol-
lowing section.

Backward-Facing Step, Perturbed Cases. Computational in-
vestigations were performed focussing on the influence of the os-
cillatory blowing/suction on the reattachment pattern for all per-
turbation frequencies treated experimentally: St=0.08, 0.19, and

Fig. 12 Profiles of streamwise, normal-to-wall and shear
stress components, St=0.0
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0.30. Due to lack of space we will preferably present the results
obtained for the optimum frequency St=0.19. The main effect of
the oscillatory blowing on a separated shear layer is that it reatt-
achs earlier due to momentum transfer enhancement caused by an
increase in turbulence production. Figure 13 displays the time-
averaged streamlines and contours of the kinetic energy of turbu-
lence behind the step obtained by using the LES method for both
perturbed and unperturbed �St=0.19� flow cases. The increase in
turbulence intensity in the shear layer �denoted by a dark area�
and consequent shortening of the mean recirculation zone are
clearly recognizable.

Figure 14 displays the evolution of the reattachment length
�normalized by the reattachment length obtained for the unper-
turbed case XR0� in terms of imposed perturbation frequencies.
Although the quantitative agreement between experimental and
computational results is rather poor, it is encouraging to see that
also the T-RANS computations using SA and k–� SST statistical
models reproduced a reduction of the reattachment length with
respect to the steady case �St=0.0�, and that the reattachment
length minimum is reached at the position St=0.19, comparing
well with experiment. However, the relative decrease is too small.
The T-RANS method employing SA �only 5.9% compared to the
unperturbed case� and k–� SST �12.9%� models results in a very

weak sensitivity to the perturbation. Contrary, very close agree-
ment with experiment was obtained with the DES �24.5%� and
LES �35%� methods.

Figures 15 and 16 display the profiles of mean axial velocity
and all three Reynolds stresses �u2, v2, and uv� in all characteris-
tics regions behind the step: within the recirculation zone �x /H
=2 and 4�, close to reattachment �x /H=6�, and in the recovery
region �x /H=8 and 10�. It can be seen that both the LES and DES
predictions are generally in better agreement with the experimen-
tal data, when compared to the unperturbed case. Similar behavior
is obtained for the other two perturbation frequencies, St=0.08
and St=0.30. Exceptions are observed for the stations x=4H and
6H. These discrepancies in the lower near-wall region as well as
the underprediction of the streamwise velocity in the upper near-
wall region in the post-reattachment zone can be attributed to
insufficient grid resolution. A difference can only be seen in the
wall-normal turbulence intensity profiles, which are consistently
underpredicted at the position immediatelly downstream of the
step �x=2H� for all frequencies investigated. This may be related
to the inlet profiles �note underprediction of the v2 stress compo-
nent in Fig. 4�.

The influence of the perturbation frequency on the intensity of
the backflow in the mean recirculation zone, as well as on the size

Fig. 13 Time-averaged streamlines and kinetic energy contours for unperturbed „upper… and perturbed „St=0.19; lower…
cases

Fig. 14 Evolution of the relative reattachment lengths in terms
of St. Exp.: Obi „2002… Fig. 15 Mean streamwise velocity profiles, St=0.19
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�length and height� of the separation bubble itself, is documented
in Fig. 17 �left�. The obvious shortening of the reattachment
length can also be deduced from the position of the zero value of
the mean velocity, being closest to the wall in the case of the
optimal frequency St=0.19. Figure 18 �right� shows the profiles of
the streamwise stress component for all perturbation frequencies
considered, closely following the experimentally obtained results.

Fig. 19 documents the very well-known weaknesses of RANS
models, namely very low turbulence intensities �here the shear
stress component is shown� in the shear layer. As already dis-
cussed, the proper level of turbulence in this region is of crucial
importance for the correct prediction of the reattachment length.
The reason for such a result lies in the unsteady nature of the

flapping motion of the separated shear layer �Fig. 20� and oscilla-
tion of the instantaneous reattachment point �Fig. 20 upper�,
which cannot be fully reproduced by RANS models.

Fig. 16 Profiles of streamwise, normal-to-wall and shear
stress components, St=0.19

Fig. 17 Mean velocity profiles in terms of St

Fig. 18 Streamwise stress profiles in terms of St

Fig. 19 Shear stress profiles: comparison of LES, DES, and
T-RANS results with experiments
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Conclusions
The potential of the methods for unsteady flow computations:

LES, DES, and T-RANS was investigated by predicting the flow
and turbulence in a backward-facing step flow configuration per-
turbed by periodic blowing/suction with zero net mass flux from a
thin slit situated at the step edge. In general, both the LES and
DES computations have reproduced all important effects observed
in the experiment. The imposed perturbation frequency corre-
sponding to St=0.19 was found to be the optimum one, leading to
the maximum reduction of the reattachment length. Compared to
the measured value of 28.3%, LES and DES exhibit the closest
agreement, predicting the reduction of 24.5% and 35%, respec-
tively. The T-RANS method underpredicts substantially the inten-
sity of the reduction with 5.9% �SA model� and 12.9% �k–� SST
model�, showing a very weak sensitivity to the perturbations. The
computations with the physically more plausible turbulence mod-
els, such as differential Reynolds stress models, are in progress.
The grid resolution and spanwise size of the computational do-
main and their relation to an overprediction of the absolute reat-
tachment length for both LES and DES were discussed. However,
a further grid refinement, as well as a doubling of the spanwise
dimension did not result in any significant change. The normal-
to-the-wall and shear stress components, including also the wall
shear stress at the step edge obtained from the preliminary channel
simulation were underpredicted compared to the experiment. A
more detailed computational analysis of the influence originating
from the inflow boundary conditions is necessary.
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Detached Eddy Simulation
of Turbulent Flow and Heat
Transfer in a Ribbed Duct
Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) of a hydrodynamic and thermally developed turbulent
flow is presented for a stationary duct with square ribs aligned normal to the main flow
direction. The rib height to channel hydraulic diameter �e /Dh� is 0.1, the rib pitch to rib
height �P /e� is 10 and the calculations have been carried out for a bulk Reynolds number
of 20,000. DES calculations are carried out on a 963 grid, a 643 grid, and a 483 grid to
study the effect of grid resolution. Based on the agreement with earlier LES computa-
tions, the 643 grid is observed to be suitable for the DES computation. DES and RANS
calculations carried out on the 643 grid are compared to LES calculations on 963/1283

grids and experimental measurements. The flow and heat transfer characteristics for the
DES cases compare well with the LES results and the experiments. The average friction
and the augmentation ratios are consistent with experimental results, predicting values
within 10% of the measured quantities, at a cost lower than the LES calculations. RANS
fails to capture some key features of the flow. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2033010�

Introduction

Motivation. The efficient design of the internal cooling ducts in
gas turbine blades and nozzle vanes requires a detailed knowledge
of the flow and heat phenomena occurring inside these passages.
Modern computational techniques have the potential of providing
detailed physical understanding as well as tools for design. Nu-
merical techniques range from the solution of the full flow field
without any empiricism, such as in Direct Numerical Simulations
�DNS�, to the modeling of the turbulence using Reynolds Aver-
aged Navier-Stokes Equations �RANS�, which are based on semi-
empirical relations to obtain closure. The inability of the eddy-
viscosity RANS models to predict secondary flows which
influence heat transfer in the ribbed ducts �1� make linear eddy-
viscosity RANS models a poor choice. Numerical predictions us-
ing Large Eddy Simulations �LES� are accurate �2�, but they are
expensive in terms of computational resources. Spalart �3� pro-
posed a hybrid RANS-LES model or Detached Eddy Simulations
�DES�, which is a modification of the RANS equation, such that
the equation can take a subgrid scale form in regions with richer
turbulent physics. This scheme is less expensive than LES but has
the potential of maintaining the accuracy of the LES model in
regions with rich eddy content.

In this paper the ability of the DES modes of the k-� equations
and Menter’s Shear Stress Transport �M-SST� model are investi-
gated. The accuracy of the solution has been evaluated by com-
paring the results with experimental data of Rau et al. �4� and with
LES results from Tafti �2�.

Experimental Studies. Over the past couple of decades several
experimental studies have been carried out to study the heat trans-
fer characteristics of ribbed ducts. Han et al. �5–9� have carried
out studies on ribbed ducts which give a comprehensive knowl-
edge of the effect of the different rib angles, rib sections, blockage
ratios, pitch/height ratios, different channel aspect ratios, and Rey-
nolds numbers of the flow on the heat transfer characteristics.
Similar LDV studies have also been reported by Liou et al.
�10,11�. Sato et al. �12� carried out LDV measurements on a re-
peated ribbed channel for symmetric, staggered and asymmetrical

rib arrangements. The primary objective of the study was to char-
acterize the turbulent flow in the channels with repeated ribbed
roughness. Yokosawa et al. �13� measured the flow resistance in a
ribbed square duct using hot wire anemometry and reported the
presence of secondary flow in the ribbed ducts.

These studies have shown that the ribs enhance heat transfer by
a factor of around 2–4 on the ribbed walls and between 1.5 and 2
on the smooth walls compared to a smooth duct flow.

Computational Studies. Most of the reported computational
predictions are focused on the solution of the RANS equations.
Different closure models have been used, and it has been observed
that while eddy-viscosity models which assume isotropy of turbu-
lence �Prakesh and Zerkle �14�� fail to capture the flow accurately,
more complicated models perform reasonably well �Jia et al.
�15��.

Liou et al. �10,11� used a k-� algebraic stress model to predict
flow in a stationary 2D ribbed duct with ribs on one wall. Their
studies showed that the k-� model fails to predict the flow accu-
rately while the k-�-A model, which accounts for the anisotropy of
turbulence, gives reasonable results. Saidi et al. �16� also used k
-� models in a periodic channel with inline orthogonal ribs, and
the computations showed mixed results. Iacovides �17� carried out
computations using k-� and low-Re zonal differential stress mod-
els �DSM� in a periodic ribbed duct for stationary and rotating
cases. Though a reasonable flow behavior was predicted by the
k-� model, the thermal behavior was not predicted accurately. The
low-Re DSM model gave better predictions than the k-�. Iacov-
ides et al. �18� introduced a modified version of the Yap correction
to the low-Re DSM models and obtained reasonable heat transfer
results in a 180 deg bend channel. Ooi et al. �1� present predic-
tions using a v2-f model on orthogonal in-line ribs and found that
the model performs better than the k-� and S-A RANS models.

Large Eddy Simulations �LES� have been used in the past to
study the heat transfer in ribbed channels. Murata and Mochizuki
�19� studied the effect of Coriolis force and the duct cross section
on the heat transfer in smooth and ribbed channels. Watanabe and
Takahashi �20� carried out LES computations and experimental
studies on a rectangular channel with traverse ribs which are
heated from one side and got good agreement with the experi-
ments. The studies also revealed the unsteady mechanism that
enhanced the heat transfer in the ribbed channel. Tafti �2� used 963

and 1283 grids to predict the heat transfer in a channel with or-
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thogonal ribs with a pitch to rib height ratio �P /e� of 10 and a rib
height to hydraulic diameter �e /Dh� of 0.1. The computations also
gave a comprehensive knowledge of the major flow structures in
the flow field and compared very well with experiments. Addi-
tional LES computations have also been carried out by Tafti et al.
�21–24� for several cases, such as the developing regions of the
cooling channel �stationary and rotating cases�, rotating periodic
ribbed channels with ribs orthogonal to the flow direction and
computations on 45 deg ribs, which show excellent agreement
with the earlier experimental studies.

While accurate results have been obtained with the LES com-
putations, the grid requirements are very demanding. The resolu-
tion in the boundary layer has to be fine and increases with Rey-
nolds number. This calls for a special treatment of the boundary
layer to limit the number of grid points. One of the several tech-
niques available for wall modeling is Detached Eddy Simulation
�DES�, which was proposed by Spalart et al. �3�. This technique,
initially proposed based on the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model, treats the boundary layer in a RANS mode and by modi-
fying the length scale in the destruction term the model switches
to a sub-grid type formulation. Later this technique was general-
ized by Strelets �25� who defined a DES scheme for the Menter’s
Shear Stress Transport model.

Objective of the Study. The objective of the current study is to
implement DES on a periodic ribbed duct, at a cost cheaper than
the analogous LES computation, but attain reasonable accuracy
than what is attained with a traditional RANS computation. All
previous published work has applied DES to external aerody-
namic flows. In this paper, DES is applied to an internal duct flow
with heat transfer, which poses its own challenges. Computations
are carried out for a ribbed channel with a rib pitch to rib height of
10 and rib height to hydraulic diameter of 0.1 for a bulk Reynolds
number of 20,000. Results are initially compared for three grid
resolutions 963, 643, and 483 and the optimal grid for computa-
tions derived upon. This grid has been used further in a compre-
hensive study of the flow field and the heat transfer predictions.

The solution has been evaluated by comparing the solution with
the experimental results by Rau et al. �4� and LES computations
by Tafti �2�. The experiments were conducted for a bulk Reynolds
number of 30,000 in a ribbed duct with varying P /e and e /Dh
=0.1. The LES computations, using the dynamic Smagorinsky
model, have been carried out for a fully developed flow in a
ribbed duct with P /e=10 and e /Dh=0.1 on 963 and 1283 grids for
Re=20,000.

Detached Eddy Simulations. DES is a modification of a
RANS model in which the model switches to a subgrid scale
formulation in regions fine enough for LES calculations. Regions
near solid boundaries and where the turbulent length scale is less
than the maximum grid dimension are assigned the RANS mode
of solution. As the turbulent length scale exceeds the grid dimen-
sion, the regions are solved using the LES mode. Therefore the
grid resolution is not as demanding as pure LES, thereby consid-
erably cutting down the cost of the computation. The RANS
length scale, lk-�, which is defined as lk-�=�k /�*� for the k-�
model is replaced by a DES length scale �, where �
=min�lk-� ,CDES�� and �=min��x ,�y ,�z� and the resulting sub-
grid model reduces into a Smagorinsky-type model. Based on this,
the dissipation term in the k-transport equation is reduced to Dk

=�k3/2 /�. For the Wilcox’s k-� models the DES constant CDES
can be used directly. When Menter’s BSL or SST models are used
the blending function F1 is used to determine the value of the DES
constant,

CDES = �1 − F1�CDES
k-� + F1CDES

k-� , CDES
k-� = 0.78, CDES

k-� = 0.61.

However the k-� value of the CDES value is encountered more
often when the RANS-LES switch takes place.

Numerical Method. The governing equations for momentum

and energy are discretized with a conservative finite-volume for-
mulation using a nonstaggered grid topology. The Cartesian ve-
locities, pressure, and temperature are calculated and stored at the
cell center, whereas contravariant fluxes are stored and calculated
at the cell faces. For the time integration of the discretized conti-
nuity and momentum equations, a projection method is used. The
temporal advancement is performed in two steps, a predictor step,
which calculates an intermediate velocity field, and a corrector
step, which calculates the updated velocity at the new time step by
satisfying discrete continuity. The energy equation is advanced in
time by the predictor step. A second order central difference
scheme is used in the momentum and energy equations. The equa-
tions for the turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation rate are
solved using a second order central difference scheme with a TVD
limiter.

Computational Details. The model assumes fully-developed
flow and heat transfer and simulates a streamwise periodic spatial
unit consisting of two ribs �one on either side of the duct�. The
walls �ribbed and side walls� and the ribs are heated by a constant
heat flux �q�� and a stationary case is considered. The governing
flow and energy equations are nondimensionalized by a character-
istic length scale which is chosen to be the hydraulic diameter of
the channel �Dh�, a characteristic velocity scale given by the fric-
tion velocity �u��, and a characteristic temperature scale given by
q�Dh /k. The form drag is computed by integrating the pressure
forces on the ribs. The contribution of shear to friction losses on
each of the walls and the ribs are computed by integrating the
shear stresses on the surface. The augmentation ratios for both
heat transfer and friction are calculated with reference to a smooth
channel

The computational domain consists of a ribbed channel, with
two ribs placed at the center of the channel, at the top and the
bottom. The grid and the coordinate system used are shown in Fig.
1. A 963 grid used for earlier LES studies was considered as the
fine grid used in the study. A coarser grid �643� was formed by
maintaining the same grid resolution near the walls and coarsen-
ing the grid in the inter-rib spacing and in regions away from the
channel walls. A coarser grid �483 cells�, was obtained by coars-
ening the 643 grid in regions away from the walls. Henceforth, the
963 , 643 and the 483 grids are referred to as fine grid, baseline
grid, and the coarse grid, respectively. A nondimensional time step
of 5	10−5 was used in all of the cases. Calculations are initiated
by assuming an initial bulk velocity and integrating in time until a

Fig. 1 The computational model. A pair of ribs placed at the
center of the duct. Flow in the duct is periodic in streamwise
direction. A 643 mesh „baseline grid… is used to grid the domain.
The dark lines represent the 8 blocks into which the domain is
divided.
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balance between the internal losses and the specified pressure gra-
dient was obtained. Although the whole domain is considered for
the calculation, owing to the symmetry along the y and z direc-
tions, the average solution for a quadrant is presented.

Results

Grid Sensitivity Comparisons. DES is sensitive to grid reso-
lution as shown by earlier DES calculations. The grid dependency
is not similar to LES, where an increase in resolution of the grid
improves the solution. In DES, a grid which is fine might trigger
an LES solution in the boundary layer, which might be detrimen-
tal if the resolution is not fine enough for LES. On the other hand,
a coarse grid may eliminate the LES regions in the grid altogether,
and in the limit the calculation would default to a URANS calcu-
lation. In the three resolutions tested, the near wall grid resolution
was maintained and only the regions away from the wall were
modified to generate coarser meshes. The intent is to maintain the
quality of the mesh near the walls, however because of the pres-
ence of walls in two directions �unlike most external flows�,
changes in the grid made in one direction �say y-direction� does
affect the quality of the grid in the near wall region in the
z-direction. Obviously, as the grid is coarsened, more and more of
the turbulence is treated in a RANS mode.

DES k-� computations were carried out on the three grids and
a comparison of the average streamwise velocities �Fig. 2� shows
that while the baseline grid and the dense grid compare well with
the LES results, the coarse grid fails to accurately predict the

velocity levels. A comparison of the baseline grid and the denser
grid shows that both grids predict the streamwise velocity con-
tours to good accuracy �Fig. 2� and capture the secondary recir-
culation behind the rib. The denser grid did not show any added
value, and so the baseline grid was considered to be sufficiently
accurate for further study. The k-� RANS calculations are also
carried out on the baseline grid.

DES Regions. The fraction of time during the whole computa-
tion when the turbulence is resolved in the LES mode is shown in
Fig. 3. The near wall region is always resolved in the RANS mode
which transitions to the LES mode as the distance from the wall
increases. The flow in the vicinity of the ribs is mostly resolved in
LES mode all the way to the channel center. This includes the
unsteady large-scale dynamics of the separated shear layer as
shown in the figure. In the inter-rib spacing, LES is only active
near the ribbed wall and transitions to a full RANS mode at the
center of the channel. The spatial distribution of the two methods
�LES and RANS� of resolving turbulence are consistent with the
underlying principles of DES and to a large degree is facilitated
by some a priori knowledge of the flow and judicious grid selec-
tion.

Flow Field Predictions. The mean flow pattern observed in the
symmetry plane of the span is shown in Fig. 4. Flow patterns
produced by the LES cases �2�, the RANS models �1�, and the
experiments �4�, show a similar pattern. The flow is characterized
by a recirculating eddy in front of the rib, followed by shear layer

Fig. 2 Comparison of the streamwise velocities in a plane through the ribs „Y /e=0.25… for
the „a… 483 grid, „b… 643 grid, „c… 963 grid, and „d… LES 1283 case. 643 and the 963 case show
the best agreement. 483 grid underpredits the velocities.

Fig. 3 Plot of the LES and RANS region in the DES computation for the 643 grid in a Z
plane. A value of 1 represents a complete LES region and a value of 0 a complete RANS
region.
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separation on the rib and the presence of a recirculation region on
top of the rib and behind it. Between the main recirculation region
and the rib there is an additional counter-rotating eddy. The reat-
tachment length is calculated as 4.3e �for k-�� and 4.1e �for SST�
from the rib, as compared to the LES predictions of 4.1e and
experimentally observed value of 4.0e–4.25e. The prediction of
the reattachment length is sensitive to the level of turbulence in
the separated shear layer, so the turbulence level may be slightly
underpredicted in the k-� case, due to which the reattachment

length is overpredicted.
A plot of the normalized streamwise velocities �Fig. 5� at a

plane close to the floor �Y /e=0.1� indicates the acceleration and
deceleration of the flow in the inter-rib region. The separated re-
gion behind the rib experiences a reverse flow, which is evident
from the negative velocities behind the rib up to the reattachment
region. The flow accelerates after reattachment and separates in
front of the next rib, owing to the rise in pressure. The separation
in front of the rib and the secondary reverse flow behind the rib
are predicted by both DES calculations, and the velocity magni-
tudes are consistent with the LES calculations and the measure-
ments. The k-� RANS fails to predict the flow correctly in these
regions.

A contour plot �Fig. 6� of the streamwise velocities in a plane
passing through the rib �at Y /e=0.25� shows that the maximum
velocities do not occur in the center of the channel but closer to
the wall. The flow separation behind the ribs causes this shift.
While DES successfully reproduces the trend observed by the
experiments, the k-� RANS case fails to capture the variation.
Similar results were reported by Ooi et al. �1� for their RANS
calculations. The DES distributions match well with the LES
cases �2�.

Figure 7 shows the lateral W velocities above the rib along a
line close to the smooth side wall �Y /e=1.5,Z /Dh=0.45�, as an
indication of the strength of the localized secondary flow in the
vicinity of the rib. The DES and the k-� RANS calculations are
compared with the measured values and LES. While RANS com-
pletely fails at resolving this feature of the flow, DES does a good

Fig. 4 Streamline plots at the center of the duct for the „a… k-� and „b… Menter’s SST DES
calculations showing flow separation and reattachment

Fig. 5 Streamwise velocity distributions at the center of the
duct at Y /e=0.1

Fig. 6 Comparison of streamwise velocity distributions at Y /e=0.25 for the „a… k-� DES
case, „b… SST DES case, „c… k-� RANS case, and „d… LES case
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job at resolving the correct distribution.
Mean secondary flow patterns in the cross-section were studied

experimentally by Liou et al. �11� using LDV techniques. These
secondary flow structures are strongest in the vicinity of the ribs
and are generated by turbulence. The flow causes core fluid in the
center of the duct to be drawn towards the side walls. The imping-
ing secondary flow has a large effect on enhancing heat transfer.
Ooi et al. �1� reported a large inconsistency between the k-�
RANS calculations and the experimental observations, resulting in

large disagreement between the experimentally measured and the
calculated side wall heat transfer. A similar discrepancy in the
prediction of the secondary flow was observed in the k-� RANS
calculation. But the DES versions of the k-� and the SST models
predicted the secondary structures accurately �Fig. 8�. Near the
center of the channel there is a flow towards the ribbed walls. The
flow turns near the corners and moves along the smooth walls
towards the center of the channel.

Table 1 shows the percentage of form losses and friction losses
�due to shear� which contribute to the overall friction factor. Rib
form drag contributes substantially to overall frictional losses, as
is evident from Table 1. The predicted values agree well with the
form losses measured by Rau �4� at around 85% and the LES
predictions of 91% by Tafti �2�. The SST-DES predicts a higher
percentage at 95%. The ribbed walls and the ribs contribute nega-
tive shear losses because of the recirculating zones which act in
the opposite direction, whereas the smooth walls contribute about
8%–10% of the total losses. The DES calculations resolve the
small recirculation on the rib while the k-� RANS calculation
does not. However, overall all methods perform reasonably well
in predicting the form and shear loss contribution to total friction
losses.

The average friction factor augmentation ratios summarized in
Table 2 give an estimate of the additional pressure loss incurred
due to the introduction of the ribs in the duct. The average friction
factor predicted by the DES schemes is very close to the experi-
mentally measured values, and is within an accuracy of 2.5%. The
k-� RANS calculation predicts a value which is within acceptable

Fig. 7 Comparison of the secondary flow distribution at Y /e
=1.5 and Z /Dh=0.45

Fig. 8 Comparison of the secondary flow „a… predicted by DES k-� model, „b… DES SST
model, „c… k-� RANS model, „d… experiment †10,11‡
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limits, even though the localized predictions are not accurate. This
is due to the over-predictions in some regions compensating for
other localized underpredicted values.

Heat Transfer Enhancement. Figure 9 shows the distribution

of heat transfer augmentation at the ribbed wall and the smooth
walls of the duct. The augmentation ratio is high in front of the rib
as a result of the unsteady vortices in this region. These secondary
vortices continuously transport cooler fluid from the mainstream
to the ribbed wall increasing the heat transfer coefficient. Imme-
diately behind the rib, a secondary recirculation is trapped be-
tween the wall and the primary recirculation zone. Although the
action of the secondary eddy causes some localized augmentation
in this region, the overall augmentation is low and similar to that
in a smooth duct. Further downstream, the heat transfer coefficient
increases steadily as the vortices from the separated shear layer
impinge on the wall. The heat transfer reaches a maximum value
at about 3.5e downstream of the rib, which is upstream of the
mean reattachment line and coincides with the region of maxi-
mum shear. In the spanwise direction, the heat transfer does not
show much variation. However, on moving closer to the smooth
walls the heat transfer augmentation drops and the minimum heat
transfer is observed at the corners formed by the ribbed and the
smooth walls. Heat transfer augmentation on the smooth walls is
dominated by secondary flow impingement at the top upstream
corners of the rib, and decreases towards the center of the channel.

The distribution of augmentation ratios on the ribbed wall is
plotted in Figs. 10 and 11�a� along the centerline. Both DES cal-
culations are consistent with LES and experiments in reproducing
the spatial distribution of augmentation ratios, whereas the distri-
bution predicted by RANS is quite different. RANS fails to re-
solve the secondary eddy behind the rib and its associated effect
on augmentation. It also fails to resolve the high augmentation at
the front of the rib. These shortcomings can be clearly identified
in Fig. 11�a� at the center of the channel, in which the augmenta-
tion predicted by RANS immediately before and after the rib is
much lower than the other methods. Ooi et al. �1� observed a
similar trend. Both DES calculations resolve these features. How-
ever, the DES calculations fail to sustain the high augmentation
after reattachment at the centerline. While the SST model does
reach a maximum augmentation of 3 at the centerline, the k-�
model only reaches a value of 2.6 compared to 3 in the experi-
ments and LES. This could be a consequence of the predominance
of the RANS mode of computation in the inter-rib spacing �Fig.
3�. On the other hand, the RANS calculation, in spite of severe
shortcomings in predicting the salient features, predicts the aug-
mentation in the inter-rib spacing quite well.

While the heat transfer on the ribbed wall is enhanced due to
the streamwise flow, the secondary flow impingement plays a ma-
jor role in the heat transfer on the side walls. Predictions on the
smooth side walls also show the inefficiency of linear eddy-
viscosity RANS in Figs. 11�b� and 12. The k-� RANS calculation
fails to capture the augmentation at the upstream corner of the rib

Table 1 Percentage form and friction losses in the ribbed duct
†1‡

Table 2 Comparison of the overall heat transfer augmentation
and the friction factor

Fig. 9 Streamlines showing the recirculation region in front of the rib and primary and
secondary circulations behind the rib and their effect on heat transfer on the walls. Red
regions represent high heat transfer, while blue regions represent low heat transfer.
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which is caused by the secondary flow impingement. On moving
away from the ribbed walls the enhancement ratio is almost con-
stant in k-� RANS, in contrast to the experimental observations,
in which the heat transfer decreases on moving towards the center
of the channel. The DES predictions capture the high heat transfer
near the rib and also show the decreasing trend in heat transfer.

Table 2 shows the surface averaged augmentation ratios at the
ribbed wall, smooth wall and the ribs in comparison to experimen-
tal values. All prediction techniques are within 10% of the experi-
ments. However, it is noted that the good agreement of the k-�
RANS model is fortuitous and is brought about by a cancellation
of errors.

Conclusions
DES and RANS computations are presented in a square duct

with normal ribs. The domain is discretized using a 643 grid and
the computations are compared to the experimental mean and tur-
bulent flow calculations and heat transfer results obtained by Rau
et al. �4� and LES computations by Tafti �2�.

From the computations performed, the following conclusions
can be derived:

�1� The average flow characteristics are predicted with good
accuracy by the DES computations. DES accurately cap-
tures the recirculation regions in front of the rib, behind the
rib, and on top of the rib. Owing to the accurate prediction
of the main flow characteristics, the heat transfer on the
ribbed wall, which is triggered mostly by the main flow, is
also predicted with reasonable accuracy.

�2� The secondary flow is also accurately captured by the DES
computations, while k-� RANS fails to capture the second-
ary flow. Consequently, the heat transfer augmentation on
the side walls is predicted with good accuracy by DES,
whereas the k-� RANS calculation fails to accurately cap-
ture the side wall heat transfer.

�3� The overall flow characteristics and heat transfer predicted
by DES agree well with the LES computations and the
experimental results, at approximately one-tenth the com-
putational cost of LES.

�4� RANS models with known limitations perform better in the
DES framework than they would normally in the RANS or
URANS framework.

�5� By directly resolving more of the turbulent energy, DES, as

Fig. 10 Comparison of augmentation ratios on the ribbed floor for the „a… k-� DES case, „b…
Menter’s SST DES case, „c… k-� RANS case, and „d… LES case

Fig. 11 Comparison of the augmentation ratios „a… at the center of the ribbed floor and „b…
side walls upstream of the rib
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with LES, is less dependent on the base RANS modeling
capability.
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Nomenclature
Dh 
 hydraulic diameter �characteristic length�

e 
 rib height
f 
 fanning friction factor, f =1/2 · ūb

2

f0 
 friction factor in a smooth channel,
f0=0.046·Reb

−0.2

k 
 thermal conductivity
Nu 
 local Nusselt number Nu=1/ ��s−�ref�

�Nu� 
 spatially averaged Nusselt number
�Nu�= �/A1/ ��s−�ref�dA� / �/A dA�

Nu0 
 Nusslet number in a smooth channel, Nu0
=0.023·Reb

0.8 ·Pr0.4

P 
 rib pitch
q� 
 nondimensional heat flux on duct walls and rib
Qx 
 Calculated nondimensional flow rate in stream-

wise direction
Re 
 Reynolds number based on bulk velocity

Re� 
 Reynolds number based on friction velocity
u 
 Cartesian velocity vector

ūb 
 mean bulk flow velocity �characteristic
velocity�

u� 
 friction velocity
x 
 physical coordinates
� 
 mean nondimensional pressure gradient
� 
 mean nondimensional temperature gradient
� 
 fluctuating, modified or homogenized nondi-

mensional temperature
 
 heat transfer surface area

�� 
 computational coordinates

Subscripts
s 
 surface
b 
 bulk
o 
 smooth duct
t 
 turbulent parameters
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Detached-Eddy Simulation
of High-Reynolds-Number
Beveled-Trailing-Edge Boundary
Layers and Wakes
Flow over three different trailing-edge geometries is studied using incompressible
detached-eddy simulation and unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes CFD methods.
Of interest is the ability of DES, coupled, with localized overset-grid refinement, to
resolve the proper physics of separated flows from trailing edges—trailing-edge turbu-
lence and vortex shedding, in particular. The DES model is shown to provide a good
qualitative description of the trailing-edge flow. However, the modeled separations are
overly energetic due to premature separation related to artificially low turbulence levels
from upstream. The transition from RANS to DES is isolated as an issue. The simulated
physics of the wake are shown to be in agreement with other LES studies: the model
produces the “rib/roller” structures representing the first instability modes, horseshoe
vortices are observed, and in regions of high resolution, small scales are formed, as
expected. The turbulence statistics are qualitatively similar to benchmark data near the
trailing edge and in the near wake, however, quantitative comparisons of urms show an
over prediction in magnitude of 50%–100%. Despite this, the results are promising, and
future modeling efforts have been motivated and identified. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2012501�

Introduction
Prediction of hydroacoustics and vibration associated with lift-

ing surfaces, rotating machines, and turbulent nozzle flows is of
critical importance for design of quiet machinery. Since direct
numerical simulation of this coupled problem does not appear
possible in the foreseeable future, engineering tools have been
developed which separately model flow-induced sources due to
turbulence ingestion �17�, turbulent boundary-layer forcing �24�,
and trailing-edge vortex shedding �22�. These models currently
rely upon Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS� computa-
tional fluid dynamics �CFD� to set mean flow field properties such
as turbulence intensity, inflow distortions, and mean surface pres-
sure and represent a range of empirical and first-principle meth-
ods. The goal of the work presented here is to bring higher-fidelity
CFD methods to the problem of trailing-edge hydroacoustics.

Trailing-edge hydroacoustics is a phenomenon which contrib-
utes to the overall acoustic signature. Having been studied for
nearly 50 years �6�, the historical approach is to decompose the
problem into two separate sources; a broadband component due to
turbulent boundary layer being scattered by the trailing edge, and
a tonal component due to vortex shedding, the latter of which can
lead to a hydroacoustic structural resonance known as singing.

Previous CFD studies of trailing-edge flow includes the use of
URANS �15� and LES methods �34,33�, both of which showed
limitations in solving the overall problem. URANS simulations
accurately resolved the organized shedding frequency for some
trailing-edge shapes, but separation details were sensitive to the
turbulence model. Full LES �34� was applied to one of the trailing
edges studied herein. A small domain �38% of the foil and 1/2
strut thickness in the spanwise direction� was used and inflow
conditions were diagnosed from RANS with turbulence scales in
the boundary layer extracted from flat-plate LES. Mean-field and
low-order turbulence statistics compared reasonably well with ex-

isting experimental data �5�, though some discrepancies were
found. The limited domain size, inadequate inflow conditions, and
experimental error were identified as possible explanations. The
computational resource requirements for the simulation were
fairly high. A wall-resolved calculation required nearly 107 grid
points and about 42 CPU-days of integration time. An overall
90% reduction in CPU time can be achieved with 80% reduction
in grid resolution using a RANS-type, near-wall, approximate
boundary condition, without loss of solution fidelity �33�.

Clearly, the primary challenge to practical use of LES remains
computational resources. To capture the fluctuating lift from vor-
tex shedding, a LES grid would need to resolve the entire foil
geometry. Furthermore, the spanwise extent of the computational
domain ideally would be increased to ensure no spurious correla-
tions of the spanwise flow. Based on grid and CPU usage for LES
�33�, the resource cost of a full calculation would be large, even
with the benefits of the approximate near-wall conditions. Simu-
lations for more complicated geometries would be even more de-
manding. More efficient solution strategies are required for LES-
type solutions to become part of an industrial/applied research
tool kit in the near term.

Recently, hybrid RANS/LES models have been advanced that
seek to benefit from the computational economy of RANS but
give the higher-fidelity of LES in regions of interest. Hydroacous-
tics, which motivates our work, is one field where turbulence data
are required, but which are not directly provided by RANS.

Speziale’s �30� RANS/VLES and Spalart’s �29� detached-Eddy
simulation �DES� are the original prescriptions for the hybrid
RANS/LES solution strategies that underlie most recent work.
Both techniques interpret the filter scale of the governing equa-
tions in terms of the local grid scale. LES is allowed locally when
the grid resolution is fine enough to support turbulence fluctua-
tions. Elsewhere the solution is RANS. Speziale did not fully
specify the transfer function relating the RANS turbulence diffu-
sivity to a local value. His work, though, has motivated several
variants such as flow simulation methodology �14�, limited nu-
merical scales model �2�, and hybrid RANS/LES �26�. DES has
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been extended for two-equation k−� /k−� models �31�, grid-
resolution-independent length scales �19�, and zonal formulation
�27�.

Recent literature is rich with successes of hybrid RANS/LES
for massively separated flows, see �9,10,13,20� as examples. Ex-
perience with hybrid RANS/LES methods for boundary layers is
not as successful. An implementation of DES has been success-
fully used as a subgrid model for turbulent channel flow �21�;
however, another implementation �19� failed to support turbu-
lence. Implementation specific choices, then, influence a DES
model as do grid generation decisions.

Spalart �28� in his guideline for generation of DES grids,
speaks of “gray areas” in computations where the model’s re-
sponse to the underlying grid does not yield either a fully LES or
a fully RANS solution. The principle concern in these regions is
lost physics. For example, in the transition from a RANS region
near a wall to a LES region in a flow, the modeled Reynolds
stresses are intended to be replaced by resolved stresses. The re-
solved stresses though do not evolve instantly, so a region will
exist lacking appropriate LES content that may seriously degrade
the fidelity of the numerical solution. Menter �19� has described
one aspect of this dysfunction in the modeling of the RANS to
LES transition as “grid-induced separation.”

The objectives of the current investigation are to apply a re-
cently developed DES model to the problem of a lifting-surface
trailing-edge flow and wake, and compare solutions to benchmark
data. The goal is to demonstrate the ability of DES, coupled with
localized overset-grid refinement, to capture energy-containing
turbulent eddies for complete geometries at high Reynolds num-
bers, undertake detailed analysis to understand strengths and
weaknesses of the approach, and identify/motivate future model
development.

Model Problem
The model problem studied here corresponds to the experi-

ments conducted by Blake �5�, wherein a flat strut with a family of
trailing-edge shapes was tested in an anechoic wind tunnel. While
modern validation experiments have recently been conducted
�8,7�, this work remains a valuable comprehensive validation da-
tabase due to its simple geometry and family of trailing-edge
shapes which produce both random and periodic wakes, and due
to the fact that a number of associated CFD studies have previ-
ously been undertaken �11,15,33,34�.

The geometry is a flat strut with a circular leading edge and a
nominal length and thickness of 36 and 2 in., respectively. Three
trailing edges, which are shown in Fig. 1, are studied in this paper:
25° bevel, 25° knuckle, and 45° bevel. The edges add 6.25 and
4 in. to nominal length of 36 in. to give an overall length of
42.25 in. for the 25° bevel/25° knuckle and 40.0 in. for the 45°
bevel.

Simulation flow conditions are set to the experimental condi-
tions where U0=100 ft/ s �30.48 m/s� and viscosity �=1.6
�10−4 ft2 / s �1.5�10−5 m2/s�. Using a common length scale L

=40 in. �1.016 m� for all cases, the Reynolds number is set to
Re=U0L /�=2.04�106. It is assumed that freestream turbulence
is negligible.

Detailed data include boundary layer profiles, chordwise distri-
butions of pressure, Strouhal number as a function of Reynolds
number, and cross-spectral densities and cross correlations of sur-
face pressure. To compare with CFD, data are extracted from the
original report by scanning individual figures and using the g3data
data-extraction program �12�.

Flow Code

CFDSHIP. �23� serves as the core flow solver for the RANS
and DES computations. The core algorithm and recent DES model
development is described in the following sections.

Unsteady RANS. CFDSHIP is a general-purpose parallel un-
steady incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes �RANS�
CFD code. The computational approach is based upon fully im-
plicit, structured overset grid, higher-order finite-difference, and
pressure-implicit split-operator �PISO� numerical methods. The
production turbulence model uses a linear closure and the blended
k−� /k−� SST 2-equation model �18�. Efficient parallel comput-
ing is achieved using coarse-grain parallelism via MPI distributed
computing. For time-accurate unsteady simulations, global solu-
tion of the pressure-Poisson equation is achieved using precondi-
tioned GMRES and the PETSc libraries �1�.

Detached-Eddy Simulation. DES �31� is a three-dimensional
unsteady numerical method using a single turbulence model,
which functions as a subgrid-scale model in regions where the
grid density is fine enough for a LES, and as a RANS model in all
other regions. Implementation of DES was accomplished by
modifying the turbulence model and convective-term discretiza-
tion. The turbulence model is modified by introducing a DES
length scale

�̃ = min��k�,CDES�� , �1�

which compares the turbulence length scale from RANS, �k�, to
the local grid size, �, where � is based on the largest dimension
of the local grid cell:

�k� =
k1/2

�*�
, � = max��x,�y,�z� . �2�

CDES is a model constant with a value between 0.78 and 0.61
weighted by the Menter k−� /k−� blending function �18�. The

new length scale �̃ replaces �k� in the dissipative term of the k
transport equation

DRANS
k = 	�*k� =

	k3/2

�k�

⇒ DDES
k =

	k3/2

�̃
. �3�

The effect of this modification is to increase dissipation in LES
regions such that the turbulence budget shifts energy from sub-
grid, or modeled, scales, to resolvable scales as defined by the
filter width CDES�.

The second modification aims to reduce numerical dissipation
inherent in the upwind convective–term discretization scheme.
The implemented approach is based upon a hybrid central/upwind
approximation of the convective terms:

Finv = �1 − 
�Fctr + 
Fupw �4�

where 
 is defined as


 = max�tanh�CDES�

lk�
�n

, tanh� �U��t

�
�m	 . �5�

The result is that 
 smoothly transitions between 1.0 in the RANS
regions, resulting in a local upwind scheme, and near 0.0 in the
LES regions, where a centered scheme is desired. In addition, a

Fig. 1 Geometry of trailing-edge variants
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Courant-number constraint of 1.0 has been imposed which re-
quires that the time step be sufficiently small to support turbulent
eddies. The coefficients n ,m permit the interface between RANS
and LES regions to be arbitrarily “sharpened,” however, currently
we use n=m=1 due to the fact that higher-order coefficients have
resulted in unstable simulations.

Figure 2 shows contours of 
 for our 25° bevel case. The
“white” region is interpreted by the code to be URANS. DES is
active in the “gray/black” region. Note the abrupt transition from
RANS to DES upstream of the bevel on the pressure and suction
sides in response to an abrupt increase in local grid resolution. A
thin-band of white is observed near the foil surface, indicating that
the near-wall boundary-layer is modeled by URANS, as desired.

The convective terms are discretized with the following higher-
order upwind formula

Uk ��

��k
=

1

2
�Uk + �Uk����k

− � +
1

2
�Uk − �Uk����k

+ � . �6�

The discrete upwinding operators ��k

− and ��k

+ are calculated using
a 5 point stencil

��i

−� = Wmm�i−2 + Wm�i−1 + Wn�i + Wp�i+2 + Wpp�i+2

�7�

��i

+� = − Wpp�i−2 − Wp�i−1 − Wn�i − Wm�i+2 − Wmm�i+2,

with the coefficients Wi defined as a weighted sum of the coeffi-
cients wi for the fourth-order central and the second-order upwind
schemes, Wi= �1−
�wi

4c+
wi
2u.

Finally, as discussed in the following section, it is noted that
CFDSHIP is an overset-grid capable CFD code with an interface
to PEGASUS 5.1 �32�. This capability will be exploited to per-
form local grid refinement and flow adaptation in the wake and
LES regions.

Grid Generation, Computational Parameters, and
Boundary Conditions

The computational domain extends from −1.0x /L2.0,
−1.5y /L1.5, and 0.0z /L0.2, the latter of which is 4
times the strut thickness. Strelets �31� reports that the minimum
domain width for a NACA0012 airfoil at high angle of attack
must be comparable to the chord. For that case the separated zone
scaled with the chord length. In the current study, the separated
zone, and thus the domain width, is expected to scale with the
trailing-edge-bevel length, not the strut chord length. We believe
that our domain width of 4 times the strut thickness is likely close
to the minimum one required for a transverse correlation length to
be resolved.

Near-wall spacing was set to y /L=1.0�10−5, which is an esti-
mate based upon a turbulent flat plate boundary layer, Re=2.04
�106, and a target y+=1. The expected dimensionless boundary-
layer thickness approaching the trailing edge, based on a flat-plate
estimate, is �
0.02 �see Fig. 11�a��. The wake refinement grid
was designed to have nearly isotropic cells with �=0.0025. We
note that our grid generation choices were made to ensure suffi-
cient resolution of turbulence scales in the separated zone while
retaining a RANS-like resolution of the boundary layer. The prac-
tical result that ��� hints at a potential Menter-type �19� grid-
induced separation problem.

Grids were generated using hyperbolic and translational extru-
sion capabilities of the Gridgen software from Pointwise, Inc. This
process produces high-quality nearly-orthogonal cells.

Fig. 2 Typical � contours

Fig. 3 Surface grid illustrating spanwise resolution in RANS and DES regions
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As shown in Fig. 3, our use of an overset grid method allows us
to use very different spanwise resolutions to resolve the RANS
and LES domains. On the fore- and midbody and in the farfield,
only five points are used to span the z direction of the domain. In
contrast, in the LES region, 81 uniformly spaced points are used.
Spalart �28� noted the advantage in terms of computational re-
source savings of this approach.

Another benefit of using overset grids is that for the three
trailing-edge variants, only the blocks on the trailing edge have to
be modified. For the 25° edges, the overall grid consists of 78
blocks with a total of 3 382 215 points and a maximum block size
of 52 521 points. Since the 45° edge is physically smaller, its grid
system contains 66 blocks with 2 905 935 points and a maximum
block size of 52 521 points.

Algorithm-related parameters to control the simulation include:
second-order upwind convective scheme for the RANS regions;
second-order in time; PETSc GMRES solver; 50 subiterations
maximum for momentum and turbulence equations; 3 PISO steps;
250 subiterations maximum for pressure-Poisson equation; and
convergence criteria of 10−4 for momentum �residual based upon
change between iterations� and 10−3 for pressure �normalized re-
sidual based upon error of the discrete equation�. Flow-related
parameters include Re=2.04�106; and dimensionless time steps
�t�=U0�t /L=0.0025, 0.001 25, 0.000 612 5. Note that a time-
step study was performed only for the 25° bevel and that all other
simulations were performed only with the coarse time step �t
=0.0025.

All grid systems contain a mixture of overset and pointwise-
continuous multiblock boundary interfaces. For the overset
boundaries, PEGASUS 5.1 �32� is used to compute double-fringe
interpolation coefficients for all outer- and hole-boundary fringe
points. Level-2 interpolation is used to minimize overlap and im-
prove interpolation quality.

Remaining boundaries are prescribed to be either no-slip, inlet,
far-field, or exit conditions. Details of these conditions are pro-
vided in the CFDSHIP users manual �23�. It is noted that all
boundary conditions, including the overset-grid trilinear-
interpolation formula, are built directly into the global coefficient
matrix for the pressure-Poisson equation which results in signifi-
cant acceleration of the iterative convergence.

Results
In this section, computing resources used to obtain the results

are first described. Then, the results are discussed using flow-field
visualizations, and statistical and Fourier analysis as a means to
explain the simulated flow physics.

Computing Resources. Simulations were performed on three
machines: SGI Origin 3800 with 512 R12000 �400 MHz� proces-
sors and total memory of 384 GB at ARL-MSRC; IBM NH-2
SMP P3 with 1024 Power3 �375 MHz� processors and total
memory of 1024 GB at ARL-MSRC; and IBM P3 with 528 RS/
6000 �375 MHz� processors and total memory of 528 GB at ASC-
MSRC. Typical CPU times for DES are shown in Table 1. Total
CPU time used for this study was �100 000 h.

Instantaneous Flow Field. The instantaneous flow fields for
URANS simulations are shown in Fig. 4, which plots contours of
the axial-component of velocity. It is shown that the 45° bevel and
25° knuckle are unsteady and shed vortices, whereas the 25° bevel

converges to a steady solution, the latter of which is consistent
with the original experiment. Although not shown, all three cases
display two-dimensional flow fields.

Figures 5 and 6 are visualizations of the DES flow fields using
isosurfaces of the intrinsic swirl parameter �4� shaded by normal-
ized helicity. The intrinsic swirl parameter is based upon a ratio of
the local rotational to convective time scales for a fluid parcel and
effectively extracts vortical structures. Normalized helicity ranges
from −1.0 �light gray� to 1.0 �black� and indicates direction of
rotation and eddy alignment with flow vector.

Together, these figures show that, for all three edges, the first
two instability modes have been resolved, i.e., spanwise rollers
and longitudinal ribs. Also apparent are horse-shoe structures and
small scales very near the trailing-edge surface, both of which
scale in size �from 25° bevel to 45° bevel to 25° knuckle� with
overall size of separated region.

Statistical Analysis. Mean and root-mean-square �rms� statis-
tics are computed for each dependent flow variable
�U ,V ,W ,k ,� , p� at every point in the grid. For the results pre-
sented here, statistics were calculated over 2000 time steps. This
corresponds to a nondimensional integration period of 5.0 and
1.25 for �t=0.0025 and 0.000 612 5, respectively. Since statistics
were both relatively constant in the spanwise direction and insen-
sitive to time step, it is assumed that the uncertainty due to sample
size is small.

Mean Velocity Field. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the
mean axial velocity for URANS and DES. Each frame also in-

Table 1 Typical CPU times for 10 000 time-step DES
simulation

Mins/time-step Wall-clock �h� Total cpu �h�

SCI origin 3800 1.4 235 18 369
IBM NH-2 SMP P3 1.1 178 13 845
IBM P3 1.8 295 23 067

Fig. 4 Instantaneous URANS axial-velocity contours for 45°
bevel, 25° bevel, and 25° knuckle

Fig. 5 Instantaneous DES flow field: perspective view of iso-
surface of intrinsic swirl „isolevel=3… shaded by normalized he-
licity for 25° bevel
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cludes a symbol indicating the location of flow separation in the
mean field. In general, URANS and DES are similar, however, as
shown in Fig. 7�a�, the largest discrepancy between URANS and
DES is for the 25° bevel where DES predicts a significantly larger
separated region and secondary vortices. The 45° bevel case
shows much closer agreement between URANS and DES with
only slight differences in the predicted separation location and
shape of the separation vortices. For the 25° knuckle, the separa-
tion point is fixed by the geometry, which is confirmed by Fig.
7�c�, and the DES contains a small secondary vortex not shown in
the URANS results.

Turbulent Kinetic Energy. Figures 8–10 present an analysis
of the turbulent kinetic energy �TKE� for each trailing edge. Con-
tributions to the TKE are from the resolved turbulence field, ui

rui
r,

and from the unresolved subgrid interactions, ui
sui

s and ui
rui

s,

ktot =
1

2
uiui =

1

2
�ui

rui
r + 2ui

rui
s + ui

sui
s� =

1

2
ui

rui
r + kSGS; �8�

where ui
rui

r is the variance of the velocity field, kSGS is the mod-
eled subgrid turbulence directly computed from the k−� model

�Eq. �3��, and the overbar denotes time averaging. For URANS,
ui

rui
r represents the fluctuating energy contained in the time-

dependent, deterministic motions, i.e., the organized vortex shed-
ding from the trailing edge. For DES ui

rui
r includes both the de-

terministic motions and the resolved turbulence fluctuations.
For the results shown in Figs. 8–10, analysis showed that the

URANS computations contained negligible resolvable-scale con-
tribution to the TKE field; therefore, only the total TKE contours
are presented for the URANS results. In contrast, the TKE field
for the DES calculations displays contributions from both the re-
solved and subgrid scales and is therefore presented in the figures
as the total TKE and its resolved and subgrid components.

All three trailing-edge variants show similar trends. DES ktot is
smaller in the separation region and larger in the wake in com-

Fig. 6 Instantaneous DES flow field: top view of isosurface of
intrinsic swirl „isolevel=3… shaded by normalized helicity

Fig. 7 Mean velocity field: contours of axial velocity and
streamlines
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parison to URANS. DES kSGS shows a reduction at the locations
where the simulation switches from RANS to LES, as labeled in
the figures. There, the algorithm determines �correctly� that the
local grid is able to support some of the turbulent fluctuations,
which results in a reduction of the turbulence diffusivity. How-
ever, the governing equations cannot respond abruptly, so the lost
statistical Reynolds stress is not replaced by corresponding
resolvable-scale interactions yielding a region of unphysical flow.
The downstream result is a grid-induced premature separation at
the trailing edge, similar to the discussion of Menter �19�.

Documenting this result was one of the goals of this work. It
identifies a limitation of baseline DES for application-level mod-
eling of trailing-edge-type flow fields. The adverse impact in the
separated zone of the abrupt change in grid resolution underscores
the need to develop improved modeling techniques. It is our opin-
ion that approaches to mitigate this problem and the subsequent
impact on the evolving boundary layer and wake may include
introduction of realistic LES content to increase locally the re-
solved stresses �e.g., synthetic turbulence �16,3�� with enhanced
modeling of turbulence production at the RANS/LES interface to
support turbulence scales in the outer flow �e.g., stochastic forcing
�25��, or grid-independent control of the transition between the
RANS and LES regions �e.g., the scale-adaptive simulation model
�19� and zonal DES �27��.

Mean and rms Velocity Profiles. To further support observa-
tions in the previous section, a comparison of mean and rms axial
velocity profiles is made at several locations for the 25° bevel �in
general, similar conclusions can be made from the other geom-
etries�. Figure 11 shows that at x /L=0.875, which is close to the
RANS-LES transition, the DES and URANS results are the same
and are in good agreement with the data, especially in the outer
part of the boundary layer. The simulation data shows a mono-
tonically increasing profile for urms to a location much closer to
the wall than indicated by the experimental data. One expects urms

Fig. 8 Turbulent kinetic energy 25° bevel: URANS and total,
subgrid, and resolvable DES components

Fig. 9 Turbulent kinetic energy 45° bevel: URANS and total,
subgrid, and resolvable DES components

Fig. 10 Turbulent kinetic energy 25° knuckle: URANS and to-
tal, subgrid, and resolvable DES components
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to grow monotonically until very near the surface. The change in
behavior of the data may indicate probe volume filtering thus may
demark where meaningful comparisons are possible.

The mean velocity in the near wake is shown in Fig. 12. In
comparison to the URANS result, DES displays a broader profile
with the wake centerline moving from y /L=0.04 to 0.13. The
wake deficit is similar between simulation and data, however, the
data profile shows a larger magnitude at the wake edges.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of predicted rms profiles of the
streamwise velocity to data at locations downstream of separation
and in the near wake. For the numerical results, we show rms
profiles for the total streamwise energy �urms�, which is comprised
of resolvable-scale �urms

r � and subgrid-scale contributions �urms
s �.

We diagnose urms
s from the modeled subgrid kinetic energy, kSGS,

assuming isotropy, urms
s 
� 2

3kSGS�1/2. At x /L=1.025, which is up-
stream of the trailing edge, it is shown that DES under resolves
the intensity in comparison to URANS and data, the latter of
which are in close agreement. At the locations in the wake, neither
URANS nor DES fully capture the data profiles. DES displays a
profile shape which is similar to the data, particularly at x /L
=1.106, however, a “transition overshoot” is shown wherein the
intensity goes from being underpredicted on the strut surface to
overpredicted by 50%–100% in the wake.

Surface Pressure. Comparison of mean surface pressure is
shown in Fig. 14. URANS results are remarkably close to the data
where the mean pressure shows a decrease due to the flow accel-
eration around the bevel, followed by an adverse gradient, and
then a constant amplitude region which correlates to flow separa-
tion. The DES results are similar, but are affected by the prema-
ture separation, i.e., the lift envelope is decreased, and the length
of the separated region is increased, particularly for the beveled

Fig. 11 Velocity profiles at x /L=0.875 for 25° bevel

Fig. 12 Mean-velocity profile at x /L=1.106 for 25° bevel Fig. 13 rms velocity profiles for 25° bevel
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edges, consistent with the mean velocity contours.
Figure 15 shows the pressure variance on a semilog plot with

the horizontal axis being distance from the trailing edge. Magni-
tude shows a rapid decrease from the trailing edge, followed by an
increase up to the point of separation, followed by a decay to a
finite value at the leading edge �although not shown�. The magni-
tudes and relative locations of these peaks and troughs are consis-
tent with the differences thus far shown between the different edge
geometries. Also it is noted that the nonzero leading-edge rms

pressure indicates that the entire blade must be simulated to re-
solve unsteady lift generated by the vortex shedding process. This
obviously cannot be resolved with small-domain LES formula-
tions.

Fourier Analysis

Lift and Drag. The time histories of the lift and drag coeffi-
cients are shown in Fig. 16 and the mean values and shedding
frequencies, obtained via fast-Fourier transform of the time histo-
ries, are summarized in Table 2. The differences between DES and
URANS are fairly significant. For the 25° bevel, URANS is

Fig. 14 Mean surface-pressure distribution

Fig. 15 p2 surface distribution from DES

Fig. 16 Unsteady lift and drag
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steady whereas DES shows increased mean drag CD and de-
creased mean lift CL with a Strouhal number of f*= fL /U0=6.8.
Also, the finest time step is shown to slightly decrease the ampli-
tude of oscillation. Similar trends in CD and CL are shown for the
other edges, which is consistent with the change in flow separa-
tion already discussed. DES also shows a decreased shedding fre-
quency which is also directly correlated with an increase in the
size of the separated region.

Trailing-Edge Pressure. Temporal surface-pressure data was
collected at the axial locations indicated as black symbols shown
in Fig. 1. Pressure autospectra and the correlation phase angle at
two points �x /L=1.025� across the trailing edge are shown in Fig.
17 for the 25° bevel and 25° knuckle. Both solutions demonstrate
tonals. Moreover, 25° bevel case displays well-defined superhar-
monics, all of which are most likely nonphysical due to premature
separation; a conclusion based upon the data �and URANS result�
which showed only a broadband response for this trailing edge.
The response for the 25° knuckle case is at least 10 dB higher
than the bevel case. At the tonal frequency, both cases show a
phase angle response where the pressure and suction sides are
almost 180° out of phase, which if correct, has important impli-
cations for propensity to generate vibration and lock-in phenom-
enon. The importance of this observation demands further study
and validation of DES methods.

Conclusions and Future Work
This study comprises an evaluation of baseline DES as imple-

mented in a Navy hydrodynamics code and applied to separated
flow in the trailing-edge region of a hydrofoil. Three trailing-edge
geometries were considered, a 25° rounded bevel, a 25° knuckled
bevel, and a 45° rounded bevel. These cases were chosen because
they represent simple geometries that produce both random and
periodic wakes, because experimental data is available for solu-
tion validation, and because they were the subject of previous
CFD analysis.

The results showed that the DES model, coupled with localized
overset-grid refinement, is able to capture the separated flow and
to resolve the “rib/roller” instability modes. In regions of high
grid resolution, the spawning of small scales is observed. Flow
statistics indicate that the separated flow is overenergized relative
to the experimental results. We argue that this characteristic is an
outcome of premature separation due to the loss of statistical up-
stream turbulence in the transition from RANS to LES. The sepa-
rated zone is artificially large and therefore more energetic. Our
observations agree with the discussion by Menter �19� describing
“grid-induced separation.” Despite these modeling issues, the
DES approach has allowed the entire geometry to be simulated,
thus permitting resolution of the fluctuating circulation and result-
ant unsteady lift and drag associated with vortex shedding.

Future work will focus on model implementation and/or devel-
opment that mitigates the grid-induced separation problem. Can-
didates include the use of stochastic forcing of the buffer-layer
�25�, use of synthetic turbulence with mean-flow correlation
�16,3�, or alternatively, not allowing transition to LES in the
boundary layer through the use of scale-adaptive simulation �19�
or zonal DES �27� models.

In addition, it is recognized that grid-resolution studies are nec-
essary, however, because the DES model and the grid are not

independent, the results could be ambiguous. A possible solution
to this problem includes the scale-adaptive simulation model �19�
which separates the filter scale from the grid, and, as such, is a
model of interest for future evaluation. Finally, it is noted that
grid-resolution studies via grid-doubling presents an eightfold in-
crease in grid number such that simulation size approaches 25–30
million grid points and �100 000 CPU hours per simulation.

Table 2 Strouhal number and mean forces

f* CD�103 CL�101

25b 45b 25k 25b 45b 25k 25b 45b 25k

URANS 0 6.5 5.1 5.5 6.8 8.8 1.7 1.3 6.1
DES 6.8 5.8 4.5 6.4 8.2 10.8 1.2 1.1 6.9

Fig. 17 Spectral analysis of surface pressure at x /L=1.025
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Since this is prohibitive with current resources, grid refinement
should be limited to �2 in each coordinate direction from current
grid levels.
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Flow Around a Simplified Car,
Part 1: Large Eddy Simulation
Large eddy simulations (LES) were made of flows around a generic ground vehicle with
sharp edges at the rear end (an Ahmed body with a 25° angle of the rear slanted surface).
Separation of the flow at the rear results in large regions with recirculating flow. As the
separation is determined by the geometry, the Reynolds number effects are minimized.
Resolution requirements of this recirculating flow are smaller than those in LES of wall
attached flows. These two consequences of the geometry of the body are used to predict
the experimental flow at relatively high Reynolds number. Recommendations are pre-
sented for the preparation and realization of LES for vehicle flows. Comparison of the
LES results with the experimental data shows good agreement.
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1 Introduction
It has long been known that the shape of ground vehicles de-

termines their aerodynamic properties. A modification of the
shape that produces better aerodynamic properties requires a thor-
ough understanding of turbulent flows around vehicles. Unfortu-
nately, after several decades of experimental and numerical stud-
ies, our understanding of the flow around ground vehicles is still
often limited to a qualitative picture of the time-averaged large
flow structures. Experimental techniques were first adopted in
studies of flows around ground vehicles and are still more com-
monly used than numerical methods in the design. Although nu-
merical simulations have been conducted in automobile compa-
nies, they were unable until some 10 years ago to predict the flow
with the same level of accuracy as wind tunnel tests. Only re-
cently have numerical simulations taken over the role of some
experimental studies and become a design tool in some of the
automobile companies �such as Volvo Cars�. Experimental and
numerical methods both have their advantages and disadvantages.
Measuring techniques are limited to a part of the domain and are
often used to measure time-averaged flow rather than the temporal
development of the instantaneous flow. It should be mentioned,
however, that it is now possible to study instantaneous flows in a
single plane using the particle image velocimetry �PIV� technique.
Computational fluid dynamics �CFD� can easily provide spatial
information about the flow in the entire domain �virtual wind tun-
nel�. Before we discuss the ability of CFD to predict the develop-
ment of the flow in time �i.e., temporal information�, it is appro-
priate to make some remarks about the CFD results.

Turbulent scales in the flow around a ground vehicle range
from those of the size of the vehicle to microscopic ones. Unfor-
tunately most turbulent scales in this flow are small owing to high
Reynolds number, making resolution requirements very high. This
makes the solution of time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations for
the flows around ground vehicles at operating velocities infea-
sible. As a result of the limitations in computer resources, simu-
lations of time-averaged Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
�RANS� equations have chiefly been used in the literature.

Instead of using real vehicles, very simplified �generic� vehicle
models are used in research to study how flow changes with ge-
ometry. Using such an approach we can isolate a few geometric
properties and study their influence on the flow.

The objective of the pioneer work of Ahmed et al. �1� was to
study the influence of the angle between the roof and the rear end
slanted surface of a car with a typical fastback geometry �such as
the Volkswagen Golf I or Volkswagen Polo I� on the flow. Their
investigation showed a clear influence of the rear slant angle to
the time-averaged flow structures. As they varied this angle they
found that the flow changes character at an angle of about 30°,
which prompted researchers to make further experimental and nu-
merical studies of this flow. Some of the experimental studies are
described in �2,3�. Numerical studies such as those in �4,5� are
used to validate the CFD technique �often a RANS simulation�. A
large number of RANS simulations �using different turbulence
models� and one large eddy simulation �LES� of the flow around
the body defined by Ahmed et al. �1� are presented in �5�. Only
two angles of the rear slanted surface, 25° and 35°, were consid-
ered in these simulations. The results of the simulations were
compared with the experimental data produced by Lienhart and
Becker �3�. The main conclusion drawn from these simulations
was that, while the simulations were relatively successful in their
prediction of the 35° case, they were unsuccessful in the 25° case.

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that, if carefully ap-
plied, the LES can give an accurate representation of the flow
around this generic car body characterized by the sharp edges at
the rear and the rear slant angle of 25°.

2 Generic Ground Vehicle Body
The generic vehicle body was chosen to be the same as in the

experiments of Ahmed et al. �1� and Lienhart and Becker �3�. The
geometry of the body and the computational domain are given in
Fig. 1. All the geometric quantities are normalized with the body
height, H, equal to 0.288 m. The values of the geometric quanti-
ties are lr /H=2.928, G /H=0.697, and W /H=1.35. The front part
is rounded with a radius of R /H=0.347 in the planes, y=0 and
z=0. The geometry of the rounded corners was made from the
data �in the form of distinct points� measured at the body used in
Ahmed et al. �1� and Lienhart and Becker �3�. This body is placed
in the channel with a cross section of B�F=6.493H�4.861H
�width�height�. The cross section of this channel is identical to
the open test section of the wind tunnel used in the experiments of
Lienhart and Becker �3�. The front face of the body is located at a
distance of x1=7.3H from the channel inlet and the downstream
length between the rear face of the body, and the channel outlet is
x2=21H. The body is lifted from the floor, producing a ground
clearance of c /H=0.174, as in the experiments. The Reynolds
number, based on the incoming velocity, U�, and the car height,
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H, of Re=7.68�105 used in the experiments �3� was reduced to
Re=2�105. Krajnović and Davidson �6� have already demon-
strated successful LES of this lower Reynolds number case with
no rear body slant angle, i.e., �=0° �generic bus body�. We expect
that the slanted rear end will produce a wide spectrum of turbulent
scales that must be resolved in LES.

3 Making Large Eddy Simulation
Resolution requirements of the near-wall regions in attached

flows such as channel flow or a flat plate flow are similar to those
in direct numerical simulations. This is because the coherent
structures �so called low- and high-speed streaks� near the walls
are responsible for most of the turbulence production in the
boundary layer. Thus an accurate representation of these structures
is crucial to the results of the LES of the flat plate flow, for
example.

Flows around bluff bodies such as those around ground vehicles
are different from channel or flat plate flows. They contain a num-
ber of separating regions with large coherent structures that con-
tain much more turbulent energy than the near-wall structures. Let
us consider the following question. What is the size of the small-
est turbulent structures that must be resolved in a LES of the flow
around ground vehicles?

In the regions of separated flow �such as the wake behind the
vehicle� the transport of momentum is dominated by large recir-
culating motions of the flow and there is limited influence of the
small near-wall structures. Thus the structures that must be re-
solved in this region are the smallest “large” �recirculating� struc-
tures. What is the case for the attached regions in the flow around
the vehicle? Prediction of drag is often the main objective of CFD
studies in vehicle aerodynamics. As the pressure drag is much
larger than the friction drag and is dominated by the low pressure
in the wake, prediction of the wake flow is crucial. Does this mean
that it is sufficient to predict the wake flow and ignore the reso-
lution requirements for the regions located upstream from the
wake? The wake flow is influenced by the upstream flow �and vice
versa�, but the question is how strong this influence is. The bound-
ary layer developed on the roof surface of the body separates at
the location where the roof goes over to the rear face of the body.
We can distinguish between two main situations. First, the
changeover from the roof to the rear face can be continuous, such
as that in a circular cylinder. In that case the position of the sepa-
ration and the nature of the downstream flow are determined by
the upstream history of the flow. The second situation is that in
which the geometry defines the separation of the flow, such as in
the generic car body studied in this paper. How great is the influ-
ence of the upstream flow on the wake in this case? Is the reso-
lution of the upstream boundary layer equally important here as in
the case of the continuous changeover in the surface geometry?
We believe that in this case the influence of the geometry �i.e.,
separation defined by the sharp edges� is much greater than that of
the upstream history of the flow.

3.1 Our Approach. Although we assume that the upstream
boundary layer has limited influence on the flow in the wake, in
the flow around our generic car body, we cannot neglect it. Thus
we should try to predict the flow in the near-wall region as well as

possible. The near-wall coherent structures unfortunately decrease
in size with the Reynolds number and the task of resolving these
structures is overwhelming for the Reynolds number of 7.68
�105 used in the experiments by Lienhart and Becker �3� �see �7�
for the estimate of the computational cost for the resolution of the
near-wall structures in the flow around a ground vehicle body�.

We have already assumed that the geometry rather than the
upstream flow defines the flow in the wake, which means that we
can reduce the Reynolds number in our LES and obtain a flow
similar to that in the experiment characterized by the higher Rey-
nolds number. We emphasize that this is only an assumption.

If our hypothesis of Reynolds number independence of the
wake flow is correct, how much can we reduce the Reynolds
number and still obtain this independence? This is not clear, but
the simulated flow on the roof should be as similar as possible to
that in the experiment at high Reynolds number. Thus if the high
Reynolds number roof flow does not separate at the leading edge,
our simulated low Reynolds number flow should not separate or
should have as small separated regions as possible. Our knowl-
edge of the dependence of the Reynolds number and the shape of
the front of the ground vehicle �i.e., roundedness of the leading
edges� is poor and is limited to the dependence of the drag coef-
ficient on the Reynolds number and the roundedness of the lead-
ing edges of prismatic bodies �8�. The issue of leading flow sepa-
ration is discussed in the present paper when the results are
reported.

The spatial resolution in the y direction on the top and the roof,
and in the z direction on the lateral sides required for LES, could
not be obtained for the Reynolds number of 7.68�105 used in the
experiments �3�. We assume that this Reynolds number can be
decreased because of the sharp edges on the rear of the body.
Krajnović and Davidson �6� showed that LES can predict the flow
around the ground vehicle body that is characterized by a Rey-
nolds number of about 2�105 �based on the height of the body
and the velocity at the inlet�. Thus we choose for our LES the
Reynolds number of 2�105 instead of the experimental 7.68
�105.

3.2 Preparation and Realization of LES. Most LES of the
flow around bluff bodies use structured hexahedral grids, which
give better accuracy than, for example, tetrahedral grids. Making a
structured hexahedral grid such that the computational cells are
concentrated where they are needed is far from trivial, even
around a relatively simple bluff body such as the ground vehicle
body studied in this paper. Providing the optimal structured grid
for the detailed passenger car is quite a challenge.

Here we shall demonstrate one of the approaches that can be
used to concentrate most of the cells in the region around the
body. Instead of using only H grid topology, which spreads the
fine resolution in the boundary layer of the body all the way to the
boundaries of the wind tunnel, we use a combination of O and C
grid topologies �see Fig. 2� which enables local refinement of the
grid. The topology of the grid consists of an O grid with a thick-

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the computational domain
with vehicle body. Left: view from the side; right: view from
behind the body.

Fig. 2 The computational grid in symmetry plane y=0. D indi-
cates the position of the dummy surface. View from the side of
the front part of the body.
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ness of 0.1H and a C grid around the O grid �see Fig. 2�. An
additional “dummy” car surface was made around the surface of
the car, and the O grid was projected on these two surfaces. The
rest of the blocking structure was made using H grids. This strat-
egy resulted in the following distribution of the computational
cells. The O grid �i.e., the region in a belt of thickness 0.1H
around the body� contained 4.4 and 7.5 million cells with a total
of 9.6 and 16.5 million cells in the medium and the fine grids,
respectively. The regions containing the O and the C grids to-
gether �i.e., the region in a belt of a thickness of 0.28H around a
car� hold 6.3 and 10.8 million cells in the medium and the fine
grids, respectively.

Unlike the results of steady RANS simulations, the results of
time-dependent LES are dependent on the time at which we start
to monitor our results �i.e., when the fully developed flow is ob-
tained�. Unfortunately, in LES of the flow around ground vehicles,
the fully developed flow is unknown and must be estimated. The
initial fully developed flow is often computed from the fluid at
rest �as in this paper� or from a previous solution of a RANS
simulation. How do we know that the flow has become fully de-
veloped? The only way to be sure that the flow has developed is
probably the a posteriori one �i.e., after the entire simulation�.
Such a test could prove that the mean, rms values, and the spectral
picture of the solution are not dependent on the position in time at
which we started the sampling of the solution. As we need to start
the time averaging before we can perform the a posteriori test,
some approximate method must be used to ensure that the char-
acteristics of the flow are not changing. We monitored the time
required for the fluid particle to travel from the front to the rear
face of the car body. We then computed the mean and the rms
values of the global quantities �aerodynamic forces� and local
variables �velocity components and pressure in several points in
and around the wake behind the body� for this time interval. The
time averaging was started when no significant differences were
found between two consequent time sequences. The computa-
tional cost of obtaining the fully developed flow is significant and,
for the simulations presented in this paper, the computational
times for obtaining fully developed conditions were roughly one-
fourth of the total time of the simulations.

When the flow has evolved to become fully developed, moni-
toring of the instantaneous results and their averaging can begin.
Numerical time steps in LES are short to retain accuracy. The
short time steps lead to large number of time steps for resolving
the low-frequency events and the time averaging. Our experience
is that the number of time steps required for resolving the low-
frequency events is larger than that needed for obtaining the time-
averaged results �6�. The symmetry of the flow around the sym-
metry plane �y=0 plane� was used in this paper as proof of a
sufficiently long averaging time.

4 Governing Equations and Subgrid-Scale Modeling
The governing LES equations are the incompressible Navier-

Stokes and the continuity equations filtered with the implicit spa-
tial filter of characteristic width � �� is the grid resolution in this
work�:

�ūi

�t
+

�

�xj
�ūiūj� = −

1

�

�p̄

�xi
+ �

�2ūi

�xj�xj
−

��ij

�xj
�1�

and

�ūi

�xi
= 0. �2�

Here, ūi and p̄i are the resolved velocity and pressure, respec-
tively, and the bar over the variable denotes filtering.

These equations are derived applying a filtering operation

f̄�xi� =�
�

f�xi��G�xi,xi��dxi� �3�

on the Navier-Stokes and the continuity equations. Here G is a top
hat filter function and � represents the entire flow domain. The
filtered variables in the governing Eqs. �1� and �2� are obtained
implicitly through the spatial discretization.

The goal of the filtering is to decompose the fluid motion into a
large-scale component that is resolved and the small subgrid scale
�SGS� where the latter is modeled. The influence of the small
scales of the turbulence on the large energy carrying scales in Eq.
�1� appears in the SGS stress tensor, �ij =uiuj− ūiūj. The algebraic
eddy viscosity model originally proposed by Smagorinsky �9� is
used in this paper for its simplicity and low computational cost.
The Smagorinsky model represents the anisotropic part of the
SGS stress tensor, �ij, as

�ij − 1
3	ij�kk = − 2�sgsS̄ij �4�

where �sgs= �Csf��2�S̄� is the SGS viscosity,

S̄ij =
1

2
� �ūi

�xj
+

�ūj

�xi
� �5�

is the resolved rate-of-strain tensor, and �S̄�= �2S̄ijS̄ij�1/2. f in the
expression for the SGS viscosity is the van Driest damping func-
tion

f = 1 − exp� n+

25
� , �6�

where n is the wall normal distance. Using this damping function,
wall effects are partially taken into account by “damping” length
scale l=Cs� near the walls. The value of Cs=0.1 previously used
for bluff-body flows �10� and flow around a simplified bus �7,6� is
used in this work. The filter width, �, is defined in this work as
�= ��1�2�3�1/3, where �i are the computational cell sizes in three
coordinate directions.

5 Boundary Conditions and Numerical Details
The average turbulent intensity at the inlet of the wind tunnel

used in the experiments of Lienhart and Becker �3� was low
�0.25%�. A uniform velocity profile, U�, constant in time was thus
used as the inlet boundary condition in our LES. The convective
boundary condition �ūi /�t+U���ūi /�x�=0 was used at the down-
stream boundary. The lateral surfaces and the ceiling were treated
as slip surfaces using symmetry conditions ��ū /�y=�w̄ /�y= v̄=0
for the lateral sides and �ū /�z=�v̄ /�z= w̄=0 for the ceiling�. This
boundary condition is different from the experimental one, where
the test section had a floor but no lateral sides or ceiling. The
consequence of this boundary condition is that the flow across the
lateral sides and the ceiling is permitted in the experiment but not
in the simulation, resulting in different “effective” blocking of the
cross section. This will probably have some influence on the aero-
dynamic forces. No-slip boundary conditions were used on the
surface of the body and the instantaneous wall functions based on
the log-law �see �6� for details� were applied on the channel floor.

The experimental setup included a turbulent trip wire that was
glued around the entire circumference close to the front end of the
model and that makes the flow relatively Reynolds number inde-
pendent. Unfortunately the exact position of this trip wire is not
known, and it is not clear how to model this trip wire in our
simulation. The trip wire was neither modeled nor included in the
present study.

Numerical accuracy was established by making three LES on
different computational grids containing 3.5, 9.6, and 16.5 million
nodes. The fine computational grid �containing 16.5 million
nodes� has a wall normal resolution of n+
0.33,13
�s+
250
in the streamwise direction and 23
�l+
70 in the direction par-
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allel with the surface of the body and normal to the streamwise
direction �the mean �l+ is around 30�. Here �n+=�n	u�
t /�,
�s+=�s	u�
t /�, �l+=�l	u�
t /� and 	u�
t is the time-averaged fric-
tion velocity. The time step was 1�10−4, giving a maximum CFL
number of approximately 0.9. The averaging time, tU� /H, in the
simulations was 38.2 �110,000 time steps�.

6 Numerical Method
Equations �1� and �2� are discretized using a 3D finite volume

method for solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
using a collocated grid arrangement �11�. Both convective and
viscous plus subgrid fluxes are approximated by central differ-
ences of second-order accuracy. The time integration is done us-
ing the second-order Crank-Nicolson scheme. Although no ex-
plicit dissipation is added to prevent odd-even decoupling, an
implicit dissipation is present. This is done by adding the differ-
ence between the pressure gradient at the face and the node. It can
be shown that this term is proportional to the third derivative of
pressure, i.e., �3p /�xi

3. This term corresponds to Rhie-Chow dis-
sipation �12�. The SIMPLEC algorithm is used for the pressure-
velocity coupling. The code is parallelized using block decompo-
sition and the MPI message passing system �13�.

7 Results
Our LES resulted in a large amount of instantaneous and time-

averaged data. Presenting all these results in a systematic way
requires dividing the results among two papers. In this paper we
concentrate on presenting the comparison of the LES and the ex-
perimental data. The three LES on different grids will be com-
pared among themselves and the influence of the grid refinement
will be studied. In the second paper �14� we use our results to
describe both the instantaneous and the time-averaged flows in
details.

7.1 Global Quantities. This section presents the lengths of
the recirculating regions and the aerodynamic forces. Both the
time-averaged and the rms values of the forces are reported. Re-
sults of our three LES are compared with the experimental data
�when available�.

As will be demonstrated in the second paper �14�, the flow
separates at the front end of the body �see Fig. 3�. The length of
the separation region on the roof, XR, is equal to 0.23H, 0.15H,
and 0.08H in the LES using coarse, medium, and fine grids, re-
spectively. The separation region, R, on the roof is very thin, with
a thickness of 0.0052H, 0.0024H, and 0.0024H in the LES using
coarse, medium, and fine grids, respectively. On the lateral sides
we have measured Xs to be equal to 0.52H, 0.295H, and 0.128H,
in the coarse, medium, and fine grid LES, respectively. This sepa-
ration region is thicker than the separation region on the roof. Its

thickness is 0.0086H, 0.0038H, and 0.0038H in the coarse, me-
dium, and fine grid LES, respectively. Finally, we found that the
flow separates at the lower rounded edge in the LES using the fine
grid. This resulted in the separation region on the underbody that
has a maximal extension in the streamwise direction equal to
0.049H and a thickness of 0.00035H �at y=−0.347H�. Thus this
separation region is about one order of magnitude thinner and
shorter than those on the roof and the lateral sides of the body.
Both LES using coarse and medium grids produced an attached
flow in this region.

The only experimental data on the separation lengths on the
front end of the body come from the oil-film visualization of the
flow characterized by a Reynolds number of 1.71�105 �15�. They
measured the length of the recirculating region equal to 0.2175H
�it is not clear from their paper whether this is the length of the
region on the roof or the lateral sides.�.

Let us now consider the predicted near-wake flow from our
simulations. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the time-averaged
streamlines projected onto the symmetry plane, y=0, from our
LES using different grids. We found that the length from the sepa-
ration on the upper edge of the rear slant surface to the reattach-
ment, XSL, was approximately equal to 0.28H, 0.3H, and 0.35H in
the coarse, medium, and fine grid LES, respectively. The exten-
sion of the near-wake separation bubble �XNW in Fig. 4� obtained

Fig. 3 Time-averaged trace lines on the surface of the front
part of the body showing the extensions of the roof vortex, XR,
and the lateral vortex, Xs

Fig. 4 Time-averaged streamlines projected onto symmetry
plane y=0 of the car body from LES using „a… coarse grid, „b…
medium grid, and „c… fine grid. View is from the lateral side of
the body.
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in the coarse, medium, and fine grid simulations was 0.6H, 0.65H,
and 0.65H, respectively. The center plane projection of the near
wake in Fig. 4�a� shows three vortices in the coarse grid simula-
tion. The lower vortex close to the rear face loses its form in the
medium grid LES and disappears in the fine grid LES �see Figs.
4�b� and 4�c��. Thus this false structure is a result of an inadequate
resolution in the coarse and medium grid LES.

7.2 Aerodynamic Forces. We have already mentioned that
the boundary conditions for the lateral channel walls are different
in the experimental investigations and our LES. This disagreement
implies differences in the blockage of the experimental and the
numerical wind tunnels, resulting in differences in aerodynamic
forces. Thus the comparison of the results between experiments
and simulations would require some kind of blockage correction
for the forces. An additional difficulty in comparing the numerical
and the experimental forces is that Ahmed et al. �1� measured
pressure drag only at three angles of the rear slant surface, 5°,
12.5°, and 30°. These values were then used to interpolate pres-
sure drag for all angles between 0° and 30°. Lienhart and Becker
�3� did not measure the drag but only the distribution of the pres-
sure coefficient on the rear part of the body. Furthermore, the body
used in both experiments had stilts that were omitted in our nu-
merical model. These stilts are responsible for some contribution
to the drag measured in the experiment.

In the absence of reliable drag corrections, we present results of
the three simulations and discuss their agreement with the experi-
mental values, keeping in mind the differences in the geometry
and the blocking of the cross section.

The time history of the aerodynamic force coefficients in all
three directions, i.e., the drag, the lift, and the side forces coeffi-
cients, were computed as CD=D /0.5�U�

2 A, CL=L /0.5�U�
2 A, and

CSF=SF /0.5�U�
2 A, respectively. Here � is density; D, L, and SF

are drag, lift and side force due to the pressure, respectively; and
A is the frontal area �note that the reference area for all three
coefficients is the same projected frontal area in the streamwise
direction�. These force coefficients were later used to compute the
mean and the rms values presented in Table 1. As expected �owing
to higher blockage�, all three values of the time-averaged drag
coefficients from our LES are higher than the value of 	CD
t

=0.24 that can be interpolated from the results of Ahmed et al. �1�.
The deviation �rms values� from the mean drag coefficient was
found to be around 2% of the mean value in all three simulations
�see Table 1�. The side force coefficient, CSF, was found to vary
by approximately 0.005 in all three simulations. The time-
averaged lift force coefficient 	CL
t was relatively independent of
the grid refinement, having a value between 0.334 and 0.348. Its
rms value was between 3% and 5% of the time-averaged lift force
coefficients.

Table 1 shows that the aerodynamic forces from three LES
from different grids are not consistent with the grid refinement
�i.e., they do not only increase or only decrease with the grid
refinement�. This inconsistency is a result of a very poor resolu-
tion in the coarse grid simulation. Too little turbulent kinetic en-
ergy is resolved and too much is left to the subgrid-scale model.

Similar to that which Ahmed et al. �1� did, we integrated the
streamwise component of the pressure forces for the front, the rear
slanted, and the rear vertical surfaces �see Fig. 5 and Table 1�.

These were then used to break down the total pressure drag into
the contributions from the front, the slanted, and the vertical rear
surfaces. The three forces are of course dependent on the positions
of the reference pressure, which should be the same in the experi-
mental and the numerical studies. Unfortunately, the position of
the reference pressure from the experiment of Ahmed et al. �1� is
not known, and the differences in its location may influence our
comparison. Table 1 gives the time-averaged forces and their rms
values. The force on the rear slanted surface, CS, was found to
dominate the total pressure, followed by the force on the vertical
rear surface, CB. Their rms values were between 3% and 10% and
2% and 3% of the time-averaged values for CS and CB, respec-
tively. Breaking down the total pressure drag with the help of CS
and CB gives the relative contributions presented in Table 2. The
contributions of the vertical rear surface, 	CB
t / 	CD
t, from the
three LES are close to the experimental value of 0.07, but there
are large differences between 	CK
t / 	CD
t=0.018 and
	CS
t / 	CD
t=0.146 measured in �1� and our LES results that are
given in Table 2. The contribution of the front part coefficient, CK,
to the total pressure drag is very small �see Tables 1 and 2�. The
low values of CK are caused by the separated regions on the lead-
ing part that reduce the pressure. It is appropriate to mention that
the CK can even become negative �depending on the roundedness
of the front and the choice of the reference pressure�, such as in
�6�.

Again there are many uncertainties in this comparison of the
experimental data and our LES results for the aerodynamic forces,
and these results should be used only as an indication of the mag-
nitude of the contributions of the integrated pressure on the front,
the slanted, and the vertical rear surfaces to the total pressure
drag.

The time histories of the integrated pressure coefficients were
Fourier transformed and the dominating frequencies were identi-
fied. Here we present results of the fine grid simulation. Two
dominating frequencies were found in the Fourier transform of the
drag coefficient signal. These correspond to Strouhal numbers St
=0.15 and St=0.26. The same two frequencies were found in the

Table 1 Time-averaged pressure drag „ŠCD‹t…, and lift „ŠCL‹t… coefficients, and pressure coef-
ficients integrated on the front „ŠCK‹t…, rear slanted „ŠCS‹t…, and rear vertical surface „ŠCB‹t…. The
rms values are denoted with the subscript RMS „such as CSFRMS

in the rms value of the side
force coefficient.…

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the pressure drag break-
down. CK, CS, and CB are integrated pressure force coefficients
from the front, the rear slanted, and the rear vertical surfaces,
respectively.

Table 2 Relative contributions of the front, rear slanted, and
rear vertical surfaces to the total pressure drag „see Fig. 5…
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signal of the pressure coefficient integrated over the rear slanted
surface, CS. This was expected since we found that the pressure
drag coefficient is dominated by the surface pressure on the
slanted surface �see Table 2�. The strongest peak in the Fourier
transform of the lift coefficient was found to be at Strouhal num-
ber St=0.23 but there were also three other peaks at St=0.1, 0.38,
and 0.5 of similar magnitude. The side force signal is very irregu-
lar and lacks any dominating frequency in its Fourier transform.

Instead of comparing the results for integrated pressure coeffi-
cients CS and CB described above, it is probably better to make a
comparison of the shapes of the pressure coefficient on the rear
slanted and the vertical surfaces. For this comparison we use the
data of Lienhart and Becker �3�. As reference pressure they took
the static pressure in the undisturbed flow upstream of the model
close to the exit of the contraction �16� �the exact position is not
reported�. The reference pressure in our simulations was taken at
the inlet close to the left lateral wall of the channel at z=2F /3 �see
Fig. 1�. However, as can be seen in Fig. 6�a�, the predicted and
experimental Cp at the trailing edge of the slanted surface �x /H
=0� agree well.

Profiles of the 	Cp
t for three planes �y=0, y=0.35H, and y
=0.63H� are shown in Fig. 6. The distribution of the surface pres-

sure coefficients along the rear slanted surface is shown in Fig.
6�a�. The flow must change direction when it separates on the
sharp spanwise edge between the roof and the slanted surface
forming the shear layer. This change in the flow direction results
in the pressure gradient, and a dip in a surface pressure is formed
at the position of the sharp edge �x /H=−0.698�. This rapid de-
crease in the surface pressure coefficient 	Cp
t was observed in all
three simulations in Fig. 6�a�. The mesh of the pressure taps used
in the experiment was too coarse to capture this dip �see Fig.
6�a��. All three LES are in good agreement with the experimental
	Cp
t between approximately x /H=−0.55 and x /H=0 �the posi-
tion of the rear vertical surface� in the center plane �y /H=0�. For
x /H
−0.55 we found that the profiles from LES using coarse and
fine grids are lower, while the medium grid LES produced a 	Cp
t

in good agreement with the experiment. This advantage of the
medium grid simulation disappears in plane y=0.35H, where the
profiles from the fine grid simulation are in better agreement with
the experiment. Although the magnitude and the shapes of the fine
grid LES are the same as in the experiments for −0.45�x /H
�0, they are different for x /H
−0.45. Agreement between the
simulated and experimental profiles in plane y=0.63H is good,
with some differences around the dip in the surface pressure co-
efficient �see Fig. 6�a��.

Surface pressure coefficients on the rear vertical surface are
presented in Fig. 6�b�. Although it appears that the coarse grid
LES gives a 	Cp
t coefficient in good agreement with the experi-
ment in the center plane �y=0�, the profile is too flat and the 	Cp
t

values close to the lower edge of the body are too low as com-
pared with the experimental ones. The curvature of the experi-
mental profile is captured much better in the medium and the fine
grid LES. The profiles in plane y /H=0.35 from the medium and
the fine grid simulations have the same amplitude as the experi-
mental, with slightly lower and higher 	Cp
t in the medium and
lower parts of the profiles, respectively. The coarse grid simula-
tion predicted too high a surface pressure along the entire length
of the surface in this plane. Surprisingly, the medium grid LES
gave a prediction of the 	Cp
t for y /H=0.63 that was in best
agreement with the measurements. This “better agreement” of the
medium grid profile compared with fine grid profile at this posi-
tion is probably a matter of coincidence. Although the pressure
coefficients from the fine grid LES have lower values than the
experimental in this plane, the shapes with only one valley be-
tween the lower and upper edges are similar. However, the shape
of the coarse grid LES profile is different, showing a hill followed
by a valley �from the lower to the upper edges of the surface�
compared to the experimental profile.

8 Comparison of the Velocities and Reynolds Stresses
Although we have compared all the profiles for the velocities

and the Reynolds stresses available in the data files provided from
the experimental work �3�, space limitations prevent us from re-
porting all the results in this paper. We thus choose to present the
parts of the results that give a fair representation of the compari-
son of LES and experiments.

Velocity and Reynolds stresses were measured in �3� using a
two-component laser-Doppler anemometer �LDA�. In this paper
we have chosen to present comparisons of the profiles in three
planes, y=0, y=0.35H and y=0.63H. As we compare LES and
experimental profiles, we should keep in mind that the experimen-
tal data come from several different experimental runs. As we will
show later, we have found some discrepancies between our LES
profiles and the experimental data for some positions that came
from one data set and no discrepancies for other positions that
were almost identical to the former ones but whose experimental
data came from another set of experiments. These differences will
be discussed in the following text.

Comparisons of the velocity profiles and the Reynolds stresses
in plane y=0 are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 7�a� shows

Fig. 6 Distribution of the time-averaged surface pressure co-
efficients in three planes: y=0, y=0.35H, and y=0.63H. These
are plotted along „a… the slanted surface and „b… the rear verti-
cal surface. Fine grid „solid curve…; medium grid „dashed
curve…; coarse grid „dashed-dotted curve…; experiment
„symbols….
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streamwise velocity profiles 	U
t on the roof and the slanted sur-
face for positions between x=−0.844H and x=−0.01H �from left
to right�, where the space difference between two profiles is �x
=0.07H. The experimental profiles for position x=−0.774H are
not available, and the LES profiles are presented here only to
show the development of the predicted boundary layer at this
position. The fine grid LES �denoted with a solid line� overlaps
the experimental profiles at all positions except perhaps at the
positions on the roof of the body �i.e., x=−0.844H and −0.705H�.
The discrepancies on the roof probably stem from different Rey-
nolds numbers in the experiments and our simulations. Although
the flow separates on the leading edge of the front end of the body
in our simulation, the separation region is very thin in both the
streamwise and wall normal directions. There are no experimental
observations of the flow around the front part of the body at the
high Reynolds number, but it is reasonable to expect that the
separation region becomes thinner as the Reynolds number is in-
creased. Thus the flow on the roof is principally that of a turbulent
boundary layer and is therefore defined by the viscosity. The Rey-
nolds number in our LES is about four times lower than in the
experiments, resulting in differences in boundary layer thick-
nesses. The influence of the Reynolds number is already reduced
at the position directly after the upstream sharp edge of the slanted
surface �i.e., the fourth profile from the left �x=−0.635H� in Fig.
7�a�� and the geometry starts to dictate the downstream flow. The
coarse grid simulation �dashed-dotted curve in the figure� predicts
very unrealistic flow far above the boundary layer with oscilla-
tions �see the third profile from the left in Fig. 7�a��. It is inter-
esting to observe how the change from attached to separated flow

downstream of the fourth profile position �x=−0.635H� smooths
these oscillations. Differences between profiles from our LES on
the coarse and the medium grids and the experimental data are
smaller in the region of the separation bubble than in the region
after the reattachment on the slanted surface �see Fig. 7�a��. The
coarse grid simulation predicts too high a momentum above the
slanted surface in the region after the reattachment �the first to the
sixth profile from the right�.

The 	W
t velocities along the slanted surface are in very good
agreement with the experimental profiles for all three LES �see
Fig. 7�c��. Also here are some differences between simulations but
they appear to be smaller than for the 	U
t velocities.

Figures 7�b� and 7�d� present 	U
t and 	W
t velocity profiles in
the wake region behind the body for positions x equal to 0.059H,
0.128H, 0.132H, 0.302H, 0.306H, 0.479H, 0.653H, 0.826H, H,
1.174H, 1.521H, 1.868H, and 2.215H from left to right. Let us
first consider all profiles at all positions except x=0.059H,
0.128H, and 0.302H. Although the LES using the fine grid gives
an almost exact representation of the experimental profiles, all
three LES have predicted velocity profiles in very good agreement
with the experimental data. Coarse LES have some difficulty giv-
ing an accurate representation of the lower recirculating region
�see profiles at x=0.132H and x=0.306H in Fig. 7�b�� �i.e., the
third and fifth profiles from the left, respectively� but the medium
simulation manages to capture these regions very well. Let us now
return to the remaining three positions �the first, second, and
fourth profiles from the left, i.e., x=0.059H, 0.128H, and 0.302H�.
The experimental data for these profiles are denoted here with

Fig. 7 Time-averaged ŠU‹t †„a… and „b…‡ and ŠW‹t †„c… and „d…‡ velocity profiles in the symmetry plane „y=0…. Left: slanted
surface; right: wake region. Fine grid „solid curve…; medium grid „dashed curve…; coarse grid „dashed-dotted curve…; ex-
periment „symbols….
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circles and come from a different data set than the one that con-
tains all the other profiles in the wake. The experimental profiles
for these positions are provided only up to z=388 mm compared
to other profiles that go up to z=738 mm. All LES simulations are
in relatively poor agreement with experiment in the upper part
�between z=200 mm and z=388 mm� of the velocity profiles at
these positions �see Figs. 7�b� and 7�d��. Profiles x=0.128H �the
second profile from the left� and x=0.302H �the fourth profile
from the left� are located at positions only 1 mm from profiles in
the first data set, x=0.132H �the third profile� and x=0.306H �the

fifth profile�, respectively. Yet the flow in the experimental data
changes to a relative great extent between these almost identical
positions. Furthermore, our LES using a fine grid gives exact rep-
resentations of the experimental profiles from the first data set. We
thus believe that something is wrong with the experimental data in
the second data set �i.e., at positions x=0.059H, 0.128H, and
0.302H in plane y=0�.

Figure 8 presents a comparison between experimental and LES
time-averaged Reynolds stresses 	uu
t, 	ww
t, and 	uw
t in the

Fig. 8 Time-averaged Reynolds stresses in the symmetry plane „y=0…. Šuu‹t †„a… and „b…‡; Šww‹t †„c… and „d…‡; Šuw‹t †„e… and
„f…‡. Left: slanted surface; right: wake region. Fine grid „solid curve…; medium grid „dashed curve…; coarse grid „dashed-
dotted curve…; experiment „symbols….
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center plane, y=0. We concentrate first on the flow above the
slanted surface in Figs. 8�a�, 8�c�, and 8�e�. The oscillations in the
coarse LES of the flow above the roof �the first, second, and third
profiles from the left� found in the velocity field are amplified here
�see the third profile from the left in Figs. 8�a�, 8�c�, and 8�e��. In
addition, the normal Reynolds stresses are overpredicted in the
flow above the roof in this coarse grid simulation �see 	uu
t and
	ww
t in the first three profiles from the left in Figs. 8�a� and 8�c��.
As we move downstream and pass the separation edge �profiles
number four, five, etc.�, the oscillations in the coarse LES disap-
pear. All three LES produce slightly lower normal Reynolds
stresses in the region of recirculating flow �see Figs. 8�a� and
8�c��, indicating that the experimental flow is slightly more un-
steady than the simulated one. The part of the predicted profiles in
the coarse grid LES that is located above the recirculating region
displays slightly higher normal stresses �see the fourth, fifth, and
sixth profiles from the left in Fig. 8�a� for z�340 mm�, similar to
what is seen in the upstream flow above the roof. The magnitude
of the shear stress profiles 	uw
t in the separating region �see Fig.
8�e�� is somewhat underpredicted in our LES, but our LES still
give much better prediction of these profiles than any of the simu-
lations described in �5�. Profiles 	uw
t downstream of the reattach-
ment on the slanted surface are very well captured with both the
coarse and fine grid LES. Surprisingly, the medium grid simula-
tion appears to give the worst prediction of the stresses at these
positions.

The stresses in the wake flow in our LES are in good agreement
with the experimental profiles �see Figs. 8�b�, 8�d�, and 8�f��.
Some differences between the fine grid LES and the experimental
normal stresses are again visible for positions x=0.059H, 0.128H,
and 0.302H �the first, second, and fourth profiles coming from the
different data set as compared to the other profiles�. The coarse
grid LES predicts a lower magnitude of the normal stresses in the
lower part of the profiles at almost all positions �this is particu-
larly visible in the region around the end of the near-wake sepa-
ration bubble, i.e., the third to the seventh 	ww
t profiles from the
right�. The shear stresses 	uw
t are underpredicted in the region
close to the rear point of the wake bubble �see Fig. 8�f��. Some
small differences between the LES and experimental 	uu
t and
	ww
t profiles are also visible at these positions �see Figs. 8�b� and
8�d��.

Let us now consider the results for two other planes, y
=0.35H and y=0.63H. Figures 9�a�, 9�c�, and 9�e� show compari-
sons of the velocity profiles above the slanted surface in plane y
=0.35H. Unfortunately, measurements are not available close to
the wall. Profiles in these figures are for the same x positions as in
the center plane.

As in the profiles in the center plane, we find the unphysical
oscillations in the flow above the boundary layer on the roof in the
LES using the coarse grid �see Fig. 9�a��. These oscillations are
not damped directly after the separation on the sharp edge be-
tween the roof and the slanted surface as they are in the center
plane �see profiles at the fourth to the eighth positions from the
left in Fig. 9�a��. Although we lack experimental data in the
boundary layer, we find that the lower part of the streamwise
velocities from our LES has a lower magnitude after the separa-
tion than the experimental profiles �if we extrapolate these down
to the wall of the body�.

The spanwise velocity components above the slanted surface
are shown in Fig. 9�c�. The magnitudes of these velocities are
lower than the magnitudes of the streamwise components, and the
LES profiles give an accurate representation of the experimental
profiles �again it is not possible to judge the capability of our LES
to predict the near-wall region due to the lack of the experimental
data in this region�.

The 	W
t velocities on the slanted surface in our LES are com-
pared with the experimental data in Fig. 9�e�. They are in very

good agreement except very close to the separation edge �see x
=−0.635H and x=−0.566H �i.e., the fourth and fifth profiles��.

Compared to the large number of x positions available in the
center plane, only three profiles �x=0.059H, 0.128H, and 0.302H�
are provided in plane y=0.35H in the experiments of Lienhart and
Becker �3�. Our LES give an accurate representation of all three
velocity components �see Figs. 9�b�, 9�d�, and 9�e��. The magni-
tudes of the 	U
t and 	W
t LES velocities are slightly lower in the
medium part of the profiles at position x=0.302H �the third pro-
files from the left�, indicating a smaller recirculation of the near
wake bubble. We have also found that the turbulent kinetic energy
at this position is slightly lower in the LES compared to that
measured in the experiment �not shown here� that indicates a more
steady flow. The lower parts of the 	V
t profiles for positions x
=0.059H and x=0.128H �i.e., the first and second profiles from
the left� are better predicted using the fine and the medium grids
than the coarse grid �see Fig. 9�d��. Surprisingly, the 	W
t velocity
at position x=0.059H �the first profile from the left in Fig. 9�f�� in
the case of the coarse grid has the best agreement with the experi-
mental data. Again, this “better” agreement of one or two profiles
from the coarser grid with the experimental data is only coinci-
dental.

Comparisons of the velocity profiles in plane y=0.63H are
shown in Fig. 10. Both the 	U
t and the 	V
t velocities from the
fine grid LES are in very good agreement with the experimental
data at all positions in the flow above the slanted surface �see
Figs. 10�a� and 10�c��. Some differences are visible between the
LES and the experimental 	W
t velocities at the positions between
x=−0.434H and x=−0.08H �the seventh to eleventh profiles from
the left in Fig. 10�e��. The lower magnitude of the LES profiles at
these positions indicates thinner, cone-like vortices that form at
the rear slanted edges. The coarse grid simulation suffers from the
poor resolution in the lower part of the slanted surface. This is
particularly visible in the 	W
t profiles, where the profiles from the
coarse grid LES are not able to follow the curved experimental
profiles.

Figures 10�b�, 10�d�, and 10�f� present comparisons of the ve-
locity profiles in the near wake at positions x=0.059H, x
=0.128H, and x=0.302H, for which experimental data are avail-
able. The chief differences between our LES and the experimental
profiles were found in the streamwise velocities, 	U
t, for z

50 mm �thus in the wake flow below the body�. The differences
between these profiles can be explained by the differences in the
geometries of the bodies used in the experiment and our numerical
studies. The model used in the experiments was placed on four
stilts with a diameter of 30 mm at positions y= ±163.5 mm. Thus
the extension of the stilts was up to y= ±178.5 mm, which is very
close to the position �y=180 mm� of the profiles in Fig. 10. Al-
though the rear pair of stilts is located relatively far from the near
wake �at x=−1.292H�, the resulting wake behind the stilts de-
creases the streamwise velocity in the experiment.

Another influence of the stilts is the unsteadiness of their
wakes. The profiles of the turbulent kinetic energy �Fig. 11� show
that, while the flow in our LES is almost steady �	k
t�0� below
the body, the flow measured in the experiments has relatively high
turbulent kinetic energy in this region �particularly for the first
profile from the left, i.e., x=0.059H�. The turbulent kinetic energy
in the experimental flow may be the consequence of the unsteadi-
ness in the wake behind the stilts.

9 Conclusions
The large eddy simulation technique has yet not matured suffi-

ciently to be used to obtain design quantities in the external aero-
dynamics of the ground vehicles, such as drag or lift. Its use is
prohibited by the requirement on resolution in the near-wall re-
gion. Several promising approaches that reduce resolution require-
ments by their modeling of the near-wall region are under devel-
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opment. Among these are the hybrid methods, so-called hybrid
LES-RANS or detached eddy simulations �DES�, that use RANS
solution in the near-wall region and the LES in the rest of the
domain. Unfortunately these are still not fully developed and sev-
eral problems remain to be solved �such as choice of turbulence
model, where to put the matching line between the RANS and the
LES regions, how to provide the correct boundary conditions for
the LES region from the RANS region, etc.� before they can be
used in vehicle aerodynamics.

Some alternative approaches in using LES in vehicle aerody-
namics are thus needed. This paper has suggested one approach

that uses the constraints that are put on the flow by the geometry,
such as separation defined by the sharp edge. It has been assumed
that the Reynolds number and the resolution requirements could
be decreased if the positions of the recirculating regions in the
flow are defined by the geometry rather than by the viscosity and
the upstream conditions �such as turbulence at the inlet and the
boundary layer thickness�.

Our approach was tested on the flow around a generic car �a
so-called Ahmed body� with the angle of the rear slanted surface
of 25%. Earlier RANS and LES applications in this flow have
been unsuccessful �5�. The Reynolds number was decreased about

Fig. 9 Time-averaged ŠU‹t †„a… and „b…‡, ŠV‹t †„c… and „d…‡, and ŠW‹t †„e… and „f…‡ velocity profiles in plane y=0.35H. Left:
slanted surface; right: wake region. Fine grid „solid curve…; medium grid „dashed curve…; coarse grid „dashed-dotted curve…;
experiment „symbols….
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four times in our LES as compared with the experimental one �3�.
Although the experimental setup included a turbulent trip wire
that was glued to the front end of the model, making the flow
relatively Reynolds number independent, there are still differences
in the experimental and simulated boundary layers on the body.
However, our results show that the dependence on the results in
the wake, after the separations at the sharp edges, of the Reynolds
number is very small.

An extensive comparison has been given of our LES results and
the experimental data. This comparison confirmed our assump-
tions and the usefulness of the new LES approach that we suggest.

Only small discrepancies were found between our LES and ex-
perimental results, and some of these are believed to be problems
in the experiments.

This paper showed that the flow around an Ahmed body �and
especially the flow after its sharp edge separations� at high Rey-
nolds number can be simulated using LES at lower Reynolds
number. We believe that the main reason for this relative Reynolds
number independence of the flow around and behind the rear of
the body are the sharp edge separations in combination with the
tripping of the turbulent boundary layer at the front of the body in
the experiments. We must stress that there is nothing in this paper

Fig. 10 Time-averaged ŠU‹t †„a… and „b…‡, ŠV‹t †„c… and „d…‡, and ŠW‹t †„e… and „f…‡ velocity profiles in plane y=0.63H. Left:
slanted surface; right: wake region. Fine grid „solid curve…; medium grid „dashed curve…; coarse grid „dashed-dotted curve…;
experiment „symbols….
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that shows that this method is general and will work for flow
around vehicles with smooth surface separations. The present pa-
per shows only that the method is useful in the such flows as are
studied in this paper, i.e., the flow around bodies where the sepa-
rations are defined by the geometry.

Now that we have proved the accuracy of our LES in ad-
equately representing the flow around the generic car body, we
shall in �14� use the LES results to explore this flow in detail.
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1 Introduction
Descriptions of flow features and their interactions are impor-

tant for understanding the aerodynamic properties of a vehicle
body. Probably the first picture of the flow around the ground
vehicle body studied here �i.e., a body with a rear slant angle of
25°� was given by Ahmed et al. �1�. This included only a repre-
sentation of the time-averaged flow around the rear part of the
body. They observed two vortices trailing around the slanted side
edges of the body. In addition to observing these vortices they
found that the separation bubble in the near wake contains a pair
of horseshoe vortices, situated one above the other. Ahmed et al.
�1� also gave an explanation of the interactions of these structures
on the basis of their measurements and visualizations and a rough
description of the surface flow features on the rear slanted and
vertical surfaces. The picture of the flow around the rear part of
the body found in �1� was confirmed in the experimental work of
Lienhart and Becker �2�, who used more accurate measurements
�laser-Doppler anemometry� than the measuring technique used in
�1�. Another visualization study of the flow around this body is
that of Spohn and Gillieron �3�, who in addition to the wake flow
also studied the flow along the body. The focus of their study was
the instantaneous flow structures. The Reynolds number in their
study was very low �8.3�103, based on the incoming velocity
and the height of the body�. To our knowledge the only descrip-
tion of the flow around the front part of the body of the Ahmed
body at a Reynolds number comparable with that used in our large
eddy simulation �LES� is that by Sims-Williams and Dominy �4�.
They used oil-film visualization and registered three imprints of
spanwise vortices �one on the top and one on each of the lateral
sides of the body�, similar to those found in Krajnović and David-
son �5� around the front of a similar body.

The present paper gives a thorough presentation of the flow
structures and their interactions. The suggested vortical structures
from �1,2,4� are compared with those found in our large eddy
simulations. Their existence as well as the suggested explanation
of their interactions are explored. The main objective of the
present paper is to use the large amount of results from our LES

calculations �6� together with state of the art visualization tech-
niques to give an accurate representation of the flow. Both instan-
taneous and time-dependent structures are presented and the
mechanisms of their origins are explained. The flow contains flow
structures with a wide spectrum of time and length scales. These
are studied with various visualization tools.

The paper is organized as follows: after the short review of
visualization tools in Sec. 2, a brief summary of our LES calcu-
lation from �6� is given in Sec. 3.1. The flow around the front of
the body is discussed in Sec. 3.2. This is followed by a description
of the flow along the lateral edges of the body in Sec. 3.3. The
most complex parts of the flow are those on the rear slanted sur-
face and in the near wake, and these are described in Secs. 3.4 and
3.5, respectively. Finally, concluding remarks are given and the
relevance and use of the results obtained are discussed in Sec. 4.

2 Visualization Tools
Several different visualization techniques were used to analyze

the data from our LES calculations in �6�. Our experience is that
different techniques are needed in different parts of the flow. The
visualization software used in this paper is EnSight. The isosur-
faces of the instantaneous second invariant of velocity gradient
Q=−1/2�ui /�xj�uj /�xi �see �7�� were used to study the temporal
evolution of the coherent structures around the body. The time-
averaged streamlines, velocity vectors, and isosurfaces of low
static pressure were used to visualize time-averaged flow features.
Vortex cores were calculated using EnSight postprocessing soft-
ware which uses algorithms based on techniques outlined by Su-
judi and Haimes �8�. Two of these algorithms are implemented in
EnSight, the eigenvalue analysis algorithm and the vorticity-based
algorithm. Both are linear and nodal, i.e., “They are based on
decomposing finite elements into tetrahedron and then solving
closed-form equations to determine the velocity gradient tensor
value at the nodes. Also, any variables with values at element
centers are first averaged to element nodes before processing” �9�.
We have found in our previous work that the eigenvalue analysis
algorithm is more suitable for the flows around ground vehicle
bodies. “This algorithm uses classification of eigenvalues and vec-
tors to determine whether the vortex core intersects any faces of
the decomposed tetrahedron” �9�. Unfortunately, the eigenvalue
analysis algorithm may produce false cores if the flow contains
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several vortices located close to each other �9�. In addition, both
algorithms have difficulty finding the cores of curved vortices
owing to the linear implementation of algorithms in EnSight �9�.
As we will see later in the paper, this may cause problems in
identifying the correct shape of the vortices in the near wake.

Time-averaged trace lines and streamlines are used to reveal
critical points �i.e., points at which all the spatial derivatives of the
velocity are zero� and bifurcation lines in the flow. Critical points
can be classified into three main groups—nodes, foci, and
saddles—of which nodes and foci can be stable and unstable �see
Fig. 1�. “Bifurcation lines are lines drawn in the flow toward
which the trajectories are asymptòtic” �10�. They are denoted
negative bifurcation lines �NBL� or positive bifurcation lines
�PBL� depending on whether the trajectories on the wall are con-
verging to or diverging from the bifurcation line �see Fig. 1�.
These lines are associated with flow attachment �PBL� or separa-
tion �NBL�. For a complete description of critical points and bi-
furcation lines, we refer to �10�.

3 Description of the Flow

3.1 Description of the LES Calculations. Large eddy simu-
lations of the flow around the Ahmed body with the rear slanted
surface at an angle of 25° �see Fig. 2� at a Reynolds number of
about 2�105 �based on the height of the body and the velocity at
the inlet� were reported in �6�. Three different computational grids
were used and the present paper considers the results of the finest
grid only. This computational grid contains around 16.5 million
nodes which, in combination with a clever block arrangement,
made possible a spatial resolution that has a resolution of n+

�0.33 in the wall normal direction, 13��s+�250 in the stream-
wise direction and 23��l+�70 in the direction parallel with the
surface of the body and normal to the streamwise direction �the
mean �l+ is around 30�. Here �n+=�n�u��t /�, �s+=�s�u��t /�,

�l+=�l�u��t /�, and �u��t is the time-averaged friction velocity.
The time step was 1�104, giving a maximum CFL number of
approximately 0.9 during the entire simulation. The averaging
time, tU� /H, in the simulation was 38.2 �110,000 time steps�. The
time-averaged streamlines projected onto the several z planes
downstream of the body were found to be approximately symmet-
ric with respect to plane y=0, which indicates that the number of
averaging samples and the averaging time were approximately
sufficient. It should be mentioned that, in more careful investiga-
tion in the present paper, we found some asymmetry of the time-
averaged flow with respect to plane y=0. This indicates that the
flow contains some low-frequency events that require even longer
averaging times. The computational time was already very long,
however, and it was not possible to increase it considerably. The
influence of the longer averaging time was tested �not shown here�
on the medium grid simulation without finding any significant
change in the flow features. As the flow structures are approxi-
mately the same on the medium and the fine grids in �6� we
conclude that the averaging time of tU� /H=38.2 is sufficient to
produce an authentic picture of the mean flow. The subgrid-scale
model used in the simulation was the standard Smagorinsky
model with the constant Cs=0.1. A complete description of the
numerical details in our LES calculations can be found in �6�.

This section describes the flow structures and their origins.
Both the “real,” i.e., the instantaneous flow, and the resulting
time-averaged representation of that flow are considered. Ob-
served flow features are compared with the findings of previous
experimental studies. Some hypotheses presented in the past about
the flow are closely examined and either confirmed or rejected on
the basis of our findings. The presentation of the flow starts with
the front part of the body, to continue with the flow along the body
and its rear part. Finally the structures in the wake of the body are
described.

3.2 Front Part of the Body. The flow around the front part of
the Ahmed body is seldom studied, partly because of Ahmed
et al.’s �1� stating that “The interference between the rear end and
the fore body flow is weak; this could be a consequence of the
relatively long midsection.” Two descriptions of the front part of
the flow are given by Sims-Williams and Dominy �4� and Spohn
and Gillieron �3�. The former discusses the flow at a Reynolds
number of 1.71�105, based on the incoming velocity and the
height of the body, which is close to that in the present paper.
Sims-Williams and Dominy �4� used oil-film visualization to vi-
sualize the regions of the recirculating flows on the lateral sides
and the roof of the body. Spohn and Gillieron �3� studied the
instantaneous flow at a Reynolds number of 8.3�103 and found
that the flow separates at the leading edge, forming vortical struc-
tures similar to Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices with their axes parallel
to the separation line on the leading edge of the front of the body.
Results of our LES calculations show that the instantaneous vor-
tices are more of the hairpin-like type, similar to those found in
�5�, than of the Kelvin-Helmholtz type. They do not extend be-
tween the two foci found in the time-averaged flow �see Figs. 3
and 4� as assumed in the study by Spohn and Gillieron �3�. The
identification of the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices in �3� was based
on two-dimensional photography from the lateral side of the body,
which does not give sufficient information on the character of the
vortical structures �i.e., two-dimensional, such as Kelvin-
Helmholtz vortices, or three-dimensional, such as hairpin vorti-
ces�. Thus the observation of the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices in �3�
probably has to do with the shortcomings of the visualization
technique.

The oncoming time-averaged flow is divided on the front of the
body into four regions, of which two end on the lateral sides, one
on the top and one on the bottom side of the body �see Fig. 3�.
These regions are separated by positive bifurcation lines �such as
PBLf in Fig. 3� starting in the stagnation point and ending in the
corners of the front surface. The flow separates as it reaches the

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of an unstable node „UN…,
stable focus „SF…, and saddle point „SP…. NBL and PBL are
negative and positive bifurcation lines, respectively.

Fig. 2 Geometry of the Ahmed body. View from the side of the
body. Note that z=0 is the ground plane and x=0 and y=0 are at
the position of the rear vertical surface and the symmetry plane
of the body, respectively.
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top, the lateral, and the bottom sides of the body, forming negative
bifurcation lines �NBLtf, NBLsf, and NBLlf, respectively� as shown
in Figs. 3 and 5. Figure 5 shows the underbody of the front of the
vehicle. Downstream of these lines, we observe regions of recir-
culating flow �see R and L in Fig. 3 and B in Fig. 5�. The imprints
of vortices R and L in Fig. 3 are similar to those observed in �4�.
The reattachments of the flows in regions R, L, and B are denoted
by the positive bifurcation lines, PBLtf and PBLsf in Fig. 3, and
PBLlf in Fig. 5.

The flow following the positive bifurcation line, PBLf �Fig. 3�,
splits into two parts �Fig. 4� that diverge and form two positive
bifurcation lines �PBLtf and PBLsf�, indicating the end of the
separated flow �see Figs. 3 and 4�. As this happens, the surface
flow closest to the lateral edges moves in spiral motions ending in
two stable foci, Fful and Ffsl �see Fig. 4�. These foci indicate the
positions where vortices R and L are attached to the surface of the

body. The core of the time-averaged roof vortex, R, starts in focus
Fful and ends in the corresponding foci on the roof surface on the
mirror side of the body �not shown here�. Spohn and Gillieron �3�
also identified two foci similar to Fful and its mirror image.

The direction of the main part of the core of vortex R is parallel
with the separation line, NBLtf in Fig. 3. In the same way, the
lateral vortex, L, in Fig. 3 is parallel with its separation line. The
vortex core starts in focus Ffsl �in Fig. 4� and stretches parallel
with the line of separation indicated by the NBLsf �see Fig. 3�. The
lower corner of the front of the body is shown in Fig. 6. The
instantaneous vortices downstream of this corner and along the
edge St are presented in Fig. 7. Two different kinds of instanta-
neous vortices are shown in this figure, � and Ti vortices. The �
vortex shown in Fig. 7 is a so-called hairpin vortex and is formed
in the following way: as the instantaneous flow separates at the
lateral rounded edge of the body approximately at the position of
the NBLsf in Fig. 3, vortices are formed parallel with the instan-
taneous separation line �which is approximately at the position of
time-averaged separation line NBLsf�. On their way downstream,
their middle parts are lifted from the surface of the body, forming
hairpin vortices, �. When averaged, the � vortices form the time-
averaged lateral vortex L �we can see the imprint of L on the body
in Fig. 3�. Similar hairpin vortices are formed in the instantaneous
flow on the roof of the body, approximately downstream of the
NBLtf. These structures average into the time-averaged vortex R in
Fig. 3. The merging of the instantaneous structures � and Ti in
region M is visualized in Fig. 7.

At approximately half the body height, positive bifurcation line
PBLsf is divided by saddle point Sfsl �see Fig. 8�. At approxi-
mately the same height, there is a saddle point on NBLsf �not
shown here�. In a similar way, the flow coming from the opposite
sides of lines PBLtf and NBLtf �see Fig. 3� on the roof of the body

Fig. 3 Time-averaged trace lines on the surface of the body
showing the roof and the lateral vortices. View of the front of
the body from above and the lateral side.

Fig. 4 Time-averaged trace lines on the surface of the body.
Zoom of region C in Fig. 3 showing two foci, Fful and Ffsl.

Fig. 5 Time-averaged trace lines on the surface of the body
showing the vortices on the lateral side and underneath the
body. View of the front of the body from below and the lateral
side.

Fig. 6 Time-averaged trace lines on the surface of the body.
Zoom of region E in Fig. 5 showing one stable Nfsd and one
unstable node Nfsu, saddle point Sfsd and focus Ffdl.

Fig. 7 The isosurface of the instantaneous second invariant of
the velocity gradient, Q=4000, around the lower lateral edge. Ti
are the instantaneous structures that average to become the
time-averaged vortex in Fig. 9. M indicates the approximate po-
sition of merging of � vortices on the lateral side with the Ti
structures. View of the body from below and the lateral side.
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collides in saddle points �not shown here�.
The lower side of the body displays the separated region B

which is divided into three parts �see Fig. 5�. We have found that
both the negative bifurcation line, NBLlf �separation�, and the
positive bifurcation line, PBLlf �reattachment�, stretch only one-
third of the width from each lateral edge �see Fig. 5�. It was
difficult to identify the bifurcation lines in the middle one-third of
the width of the body. As seen in �6�, separation region B is much
thinner than regions R and L on the roof and the lateral sides,
respectively.

We shall now consider the flow around one of the lower front
corners �E in Fig. 5� shown in Fig. 6. The time-averaged separa-
tion region on the lateral side extends from the upper to the lower
corners of the lateral side in Fig. 3. �all the way from focus Ffsl in
Fig. 4 to the stable node Nfsd in Fig. 6�. One saddle point, Sfsd
�Fig. 6�, was found on the NBLsf close to node Nfsd. The unstable
node, Nfsu, appears as we move downstream on the lateral side of
the body. Figure 6 indicates that the surface flow is redistributed
in Nfsu in all four directions in a spiral shape.

Let us now return to the flow close to the leading edge of the
bottom side of the body �see Figs. 5 and 6�. As mentioned earlier
the flow separates on the bottom edge. The upstream flow that
reaches the bottom side of the body closest to the lateral edge is
deflected toward that edge and feeds the longitudinal trailing vor-
tex stretching along edge St �see Fig. 6�. The rest of the surface
flow is attached on the surface for approximately one-tenth of the
width and separates close to stable focus Ffdl �see Fig. 6�. This
point indicates the singular point between the negative and posi-
tive bifurcation lines, NBLlf and PBLlf. We have found that the

origin of the vortex core of time-averaged vortex B is located in
this point �not shown here�. The vortex core of B was difficult to
identify in the middle one-third of the width of the body.

Krajnović and Davidson �5,11� studied the flow around a simi-
lar body and observed no separation at the leading lower edge. A
possible explanation of the change from attached flow in �5,11� to
separated flow in the present study is that the ground clearance,
c /H=0.17, in the present flow is larger than c /H=0.08 in �5,11�.
The larger ground clearance allows the flow to separate and then
reattach, forming coherent structures. Another possible explana-
tion is related to the spatial resolution used in �5,11�. We found
that the separating bubble B is very thin and was observed only in
the fine mesh LES �6�. Thus it is possible that a similar bubble
exists in the flow in �5,11� but was not detected owing to rela-
tively insufficient resolution.

3.3 Longitudinal Vortices Along the Body. Boundary layers
are formed both on the stationary floor and the underbody of the
car model. These decelerate the fluid and, to satisfy continuity, the
fluid, instead of accelerating in the center region between the floor
and the underbody, spreads outward to the lateral sides and forms
the coherent structures, Ti, in Fig. 7 that average into the longitu-
dinal vortex in Fig. 9.

This time-averaged longitudinal vortex initially grows in diam-
eter along the lateral edge, St, in the downstream direction. Then,
downstream of approximately x=−1.5H, it has a constant diam-
eter for the main part of the body length �see Fig. 9�. The core of
the vortex in Fig. 9 keeps the initial position in the x-y plane along
and behind the body. Some longitudinal structures �LS� were ob-
served above the floor �see Fig. 9�b��. It is not clear whether these
were caused by the stationary floor or whether they are a result of
insufficient averaging time.

3.4 Rear Slanted Surface of the Body. This section de-
scribes the part of the flow that has the greatest influence on the
aerodynamics of the body, i.e., the flow on the slanted surface.
The instantaneous flow structures are described first. This is fol-
lowed by a presentation of the picture of the resulting time-
averaged flow.

3.4.1 Instantaneous Flow on the Rear Slanted Surface. The
fluid separates at the sharp edge �Ss in Fig. 10�a�� between the
roof surface and the slanted rear surface. Elongated coherent
structures that extend in the spanwise direction are formed as a
result of this separation. The axes of these structures are parallel
with the edge along the middle part of the edge. The vortices that

Fig. 8 Time-averaged trace lines on the surface of the body.
Zoom of region D in Fig. 3 showing saddle point Sfsl.

Fig. 9 Time-averaged streamline projected onto planes: „a… x=−2.08H, „b… x=
−1.39H, „c… x=−0.69H, „d… x=0 „the plane of the rear vertical surface…, „e… x
=0.21H, and „f… x=0.38H. View from the front of the lower left edge of the body.
Note that z and y axes in the figure do not indicate the origin of the coordinate
system. The real y=0 is at the position of the symmetry plane of the body. Flow is
from the observer into the plane.
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are born close to the end of the edge are tilted so that they travel
toward the center of the slanted surface. When the spanwise vor-
tices are convected downstream, they merge with each other to
form slightly larger vortices such as �1 in Fig. 10�a�. The next
step in their development is further merging and becoming larger,
such as �1 in Fig. 10�b�, before their tip is lifted from the surface
and forms hairpin-like vortices �see �1 in Fig. 10�c��. Their life as
hairpin vortices with both legs attached on the slanted surface
�such as �2 in Fig. 10�a�� is short. One of their legs separates from
the surface or is simply broken, such as in �2 in Fig. 10�b�. Fi-
nally, close to the reattachment around the half length of the
slanted surface, the other leg of the vortex is destroyed �see �2 in
Fig. 10�c�� and only a small part continues downstream and pos-
sibly enters the wake region. Vortices traveling downstream are
colored white and those traveling upstream are colored black. As
we can see, the recirculation region contains chiefly vortices that
travel downstream �see Fig. 10�. They are much stronger than the
black-colored vortices close to the surface, which are traveling
upstream.

The flow coming from the lateral side up over the slanted lat-
eral edge �Sl in Fig. 10�a�� at high velocity separates, which re-
sults in a pressure suction peak along the edge. This takes place on

two levels. One thin cone-like vortex, Tr1, is formed close to the
slanted edge with a larger vortex, Tr3, around it �see Fig. 11�.
These vortices are reminiscent of a gearwheel mechanism al-
though they do not actually drive each other. The rotational move-
ment of the mantle of vortex Tr3 �gearwheel number three� starts
as the shear layer on the slanted edge, Sl, follows the conical path,
and ends on the slanted surface �see Fig. 11�b��. When the mantle
again leaves the surface to continue counter-clockwise rotation, it
draws the neighboring fluid particles in the upward direction �see
the sketch in Fig. 11�b��. On the other side of vortex Tr2, vortex
Tr1 �gearwheel number one� reattaches on the slanted surface,
drawing its neighboring fluid particles down toward the surface.
These two mechanisms produce the third cone-like vortex, Tr2
�gearwheel number two�, with a clockwise direction of rotation
�see Fig. 11�. Only two of these vortices �i.e., Tr2 and Tr3� were
observed in previous studies by Ahmed et al. �1� and Spohn and
Gilleron �3�.

The motion of the fluid from the lateral side to the slanted
surface that is involved in the formation of “gearwheel” vortices
can be observed upstream of the separation edge, Ss �see vortex
Tr3 in Fig. 10�. One of these time-averaged vortices is shown in
Fig. 12. We found that these vortices stretch upstream to approxi-
mately x=−1.56H. A similar motion of fluid from the lateral side
to the roof �over the upper lateral edge� was observed in the in-
stantaneous flow in �3� at position x=−0.768H. Note that x=0 and
z=0 are the positions of the rear vertical surface of the body and

Fig. 10 The isosurface of the instantaneous second invariant
of the velocity gradient, Q=6500. The time difference between
two pictures is tU� /H=0.055. Flow is from left to right and the
view is from the lateral side and above the body. The sharp
edge between the roof and the slanted surface is denoted by Ss
and the slanted lateral edge is denoted by Sl. Vortices are col-
ored by the streamwise velocity. The white vortices are travel-
ing downstream and the black vortices are traveling upstream.

Fig. 11 „a… The isosurface of the instantaneous second invari-
ant of the velocity gradient, Q=6500. View is from behind and
the lateral side of the right slanted edge. Note that only core
parts of the cone vortices are shown. The cone vortices are
colored by the vorticity component in the streamwise direction
�x. Vortices colored with black and white have clockwise and
counter-clockwise directions of rotation, respectively. „b… Sche-
matic representation of the mantles of vortices Tr1, Tr2, and Tr3
seen from behind the body. The positions of NBLbl and PBLbl
near the opposite lateral side are also shown in Fig. 16„b….

Fig. 12 Time-averaged streamlines and velocity vectors pro-
jected onto plane x=−0.8H. View from the front of the upper left
lateral edge. Flow is from the observer into the plane. Note that
z=0 is the ground plane and that the z and y axes in the figure
do not indicate the origin of the coordinate system. The real x
=0 and y=0 are at the position of the rear vertical surface and
the symmetry plane of the body, respectively.
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the ground of the wind tunnel, respectively.
Let us now return to the spanwise vortices close to the upper

corners of the slanted surface �such as �3 in Fig. 10�. As already
mentioned, their axes are tilted with respect to edge Ss. This be-
havior is caused by the cone-like shape of vortex Tr3. As it propa-
gates downstream, it grows in diameter, pushing the � vortices
away from the slanted edge, Sl. The resulting orientation of the �
vortices closest to the Tr3 is toward the center of the slanted sur-
face.

3.4.2 Time-Averaged Flow on the Rear Slanted Surface. Engi-
neers’ interest is often limited to time-averaged quantities such as
mean lift and drag forces, which consist mainly of the pressure
contributions from the rear of the body. Besides the indication of
the low pressure regions on the surface of the body, the time-
averaged structure tell us about the vortex-induced mean aerody-
namic forces. One good example is cone-like vortices on the rear
window of some cars that cause vortex-induced drag and lift. �As
we will see later in the text such vortices are formed on the
slanted surface of the vehicle studied in this paper.� Other issues,
such as regions of accumulation of dirt and water, can also be
addressed studying the time-averaged picture of the flow. These
are only some examples of where knowledge of the time-averaged
flow is helpful in the vehicle design process.

In the following sections we present the time-averaged flow
around the rear of the body, keeping in mind that the real flow is
very time dependent and that the time-averaged picture only gives
a measure of the flow that is interesting in terms of design.

When the instantaneous structures on the slanted surface de-
scribed above are averaged, they form the flow structures that are
indicated by surface patterns shown in Fig. 13. We describe these
structures in the following text and explain their meaning.

The largest imprint on the slanted surface stretches from edge
Ss and the positive bifurcation line, PBLbc �see Fig. 13�. A more
detailed picture of the fluid motion on the surface in the region
between edge Ss and PBLbc can be seen in Fig. 14. The fluid
separates along NBLbm and reattach at the position of PBLbu �see
Figs. 14�a� and 14�b��. From PBLbu the fluid particles move
downstream toward the NBLbm and upstream toward edge Ss �see
Figs. 14�a� and 14�b��. On both sides of PBLbu, the flow direction
is parallel with the x axes close to the center plane, y=0 �see Figs.
14�a� and 14�b��, and changes its direction to a more spanwise one
�i.e., in the y direction� away from the center plane �see the left
side of Fig. 14�a��. The mirror symmetry of the flow around plane
y=0 on the NBLbm results in one critical point in the saddle point,
Sbco, in Fig. 14�b�. Downstream of the NBLbm the flow moves
from the PBLbc in Figs. 13 and 14�c�. The two parts of the PBLbc
meet in the very unsteady flow region in Fig. 14�c�. We expected

a saddle point here similar to those on the front part of the body
�for example Sfsl in Fig. 8�. No critical point was found here
because the flow has not fully converged owing to very unsteady
flow around the reattachment �see Fig. 14�c��, although we aver-
aged over a very long time period �110,000 time steps correspond-
ing to time tU� /H=38.2�. This highly unsteady separation can
also be observed in the oil-film visualization in �2� and in the
visualization of the instantaneous flow in �3�. Spohn and Gillieron
�3� suggested that the unsteadiness in this flow region is caused by
oscillations of the trailing vortices themselves and their interac-
tions with vortices shed from the front. We found the trailing
vortices to be relatively steady, with their cores remaining at ap-
proximately the same position for a long period of time. It is more
likely that the interaction between � vortices is the reason for the
high levels of unsteadiness at the lower part of the slanted surface.
As the � vortices traveling in the streamwise direction �such as �1
and �2 in Fig. 10� approach the region of the reattachment, they
break up �as described above� and meet the � vortices coming
from the upstream corners �such as �3 in Fig. 10�. These meetings
result in a large number of collisions which together with the
break-up of vortices such as �1 and �2 make this region of the

Fig. 13 Time-averaged trace lines on the rear slanted surface
of the body. View of the lateral, slanted, and rear vertical faces
of the body.

Fig. 14 Time-averaged trace lines on the surface of the body.
„a… Zoom of the patterns in Fig. 13 showing NBLbu and NBLbm.
„b… Zoom of the patterns in Fig. 13 showing saddle point Sbco.
„c… Zoom of the unsteady reattachment in Fig. 13. Coordinates
„x /H ,y /H… are given for lower left and upper right corners in all
three figures. The lateral sides are located at y= ±0.675H.
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flow very unsteady. Thus we believe that the unsteady character of
the flow in the lower part of the slant is not a direct consequence
of the trailing vortices. It is rather the result of their indirect in-
fluence on the �3 vortices, making them change their paths �as
previously mentioned� and interacting with the �1 and �2 vortices.

The information from Fig. 14 is not sufficient to allow conclu-
sions to be drawn about the time-averaged structures above the
slanted surface. The imprints of the vortices in Fig. 14 could for
example be interpreted as the traces of one vortex between edge Ss

and the PBLbu �rotating with positive vorticity �y
+�, one vortex

between the NBLbm and the PBLbu �rotating with negative vortic-
ity �y

−� and one vortex between the NBLbm and the unsteady re-
gion of PBLbc in Fig. 14�c� �rotating with positive vorticity �y

+�.
Let us now consider the flow picture in the symmetry plane, y
=0, in Fig. 15. We see that the main part of this region is domi-
nated by the large vortex VSL in Fig. 15�a�, which has a positive
direction of rotation �y

+ and stretches between spanwise edge Ss
and some position upstream of the unsteady region in the middle
of PBLbc �see Fig. 15�a��. In the upper part of the slant �see Fig.
15�b��, we find vortex Vs1, which rotates in the negative direction
��y

−� and is located below vortex VSL and between PBLbu and
NBLbm. It was found that this vortex extends at least out to y
= ±0.625H in the spanwise direction. It is worth mentioning that
the flow is very unsteady at the position of Vs1 and a very long
time is required to average it. The unsteady flow just above the

unsteady reattachment in PBLbc appears to form the vortex struc-
ture Vs2 �see Fig. 15�c��. This is not a real vortex but a result of
highly unsteady flow in this region and disappears as we move
from the symmetry plane toward lateral edge Sl. Similar unsteady
reattachment was observed in the experiments by Lienhart and
Becker �2�.

The positive and negative bifurcation lines, PBLbc and NBLbm,
meet close to the slanted edge, Sl �see Fig. 16�a��. The direction of
the fluid around these lines results in a critical point in the form of
a stable focus, Pb. Such a focus was also found in the experiments
of Spohn and Gillieron �3�. This focus is the origin of the vortex
core of vortex VSL �see Fig. 15�a�� that stretches to the mirror
focus on the other side of plane y=0.

3.4.3 Time-Averaged Cone-like Trailing Vortices. Figure 16�b�
shows the existence of the negative bifurcation line, NBLbl, and
the positive bifurcation line, PBLbl, close to the slanted edge, Sl.
Instantaneous vortices Tr1, Tr2, and Tr3 �see Fig. 11� average to
three time-averaged vortices that are located around these bifur-
cation lines. Figure 17 shows these vortices above the imprints in
Fig. 16 �thus the mirror side of that shown in Fig. 11�. The mecha-
nism of feeding the chief trailing vortex, T3l, with the upstream
flow is illustrated in Fig. 17�a�. The streamlines, STRl, that come
parallel with the streamwise direction of the flow are first de-
flected upward toward the lateral slanted edge, Sl, and then sucked
in above the slanted surface. Further downstream they continue to
roll around the vortex core of vortex T3l �see Fig. 17�a��. The
upward deflection of the lateral flow toward the lateral slanted
edge can also be observed in Fig. 13 �here in the pattern of the
trace lines on the surface of the lateral side of the body that are
deflected toward the slanted edge, Sl�. Similar to the instantaneous
vortices, the time-averaged ones have direction of rotation similar
to three gearwheels placed in tandem �see Fig. 17�b��.

The process of formation of vortex VSL can be followed in Fig.

Fig. 15 „a… Time-averaged streamlines and velocity vectors
projected onto symmetry plane y=0 showing the flow above
the slanted surface. The velocity vectors are extrapolated and
plotted on coarser grid than that used in the simulation to make
the direction of the flow visible. „b… Zoom A from „a…. „c… Zoom
B from „a…. The direction of rotation of vortices is indicated by
the vorticity component in the y direction „i.e., �y

+ and �y
− are

positive and negative vorticity components, respectively….

Fig. 16 Time-averaged trace lines on the surface of the body.
„a… Zoom of the patterns in Fig. 13 showing the stable focus, Pb.
„b… Zoom of the patterns in Fig. 13 showing the negative and
positive bifurcation lines, NBLbl and PBLbl, respectively. Coor-
dinates „x /H ,y /H… are given for lower left and upper right cor-
ners in both figures. NBLbl and PBLbl are also shown in Fig.
11„b….
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17�a�. The streamlines coming from above the roof of the body
are pulled in toward the low pressure recirculating region rolling
in spiral motion around vortex core CSL �see Fig. 17�a��.

Let us now consider the flow close to the downstream corners
of the slanted surface shown in Fig. 18. Two stable nodes, Nbl and
Nbr, are formed close to the lower corners of the slanted surface
�see Fig. 18�. Located on the negative bifurcation lines, NBLbl and
NBLbr, these nodes attract most of the surface flow that is located
under vortices T2l, T2r and T3l, T3r �see Fig. 17�. The flow between
vortices T1l, T1r and T2l, T2r splits in saddle points Sbl and Sbr.
Although the instantaneous flow in the region between Sbl �Sbr�
and Nbl �Nbr� changes direction between downstream and up-
stream, the upstream motion prevails �see the time-averaged flow
in Fig. 18�.

3.5 Near-Wake Flow. The previous work of Ahmed et al. �1�
suggested that the near-wake flow contains two horseshoe vortices
situated one above the other with their legs stretching in the
streamwise direction. This section presents the survey of this flow
region from our LES results. The assumptions of Ahmed et al. �1�
about the flow structures in the near wake will be investigated and
a new, revised picture of this flow will be established.

We have used two visualization techniques to investigate this
part of the flow. The first technique uses vortex cores and projec-
tions of the streamlines on planes across the wake in all three
directions. Five such planes are shown in Fig. 19�a�. Planes y
=0 and y=0.521H in this figure show the existence of two vorti-
ces, Uh and Ul, one above the other. As we move toward the
lateral side �from y=0 to y=0.521H�, the core of the upper vortex,
Uh, moves in the positive z direction �see vortex core in Fig.
19�a��. The legs of Uh are bent in the streamwise direction at
approximately y= ±0.53H and stretch in the streamwise direction
�see planes x=0.347H, x=0.868H and x=1.389H in Fig. 19�a��.
The core of the lower vortex, Ul, keeps approximately the same
height with respect to the floor �approximately z=0.07H�. It bends
at y= ±0.6H and two legs are formed that extend in the positive

z-direction. Figure 19�a� shows that cone-like vortex T3l and the
upper vortex, Uh, both move downstream in the near wake but
that the lower vortex, Ul, does not �see planes x=0.347H, 0.868H,
and x=1.389H�. However, we have found that this vortex moves
in the positive z direction �not shown in this figure�. Moving in the
positive z direction, the focus of vortex Ul moves toward the body.

The technique of low pressure isosurfaces and the vortex cores
is used in Fig. 19�b� to visualize the time-averaged vortices
around the rear part of the body. From the description of horse-
shoe vortices Uh and Ul found above, it is clear that they are very
curved between their tips and legs. As mentioned in Sec. 2, the
algorithm used for the calculation of vortex cores has a linear
implementation and thus has difficulty finding the cores of curved
vortices. This is probably the reason why both cores of the curva-
tures between the tip and legs of vortex Uh and one �the left one�
of vortex Ul are missing in Fig. 19�b�. We also mentioned in Sec.
2 that the eigenvalue analysis algorithm may produce incorrect
results when the flow contains several vortices close to each other.
Here we have two vortices of approximately the same strength,
and their cores appear to merge into one ring-like vortex core in
Fig. 19�b�. Although these two vortices interact with each other, as
we have seen above, they exist as two separate vortices. Another
explanation of the discontinuous vortex cores and slightly false
picture of the vortex cores in Fig. 19�b� can be that the flow has
not completely converged in time.

Ahmed et al. �1� studied these structures and concluded, in
agreement with our observations, that the vortex tips of Uh and Ul
are approximately parallel with the base surface of the body. They
found the streamwise extension of the legs of vortex Uh and con-
cluded that these merge with the trailing cone-like vortices T3l and
T3r. Our results confirm their findings �see Fig. 19�a��. As vortex
T3l weakens in strength and appears to vanish downstream of
position x=0.57H, the Uh vortex continues its extension after that

Fig. 17 „a… Vortex cores of the time-averaged vortices
wrapped in the streamlines that are generated using vortex
cores as a source. Time-averaged trace lines are shown on the
surface. View from behind the body. „b… Zoom of „a…. „Note that
streamlines STRl are removed in this zoom for clarity.…

Fig. 18 Time-averaged trace lines on the surface of the body.
Zoom of the flow structures from Fig. 13 showing „a… the lower
left corner of the slanted surface and „b… the lower right corner
of the slanted surface. Coordinates „x /H ,y /H… are given for
lower left and upper right corners in both figures.
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position and grows in diameter. Cone-like vortices T3l and T3r
probably enter the horseshoe vortex, Uh, somewhere downstream
of x=0.57H.

A schematic representation of the time-averaged flow structures
shown in Fig. 19�c� summarizes the vortices around the rear of the
body. Only half of the Uh and Ul vortices in the positive and
negative y directions, respectively, are shown in this figure for the
sake of clarity. As shown in this sketch, the downstream extension
of the Ul vortex assumed in the work of Ahmed et al. �1� is
probably incorrect and it is here revised with a somewhat odd
extension of this vortex in the positive z-direction. It is possible
that vortex Ul interacts with the longitudinal vortices Tdl and Tdr.
However, already along the body the vortices Tdl and Tdr are weak

compared to the cone-like vortices T3l and T3r. Their strength
downstream the body is even smaller �see Fig. 9� and their influ-
ence on the vortex Ul is probably negligible �note that the size of
the vortices and in particular of Tdl in Fig. 19 are not drawn to
scale�.

4 Conclusions and Relevance of the Results
Results of large eddy simulations in conjunction with visualiza-

tion tools are used to establish complete pictures of both the in-
stantaneous and the time-averaged flows around an Ahmed body
with a rear slant angle of 25°. The flow contains a large variety of
time and length scales that interact with each other, making the
flow extremely complex. Among the instantaneous coherent struc-
tures found in the flow, two structures distinguish themselves,
cone-like vortices along the rear slanted edges and hairpin-like
vortices in the regions of separated flows on the front and the rear
slanted surface of the body. Both the time and the length scales of
these two structures differ. While the cone-like vortices are of the
size of the body and are relatively steady, the hairpin-like vortices
are very small structures that change in shape over a short period
of time.

Our detailed study has not only presented the unknown instan-
taneous flow around the Ahmed body but also enriched our
knowledge of the time-averaged flow. For example, it has been
found that the flow on the rear slanted surface contains three pairs
of cone-like vortices as compared to only two pairs known from
previous experimental studies. The inaccurate position of the
horseshoe vortices, assumed in the experiments of Ahmed et al.
�1� to be located one above the other in the wake with their legs
stretching in the streamwise direction, was corrected here. Flow
around the front of the body is presented for the first time, show-
ing rich flow patterns on all four sides of the body.

Although a very detailed picture of the flow is presented in this
paper, it is important to reflect on the relevance of the information
provided here. Information on flows around ground vehicle bodies
has previously been limited to the time-averaged flow �such as in
�1��. We have tried in this paper to provide both the instantaneous
and time-averaged representation of the flow. It has been difficult
to find some sense and structure in some parts of the instantaneous
flow, and more results from the time-averaged flow are reported in
the present paper. The time-averaged flow structures are more
smooth than the instantaneous ones and are easier to analyze. We
are used to seeing time-averaged structures in textbooks and can
relatively easily identify them. Previous knowledge about instan-
taneous flow structures around the body studied in the present
work was very poor and was gathered from only a few experi-
mental studies that chiefly present flow visualizations at low Rey-
nolds numbers. The present paper gives a description of a large
part of this instantaneous flow.

Much of the influences on the aerodynamics of the vehicle,
such as directional stability and wind noise, can only be under-
stood if the instantaneous flow can be accurately represented. If
the real flow is very time dependent and is never coincident with
the time-averaged flow, what is the meaning of the time-averaged
flow? The time-averaged vortices on the surface of the body tell
us about the parts of the body that are affected by large pressure
forces that cause aerodynamic forces and moments. The time-
averaged streamlines on the surface expose the regions where wa-
ter and dirt accumulate over a long period of time. The time-
averaged coherent structures around the body give an explanation
of the vortex-induced mean drag and lift forces. However, if we
want to study the processes of vortex interaction that cause the
change in aerodynamic forces, for example, we must study the
instantaneous flow.

Some parts of the time-averaged flow studied in the present
paper, such as flow above the slanted surface �apart from the
cone-like vortices�, are completely different from their instanta-
neous counterparts. Another example is the time-averaged wake
flow containing horseshoe vortices Uh and Ul, where the corre-

Fig. 19 Time-averaged near-wake flow. „a… Time-averaged
streamlines projected onto planes „from left to right in
the figure…: x=1.389H „−0.675HÏyÏ0, 0.174HÏzÏ0.833H…,
x=0.868H „−0.675HÏyÏ−0.278H, 0.174HÏzÏ0.833H…, x
=0.347H „−0.675HÏyÏ−0.382H, 0.174HÏyÏ1.042H…, y=0
„−0.59HÏxÏ0, 0.174HÏzÏ0.833H… and y=0.521H „−0.59HÏx
Ï0, 0.174HÏzÏ0.833H…. „b… Isosurfaces of the static pressure,
p=−0.16 and p=−0.19. Lh

l and Lh
r are cores of the legs of vortex

Uh. „b… Schematic representation of the time-averaged wake
flow. Note that only half of the horseshoe vortices Ul and Uh for
yÏ0 and yÐ0, respectively, are shown.
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sponding instantaneous flow contains only smaller irregular struc-
tures that change over time. The relevance of the time-averaged
flow in such regions for the aerodynamic properties of the vehicle
is probably very small.
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DNS of Drag-Reducing
Turbulent Channel Flow
With Coexisting Newtonian
and Non-Newtonian Fluid
In the present study, we numerically investigated drag-reducing turbulent channel flows
by surfactant additives. Surfactant additives were assumed to be uniformly distributed in
the entire flow region by turbulent convection and diffusion, etc., but it was assumed that
the shear-induced structure (SIS) (network of rod-like micelles) could form either in the
region next to the walls or in the center region of the channel, making the fluid viscoelas-
tic. In other regions surfactant additives were assumed to be incapable of building a
network structure, and to exist in the form of molecules or micelles that do not affect the
Newtonian properties of the fluid. With these assumptions, we studied the drag-reducing
phenomenon with coexisting Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. From the study we
identified the effectiveness of the network structures at different flow regions, and showed
that the phenomenon of drag-reduction (DR) by surfactant additives is not only closely
associated with the reduction of Reynolds shear stress but also related to the induced
viscoelastic shear stress. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2012500�

Introduction
It is well known that surfactant additives are good drag reducers

with long-term action, and can be applied to district heating and
cooling systems. The mechanism of drag reduction by surfactant
additives is still not well understood, but it is generally accepted
that drag-reduction is associated with the network structures in the
surfactant solution �1�. These network structures show elasticity,
prevent the generation of turbulence, and thus reduce frictional
drag. Recently we carried out a direct numerical simulation �DNS�
study to quantitatively study the mechanism of drag reduction. By
using viscoelastic Giesekus constitutive equations to model the
interaction between the network structures and solvent �water�, we
successfully reproduced many features observed in the experi-
ments such as a wider buffer layer and decrease of Reynolds shear
stress �2�. However, our previous DNS study had certain limita-
tions: �1� the network structures were assumed to exist in the
entire flow region and the fluid was non-Newtonian in the whole
computational domain. However, experiments show that the net-
work structures are sensitive to shear stress and temperature; for
example, high temperature and a high shear rate can destroy the
network structures. The recent experiment of our research group
�3� shows the profile of the Reynolds shear stress displays a two-
layer structure, which can be explained by the different states of
surfactant additives due to the local shear stress and supports that
the network structure region and non-network structure region
may coexist. �2� Since we assumed the fluid was non-Newtonian
in the whole computational domain, the effectiveness of the net-
work structures in reducing frictional drag at different layers was
not isolated.

In the present study, we investigated turbulent channel flow
with coexisting Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids in order to
identify the effectiveness of the network structures at different
flow layers. The prediction of the limiting condition of the net-
work structure is extremely important in practice, such as design-
ing a flow system using the DR additives. Once the function of the

network structures is clearly understood, some methods can be
proposed to control the turbulence by controlling the network
structures through adjusting the concentration, temperature, and
shear rate distribution in the surfactant solution. Another purpose
of this study was to better reproduce some phenomena observed in
practical problems that were not found in our previous DNS study.

Modeling of Flow
A bilayer model for flow with Newtonian and non-Newtonian

fluid coexistence is proposed. The flow to be studied was a fully
developed channel flow. Two types of fluid motion, flow A and
flow B shown in Fig. 1, were studied, where Newtonian and non-
Newtonian fluids separately flow at different layers with the inter-
face between them being parallel to the walls. In flow A, the
network structures exist at the center region of the channel,
whereas in flow B they exist at the near-wall region. By moving
the interface position, it is possible to study how the network
structures reduce frictional drag at different flow layers. For flow
A, we did four calculations with non-Newtonian fluid thicknesses
of 2�0h, 2�0.4h, 2�0.6h, and 2�0.9h. For flow B, we carried
out three computations with non-Newtonian fluid thicknesses of
2�0.2h, 2�0.4h, and 2�h. The first case of flow A is Newton-
ian fluid and the last case of flow B is non-Newtonian fluid. For
all the other cases, Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids coexist.

It should be pointed out that the shear-stress and temperature-
dependent network structures evolve in time, and the interface
shape in Fig. 1 should be irregular and dynamic. For simplicity we
proposed the bilayer structures to model the complicated inhomo-
geneous distributions of additives in the flow. This model can be
used to predict the behavior of the DR rate versus the Reynolds
number, as shown later. The model is also usable to analyze the
additive inject cases, for example, we can evaluate the DR perfor-
mance by injecting surfactant additives surround a ship hull.

Governing Equations
The dimensionless governing equations for fully developed tur-

bulent channel flow with a Giesekus model can be written as:
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It is seen compared to Newtonian fluid in the momentum equa-
tion �Eq. �2��, there is an extra term associated with the interaction
of the network structure with the solvent. Equation �3� is the
Giesekus constitutive equation to calculate the conformation ten-
sor of the network structure.

Calculations were performed with parameters Re�=125, We�

=25, �=0.001, and �=0.1 in the non-Newtonian fluid region and
Re�=125 in the Newtonian fluid region. A computational box
3h�2h�2h in the x, y, and z directions was chosen for simula-
tion and the computational domain in wall units was 375�250
�250 �x�y�z�. A grid system of 64�78�64 �in x, y, and z�
meshes was adopted. Nonuniform grids in the wall-normal direc-
tion were used with grids clustered in the near-wall region and at
the interface region. Grid-spacing �y+ ranged from around 0.3
next to the wall to 6 in the center. Uniform grids were used in the
x and z directions and the corresponding grid spacings were �x+

=5.86 and �z+=3.9, respectively. The periodic boundary condi-
tions were imposed in both the streamwise �x� and spanwise �z�
directions, while the nonslip condition was adopted for the top
and bottom walls. The numerical method used here was a
fractional-step method. A dimensionless time step 2�10−4 was
used. The Adams-Bashforth scheme was used for time advance-
ment and a second-order faithful finite difference scheme of Yu et
al. �4� was used to enhance the numerical stability. The grid and
time-step resolution used in the present study was shown to be
adequate in Yu et al. �4�. At the interface of the Newtonian and
non-Newtonian fluid regions, the following shear stress and nor-
mal stress balance equations were satisfied:

��u+/�y*�N = ��u+/�y*�NN + � Re� cxy
+ /We� �4�

��w+/�y*�N = ��w+/�y*�NN + � Re� cyz
+ /We� �5�

��v+/�y*�N = ��v+/�y*�NN + � Re��cyy
+ − 1�/We� �6�

Results and Discussions
The drag-reduction rate was defined as the reduction of the

friction factor with respect to Newtonian fluid at equal mean Rey-
nolds number Reb,

DR % =
fD − f

fD � 100 % . �7�

fD was evaluated by Dean’s equation �5�. Table 1 shows the cal-
culated frictional factor f , evaluated frictional factor fD, and drag-
reduction rate. It is seen that for Newtonian fluid, the calculated
frictional factor agrees quite well with Dean’s correlation. It is
also seen that there is no drag reduction for flow A�2� and a largest
drag-reduction rate for flow B�3�. For flow A�3�, a small drag-
reduction rate of around 4% is obtained. Flow A�2� and flow A�3�
show that the network structures are not effective in reducing
frictional drag in the bulk flow region, especially in the center of
the channel. In flow B�1�, the non-Newtonian fluid region is 20%
of the entire flow region, and a drag-reduction rate of about 9% is
obtained. In flow B�2� the non-Newtonian fluid region is 40% of
the entire flow region and the drag-reduction rate approaches that
in flow B�3�. Flow B�1� and flow B�2� indicate that the network
structures are most effective at the region near the wall. By com-
paring flow A�4� and flow B�3�, it is seen in flow A�4� that the
network structures cover most of the fluid region except the vis-
cous sublayer �0�y+�5� and a small part of the buffer layer �5
�y+�12.5�, but its drag-reduction ability is 25% less than that of
flow B�3�. In addition, the non-Newtonian fluid region of A�4� is
2.25 times as large as that of flow B�2�, but it has a smaller
drag-reduction rate. All these findings support the hypothesis of
Lumley �6,7� that the primary action of additives takes place in
the buffer layer. The local fractional contribution to DR in Fig. 2
shows more clearly that additives are important in the near-wall
region. There are some discrepancies in the contributions in flow
A and flow B, which must come from the nonlinear characteristics
of the governing equations. This indicates that fluid dynamics
with Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid is complex and the con-
tribution cannot be simply superposed.

Figure 3 shows the mean velocity profiles. For both flow A and
flow B, as the drag-reduction rate increases, the velocity profile
upshifts in the logarithmic region and the buffer layer becomes
larger, which agrees with the experimental result �Reischman and
Tiederman �8� and Yu et al. �2��. The velocity profile of flow A�2�
almost collapses to that of flow A�1� in the viscous sublayer and
buffer layer, but differs from flow A�1� in the center region of the
channel. This indicates that though the network structures in the
bulk flow region are not effective in reducing frictional drag, they

Fig. 1 Bilayer model of flows with Newtonian and non-
Newtonian fluid coexistence. The gray color represents non-
Newtonian fluid and the white color represents Newtonian fluid.
The thickness of the non-Newtonian region is � for flow A in the
center region, and � /2 in the near-wall region for flow B.

Table 1 Reynolds number, friction factor and DR rate

� Reb f fD DR %

Flow A�1� 2�0h 3653 0.009 36 0.009 39 0%
Flow A�2� 2�0.4h 3651 0.009 37 0.009 39 0%
Flow A�3� 2�0.6h 3726 0.009 00 0.009 34 3.63%
Flow A�4� 2�0.9h 4071 0.007 54 0.009 14 17.5%
Flow B�1� 2�0.2h 3848 0.008 44 0.009 27 8.94%
Flow B�2� 2�0.4h 4175 0.007 17 0.009 08 21.0%
Flow B�3� 2�h 4263 0.006 88 0.009 03 23.9%
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do interact with the solvent. The velocity profile of flow B�2� is
almost the same as that of flow B�3� up to y+=40. The network
structures in flow B�2� exist up to y+=50, but in the region next to
the interface from y+=40 to y+=50, the velocity values are
smaller than those of flow B�3�. This means the effect of Newton-
ian fluid penetrates to the non-Newtonian region.

The root-mean-square velocity fluctuations are compared in
Figs. 4–6. Generally, the peak value positions of urms shift to the
bulk flow region for drag-reduction cases. For drag-reduction
cases, urms is larger than that of the solvent except flow B�1�. For
flows A�2� and A�3�, 	rms and wrms decrease in the center region.
For flows B�1� and B�2�, 	rms and wrms decrease in the near-wall
region. Flows B�1� and B�2� have a larger drag-reduction rate,
which means that larger drag reduction is associated with the sup-
pression of cross-flow in the near-wall region. In general, the

smaller 	rms and wrms in the near-wall region, the larger the drag-
reduction rate. In flow B�3�, 	rms and wrms are appreciably sup-
pressed in both the near-wall region and the center region and the
largest drag-reduction rate was obtained.

The total shear stress can be used as an indicator of whether the
calculation has reached a statistically steady state. When a steady
state is reached, the following balance equation is satisfied:

�total = 1 −
y+

Re�

= − u�+v�+ +
�U+

�y+ + �
Cxy

+

We�

. �8�

The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. �8� is the mean vis-
coelastic stress due to the elasticity of the network structures.
Statistically steady states have been confirmed for all the calcula-

Fig. 2 Local fractional contribution to the drag-reduction rate

Fig. 3 Mean velocity profiles

Fig. 4 The rms of streamwise velocity fluctuations

Fig. 5 The rms of wall-normal velocity fluctuations

Fig. 6 The rms of spanwise velocity fluctuations
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tions, as seen in Fig. 7. The jump of viscous shear stress at the
interface of the Newtonian fluid and non-Newtonian fluid regions
is clearly seen especially in flow A�4� and flow B�1�, which is due
to the induced viscoelastic shear stress in the non-Newtonian fluid
region. The abrupt change of viscous shear stress, which is not
seen in the experiments, is due to the crude assumption that the
interface between the Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid region
is fixed and parallel to the wall. Actually, shear-stress-dependent
network structure evolves with time, and the interface shape
should be irregular and dynamic.

The Reynolds shear stresses are compared in Fig. 8. Drag re-
duction is often explained by the decrease of Reynolds shear
stress. It is seen that in our calculations, the Reynolds shear stress
decreases for all the DR cases. However, flow A�4� has a larger

Reynolds shear stress than flow B�1�, but it also has a larger DR
rate. This is because in flow B�1�, though the Reynolds shear
stress is smaller, the viscoelastic shear stress is large in the near-
wall region, which increases frictional drag. The comparison of
Reynolds shear stress indicates that the DR rate is associated with,
but not proportional to, the decrease of Reynolds shear stress. The
decrease of Reynolds shear stress is only one important factor for
achieving a large DR rate. Equation �8� shows that frictional drag
is derived from three components: viscous shear stress, Reynolds
shear stress, and viscoelastic shear stress. An integration equation
for the friction factor can be obtained by applying two-fold inte-
gration �0

1�0
y dy* dy* to Eq. �8�, transforming multiple integration

to single integration as follows:

Fig. 7 Budget of shear stress
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This integration was first proposed by Fukagata et al. �9� �FIK
integration� to evaluate active turbulent control and we extend it
to drag-reducing flow by additives. The above equation shows that
the friction factor is decomposed into a viscous contribution,
which is identical to the laminar solution, the turbulence contri-
bution, and the viscoelastic contribution. The turbulence contribu-
tion and viscoelastic contribution are linear weighted integrations
with the weighted factor larger at the near-wall region. This indi-
cates that the decrease of Reynolds shear stress and the increase of
viscoelastic shear stress at the near-wall region have the largest
effect on the frictional factor. The smaller Reynolds shear stress
and smaller viscoelastic shear stress at the near-wall region can
result in a smaller friction factor. The network structures give rise
to viscoelastic shear stress that increases frictional drag, whereas a
decrease in Reynolds shear stress reduces frictional drag. When
the decrease effect is larger than the increase effect, DR occurs.
Table 2 shows the relative contributions of the three components
in Eq. �9� to frictional drag. In flow A�2�, the viscoelastic contri-
bution is negligible, which is due to the small values of viscoelas-
tic shear stress and the small weighted factor, and the viscous and
turbulence contributions are almost the same as those of Newton-
ian fluids. It is seen clearly that with the increase of the DR rate,
the viscous contribution becomes larger, indicating that the flow is
further laminarized. For all the DR cases, the turbulence contribu-
tion becomes smaller as compared to the Newtonian fluid case and
flow B�3� has the smallest turbulence contribution, but the drag-
reduction rate is not proportional to the decrease of turbulence
contribution. The turbulence contributions of flow A�4�, flow
B�1�, and flow B�2� are almost the same, but their DR rates differ
from each other. This is due to different viscoelastic contributions,
for example, flow B�1� has the largest viscoelastic contribution to

increase frictional drag; thus its drag-reducing ability is smallest.
The comparisons show that a large DR rate depends on not only
the decrease of Reynolds shear stress but also the viscoelastic
shear stress.

The integrated balance equations of mean kinetic energy, turbu-
lent kinetic energy, and elastic energy can be derived next:
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It is seen that the interaction of network structures with solvent
alters the energy transportation process. In the budget equations of
mean kinetic energy and turbulent kinetic energy, there are addi-
tional terms due to the interaction of the network structures and
solvent. The elastic energy equation shows that the stretching of
the network structures absorbs energy from the mean kinetic en-
ergy and turbulent kinetic energy, and then the relaxation of the
network structures releases the energy to elastic dissipation.

Table 3 lists elastic dissipations. It is seen that generally the
larger the elastic dissipation, the larger the drag-reduction rate.
But flow B�1� is an exception; it has a larger elastic dissipation
than flow A�4� and flow B�2�, but a smaller drag-reduction rate.
This is because in flow B�1�, most of the energy of the elastic
dissipation comes from mean kinetic energy and only a small
amount of energy comes from turbulent kinetic energy. Thus the
turbulence has not been effectively suppressed.

Finally, we use our present DNS results to explain the drag-
reduction and post drag-reduction phenomena. Figure 9 is a typi-
cal diagram of the DR rate versus Reynolds number. The figure is

Fig. 8 A comparison of Reynolds shear stresses

Table 2 Fractional contributions

DR % Vc Tc Ec

Flow A�1� 0% 34.5% 65.5% 0%
Flow A�2� 0% 34.7% 64.8% 0.453%
Flow A�3� 3.63% 35.2% 63.2% 1.56%
Flow A�4� 17.5% 37.7% 57.2% 5.14%
Flow B�1� 8.94% 36.6% 57.8% 5.62%
Flow B�2� 21.0% 38.4% 57.2% 4.39%
Flow B�3� 23.9% 39.9% 54.1% 5.97%

Table 3 Elastic dissipation

DR %
Elastic

dissipation

Flow A�1� 0% 0
Flow A�2� 0% 0.00544
Flow A�3� 3.63% 0.0110
Flow A�4� 17.5% 0.0180
Flow B�1� 8.94% 0.0210
Flow B�2� 21.0% 0.0203
Flow B�3� 23.9% 0.0285
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characterized by two regions, the DR region and the post-DR
region. In the DR region, the DR rate increases with the increase
of Reynolds number, whereas in the post-DR region, the drag-
reduction rate decreases. This phenomenon is well known for
additive-type flow. Berman and George �10� showed breaking of
the polymer molecules by flow occurs at sufficiently high strain
rates, with a consequence loss of the drag-reduction ability. For
surfactant additives the increase and then decrease of the DR rate
can be explained as follows. It is generally accepted that the net-
work structures are shear stress dependent. Above a critical shear
stress, some rod-like micelles in the surfactant solution begin to
connect to form network structures. With the increase of shear
stress, more rod-like micelles connect to form network structures.
At the DR region, the local effective shear stress at the wall region
�viscous shear stress plus Reynolds shear stress� is above the criti-
cal shear stress and at the center region is below the critical value,
so the network structures can form in the near-wall region; this
flow motion is similar to flow B. However, as the shear stress
increases larger than a second critical value, the network struc-
tures begin to be destroyed. In the post-DR region, the effective
shear stress at the near-wall region becomes relatively large, and
the network structures there begin to be destroyed. This flow mo-
tion can be modeled as flow A. By modeling the flow in the DR
region as flow B and flow in the post-DR region as flow A, the
increase and decrease tendency of the DR rate were qualitatively
reproduced, as shown in Table 1. In addition, we have some tur-
bulence statistics to support the drag-reducing flow at lower mean
velocity, and the network structures exist in the near-wall region
such as flow B�1�. Experiments show that at low Reynols number,
there is a lower velocity profile at the buffer layer, as compared to
Newtonian fluid �11�. As shown in Fig. 3, the velocity profile of
flow B�1� is lower than that of Newtonian fluid, in agreement with
the experiments. Experiments also show that at a low Reynolds
number, urms decreases as compared to Newtonian fluid �Schmidt
�12� and Yu et al. �2��. The urms of flow B�1� decreases, which also
agrees with the experiments, as shown in Fig. 4.

In the previous paragraph, we have explained that the viscous
shear stress and Reynolds shear stress �effective shear stress� can
help to form or destroy network structures dependent on their
magnitude. When the effective shear stress is larger than the sec-
ond critical value, which is equal to the viscous shear stress at the
wall of the maximum DR rate flow �flow B�3��, the network struc-
tures begin to be destroyed. However, in the present DNS�, the
interface of Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids was assumed
changeable at a fixed frictional Reynolds number. The effective
shear stresses �dimensional� at the interface in flows A�2�, A�3�,
and A�4� are less than the wall shear stress of flow B�3� with flow
A�2� smallest, but the network structures between the wall and the
interface were assumed to be destroyed. Therefore we can assume

there are three flows, flow A��2�, flow A��3�, and flow A��4�,
which have the same DR rate and shear stress budget as flows
A�2�, A�3�, and A�4�, respectively, but the sum of the dimensional
viscous shear stress and Reynolds shear stress at the interface of
the three flows are the same as that of the dimensional viscous
wall shear stress of flow B�3�. Based on this assumption we con-
vert the interface positions to corresponding higher Reynolds
numbers of flow A��2�, flow A��3�, flow A��4�, which are 1.23,
1.70, and 2.55 times as large as flow B�3�. The relationships be-
tween DR% /DR%max and Reb /Reb max �Reb max is the Reynolds
number of the maximum DR rate� of the numerical prediction and
experiment �3� are compared in Fig. 10. It is seen that the agree-
ment is quantitatively good. The estimation based on the simple
criterion ��eff
�critical� is surprisingly good. This fact suggests
that the fracture of the micellar network structure is strikingly
related to the local effective shear stress instead of the shear rate
estimated by the mean velocity gradient. Further, an investigation
on this point may be interesting in the scope of searching the
fracture limit in the micellar destruction purpose �13�.

Conclusion
We studied drag-reducing flow with coexisting Newtonian and

non-Newtonian fluids. Numerical results show network structures
are most effective in reducing frictional drag in the buffer layer.
The drag-reduction rate is not only closely associated with the
reduction of Reynolds shear stress but also the induced viscoelas-
tic shear stress. The phenomena of DR and post-DR regions of
surfactant solutions are qualitatively explained.
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Nomenclature
c � conformation tensor
C � mean conformation tensor
f � friction factor=2�w /�Ub

2

h � half-height of the channel
Reb � Reynolds number=2�Ubh /s
Re� � Reynolds number=�U�h /s

u � velocity
U � mean velocity

Ub � mean bulk velocity

Fig. 9 Drag-reduction rate versus Reynolds number
Fig. 10 Relationships between DR% /DR%max and Reb /Rebmax
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U� � friction velocity=	�w /�
We� � Weissenberg number=��U�

2 /s

Greek Symbols
� � mobility factor
� � ratio=a /s
� � thickness of the non-Newtonian region

a � dynamic shear viscosity of surfactant
contribution

s � dynamic shear viscosity of solvent contribution
0 � viscosity of the surfactant solution at zero-

shear rate
� � relaxation time

Subscripts
N � Newtonian fluid

NN � Non-Newtonian fluid
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The Use of Solution Adaptive Grid
for Modeling Small Scale
Turbulent Structures
The use of large eddy simulation (LES) is computationally intensive and various studies
demonstrated the considerable range of vortex scales to be resolved in an LES type of
simulation. The purpose of this study is to investigate the use of a dynamic grid adapta-
tion (DGA) algorithm. Despite many developments related to adaptive methods and
adaptive grid strategies, the use of DGA in the context of turbulence modeling is still not
well understood, and various profound problems with DGA in relation to turbulence
modeling are still present. The work presented in this paper focuses on the numerical
modeling of flow around a circular cylinder in the sub-critical flow regime at a Reynolds
number of 3.9·103. LES simulations with conventional mesh and DGA have been per-
formed with various mesh sizes, refinement criteria and re-meshing frequency, to inves-
tigate the effects of re-meshing on the flow field prediction. The results indicate that the
turbulent flow field is sensitive to modifications in the mesh and re-meshing frequency,
and it is suggested that the re-meshing in the unsteady flow region is affecting the onset
of small scale flow motions in the free shear layer. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1989359�

1 Introduction
The present study deals with the simulation of flow around a

circular cylinder at a Reynolds number of 3.9·103. The subcritical
flow has a laminar upstream boundary layer and transition to tur-
bulence takes place after separation. Several studies have been
previously reported for this type of flow �1� and it is gradually
accepted that it is a difficult test case for computational fluid dy-
namics �CFD� �2,3�. Tutar and Holdø’s results �1� suggest that the
large eddy simulation �LES� method gives improved results com-
pared to those of Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS� based
turbulence models. Studies by de With et al. �4� have indicated
that the LES models yield good results when the mesh resolution
is such that a sufficient part of the inertial range of the turbulent
spectrum is resolved. In other words when a large part of the total
kinetic energy is contained in the resolved scales. The nearly uni-
versal approach to accomplish this high mesh resolution is the use
of automatic mesh generators. These type of meshes are charac-
terized by high resolution in regions where gradients are not nec-
essarily significant, consequently, these meshes have a large num-
ber of redundant cells.

An alternative and more appealing technique to reduce redun-
dant cells is the use of dynamic grid adaptation �DGA�. However,
the use of DGA requires at present significant fine-tuning to ac-
complish a suitable DGA configuration �4�. A suitable configura-
tion of the DGA algorithm is accomplished if the important flow
features are captured by the mesh. This means that the turbulent
scales unsuitable for LES subgrid modeling are captured in the
mesh. To identify the range of flow scales that should be resolved
is a difficult task. While DGA can be very useful in resolving
turbulent scales, there are two main issues which at present need
further consideration.

1. The effect of re-meshing on the resolved turbulent scales.
2. To separate the resolved scales from the unresolved subgrid

scales.

One of the aims of the present paper is to give an insight into the
above issues.

The use of a DGA algorithm and the inherent continuous modi-
fications to the mesh will affect local flow structures. A suitable
time increment for mesh modification is, therefore, based on the
life span of local flow structures resolved in the computation.
However, to anticipate the development of flow structures in areas
where the mesh is coarse requires a rather small time increment.
Previous work of de With et al. �5� investigated the effect of DGA
in relation to the onset of vortex shedding at low Reynolds num-
bers, and concluded that DGA enforced small scale instabilities in
the flow field. In turbulent flows where there is a transition from
laminar to turbulent initial turbulence depends on the existence of
these small scale flow motions. To ensure these small scale flow
motions are part of a realistic flow field, moderate mesh modifi-
cations and variations in mesh resolution are preferred. De With et
al. �6� suggested to remedy this problem using a reduced time
increment of the CFD computation, however, the use of a reduced
time increment comes with computational costs.

The second aspect of consideration is the scale separation or
filtering operation to remove small scale motions from the flow
and accomplish commutation with the governing equations. Com-
mutation is generally satisfied if the filter has a constant width.
However, in inhomogeneous turbulent flows, the minimum size of
eddies that needs to be resolved varies throughout the flow. Thus,
the filter width should also vary accordingly. Due to the lack of a
straightforward and robust filtering procedure for inhomogeneous
flows, most large eddy simulations performed to date have not
made use of explicit filtering. In this study filtering is achieved by
making use of the low-pass characteristics of the discretization
elements. In such a case, additional length scales are added each
time the mesh is refined, and thus the process converges to a direct
numerical �DNS�. In the context of DGA this is an important
feature which is necessary to make use of increased mesh refine-
ment. Nevertheless, the interference of DGA on small scale flow
structures should be comprised with potential reductions in mesh
size to enable a realistic representation of the smallest resolved
scales.

The simulations that are performed as part of this study are
aimed to address the various implications on LES turbulence
modeling and to investigate in particular the effects of re-meshing
on the unsteady, turbulent flow field. As part of this study high

1Correspondence to: Govert de With, Lafarge Roofing Technical Centers. Tele-
phone: �44�0�1293 596039; Fax: �44�0�1293 596427.
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mesh resolution simulations are carried out to give an insight in
the effects of DGA configuration on a large scale LES simulation.
For analysis of the computational data, detailed plots of the mesh
are presented and time integrated results are compared with ex-
perimental data from Norberg �7� and Lourenco and Shih �8�.

2 Solution Method
In this study the CFD code FLUENT 6.1 �9� is used. The CFD

code calculates the solution to the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. The spatial discretization of the equations is based on
an unstructured hexahedral mesh. The primitive variables are all
discretized in a cell-centered fashion, with one value for each
variable in each element. To avoid checker-boarding of pressure,
the CFD code uses a procedure similar to that outlined by Rhie
and Chow �10�, the scheme interpolates the pressure values at the
faces using momentum equation coefficients. Pressure-velocity
coupling is achieved by using a semi-implicit method for pressure
linked equations �SIMPLE� algorithm.

A second-order implicit discretization scheme is used in the
temporal dimension while spatial discretization of the filtered
equations is achieved using central differencing �CD�. To satisfy
the numerical requirements for LES the spatial discretization
scheme provides at least second-order spatial accuracy. The
scheme provides comparatively low levels of numerical dissipa-
tion and is a preferred discretisation scheme for LES and DES
calculations �11�. The implicit equation are solved iteratively and
the convergence criteria for U , V , W, and continuity are set to
1 ·10−3.

2.1 Large Eddy Simulation. The SGS model used for LES
turbulence modeling is the model proposed by Smagorinsky �12�.
In here, the small scales are taken into account via an extra dissi-
pation term, which accounts for the energy dissipation which oc-
curs in the small scales.

For the turbulent flow computations the space averaged Navier-
Stokes equations of an incompressible fluid are written as:

�ui

�t
= uj

�ui

�xj
= −

1

�

�p̄

�xi
+

��lam + �t�
�

�2ui

�xj�xj
�1�

Here the over bar represents the filtered variable which is obtained
from the standard velocity decomposition u= ū+u�. The term �t
for the space averaged equation is called the subgrid scale viscos-
ity or turbulent viscosity, which is space and time dependent.
Smagorinsky �12� proposed a method of calculating the subgrid
scale viscosity as shown;

�t = �ls
2�S̄� �2�

where ls is the mixing length and �S̄���2S̄ijS̄ij. ls is calculated as

ls = min��d,Cs�� �3�

where � is the von Karman constant and d the distance to the
nearest wall. The definition ls=�d is applied in the vicinity of the
wall to account for near wall flow structures. Cs is the Smagorin-
sky constant, which normally has a value in the range of 0.10–
0.25. In this study the Cs constant is set to 0.1 corresponding to
the models default value. � is the subgrid length scale or filter
width associated with the grid size and is calculated as �3�. The

quantity S̄ij is the resolvable strain rate;

S̄ij =
1

2
� �ūi

�xj
+

�ūj

�xi
	 �4�

In the next step the locally calculated turbulent viscosity, which
for each element varies in magnitude, is added to the laminar
viscosity. In the new time step, the governing equations will be
resolved, including the turbulent viscosity to account for the sub-
grid scales.

2.2 Dynamic Grid Adaptation. The grid adaptation strategy
used in this study is the so-called H-refinement �13�. In this ap-
proach a variable number of grid points is used. Points are added
to, or removed from, the grid according to the local requirements,
without changing the positions of the other grid points. Error lev-
els in the element are calculated based on the gradient approach.
Work by Zienkiewicz and Wu �14� has shown that gradient-based
refinement can give better refinement characteristics and is
cheaper than that of curvature-based refinement. Furthermore,
they showed that the mesh converges faster with fewer cycles of
refinement than those of curvature. In this gradient approach the
undivided Euclidean norm of the gradient of the selected refine-
ment variable is multiplied by the element length scale.

�ei� = �1/3� � q� �5�

In the above definition ei is the error indicator, � is the element
volume, and ��q� is the undivided Euclidean norm of the gradient
of the refinement variable. No normalization is used for the error
thresholds, to ensure that the refinement algorithm does not start
drifting due to changing gradient levels. The error estimator used
to guide the re-meshing is based on the gradient error obtained
from the velocity magnitude �U�. The cube root of the velocity
magnitude �U�1/3 is used as a second refinement variable. This
mathematical relation is selected to obtain a smooth mesh refine-
ment in the wake. A smooth mesh throughout the wake region
enables a continuation of the flow computation without grid ad-
aptation, to study the specific effects of mesh modifications onto
the flow computation.

3 Simulation Results and Discussions

3.1 Computational Domain and Simulations. The computa-
tional domain and boundary conditions used for the simulations
are shown in Fig. 1. At the inlet boundary a uniform velocity
profile is imposed, while on the outlet boundary pressure is im-
posed and velocity is set free. No-slip boundary conditions are
applied on the cylinder wall and all velocity components are set to
zero. On all four side boundaries the velocity in the y and z di-
rection is set to v=0 and w=0 to ensure no flow can be entrained
via these boundaries. To ensure no mesh refinement will take
place along the horizontal boundaries, the x component of the
velocity is set equal to the velocity imposed at the inlet in order
not to generate any velocity gradient along these boundaries.
Work performed by Valles �15� has shown that turbulent flow
structures in the wake behind a bluff body may exceed more than
five times the integral scale L in spanwise direction. To ensure
these structures are accurately represented in the flow field the
spanwise dimension of the model is set to 14D. Due to sufficient
spanwise dimensions of the model no periodic boundary condi-
tions are applied to the side boundaries. All simulations use an
initial flow field obtained from a transient auxiliary flow

Fig. 1 Dimensions of the numerical domain
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simulation.
The work presented here is compared with experimental data

from Lourenco and Shih �8�. Data for drag coefficient C̄D, fluctu-

ating lift coefficient C̃L and Strouhal number St is obtained from
work published by Norberg �7�. A further comparison in the
downstream wake flow is made with experimental data from Ong
and Wallace �16� and LES data previously obtained by Mittal and
Moin �17�.

In this work a total of six simulations are presented. The first
three simulations are carried out with conventional mesh using
1.0·106, 2.4·106, and 3.0·106 nodes, a plot of the conventional
mesh is seen in Fig. 2. The final three simulations are performed
with DGA. The configuration of the DGA algorithm requires
specification of a refinement variable, threshold values for mesh
refinement and coarsening, as well as a minimum mesh size to
restrict excessive mesh refinement and a time increment for mesh
modification. Details of the DGA configuration are presented in
Table 1. To investigate the effects of mesh modification on the
flow prediction a simulation is performed with conventional mesh
containing 3.0·106 nodes. This mesh was generated in the third
simulation with DGA ��U1/3�20�3.0·106�. Plots of the mesh are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. To maintain sufficient isotropy in the
mesh elements, mesh refinement is applied in all directions as
seen in Fig. 5.

All simulations are carried out with a fix normalized time in-
crement �tnorm

2 of 5 ·10−2. The normalized time increment is
about three times the Kolmogorov time scale, which is Re−1/2

=1.6·10−2. The total number of time steps is set to 4000 which
will capture approximately 40 vortex cycles.

Velocity profiles for the streamwise velocity component in both

streamwise and transverse direction are presented, as well as the
turbulent shear stress along the transverse axis. In addition, drag

coefficient C̄D
3, Strouhal number St

4 and fluctuating lift C̃L are
calculated from the time integrated flow field and presented in
Table 2. Additionally the recirculation length Lr is presented in
this table. The recirculation length is obtained from the time inte-
grated velocity profile and is defined in diameters of the cylinder
as the region with negative downstream velocity, starting from the
back of the cylinder.

3.2 Basic Flow Features. If supplied with sufficient mesh the
flow field is predicted well and confirms the experimental data
from Lourenco and Shih �8�. In the DGA simulations the mesh
resembles the flow features and mesh refinement has taken place
in the regions dominated by a high rate of strain. The velocity
decay in the downstream region shows some deviation from ex-
perimental data, as shown in Fig. 6. However, the general flow
features in the downstream flow field are predicted well in the
simulations with a mesh size of 1.8·106 nodes and above. The

drag coefficient C̄D varies between 1.0 and 1.49 and the fluctuat-

ing lift coefficient C̃L ranges from 0.04 to 0.73. The simulations
performed with DGA show a drag coefficient in the order of 1.2–
1.3. Best agreement is obtained with a mesh using 2.4·106 nodes,

in this simulation C̄D , C̃L, and Strouhal number St are in close
agreement with the experimental data. It is important to remark
that the increased mesh size in the final simulation is insufficient
to maintain increased mesh resolution throughout in comparison

2�tnorm is normalized with cylinder diameter and inlet velocity �tnorm=�tu� /D.

3The drag coefficient is the sum of the streamwise pressure forces acting on the

cylinder relative to the density and inlet velocity C̄D=2F̄D /�u�
2 .

4Strouhal number is the frequency of the periodic wave relative to cylinder diam-
eter and inlet velocity St= fD /u�.

Fig. 2 A plot of the „a… mesh and „b… filter width for NO DGA 
2.4·106


Table 1 Threshold values for mesh refinement and coarsening as well as the minimum mesh
resolution in terms of a micro scale and re-meshing frequency

Refinement ei Coarsening ei Micro scale ��min/D�
Re-meshing
�Time steps�

Frequency-
��tnorm�

NO DGA �1.0·106 — — 2.62·10−2 — —
NO DGA �2.4·106 — — 1.34·10−2 — —
NO DGA �3.0·106 — — 6.69·10−3 — —

�U�20�1.8·106 0.01 0.05 6.71·10−3 20 1·100

�U�10�1.9·106 0.01 0.05 6.67·10−3 10 5·10−1

�U1/3�20�3.0·106 0.08 0.13 6.69·10−3 20 1·100
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with the intermediate mesh. Therefore, the final mesh does not
provide a priori improved results. The flow features in the near
wall region are demonstrated by the pressure coefficient Cp
around the cylinder, presented in Fig. 7. Among the DGA simu-
lations the deviation with experimental data is most profound di-
rectly behind the cylinder, hence the deviation in drag coefficient.
On the contrary, the location of the separation region at ��70° is
predicted accurately in all simulations. Variations in the flow pre-
diction are most dominant in the formation region due to the pres-
ence of a large spectrum of turbulent scales and the transition to
turbulence �Figs. 6–12�. Further downstream where the wake is
fully developed turbulent quantities are predicted with less varia-
tion and the mesh refinement is more smooth and uniform.

Two simulations using a mesh with roughly 3.0·106 nodes are
performed. The latter simulation is carried out using the DGA
algorithm, while the former simulation is using a conventional
mesh obtained from the simulation with DGA. Significant differ-
ences in the flow prediction are present between both simulations.
The geometry of the wake region behind the cylinder, as well as

the drag coefficient C̄D, Strouhal number St and fluctuating lift C̃L
are predicted differently.

3.3 Discussion. A mesh containing 3.5·105 nodes is used as
an initial mesh in the simulations with DGA and initial flow con-
ditions are provided by an auxiliary simulation. Excessive mesh
refinement takes place in the first stage of the simulation. In the
simulations with DGA the mesh size doubled during the first mesh
modification, and a semisteady mesh was established after

roughly 5–10 mesh modifications. The mesh resolution that is
maintained in the simulations with DGA is much higher in the
boundary and free-shear layer compared to the simulation with
conventional mesh �2.4·106 nodes�. Furthermore, no turbulent ac-
tivity is observed in the boundary layer providing the bases for a
steady mesh refinement with minimum variation.

To overcome excessive mesh refinement all simulations with
DGA have a resolution limit. Elements with a length scale smaller
then 1.55·10−2 will not be considered for further refinement, as
indicated by the micro scale5 in Table 1. Despite a well defined
mesh limitation, stable and efficient mesh refinement in the for-
mation region is difficult to accomplish, as seen in Figs. 3�a�, 3�c�,
4�a�, and 4�c�. As a result the LES scale separation is less distinct
and high resolution vortex scales are only present in some con-
fined mesh structures �Figs. 3�c� and 4�c��. Figures 3�c� and 4�c�
indicate that there is distinct variation in mesh resolution among
both simulations and a filter width of approximately 5 ·10−2 and
2·10−2 is maintained in the formation region which is substantial
compared to the theoretical Kolmogorov scale presented in Table
3. A diffused mesh refinement is preferred to ensure the smaller
turbulent scales can sustain in the mesh. Nevertheless, variations
in mesh resolution are an inherent feature of DGA and, therefore,
careful evaluation of the flow field and sufficient re-meshing must
be invoked to optimize the grid adaptation.

5The micro scale is the normalized filter width based on the smallest element in
the mesh and calculated as �3 �min/D.

Fig. 3 A plot of the „a… mesh, „b… cell squish, „c… filter width, and „d… velocity magnitude for �U
20
1.8·106
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The two final simulations using a mesh with 3.0·106 nodes
were performed to study the effect of mesh modifications on the
small scale turbulent structures. The mesh was obtained from the
final DGA simulation and sufficient mesh resolution in the bound-
ary layer and the wake was provided to enable conventional LES
modeling. The variation in flow prediction is partly present due to
reduced mesh resolution when the flow moves away from the
refined regions. As a consequence there is a reduced mesh reso-

lution in the free shear layer. Nevertheless, the distinct differences
between both simulations, supported by the results obtained with a
mesh size of 1.8·106 and 1.9·106 nodes suggest that re-meshing
has an impact on the flow prediction. A plausible conjecture is the
interference of the DGA algorithm on the small scale flow struc-
tures directly after separation. To visualize the turbulent structures
a one-dimensional power spectrum for the y velocity component
at three different locations is shown in Fig. 13. Comparison with
Kolmogorovs similarity hypothesis indicates the presence of a
similarity zone in the formation region, while further downstream
�x /D=7� the similarity is subject to meshing conditions. The
spectrum suggests increased energy levels in the resolved fre-
quency range for the LES simulations that are performed with
DGA. The variation is seen particularly well in Figs. 13�a� and

Fig. 4 A plot of the „a… mesh, „b… cell squish, „c… filter width, and „d… velocity magnitude for �U1/3
20
3.0·106

Fig. 5 Mesh resolution in the spanwise direction with DGA
and a mesh size of 3.0·106

Table 2 Time integrated flow parameters for simulation using
conventional mesh and DGA at Re=3.9·103

Norberg �7� Lourenco
and Shih �8�

C̄D

0.98±0.05
St

0.20–0.22
C̃L

0.08+ /−0.01
Lr

1.17

NO DGA �1.0·106 1.49 0.225 0.73 0.50
NO DGA �2.4·106 1.03 0.205 0.07 1.55
NO DGA �3.0·106 1.11 0.222 0.04 1.41

�U�20�1.8·106 1.24 0.219 0.20 0.89
�U�10�1.9·106 1.27 0.210 0.13 0.81

�U1/3�20�3.0·106 1.21 0.216 0.07 0.99
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13�d� for frequencies in the range of 0.1–1. It is suggested that this
phenomenon is due to small scale motions as a result of mesh
modifications. At higher Reynolds numbers as studied in this work
the onset of turbulence in the free shear layer is subject to small
scale instabilities. In this region the mesh is very dynamic due to
the unsteady nature of the free shear layer. As a consequence this
region is subject to significant mesh modifications which acceler-
ates the onset of turbulent structures.

The effect caused by re-meshing is due to the interpolation
which is required to assign flow conditions to the new mesh
points. Sampaio et al. �18� demonstrated the deleterious effect of a
simple linear interpolation and suggested an interpolation scheme
which is compatible with the CFD solver. Although a compatible
interpolation scheme is used here, the effects of re-meshing are
still very distinct. The transient nature of the vortex shedding and
the transition from laminar to turbulent simply provide a physical

process which is very sensitive to variations in the initial turbu-
lence, hence small flow perturbations have a significant effect on
the complete flow field. These results confirm previous work of
De With et al. �5� who showed that the onset of vortex shedding at
Reynolds numbers in the range of 50–100 is significantly acceler-
ated in the case where a DGA algorithm is applied.

4 Conclusions
The aim of this study is to investigate the use of a DGA algo-

rithm for LES turbulence modeling. This study has shown that a
reduction in mesh size in comparison with the conventional mesh
can be achieved. Nevertheless, a suitable configuration of the
DGA algorithm is required to achieve effective mesh refinement.
The following conclusions can be derived from the work pre-
sented in here:

Fig. 6 Time integrated normalized velocity along streamwise axis at y /D=0, for simulations using conventional mesh and DGA

Fig. 7 Time integrated normalized pressure coefficient Cp on the surface of the cylinder

Fig. 8 Time integrated normalized Reynolds stress uu axis at x /D=1.54, for simulations using conventional mesh and DGA
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• The mesh modifications in the free shear layer lead to dis-
tinct differences in the flow prediction. Variations in flow
prediction are seen between the simulations containing
3.0·106 nodes, as well both simulations with DGA using a
different re-meshing frequency. It is suggested that re-
meshing introduces small scale perturbations which acceler-
ate the onset of turbulent structures in the free shear layer.

• The main concern with DGA in the context for LES turbu-
lence modeling is to minimize the interference of DGA on
small scale flow structures while maintaining regular re-
meshing to anticipate for potential turbulent structures.

• During the simulations, mesh modifications were less than
1·105 nodes, which corresponds with roughly 5% of the
mesh. The normalized time scale associated with the re-
meshing used in this study is 5 ·10−1 and 1·100, this corre-
sponds with 10 and 5 mesh adaptations respectively per vor-
tex shedding.

• The refinement variables used in this study are the velocity
magnitude and the cube root of the velocity magnitude. The

use of a cube root velocity has advantages, as it provides
smoother meshing. Nevertheless, it comes with an increase
in the total mesh size.

Nomenclature
C̄D 	 Drag coefficient
Cs 	 Smagorinsky constant
D 	 Cylinder diameter
ei 	 Estimated error
f 	 Frequency of the periodic wave
L 	 Integral length scale

Lr 	 Recirculation length
ls 	 Subgrid length scale
p 	 Pressure
p̄ 	 Integrated pressure
q 	 Refinement variable

Re 	 Reynolds number

Fig. 9 Time integrated normalized Reynolds stress vv axis at x /D=1.54, for simulations using conventional mesh and DGA

Fig. 10 Time integrated normalized velocity along streamwise axis at x /D=7, for simulations using conventional mesh and DGA

Fig. 11 Time integrated normalized Reynolds stress uu axis at x /D=7, for simulations using conventional mesh and DGA
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�S̄� 	 Magnitude of strain
Sij 	 Strain tensor
St 	 Strouhal number

t 	 Time
u 	 Streamwise velocity component
ui 	 u ,v ,w, for i=1,2 ,3
ū 	 Integrated velocity

ui� 	 u ,v ,w fluc. velocity component for i=1,2 ,3
u� 	 Main streamwise velocity

x 	 Space in streamwise direction
xi 	 x ,y ,z for i=1,2 ,3, respectively
y 	 Space in lateral direction
� 	 Length scale

Fig. 12 Time integrated normalized Reynolds stress vv axis at x /D=7, for simulations using conventional mesh and DGA

Table 3 Normalized Kolmogorov length scale and Kolmog-
orov time scale

Flow scales 
 /D�−�Re−3/4 � /T�−�Re−1/2

2.02·10−3 1.6·10−2

Fig. 13 One-dimensional power spectrum of the y velocity component compared with the Kolmogorov similarity hypothesis at
„a… x /D=0.5, y /D=0.5, „b… x /D=1.54, y /D=0, and „c… x /D=7, y /D=0
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 	 Kolmogorov length scale
�lam 	 Dynamic viscosity

�t 	 Turbulent viscosity
� 	 Density
� 	 Kolmogorov time scale
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Introduction
Imposing realistic inlet conditions for Direct and Large-Eddy

Simulation of spatially developing flow is extremely challenging,
and requires careful considerations, especially for fully turbulent
conditions �1–8�, and references therein. Indeed, the development
of turbulent flow is highly dependent on the properties of the
upstream conditions. A new strategy for specifying realistic turbu-
lent inflow condition has been recently developed �9�. This
method consists in using an experimental, time-dependent, highly
turbulent velocity field as the inflow condition for spatially devel-
oping LES. Such methodology is based on the implementation of
an interface between an experimental measurement section and
the computational inlet section. Experimental time history data are
obtained at few selected reference locations with hot-wire probes.

From these measurements, the instantaneous velocity field is re-
constructed at each grid point of the inlet mesh and is then used as
an inflow condition for the simulation. On top of generating real-
istic turbulent inflow condition for LES, the interest of this asso-
ciation is to propose a new structure education method for repre-
senting and analyzing the three-dimensional �3D� dynamical
evolution of the large-scale structures of the flow �10�. In this
work, the experiment/simulation association has been tested for a
specific test case flow configuration: the incompressible plane
mixing layer.

Due to the limited number of probes that can be used simulta-
neously, previous studies have been performed to determine opti-
mal probes locations and optimal reconstruction procedures pre-
serving the coherent character of the flow �9,11�. As far as the
mean shear transverse direction is concerned, numerical studies
have been performed to validate this inflow condition generation
methodology in a two-dimensional �2D� case. Thus, Druault et al.
�11� showed that Linear Stochastic Estimation �LSE� is well
suited to reconstruct an instantaneous velocity field on any trans-
verse mesh from the knowledge of the velocity at only three ref-
erence probes located at the mixing layer center and at ±��0

/2,
where ��0

is the local vorticity thickness. Indeed, such a recon-
struction procedure has the advantage in preserving the large-scale
structure of the flow. Moreover, based on experimental analysis
�10,12�, it has been shown that Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
�POD� can be used to reconstruct the velocity field along the
spanwise mesh domain providing velocity field periodic boundary
conditions and energetic large-scale structure restitution. A spe-
cific experiment was then conducted with a brush of 66 hot wires
measuring the three velocity components at 33 locations in a self-
similar streamwise section of the flow �10�. The brush is com-
posed of 11 separated transverse rakes of 3 X-wire probes located
at y=0 and y= ±��0

/2. These rakes are equally spaced �0.33��0
�

in the spanwise direction. Based on these available velocity mea-
surements, LSE and POD are used to reconstruct the velocity field
at the inlet of the computational domain �8–10�. Preliminary
simulations �9� using these reconstructed experimental data as an
inflow condition have shown the advantage of this approach com-
pared to other methodologies. But further investigations are nec-
essary in order to analyze the real experiment/simulation interface
possibilities.

Our purpose in this work is to validate this whole methodology
by using a purely numerical approach, based on 3D Direct Nu-
merical Simulations �DNS�. Indeed, due to the preliminary knowl-
edge of the complete flow field, it is then possible to accurately
analyze this methodology. Notice that this new inflow condition
generation methodology was only tested and validated on a spe-
cific flow test case. Some new test flow investigation validations
have to be performed due to the high dependence of inlet flow
conditions revealed in each particular flow.

Methodology
We consider the 3D spatially developing plane mixing layer

between two streams �U1�U2�. The flow parameters are made
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similar to experimental ones �8,10�. The computational domain
size is �Lx ,Ly ,Lz�= �293��i

,100��i
,36��i

� and �nx ,ny ,nz�
= �587,401,144�, where ��i

is the initial vorticity thickness at x
=0. The Reynolds number based on ��i

and �U=U1−U2 is 200.
The computer memory requirement is 7Go.

The numerical code solves the 3D Navier-Stokes equations on a
regular grid and a nonstaggered arrangement. Sixth-order compact
centered difference schemes are used to evaluate all spatial deriva-
tives and equations are integrated in time using a third-order
Runge-Kutta method. A free slip boundary condition is imposed in
the transverse direction at y= ±Ly /2 and a periodic boundary con-
dition is used in the spanwise direction. The outflow boundary
condition at x=Lx is deduced by solving a simplified convection
equation.

The first step consists in performing a reference DNS on the
full computational domain. For this simulation, correlated velocity
perturbations of small amplitude are superimposed at the inflow
section on a tangent hyperbolic velocity profile. Once the initial
conditions are entirely evacuated and the flow has reached a fully
developed state, a virtual simulation/simulation interface is de-
fined in a streamwise section located at x1=75��i

. In this section,
instantaneous velocity field is stored at 33 reference positions cor-
responding exactly to the 33 experimental ones detailed above.
The second step consists in reconstructing the instantaneous ve-
locity field at each grid point of the x1 plane �8,9�. Finally, a
second DNS is performed on a truncated computational domain
�in its upstream part, Lx�=Lx−x1� using the reconstructed velocity
field at the inlet.

Analysis of the Temporal Reconstruction
Based on the knowledge of the velocity field at only 11 loca-

tions, POD is first used to reconstruct the field on the spanwise
domain. This spanwise reconstruction is performed for the three
transverse reference positions. An illustration of the reconstruction
is given in Fig. 1 for the instantaneous streamwise velocity com-
ponent u located at the mixing layer y center. On these plots, the
crosses indicate the reference spanwise locations. The recon-
structed velocity profile is very similar to the reference one, espe-
cially for the large-scale structures, which are globally well re-
stored. Similar results are obtained for the other velocity
components. Note that some discrepancies may appear near the
spanwise boundaries. These observations are an indirect conse-
quence of the POD procedure that induces a filtering of the high-
spanwise wave numbers. This behavior can be observed on the
log-log representation of the spanwise wave number spectra at the
center of the mixing layer �Fig. 1�. It has also been shown that
reconstructed temporal spectra are in good agreement with the
original ones �Fig. 1�. The POD procedure not only gives a good
representation of the velocity field, but also preserves the spectral
content of the flow.

Second, LSE is used to reconstruct the instantaneous velocity
field along the transverse direction. In Fig. 2, the streamwise
Reynolds stress component deduced from the preliminary calcu-
lation is superimposed on the reconstructed one. These compo-
nents are computed using both spanwise and time averaging. The
coincident property of the LSE procedure is satisfied at the three
reference locations, where the same Reynolds stress values are
obtained. Similar profiles are obtained for the other stresses �8�.

Dynamical Analysis
A DNS on a truncated streamwise domain is then performed

using the reconstructed data as an inflow condition. Figure 3 pre-
sents a comparative analysis of the instantaneous vorticity field in
the �Oxy� plane. In this figure, a transient phase is observed due to
the nonperfect character of this inlet condition. After this phase,
the simulation acts as a dynamic reconstruction of the deteriorated
inflow condition, which leads to the formation of realistic struc-
tures farther downstream �8�. Indeed, in this figure, large-scale

spanwise structures are well restored during the downstream de-
velopment of the flow and compared quite well to those deduced
from the original numerical simulation.

Fig. 1 Top to bottom: Reference streamwise velocity compo-
nent superimposed on POD reconstructed one at the mixing
layer center. Log-log representation of the spanwise wave num-
ber spectra at the center of the mixing layer. Temporal spectra
at a position located between two consecutive reference span-
wise points.

Fig. 2 Comparative analysis of the exact „original… streamwise
Reynolds stress and the one calculated from the reconstructed
velocity field „dotted line…
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A statistical analysis is now performed. The streamwise evolu-
tion of the vorticity thickness �� for both simulations is given in
Fig. 4. Globally, we observe that the vorticity thickness is well
estimated, even near the inflow condition. The evolution of ��
arising from DNS using reconstructed inflow condition shows a
slope close to the reference one. The slight differences are a con-
sequence of a lack of statistical convergence. A comparative
analysis of the downstream development of the mean flow field
and the Reynolds stresses is also performed. The computations of
these statistics are performed by using an average in the spanwise
and temporal directions. The following error computations em, ek,
and euv �relative to mean flow fields, turbulent kinetic energy
0.5uiui, and Reynolds shear stress, respectively� are then investi-
gated: em�i�=�k=1

3 � j=1
ny (Uk

*�i , j�−Uk�i , j�) /ny ��U2

ek�i� =
� j=1

ny
„k*�i, j� − k�i, j�…

� j=1

ny
„k*�i, j�…

;

�1�

euv�i� =
� j=1

ny
„uv*�i, j� − uv�i, j�…

ny � max��uv*�i���

where � indicates the target variable and the other corresponding
variable is the one arising from the truncated simulation using
reconstructed inflow data. Figure 5 represents the downstream de-

velopment of these errors. We observe a very slight and quasicon-
stant mean error em because of the fact that only the fluctuating
velocity field is reconstructed in the inlet section. On the other
hand, near the inlet, the energy profiles and especially the Rey-
nolds shear stress present noticeable differences. The important
error observed for euv is a consequence of the normalization pro-
cedure used to preserve the normal Reynolds stresses along the
spanwise direction �8�, leading to an underestimation �of 50%� of
the inlet Reynolds shear stress. A new normalization procedure
that takes into account this stress component is under consider-
ation. Nevertheless, farther downstream, it is observed that both
errors decrease along the x direction. Hence, the energy profiles
are quickly restored by the numerical simulation.

Conclusion
This purely numerical approach shows that this new inflow

condition generation method provides satisfactory results for the
statistics as well as for the instantaneous flow structure. More
precisely, after a short transient region, which is a consequence of
the deterioration of the inlet structure, the simulated flow field
using the reconstructed inflow condition is very similar to the
reference �complete� one. Indeed, due to the real space-time in-
flow information contained in the reference data �corresponding to
the limited number of probes�, the numerical resolution of the
Navier Stokes equations allows a quick recovery of realistic en-
ergy profiles and, more important, a realistic 3D flow structure. A
validation of this methodology of inlet turbulent flow field recon-
struction is then achieved from the specific flow test case of a
plane mixing layer. Nevertheless, note that the validity of this
methodology may be highly dependent on the degrees of sensitiv-
ity to inlet conditions revealed in each particular flow configura-
tion.

Fig. 3 Vorticity modulus isosurface in the „Oxy… plane: Refer-
ence DNS „top… truncated DNS „bottom…

Fig. 4 Streamwise evolution of the vorticity thickness for the
reference simulation „line… and for the simulation using the re-
constructed data at an inflow condition „dotted line…

Fig. 5 Top: Downstream development of the mean flow field
error; Bottom: Downstream development of the turbulent ki-
netic error „line… and the shear stress error „dotted line…
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Index of Resolution Quality
for Large Eddy Simulations
In the light of rapidly increasing applications of large-eddy simulations (LES), it is
deemed necessary to impose some quality assessment measures for such studies. The
verification of LES calculations is difficult because of the fact that both the subgrid scale
(SGS) model contribution and numerical discretization errors are functions of the grid
resolution. In this study, various indexes of quality measures, hereafter referred to as
LES�IQ, are proposed. The recommended LES�IQ is based on the Richardson extrapola-
tion concept. This method has been applied to various cases and the calculated LES�IQ
results are compared with the relative total experimental and direct numerical simulation
(DNS) error, defined as IQ�EX and IQ�DNS, respectively. It is postulated that in practical
applications of LES, numerical dissipation will always be a significant part of the overall
dissipation, and it must be accounted for in any assessment of the quality of LES. It is
further suggested that LES�IQ of 75% to 85% can be considered adequate for most
engineering applications that typically occur at high Reynolds numbers; the proposed
index is an indicator of good resolution (i.e., verification), but not necessarily a good or
accurate model (i.e., validation). �DOI: 10.1115/1.1990201�

Keywords: Numerical Uncertainty, Large Eddy Simulation (LES), Quality Index, Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

1 Introduction
It is anticipated that the use of LES �large-eddy simulation� in

engineering applications will increase significantly in the coming
years. It is already becoming a user option in commercial CFD
�computational fluid dynamics� packages such as FLUENT. It is
then imperative that there should be some quality control on the
simulations claimed to be LES. Uncertainty/quality assessment in
RANS �Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes� simulations has been
investigated at length �1–4� and there are even some guidelines
�5–7� for assessment and reporting of numerical uncertainty in
such simulations. The assessment of uncertainty in LES is not so
trivial, as both the numerical discretization error and the subgrid
scale contributions are proportional to grid size. As it was rightly
pointed out by Speziale �8�, a good LES is that which tends to
DNS �direct numerical simulations� as the grid resolution tends to
the smallest scales, i.e., the Kolmogorov scales. Therefore, there is
no such thing as grid-independent LES in theory, because a grid-
independent LES is essentially DNS, and the philosophy of LES
loses its meaning if it is grid independent; the advantage of LES
over DNS being that LES is much more economical while it only
requires the resolution of the most energetic eddies that determine
the essential flow quantities and their consequences. If the main
purpose of an LES is to capture only the mean flow dynamics, the
above argument may not hold, but that would be a very limited
and costly purpose for LES. It is well known that physical phe-
nomena such as mixing and combustion are strongly dependent on
intensity of turbulent fluctuations and the convection by these
fluctuations that eventually exhibit themselves as turbulent diffu-
sion. Hence, in most applications of LES the prediction of turbu-
lence statistics is at least as important as the prediction of mean
flow quantities. With such a premise, it is necessary that some
quality assessment measures be formulated for LES geared to-
wards engineering applications. This is the subject of the present
study.

According to Vreman et al. �9,10�, there are two approaches for
testing the performance of SGS �subgrid scale� models: �i� a priori

tests whereby model predictions are compared to the SGS stresses
obtained from DNS �or experiments� by filtering; �ii� a posteriori
testing whereby actual LES results are compared with results from
DNS or experiments. Vreman et al. �9� dismiss the a priori testing
procedure, arguing that they usually are too pessimistic, since low
correlations between stresses and predictions do not necessarily
lead to poor LES results. Pope �11� also mentions that models that
perform poorly on a priori tests may perform well on a posteriori
tests. The second approach has the well-known difficulty of dis-
criminating between the numerical or discretization errors and the
modeling errors �12� in order to determine the magnitude of tur-
bulent energy dissipation rate introduced by the SGS model, i.e.,
�SGS.

The total error �hence the uncertainty� in LES, �LES, consists of
two major components, namely numerical discretization error,
�num, and modeling �i.e., subgrid scale, model� error, �SGS. Al-
though these components are usually correlated, for brevity one
can write

�LES = �num + �SGS, �1a�

�LES = �ij
h S̄ij + �ij

r S̄ij �1b�

where �ij
h is the numerical stress and �ij

r is the residual �or subgrid�
stress. In a good LES study, for a given filter width �, the grid
size h should be chosen such that �ij

h ��ij
r . It is important to note

that in some cases �num and �SGS may have different signs, thus
canceling each other, which would result in a small total error.

In Eq. �1a� �num must be minimized, which inevitably will re-
quire fine-grid LES. This is problematic not only because of the
computational cost and time, but also it has the disadvantage that
in most practical applications of LES as �num decreases so does
�SGS. Such calculations seem to constitute the bulk of LES studies
�13,14�. Only in rare cases where �num goes to zero much more
rapidly than �SGS would grid independent solutions be feasible.
Consider for example the most widely used Smagorinsky model,
where the subgrid eddy viscosity vSGS is proportional to �4/3 �Ref.
�11�, p. 588�, � being the filter length which is usually taken
proportional to the grid size, h. If the numerical scheme is second
order and the order of accuracy degenerates slightly for various
reasons such as maintaining stability, then the above procedure
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will not work. It should be pointed out that LES using second-
order schemes has many advantages �15�, and they are becoming
more and more popular. Even with higher order schemes, Ref. �9�
observed that �num and �SGS are of comparable order and may
partially cancel each other. Thus, grid refinement may not neces-
sarily lead to smaller �LES.

A further concern is that the two approaches mentioned above
that use DNS or experiments as a benchmark will be limited in
most cases to simple flow problems, since DNS will either be too
costly, and/or impossible for many problems of engineering inter-
est. Moreover, for every application of LES, if DNS or experi-
ments are required for validation and uncertainty assessment, then
the predictive purpose of these studies will be diminished and they
will not be viewed as tools for engineering analysis.

Therefore, a quality assessment procedure is necessary that can
be applied independent of experimental or DNS data, such that it
does not require LES simulations at grid resolutions that are pro-
hibitively costly.

The present study is undertaken to formulate such an assess-
ment procedure, which we call “LES Index of Resolution Quality,
in short, LES�IQ.” The procedure is based on the concept of Ri-
chardson extrapolation �16,17,3�.

The methods proposed in this paper are aimed at LES studies
where the filter length, �, is implicitly related to the grid cell size
h, and those with at least second-order accuracy in time and space,
but we have made an attempt to generalize them to include other
cases.

The errors in LES are primarily dependent on the filter length,
�, and the grid size, h. Geurts and Froehlich �18� have developed
error estimates for LES the philosophy of which are substantially
different than the current paper. Geurts and Froehlich �19� present
their results in terms of a grid activity parameter �Eq. �2�� and
subgrid activity, s, and SGS resolution parameter, r=h /�. The
implications of using these parameters are elucidated in the next
section. The rest of the paper deals with testing and assessment of
the newly proposed LES�IQ, with examples to demonstrate the
feasibility of such an approach.

It must be mentioned that it is not the objective of this paper to
assess the performance or accuracy of SGS models; this falls in
the realm of validation. Our aim is more of a verification rather
than validation �see Ref. �3�, for appropriate definitions of verifi-
cation and validation�.

2 Subgrid Activity Parameter
Geurts and Froehlich �19� suggested a subgrid activity param-

eter, s, to be used as an independent parameter in assessment of
errors in LES. It is stated that by definition s=1 corresponds to
LES, whereas s=0 corresponds DNS at infinite Reynolds number,
Re. This parameter is defined as

s =
��t�

��t� + ����
�2�

Here, � � denotes an averaged �or filtered� quantity, �t is the tur-
bulent dissipation, and �� is the molecular dissipation; �t can be
expressed in terms of the turbulent viscosity. For example, for
Smagorinsky-type models we have

��t� = �Cs��2�S̄3� � �Cs��2�S̄2�3/2 �3a�

�vt� = �Cs��2�S̄� �3b�

��t� =
�vt�3

�Cs��4 �3c�

where S̄= �2S̄ijSij�1/2. The approximation �S̄3���S̄2�3/2 is adopted
from Pope �Ref. �11�, p. 588� and it is due originally to Lilly �20�.

The molecular dissipation can also be related to turbulent eddy
viscosity as follows:

�� = vS̄ij
�ūi

�xj
�4a�

�t = − �ij
�ūi

�xj
�4b�

�ij = − �Cs��2�S̄�S̄ij �4c�

�vt� = �Cs��2�S̄� �4d�
It follows then

���� =
��t�v
�vt�

�4e�

Here, we have used the approximation �S̄���S̄2�1/2 along the
same lines of thinking as Lilly �20�. In Eqs. �3� and �4� Cs is the
Smagorinsky constant; vt is the SGS viscosity �analogous to the

turbulent eddy viscosity�; v is the molecular viscosity, and S̄ij is
the mean rate of strain tensor.

Substituting Eq. �4� into Eq. �2� yields

s �
�vt�

�vt� + v
=

1

�1 + v/�vt��
�5�

Since in most LES applications it is anticipated that vt�v, Eq.
�5� indicates that s�1.0, and it is not sensitive to grid resolution.
Thus, it will be difficult to use it as an assessment parameter.

Geurts and Froehlich �19� have suggested that the subgrid reso-
lution parameter, r=h /�, and s be regarded as independent indi-
cators to classify and compare LES solutions. However, as we
mentioned earlier, in most cases the filter width, ��h, which
makes r�1. As observed by Geurts and Froehlich �19�, with in-
creasing r value, the numerical error increases. The evaluation of
the activity parameter “s” is difficult; it requires calculation of the
volume-averaged turbulent dissipation rate, which inherently in-
cludes both the modeled dissipation and the numerical dissipation;
segregation of the two is necessary but not easy. On the other hand
the modified activity parameter s* given by Eq. �6� below can be
used with relative ease, but its derivation involves many assump-
tions and is based on the Smagorinsky model.

The s values were calculated from Eq. �5�, for the LES of the
wake behind an Arleigh–Burke class destroyer �DDG51; see Sec.
4� cruising on a circular track on a relatively coarse grid resolu-
tion of 300 K and 1000 K nodes. The results �Fig. 1� indeed show
s�1.0. This is because in this case, as expected to be in many
other cases, �vt��v. To bring �vt� down to the level of v would
require huge computational resources. This again demonstrates
that in a wide class of LES applications “s” is not sufficiently
sensitive to grid resolution �in that it is fixed approximately at s
�1.0�. Hence, some other measure needs to be found to assess the
quality of LES results. For example, recognizing the importance
of numerical dissipation in most LES applications, one could de-
fine a modified activity parameter as

s* =
�vt� + �vnum�

�vt� + �vnum� + v
�6�

where vnum is the numerical viscosity, and s* is always less than 1.

3 Proposed LES�IQ
Following a similar line of thinking that is inherent in Eq. �6�,

one can formulate an LES index of quality based on grid resolu-
tion relative to the Kolmogorov length scale, �	, e.g.,
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LES � IQ� =
1

1 + 
�	 h

�	

m �7�

where �k= �v3 /��1/4; if the dissipation rate � is not known from
DNS or experiments �k should be calculated using its apparent
value �eff=�res+�num, i.e., the numerical dissipation should not be
ignored.

An alternative index can be based on the ratio �vt+vnum� /v
= �vt,eff� /v, e.g.,

LES � IQv =
1

1 + 
v	 �vt,eff�
v


n �8a�

or

LES � IQv =
1

1 + 
v	 s*

�1 − s*�

n �8b�

The parameters 
�, 
v, m, and n in Eqs. �7� and �8� can be deter-
mined using the rationale explained in Appendix A, that h��k for
DNS, h�25�k for LES; the corresponding values are �vt,eff� /v
�1 for DNS and �vt,eff� /v�20 �see Appendix A� for LES. In
DNS simulations, the residual viscosity vt is typically about twice
the molecular viscosity �Ref. �11�, p. 603�. If we consider that an
index of quality greater than 80% is a good LES, and that 95%
and above is considered as DNS, this yields m�0.5, 
�=0.05,
n�0.53, 
v=0.05. Concerning resolution of DNS and LES, Pope
�11� suggests that 80% of the energy be resolved everywhere for
LES with near-wall resolution. Moreover, in three-dimensional
flow using the Kolmogorov spectrum for high Reynolds number
homogeneous isotropic turbulence, it can be shown �Ref. �11�, p.
577� that 80% of the energy is resolved when ���, where � is
the integral length scale. To give an idea of the relative magnitude
of subgrid viscosity vt versus vnum, we refer to Froehlich and Rodi
�14�. They reported that when the QUICK scheme was used,
vt /v�1.0 and vnum/v�180 were typical values near the center-
line of a channel flow simulated by employing a Smagorinsky
model. The functions �7� and �8� are plotted in Fig. 2 for two
values of the turbulence Reynolds number Ret, one at the high

end, Ret=1200 and one at the low end, Ret=300. These criteria
demand that for sufficient LES resolution h /�	 and �vt,eff� /v both
be less than approximately 25. As shown in Appendix A, the
model constants should actually be made functions of the turbu-
lence Reynolds number and � /h, but as a first indicator, we be-
lieve that these values would be sufficient. We recommend these
relations as an approximate quality measure everywhere for wall-
resolved LES and away from the wall when LES is used with wall
functions.

Equation �A3� �Appendix A� also indicates that for a good LES
the grid size should be around h�� /8, which fortifies the judg-
ment that there should be at least 8 cells to resolve an eddy of size
�. It follows that, for example, in a channel flow the centerline
flow is easy to resolve; however, near the wall �→0⇒h→0,
which makes it difficult to resolve wall-bounded flows appropri-
ately. Note also that �= f�Ret�; usually as Ret decreases both the
integral length scale � and turbulent time scale � increase, which
in turn causes a moderate decrease in the velocity scale, u=� /�
and an increase in the Kolmogorov length scale, �k. It then fol-
lows that, at low Ret, there is less restriction on the grid size h to
obtain a good LES; i.e., with the same grid size, h, one can obtain
a higher LES�IQ, as Ret decreases. Similar arguments should ap-
ply to Eq. �8a� as well, noting that �k�v and ��vt.

In both Eqs. �7� and �8� the molecular viscosity is used �note
that �k= �v3 /�eff�1/4� with the anticipation that LES are meaning-
ful only when it is applied to viscous laminar or turbulent flows
where the viscosity plays an important role in the generation of
shear and turbulence. Cases where v�0 would be meaningless
for LES; hence, these equations should not be applied.

In both of the above expressions the inherent difficulty is the
calculation of �k= �v3 /�eff�1/4 and vt,eff both including the effect of
numerical dissipation. It seems more practical to make use of the
resolved turbulent kinetic energy kres versus the total ktot=kres

+kSGS+knum, the latter two terms being the contribution from the
SGS model and the numerical dissipation, respectively. If one can
make the assumption that keff�SGS= �ktot−kres� scales with the mesh
size h, then an index of quality similar to Eqs. �7� and �8� can be
defined as �see also Eq. �18��

LES � IQk =
kres

ktot =
kres

kres + akh
p �9�

Here, kres is the resolved kinetic energy, ktot is the total kinetic
energy, h is the grid size, ak is a coefficient to be determined, and

Fig. 1 The variation of subgrid activity parameter along the
streamwise direction for LES of the wake of a turning ship „Ce-
hreli, 2004 †31‡….

Fig. 2 Index of quality versus h /�k or Švt,eff‹ /v
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p is the order of accuracy of the numerical scheme.
In the spirit of Richardson’s extrapolation, the error in any con-

tinuous dependent variable � can be expressed as a polynomial in
h, i.e., �o−�h=a1h+a2h2+¯, here �h is the numerical solution
on grid size h, and �o is the extrapolated solution as h→0 �see
Roache, 1998 �3�, for more details�. The effective SGS kinetic
energy can be approximated as

ktot − k1
res = k1

eff�SGS = akh1
p �10�

ktot − k2
res = k2

eff�SGS = akh2
p �11�

where subscripts �1� and �2� denote quantities obtained on mesh
�1� and mesh �2�, respectively. In the present application, h
= ��x�y�z�1/3, where �x ,�y ,�z are the grid cell lengths in the
x-, y-, z-directions, respectively. This relation can be used for
calculating a local mesh size if the details of the grid are known.
However, in cases where the local grid information is not avail-
able, a global grid index parameter can be defined as

heq =  1

N � �∀i�1/3

�12�

where �∀i is the volume of a computational cell, N is the total
number of cells, and the summation is over all the cells. Equation
�12� has been used in the literature �see Refs. �3,2,1�� successfully
to characterize both structured and unstructured grids, but it is
more suitable for structured and geometrically similar grids. In
writing Eqs. �10� and �11�, it is assumed that the leading term in
the truncation error series is dominant; in other words, the grid
resolution is in the asymptotic range �see Ref. �3��. We should also
mention that Richardson extrapolation works well for monotonic
grid convergence; if the convergence is oscillatory it should be
used with caution �see Ref. �21��.

Equations �10� and �11� can be solved for ak to yield

ak =
1

h2
p k2

res − k1
res


p − 1
� �13�

where 
=h1 /h21 is the grid refinement parameter.
Hence, the expression for LES� IQk becomes

LES � IQk =
kres

kres +
�k2

res − k1
res�


p − 1
	 h

h2

p

�14�

Rearranging Eq. �14� for both grid sizes yields

Fine-grid index:

LES � IQk
f =

1

1 + 	1 −
k1

res

k2
res
�
p − 1�−1

�15�

Coarse-grid index:

LES � IQk
c =

1

1 + 	 k2
res

k1
res − 1

p�
p − 1�−1

�16�

Furthermore, a relative index based on experimental or DNS
results can be defined as

IQ � EX = 1 −
�kexp − kres�

kexp �17a�

IQ � DNS = 1 −
�kDNS − kres�

kDNS �17b�

The absolute value in Eq. �17� is necessary for cases where
�kexp= �kexp−kres� or �kDNS= �kDNS−kres� is less than zero. Theo-
retically, both of these quantities should be larger than zero in the

context of “incomplete resolution” in LES, meaning that velocity
fluctuations that correspond to small scales are filtered out; hence,
the turbulence field is not fully resolved. In other words, in LES it
is expected that, in general, �kLES0 and monotonic conver-
gence to “exact” solution is obtained, as far as the turbulent ki-
netic energy is considered. Unfortunately, this is not always the
case �see for example Sreedhar and Stern’s results �22��, where
the coarse-grid simulations are in some regions closer to the DNS
and experiments than the fine-grid simulations. In some cases,
convergence seems to be oscillatory and DNS and experiments do
not agree well. There are also such cases, for example channel
flows, where it so happens that the coarse-grid kinetic energy
values are higher near the wall compared to the fine-grid values or
higher than the DNS or experiments �see Refs. �23,14,24,25��. It
is not clear why such trends arise in LES. A discussion on this
issue is presented in Appendix B. Nevertheless, in those situations
Eq. �9� should be modified as

LES � IQk = 1 −
�ktot − kres�

ktot �18�

and ktot−kres=keff�SGS=akh
p be approximated in the same way as

before.
In the above formulation it is assumed that the mesh size h and

the filter width � are approximately equal to each other. Hence,
the contributions from subgrid scale modeling and the discretiza-
tion errors can be lumped together as in Eqs. �10� and �11�. How-
ever, when the filter length is different than the grid size �see for
example Ref. �18��, then the resolution index should be modified
to account for these two major components separately

ktot − kres = keff�SGS = ahp + b�q �19�

where p denotes the order of accuracy of the numerical scheme
and q denotes the order of the modeling error, and a and b are the
constants. Hence, the expression for LES� IQk may be rewritten as

LES � IQk =
kres

kres + ahp + b�q �20�

If the order, p, of the discretization error is known and it is
assumed that usually the SGS modeling introduces a second-order
dissipation term �i.e., q=2�, Eq. �20� can be evaluated with three
sets of grids. If q= p Eq. �20� reduces to Eq. �9� with a modified
constant ak

*= �arp+b� �note: r=h /��; then, two sets of calcula-
tions on sufficiently refined grids would suffice. It should be noted
that the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. �19� represents the
numerical/discretization error, and the last term represents essen-
tially the modeling error. However, due to the convolution of these
errors during an actual simulation, it is usually not possible to
segregate the two from each other unless one is made dominant
over the other by design.

4 Application and Results
The proposed quality index concept has been applied to six

different cases, namely the LES of flow around a square cylinder
�26�, case 1; the turbulent mixing layer �27�, case 2; channel flow
�28�, case 3; surface piercing flat-plate boundary layer �22�, case
4; ship wake flow �29–31�, case 5; and vertical buoyant jet flow
�32�; case 6. The formal order of the schemes used in all six of
these cases was second order both in space and time discretiza-
tion. We also utilized the mixing layer simulations by Geurts and
Froehlich �18� to study the effect of filter size versus grid size. In
what follows we only briefly describe these cases taken from al-
ready published literature. The reader is referred to the original
reference for more details.

For the first case, two calculations were used with 185�105
�25 �case 1.1� and 265�161�25 �case 1.2� computational cells,
where the grid distribution was uniform with a constant cell size,
h. The resolved turbulent kinetic energy values �26� are presented
in Fig. 3�a� for two different sets of grids. We applied Eqs. �15�
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and �16�; the calculated quality index for case 1.1 and case 1.2 is
shown in Fig. 3�b�. It is seen that for both grid resolutions,
LES�IQ is approximately 95%. Sohankar et al. �26� have stated
that their results with these two grid resolutions were in good
agreement with experiments, reflecting the high LES�IQ we
found.

The kinetic energy values for mixing layer flow simulations
�27� with grids of 200�80�40 �case 2.1� and 300�120�60
�case 2.2� along with approximated experimental results �33� are
shown in Fig. 4�a�. Here, kexp was calculated by assuming vrms
=wrms; Rightley �33� reported only urms and vrms values. The di-
mensions of the calculation domain used by Badeau were 0.55
�0.2�0.2 m, and uniform grid was used in all three directions.
Using Eqs. �15�–�17�, LES�IQ and IQ�EX are obtained for this
case shown in Fig. 4�a�, where �kres attains both positive and
negative values. When the original formulation �Eq. �9�� sug-
gested by Celik et al. �34� was used, the LES�IQ values in some
locations were higher than 1.0, which is unrealistic. This can be
due to the measurement errors or a high level of backscatter in the
LES simulations �see also the discussion in Appendix A�. It
should be pointed out that in this case both LES results and ex-

periments include the periodic fluctuations due to the coherent
Kelvin–Helmholtz waves. This complicates the analysis further. It
seems that Eq. �18� is more appropriate for this case. The calcu-
lated LES�IQ from Eq. �18� is depicted in Fig. 4�b� along with the
true index IQ�EX calculated from Eq. �17�. The proposed LES�IQ
for both coarse- and fine-grid resolution follows closely the
IQ�EX values based on experimental values of k. The observed
LES�IQ values indicate the quality of LES is good in the middle
section of the shear layer but it deteriorates considerably near the
outer boundaries; the quality is particularly low �50%� for the
coarse-grid resolution near the boundaries of the calculation do-
main.

For the channel flow �case 3�, two calculations were carried out
with 343 �case 3.1� and 663 �case 3.2� grids with a nonuniform
grid distribution in the vertical direction �28�. The Reynolds num-
ber, based on the half-channel height, is 33 000. These calcula-
tions were performed with an imposed pressure gradient corre-
sponding to Re=33 000; only the fluctuating part of the pressure
was calculated. This practice, combined with the periodicity of the
flow in axial and spanwise directions, makes the LES of channel
flow easier. Hence, acceptable results can be obtained away from

Fig. 3 „a… The resolved kinetic energy. „b… Large-eddy simula-
tion index of quality „LES�IQ… †Eqs. „15… and „16…‡ for flow
around a square cylinder „Sohankar et al., 1999 †26‡…. „The
numbers in parentheses in the legend indicate grid nodes in
the x- ,y- ,z directions, respectively….

Fig. 4 „a… The resolved turbulence kinetic energy. „b… LES�IQ
†Eq. „18…‡ and IQ�EX †Eq. „17…‡ for the mixing layer simulation
„Badeau, 2003 †27‡…. „The numbers in parentheses in the legend
indicate grid nodes in the x- ,y- ,z directions, respectively….
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the walls with relatively coarse grid resolutions. The computed
turbulent kinetic energy and curve fit to the measurements of Hus-
sain and Reynolds �35� are shown in Fig. 5�a�. Equation �18� was
used to compute LES�IQ; the results are shown in Fig. 5�b�.
Shown also in this figure is the quality index IQ-EX based on
experimental results �Eq. �17a��. Again, the suggested quality in-
dex is in good agreement with those obtained using the experi-
ments. It is noteworthy to observe that the coarse-grid indices near
the wall indicate less than 50%resolution, which is not surprising
for wall boundary layers.

For case 4, two calculations with 65�49�109 grids �case 4.1�,
and with 97�65�129 grids �case 4.2� are studied and in all these
simulations, the mesh size is taken to be uniform in all three
directions; however, the actual grid was nonuniform in the trans-
verse direction �22�. The dimensions of the calculation box are
�2� /
�� in the streamwise direction, 40� in the transverse wall
normal direction, and 20� in the spanwise direction, where � is the
reference length and 
 is the wave number of the linear stability
wave explained briefly in Sreedhar and Stern �22�. The turbulent
kinetic energy profiles are shown in Fig. 6�a�. This case is used to
illustrate the sensitivity of LES�IQ on variation of grid size, h, in

space. Here, the details of the grid distribution are not known. We
calculated the global grid index parameter from Eq. �12� and
LES�IQ from Eqs. �15� and �16�. It is seen from Fig. 6�b� that the
calculated index of quality gives values in the range from approxi-
mately 80%–100%. This range is consistent with the conclusions
drawn by Sreedhar and Stern �22�. When we used the 3% grid
stretching in the transverse direction, the LES index increased by
about 10% from 0.8 to 0.9. This shows that whenever possible,
local grid refinement parameter should be used in calculation of
LES�IQ.

The application of the quality index, LES�IQ, is also done for
two more not as well resolved LES cases, case 5, namely the LES
of the flow in the wake of a ship cruising on a straight track and
that of a ship cruising on a circular track �29,30,21�. For brevity,
we show here only the results from a ship cruising on a straight
track. These studies examined the dynamics of turbulent flow in
the wake of a surface ship using the LES technique with a three-
dimensional incompressible Navier–Stokes solver, using nonor-
thogonal curvilinear coordinates. The LES technique has been ap-
plied throughout these studies in conjunction with a new random
flow generation �RFG� technique originally developed at West

Fig. 5 „a… The resolved turbulence kinetic energy. „b… LES�IQ
†Eq. „18…‡ and IQ�EX †Eq. „17a…‡ for the channel flow simulation
„Shi, 2001 †28‡…: Curve fit to experiments was done by the
present authors. „The numbers in parentheses in the legend
indicate grid nodes in the x- ,y- ,z directions, respectively….

Fig. 6 „a… The resolved turbulence kinetic energy. „b… LES�IQ
†Eqs. „15… and „16…‡ for surface piercing flat-plate boundary
layer simulation „Sreedhar and Stern, 1998 †22‡… for the uniform
grid and 3% stretching in the transverse direction „The num-
bers in parentheses in the legend indicate grid nodes in the
x- ,y- ,z directions, respectively….
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Virginia University to provide unsteady inflow boundary condi-
tions �36,37�. The formal order of the scheme is second order both
in space and time discretization.

Shi �28� and Shi et al. �29� applied LES to the wake flow of the
ship model DTMB 5512 �38,39�. A 3.048 m long unpropelled
model of a modern U.S. Navy fleet ship, Arleigh-Burke class de-
stroyer, DDG51, with a Reynolds number of 4.65�106 cruising
on a straight track, has been investigated. The computational do-
main was 1.5�0.3�0.6 �given in nondimensional units in ship
length� in the x-, y-, z-directions, respectively, with a grid size of
162�50�66 ��500 K� and 322�50�66 ��1000 K�. Nonuni-
form grid spacing with stretching less than 3% was used in both
the x- and y-directions.

The resolved turbulent kinetic energy profile for the above-
mentioned ship wake simulation is shown in Fig. 7�a�. We applied
Eqs. �15� and �16� to the results of ship wake calculations. The
calculated quality index with two different grid resolutions for the
ship wake cruising on a straight track is shown in Fig. 7�b�. For
the fine grid, LES�IQ in the near-wake region is ca. 55% com-
pared to a ca. 30% for the coarse grid. The quality deteriorates
downstream where the grid resolution is coarser �see Fig. 7�b��.
The low LES�IQ values indicate that for this case more grid re-
finement is necessary.

The quality indices are also applied to a study conducted by
Badeau and Celik �32�, on Vertical buoyant jet plumes, case 6,
that was investigated experimentally by Anwar �40�. Three differ-

ent nonuniform grids were used, being 75�57�57, 150�107
�107, and 300�238�238. A uniform grid is used in the axial
direction for all simulations, with a nonuniformity being imposed
in the spanwise and transverse directions. The first grid size for
the fine grid, away from x=0 and z=0, equaled 0.000 38 m; and
the coarse grid equaled 0.000 68 m. The experiments by Anwar
�40� ensured that the flow was turbulent after x /D=5, where x is
the axial distance and D is the inlet diameter of the jet. The inlet
mass flux of the primary water jet equaled 20.37 kg/s /m, which
yields an inlet Reynolds number of 1892 for the primary stream.
The inlet densimetric Froude number was 2.8.

Figure 8�a� shows the resolved turbulent kinetic energy, as
compared to the experimental data. The simulation data have been
time averaged over two flow-through times, as well as spatially
averaged over eight nearest-neighbor cells on the centerlines. It is
seen that the 75�57�57 grid resolution clearly underpredicts the
magnitude as compared to the experiments by as much as 50%.
However, at the finer resolutions, agreement with experimental
data is good. The LES�IQ and IQ�EX are presented in Fig. 8�b�

Fig. 7 „a… Resolved turbulence kinetic energy normalized with
respect to its inlet value, kinlet=3.3E−0.3 „ship cruising on a
straight track…. „b… LES�IQ †Eqs. „15… and „16…‡ along centerline
of the wake. „The numbers in parentheses in the legend indi-
cate grid nodes in the x- ,y- ,z directions, respectively….

Fig. 8 Vertical buoyant jet. „a… Comparison of resolved TKE
from DREAM® simulations „300Ã238Ã238; 150Ã107Ã107;
and 75Ã56Ã56… to experiments „Anwar, 1969 †40‡… at x /Din
=20 „normalized with respect to the square of the inlet veloc-
ity…, „b…. Corresponding LES�IQ and IQEX of the above data
*
„wrms for the experimental data was estimated by the authors

as wrms·vrms….
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for this case. Although the index indicates a good LES when
fine-grid distributions are used, it appears that the order of the
monotonic scheme used by Badeau and Celik �32� reduces in the
case of a coarse grid due to the use of the power-law scheme.
When this is taken into account by letting p=1.0 the LES�IQ and
IQ�EX agree quite well.

Influence of Filter Size versus Grid Size. Geurts and Froe-
hlich �18� simulated turbulent flow in a mixing layer. DNS results
with uniform grids that consisted of 1923 nodes and LES results
with grids that consisted of 323, 483, 643, 963 nodes were re-
ported. The formal accuracy is second order in time, fourth order
in space for convective terms, and second order for viscous and
subgrid fluxes. The original study was completed for four cases
with � /h=1,2 ,3 ,4. However, grid convergence is not monotonic
for the case � /h=1. We calculated LES�IQ values for two cases
with � /h=2,4. The resolved kinetic energy profiles for these two
cases are shown in Fig. 9�a� for a range of � /h=r values along
with the DNS results.

The four sets of kinetic energy values from cases with � /h
=2,4 are used to calculate the values of p, q, a, and b described in
Sec. 3. The order of the SGS contribution, q, is calculated to be
approximately 2. This seems to be consistent with the general
observation that the Smagorinsky model introduces a second-

order contribution, dependent on the filter width. Although the
spatial discretization scheme used by Geurts and Froehlich �18�
for convective terms was fourth order, the current procedure
yielded approximately second order, i.e., p=2, that is consistent
with the order of the scheme they used for the viscous terms. The
LES�IQ �Eq. �20�� and IQ�DNS �Eq. �17b�� have been calculated
using the grids 643 �coarse� and 963 �fine� where �=2h, and the
results are shown in Fig. 9�b�. The LES�IQ values fall in the range
85%–100%, and they follow the same trend as the IQ�DNS re-
sults; however, the coarse- and fine-grid indices are lower than the
corresponding IQ�DNS results, which is desirable to assure some
degree of conservatism in the calculated LES�IQ values. Calcula-
tions were also carried out for the case �=4h. The results �not
shown here� were similar to the case with �=2h.

It may be thought that the suggested practice of p=2 and q
=2 might lead to significant uncertainty if the actual p were to be
much larger than the p used. To assess this, we did calculations
with p=4. This resulted in ca. 10% improvement in the LES�IQ
which can be absorbed into the conservatism of the proposed in-
dex.

5 Conclusions
Various indices to measure the quality of resolution measures

for large-eddy simulations have been formulated and the underly-
ing rationale is elucidated. The formulation given by Eq. �9� �or
Eq. �18�� targets specifically those applications where the filter
length and the mesh size are directly proportional to each other,
and the numerical dissipation and subgrid scale contribution to
dissipation of energy are both functions of mesh size. In such
applications, Richardson extrapolation can be used to estimate the
effective subgrid turbulent kinetic energy, including the contribu-
tions from both the modeling and discretization, hence leading to
an estimate of the apparent total kinetic energy. The proposed
index is a measure of the percentage of the resolved turbulent
kinetic energy to the total. Equation �9� �or Eq. �18�� is recom-
mended for those cases where h�� and the order of accuracy of
the numerical scheme is approximately the same as that order
implied of SGS modeling. On the other hand, for �h, LES�IQ
formulation should be modified such that the effective subgrid
turbulent kinetic energy is a function of both the filter width and
the mesh size. Then, Eq. �20� should be used assuming that p
=min�p ,q�. In situations where the values of p or q are not
known, it is recommended that p=q=2 be used. This recommen-
dation is based on the assumption that, on one hand, the numerical
schemes used for LES must at least be second order both in time
and space discretization, and on the other hand the quality or
uncertainty measures should have some degree of conservatism. If
more conservatism is desired the coarse-grid index rather than the
fine-grid index can be used, or the fine-grid index can be used
with p=1.0. We believe that the suggested quality index can be
applied everywhere in the calculation domain, preferably using a
local mesh size for LES with wall resolution; for LES with wall
functions it should be applied away from the walls.

Applications of the proposed quality index to a range of case
studies from the literature and comparison with DNS and experi-
ments show that newly proposed LES�IQ is a good indicator of
the resolution quality in LES. When possible, the proposed index
of quality should be supplemented by providing additional infor-
mation on relative mesh size �e.g., Eq. �7��, and relative magni-
tude of the subgrid viscosity �e.g., Eq. �8�� along with spectral
information on resolved turbulent kinetic energy in frequency and
wave number domains.

The reader must be warned against a misconception that “good
grid resolution indicates a good model or a good accuracy!” The
proposed LES�IQ is an indication of sufficient grid resolution so
that the calculations can qualify as LES, and that the SGS model
reveals its characteristics. In this regard LES�IQ should be con-

Fig. 9 „a… Resolved turbulence kinetic energy decay versus
time for � /h=2; „b… Calculated LES�IQ †Eq. „20…‡ and IQ�DNS
†Eq. „17…‡. A curve fit to the turbulent kinetic energy data from
Geurts and Froehlich „2001… †18‡ was used in our analysis.
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sidered as a verification index rather than a validation index; the
latter necessarily requires comparison with DNS or physical ex-
periments, and involves assessment of accuracy.
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Appendix A: Rationale for Eqs. (7) and (8) in the Main
Text

It can be shown �Pope, 2000, �11�� that 80% of the turbulent
kinetic energy can be resolved when L /��12 for the sharp cutoff
filter and L /��17 for the Gaussian filter in case of high-
Reynolds number homogeneous isotropic turbulence with the cut-
off wave number 	c=� /�. Here, L=k3/2 /� is a length scale of
turbulence and � is the filter width, k is the turbulent kinetic
energy, and � is the dissipation rate of turbulence. Noting that �

�u3 /� and u��2/3k, we can relate the integral length scale � to
L by �=cL, where c�0.55. Taking an average value of �12
+17� /2=14.5 yields

�/� � 8 �A1�
The Kolmogorov length scale is given by

�k = � Ret
−3/4 �A2�

where Ret=u� /v is the turbulence Reynolds number.
Equations �A1� and �A2� can be used to rewrite �A1� as

h

�k
=

Ret
3/4

8��/h�
�A3�

For a typically high Ret�1200 and ��h, Eq. �A3� yields h /�k
�25 �Ret�300⇒h /�k�9�. Moreover, in the context of the
Smagorinsky SGS model, from the scaling of quantities in the
inertial subrange the SGS residual viscosity is given by �Pope,
2000, �11��

vt � Cs
2�4/3�1/3 �A4�

A reasonable model for vnum is

vnum � Cvhknum
1/2 �A5�

where Cv is a constant, and knum is the residual kinetic energy
caused by numerical dissipation.

Using the results mentioned above, i.e., L /��14.5, when 80%
of the turbulent kinetic energy is resolved, and kres�0.8k, L can
be related to kres as

L =
�kres/0.8�3/2

�
=

1.4�kres�3/2

�
�A6�

One can then show that

vt + vnum = 1.12Cs
2	�

L

4/3

L�kres�1/2 + ch�knum�1/2 �A7�

Also, Cs=0.17, h��, c�0.55, L /��14.5, and knum/kres

�0.125 �i.e., numerical dissipation contributes 50% of the unre-
solved energy budget; this is an intuitive approximation for a rea-
sonably good quality LES�; it follows that

vt + vnum

v
= 0.014

�kres�1/2L

v
�A8�

Using the definition �k= �v3 /��1/4 and Eq. �A2� with �=0.55L,
Eq. �A8� yields

vt + vnum

v
= 0.017 Ret �A9�

In deriving Eq. �A9�, the assumed 50% contribution to the unre-
solved scales by numerical dissipation may be considered high,
but most probably this is not an exaggeration when practical en-
gineering applications of LES are considered. For a high turbu-
lence Reynolds number of Ret=1200 and low Ret=300, Eq. �A9�
gives veff /v to be approximately 20 and 5.

Appendix B: On The Consistence of LES With DNS

B.1 Celik’s question. While reviewing literature on predic-
tion of turbulent kinetic energy using large-eddy simulation, I
have noticed that in some cases the calculated resolved turbulent
kinetic energy is larger than DNS and/or experiments. This is
particularly common in wall-bounded flows. Intuitively, I thought
the resolved TKE and LES should always be smaller than �i.e., a
fraction of� DNS results. Because there is usually higher energy
dissipation in simulations of LES, I cannot explain the reverse
trend. Could you provide your opinion on this?

B.2 Reply by L. Davidson. Often poor resolution in wall-
bounded flows gives rise to too high resolved TKE. I think the

reason is that the resolved strain S̄ij gets too small and hence the

resolved dissipation �SGS=2vSGSS̄ijS̄ij gets too small. You’re right
when you say that one could expect the resolved dissipation to be
larger in LES than in DNS �because vSGSv�, but then one for-
gets that the resolved dissipation is very dependent on the re-
solved strain rate tensor.

B.3 Reply by S. Jordan. This problem is a common occur-
rence when insufficient resolution is supplied in the spanwise di-
rection. The peak turbulent intensities can be twice the correct
values in the wake of bluff bodies if given poor spanwise resolu-
tion. This result can be easily seen in the coupled equation be-
tween pressure and velocity �dot product of momentum�.

B.4 Discussion by I. Celik. Usually, the �vv� and �ww� are
lower than DNS data, while �uu� is higher; the coarser the calcu-
lation the higher �uu� �see, e.g., Froehlich and Rodi, 2002 �14��.
Froehlich and Rodi also observed that the discrepancy between
LES and DNS diminished rapidly by improving the resolution in
the streamwise and the spanwise directions. But, still the resolved
turbulent kinetic energy in LES may attain higher values than that
seen in DNS. If we assume that in the LES of channel flow the
production �uv� dU /dy is predicted more or less correct, then the
slope of the mean velocity profile should be more or less correct
near the wall. The apparent dissipation rate ��u3 /� should bal-
ance this production term. It appears that the apparent length scale
in LES is usually too small near the wall, hence leading to large
rms values in order to balance the correctly predicted production.

On the other hand, if the mean flow is not right, it is under-
standable that LES with a dissipative SGS model might give
larger fluctuations. What might be the reason for not predicting
the mean flow? The reason probably is that the grid resolution is
not sufficient to capture the slope of the mean velocity profile
correctly. This in effect will lead to inaccurate mean pressure gra-
dient in the streamwise direction, which in turn, may lead to
wrong strain rates that are used in SGS model. Then, the dissipa-
tion rate could be underpredicted, thus polluting the overall re-
sults. Also, when the grid is insufficient to resolve the near-wall
energy carrying eddies, streaks, hairpins etc., an overshoot in tur-
bulent kinetic energy may occur. As noted by Pope �2000 �11��,
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for low Reynolds number flows there is considerable overlap be-
tween energy-containing eddies and dissipative ranges of scales.
In LES of low Reynolds number flows the filter is likely to be
placed in this overlapping region. This argument is also applicable
to inherently low Reynolds number flows near a wall where the
segregation of “large” and “small” scales is not possible.

Recent observations also indicate that bad SGS models cannot
predict transition to turbulence at the proper Reynolds number and
at the proper location. When this happens there is a phase shift in
the profiles of turbulence quantities. For example, in LES of free-
shear layers, if the location of transition in the axial direction is
not predicted right, the peak rms values are not predicted at the
right location; hence, at some points the LES results would show
a higher turbulent kinetic energy than the corresponding DNS
results. Similar phenomenon will occur in wall layers, where there
is always transition from laminar �viscous sublayer� to turbulent
flow. As long as the integral kinetic energy agrees well with DNS
results, this is not necessarily a shortcoming of LES, other than
the fact that the location of transition is not predicted accurately,
which is in general a very difficult task.
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Detached-Eddy Simulation of the
Separated Flow Over a
Rounded-Corner Square
Detached-eddy simulation (DES) is used to study the massively separated flow over a
rounded-corner square. The configuration is an idealization of the flow around a fore-
body cross section rotating at high angle of attack. Simulations are performed at sub- and
supercritical Reynolds numbers, between which experimental measurements show a re-
versal of the side force. DES predictions are evaluated using experimental measurements
and contrasted with unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS) results. The
computations are also subjected to a moderate grid refinement, a doubling of the span-
wise period, an enlargement of the domain in the other directions, and the removal of any
explicit turbulence model. The sub- and supercritical flows are computed at Reynolds
numbers of 105 and 8�105, respectively, and with the freestream at 10 deg angle of
attack. Boundary-layer separation characteristics (laminar or turbulent) are established
via the initial and boundary conditions of the eddy viscosity. Following boundary layer
detachment, a chaotic and three-dimensional wake rapidly develops. For the supercriti-
cal flow, the pressure distribution is close to the measured values and both the streamwise
and side forces are in adequate agreement with measurements. For the subcritical flow,
DES side-force predictions do not follow the experimental measurements far enough to
achieve reversal. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1990202�

1 Introduction
Knowledge of the spin and recovery characteristics of modern

aircraft is crucial at a variety of levels, including maneuverability,
control strategies, and ultimately design. One of the most signifi-
cant factors affecting spin characteristics for modern fighters is the
forebody, with its complex vortical flows and long moment arm.
Laboratory measurements of spin characteristics are of limited
utility since it is not possible to resolve important Reynolds num-
ber effects because of the range of available tunnels. Numerical
simulation, therefore, provides an important tool that should ulti-
mately provide higher-fidelity evaluations of rotary motion char-
acteristics and aircraft spin than current approaches.

Unfortunately, numerical models are inadequate in many in-
stances due to their inability to accurately predict the complex and
unsteady effects associated with spin. Vortical flows, cross-flow
separations, and sensitivity of forces and moments to Reynolds
number greatly challenge modeling approaches. These factors also
supply the overall motivation for the present fundamental investi-
gations and the need to develop and assess improved techniques
for predicting complex, separated flows at high Reynolds
numbers.

Most predictions of high-Reynolds number turbulent flows en-
countered in applications are obtained from solutions of the
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes �RANS� equations. While the
most popular RANS models appear to yield predictions of useful
accuracy in attached flows as well as some with shallow separa-
tions, RANS predictions of massive separations have typically
been unreliable. RANS models, calibrated in thin shear layers,
appear unable to consistently represent to sufficient accuracy the
geometry-dependent, chaotic, and unsteady features of massively
separated flows. This is the case even with unsteady RANS
�URANS�, a technique most often applied in two-dimensional
simulations and which is capable of producing vortex shedding,
though the shedding is typically nonchaotic and exaggerated in
amplitude �1�. In addition, predictions of quantities such as the

mean drag using URANS can be quite large compared to mea-
surements, though some studies have shown that URANS can
yield relatively reasonable descriptions of separated flows �2,3�.

The relatively poor performance of RANS models has moti-
vated the increased application of large-eddy simulation �LES�.
Away from solid surfaces, LES is a powerful approach, providing
a description of the large, energy-containing scales of motion that
are typically dependent on geometry and boundary conditions.
When applied to boundary layers, however, the computational
cost of whole-domain LES does not differ appreciably from that
of direct numerical simulation �DNS� �4�. The “large eddies” close
to the wall are physically small in scale and, in high-Reynolds
number boundary layers, LES may not sufficiently resolve near-
wall structures. Inadequate resolution can severely degrade LES
of separated flows if the location of boundary layer separation is
not accurately predicted.

In the present contribution, predictions are obtained using
detached-eddy simulation �DES�, a hybrid method which has
RANS behavior near the wall and becomes a large-eddy simula-
tion in the regions away from solid surfaces provided the grid
density is sufficient �4�. The formulation used here is based on a
modification to the Spalart–Allmaras one-equation model �5� �re-
ferred to as S-A throughout� and is described in greater detail in
the next section. DES is a nonzonal technique that is computation-
ally feasible for high-Reynolds number prediction, but also re-
solves time-dependent, three-dimensional turbulent motions as in
LES. Previous applications of the method have been favorable,
yielding adequate predictions across a range of flows and also
showing the computational cost has a weak dependence on Rey-
nolds number, similar to RANS methods yet at the same time
providing more realistic descriptions of unsteady effects �1,6,7�.

The study described in this manuscript is part of a larger effort
in which one of the main goals is development of simulation tools
for prediction of the flight characteristics of full aircraft at appli-
cation Reynolds numbers �8�. An area of particular interest is that
of aircraft spin. These flow fields are massively separated, provid-
ing a regime suited for a “natural” application of DES–RANS
prediction of the boundary layers and LES of the massively sepa-
rated wake. Though a natural application for the model, calcula-
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tions of complex configurations at high Reynolds numbers chal-
lenge the entire computational approach, including that of grid
generation and flow solution. Unstructured grids form an integral
component of the present computational approach; the solutions
are obtained using the commercial flow solver COBALT in which
the numerical method is stabilized via nonlinear dissipation. Re-
lated investigations have shown that the artificial dissipation asso-
ciated with a numerical scheme used to solve the Navier–Stokes
equations can be as large as that represented by the turbulence
model; therefore, care must be exercised in application of these
methods to LES �e.g., see Mittal and Moin �9��. This in turn
motivates another goal of the work—to explore the current nu-
merical approach on various grid topologies for DES applications.
This is not a simple matter of verifying the order of accuracy,
which is difficult to define and predict in LES and especially
hybrid methods. The primary approach for such assessments re-
mains grid refinement.

The flow considered in this work is that around a canonical
forebody cross section, the rounded-corner square shown in Fig.
1. The corner radius is 1 /4 of the width/height �“diameter,” D� of
the forebody, the angle of attack � is 10 deg. Numerical predic-
tions are compared to the experimental measurements from Pol-
hamus �10�. These investigators measured the forces and pressure
distributions on a variety of forebody cross sections over a range
of Reynolds numbers and angles of attack. Note that the angle of
attack as considered by Polhamus �10� and indicated in Fig. 1 is
that characterizing the idealized two-dimensional problem and
would not represent the angle of attack of an airplane. In simplest
terms the flow considered emulates that of a forebody at 90 deg
angle of attack �an exactly flat spin�, and rotating. The angle of
attack considered in this study is then the arctangent of the ratio
�D /V, where � is the spin rate, D the distance from the nose to
center of rotation of the spin, and V its sink velocity.

Pressure measurements indicate that, in the subcritical regime
�Reynolds numbers below about 5�105 based on the freestream
velocity and diameter D�, boundary layer separation along the top
surface �uppermost horizontal surface in Fig. 1� occurs near the
upper-front corner of the forebody, while for the supercritical
flows the boundary layer remains attached along the upper �and
lower� surface. The changes in boundary layer separation charac-
teristics have significant effects on the streamwise and lateral
forces with Reynolds number �the lateral, or side, force acts along
the y axis in Fig. 1�. A reversal of the lateral force was measured
in the experiments summarized by Polhamus �10�, i.e., negative
for subcritical flows and positive in the supercritical regime �for
reference, the force is positive for an airfoil�. Relevant to spin, the

negative side force in the subcritical regime is spin propelling,
while at the higher Reynolds numbers the positive side force is
spin damping.

The main objectives of the work are to assess predictions of the
separated flow over a rounded-corner square, especially as the
predictions relate to the factors influencing side-force reversal.
The response of DES predictions to changes in grid spacing is
investigated, as well as other factors such as the dimension of the
�statistically homogeneous� spanwise coordinate. DES predictions
are also compared to results obtained from the unsteady
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes �URANS� equations �of both
the two- and three-dimensional equations� and to simulations per-
formed without an explicit turbulence model.

2 Computational Approach

2.1 Detached-Eddy Simulation. The DES formulation is
based on a modification to the S-A model such that it reduces to
its RANS form close to solid surfaces and a Smagorinsky-type
subgrid viscosity away from the wall �4�. The S-A RANS model
can be expressed as

D�̃

Dt
= cb1�1 − f t2�S̃�̃ +

1

�
�� · ��� + �̃� � �̃� + cb2�� �̃�2�

− �cw1fw −
cb1

�2 f t2�� �̃

d
�2

+ f t1�U2 �1�

where �̃ is the working variable. The eddy viscosity �t is obtained
from

�t = �̃fv1, fv1 =
�3

�3 + cv1
3 , � �

�̃

�
�2�

where � is the molecular viscosity. The production term is ex-
pressed as

S̃ � fv3S +
�̃

�2d2 fv2 �3�

fv2 = �1 +
�

cv2
	−3

, fv3 =
�1 + �fv1��1 − fv2�

�
�4�

where S is the magnitude of the vorticity. The production term as
written in �3� differs from that developed in Spalart and Allmaras
�5� via the introduction of fv3 and redefinition of fv2. These
changes are advantageous for simulation of flows with laminar
separation since spurious upstream propagation of the eddy vis-
cosity into attached, laminar regions is more easily prevented. The
function fw is given by

fw = g� 1 + cw3
6

g6 + cw3
6 �1/6

, g = r + cw2�r6 − r�, r �
�̃

S�2d2 �5�

The function f t2 is defined as

f t2 = ct3 exp�− ct4�2� �6�

The trip function f t1 is specified in terms of the distance dt from
the field point to the trip, the wall vorticity 	t at the trip, and �U,
which is the difference between the velocity at the field point and
that at the trip

f t1 = ct1gt exp�− ct2
	t

2

�U2 �d2 + gt
2dt

2�	 �7�

where gt=min�0.1,�U /	t�x�, where �x is the grid spacing along
the wall at the trip. The wall boundary condition is �̃=0, and the
inflow condition is discussed in Sec. 2.2. The constants are cb1
=0.1355,

Fig. 1 Cross section of the rounded-corner square and angle
of attack of the freestream flow. Corner radius is 1/4 the “diam-
eter” D of the forebody. Angles are measured positive counter-
clockwise from the aft-symmetry stagnation point.
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�=2/3, cb2=0.622, �=0.41, cw1=cb1 /�2+ �1+cb2� /�, cw2=0.3,
cw3=2, cv1=7.1, cv2=5, ct1=1, ct2=2, ct3=1.1, and ct4=2.

The DES formulation is obtained by replacing the distance to

the nearest wall, d, by d̃, where d̃ is defined as

d̃ � min�d,CDES�� �8�

In Eq. �8� for the current study, � is the largest distance between
the cell center under consideration and the cell center of the
neighbors �i.e., those cells sharing a face with the cell in ques-
tion�. In “natural” applications of DES, the wall-parallel grid
spacings �e.g., streamwise and spanwise� are typically on the or-
der of the boundary layer thickness and the S-A RANS model is

retained throughout the boundary layer, i.e., d̃=d. Consequently,
prediction of boundary layer separation is determined in the
“RANS mode” of DES. Away from solid boundaries, the closure
is a one-equation model for the subgrid viscosity. When the pro-
duction and destruction terms of the model are balanced, the
length scale d=CDES� in the LES region yields a Smagorinsky-
type eddy viscosity �̃
S�2. Analogous to classical LES, the role
of � is to allow the energy cascade down to the grid size; roughly,
it makes the pseudo-Kolmogorov length scale based on the eddy
viscosity proportional to the grid spacing. The additional model
constant CDES=0.65 was set in homogeneous turbulence �11� and
is used without modification in this work.

2.2 Approach and Simulation Overview. As reported in
Polhamus �10�, there are important Reynolds number effects in
the flow around the forebody at angle of attack. These effects are
analogous to that of the drag crisis occurring around cylinders and
spheres and are linked to boundary layer transition and the nature
of the flow separation. While predicting details of the transition
process is beyond the scope of the methods used in the current
simulations, it is possible to construct well-defined computations
to investigate the effect of the type of boundary layer separation
on the flow. In particular, simulations were performed in the sub-
and supercritical regimes in which the type of boundary layer
separation was controlled via the initial and boundary conditions
on the eddy viscosity.

Following Travin �1�, a “tripless” approach is employed for
subcritical flows in which the inflow eddy viscosity is zero. Non-
zero values of �t are seeded into the wake, and the reversed flow
that is established in the recirculating region is sufficient to sustain
the turbulence model downstream of separation. Boundary layer
separation in this case is laminar, with the model active following
separation. For the supercritical flows the inflow eddy viscosity is
set to a small value �3��, sufficient to ignite the turbulence model
near solid surfaces as the fluid enters the boundary layers. The
subsequent separation is then of a turbulent boundary layer.

The computations were performed using COBALT, an unstruc-
tured finite-volume method developed for solution of the com-
pressible Navier–Stokes equations and described in Ref. �12�. The
numerical method is a cell-centered finite volume approach appli-

cable to arbitrary cell topologies �e.g., hexahedrals, prisms, tetrah-
drons�. The spatial operator uses the exact Riemann solver of
Gottlieb and Groth �13�, least-squares gradient calculations using
QR factorization to provide second-order accuracy in space, and
TVD flux limiters to limit extremes at cell faces. A point implicit
method using analytic first-order inviscid and viscous Jacobians is
used for advancement of the discretized system. For time-accurate
computations, a Newton subiteration scheme is employed; the
method is second-order accurate in time. For parallel perfor-
mance, COBALT uses the domain decomposition library PARMETIS

�14� to provide optimal load balancing with a minimal surface
interface between zones. Communication between processors is
achieved using message passing interface �MPI�, with excellent
parallel efficiencies.

Most of the calculations presented in the next section were
performed on structured grids that were generated using the con-
trol technique of Hsu and Lee �15�. Using this technique, it was
possible to control mesh spacing to the first point nearest the
boundary �within one wall unit near solid surfaces�, exert control
over grid spacing tangent to the boundary, and also to maintain
orthogonality of the mesh at all boundaries. Also evaluated in the
next section is a DES prediction obtained on an unstructured
mesh. The unstructured grid was generated using Gridgen �16�,
with prisms in the boundary layer and near-isotropic tetrahedra
away from solid surfaces. The ability to exert greater control on
cell distribution compared to the structured grids permitted gen-
eration of an unstructured mesh having 2.5�106 cells �of a total
cell size of 3.55�106 cells� within two diameters of the forebody
surface. The wall-normal spacing of the unstructured grid in the
boundary layer was the same as that in the structured grid �geo-
metric progression at a rate of 1.2�. The streamwise and spanwise
spacings of the unstructured grid near solid surfaces was also
comparable to the structured grid, slightly finer due to grid topol-
ogy �prisms� employed.

The parameters of the calculations are summarized in Table 1.
Shown is the case number, model, grid size, spanwise period, and
reference to the x–y domain size. As summarized in the table,
predictions are obtained using DES, URANS of both the two- and
three-dimensional flow, and computations without any explicit
turbulence model. As shown below, predictions of the flow expe-
riencing turbulent boundary layer separation were obtained for
each of the simulation cases in Table 1. Computations of the tri-
pless solution were obtained for most of the simulation cases, as
summarized below.

The majority of simulations was performed on domains in
which the spanwise period was three times the diameter, i.e., Lz
=3D. The influence of the spanwise dimension was investigated
in case 2 via computations performed on a domain with a dou-
bling of the spanwise period to Lz=6. Domain-size influences
were also investigated in calculations with two domains having
different outer-boundary placement. The smaller domain �referred
to as “baseline” in the table� extended eight diameters down-

Table 1 Simulation parameters. Grid size reported as surface-normalÃsurface-tangential
Ãspanwise; „baseline… is the smaller x–y domain, „padded… the larger x–y domain. URANS
calculations performed using the Spalart–Allmaras one-equation model.
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stream of the body and with a lateral extent also of 8D. In calcu-
lations performed on the larger domains �referred to as “padded”
in the table�, the streamwise extent to the outflow boundary down-
stream of the body was at approximately 20D, with the lateral
dimension also approximately 20D from the model surface. As
shown in the next section, there was a measurable effect of the
baseline domain on the solutions, resulting in overpredictions of
the stagnation pressure and axial force. Boundary conditions on
the model surface were no-slip for the velocity components and
with �̃=0. The normal momentum equation is used at solid walls
to estimate the variation of pressure normal to the surface, while a
one-sided, least-squares gradient method is used to estimate the
variation of pressure tangent to the wall.

Grid resolution was investigated by refining the mesh in the
x–y plane by a factor of 2. For the coarse grid with the shorter
spanwise dimension �Lz=3D�, the structured-grid calculation was
performed using approximately 2.2�106 points, the finer mesh
calculation possessing about 4.5�106 grid points. In all compu-
tations the wall layer is resolved, i.e., the distance from the wall to
the first cell center was within one viscous unit. For the turbulent
separation cases the resolved wall layer is important to accurately
predicting boundary layer properties. For the tripless case experi-
encing laminar boundary layer separation it would be possible to
relax the near-wall spacing though that was not attempted in the
current study—the same grids were used for both fully turbulent
and tripless cases.

As shown by Eq. �8�, the length scale � is determined by the
largest of the three grid spacings. Near the surface of the forebody
for the structured grids the spanwise mesh spacing is larger than
either �x or �y and, consequently, the thickness of the “RANS
region” �i.e., the wall-normal distance from the forebody surface

to the interface where d̃=CDES�� was 0.013D for each structured
grid. The dimensionless time step, �t / �D /U�� �U� is the
freestream speed�, was 0.01, a value chosen based on preliminary
calculations and other time-accurate computations of unsteady
flows by the current investigators and other researchers �1,17�.
These studies included computations performed using algorithms
for solution of the Navier–Stokes equations different than the ap-
proach employed in COBALT, and the cross comparison of flow-
field predictions has provided specific guidance on choice of time
steps and an assessment of unsteady flow-field predictions using
COBALT �e.g., see Forsythe �8��. With �t / �D /U��=0.01, there are
approximately 350 time steps per main shedding cycle. Far-field
boundary values on the solution were obtained from the Riemann
invariants; the freestream Mach number was 0.1.

From a given set of initial and boundary conditions for a par-
ticular flow type �tripless or fully turbulent�, the governing equa-
tions were time advanced through a transient as the flow evolved
to its equilibrium condition. Various initial conditions were used,
e.g., specification of uniform properties or with perturbations ap-
plied to the initial conditions in order to accelerate the develop-
ment of chaotic three-dimensional structure in the wake. Slight
asymmetries in the initial state that arise from grid partitioning,
ordering of the grid, machine round-off, etc., are amplified by the
natural instabilities of the flow and, as will be shown in the next
section, the numerical solutions develop strong lateral variations.
The transient as the flow developed towards an equilibrium state
was typically less than about 20D /U�. This transient was dis-
carded and the simulations continued for an additional period of
O�100D /U��. This period was sufficient for adequate conver-
gence of averaged quantities and capture of the long time scales in
the flow.

3 Results

3.1 Solution Properties and Flow Visualization. The differ-
ent structure of the sub-and supercritical flows is illustrated in Fig.
2. For the subcritical flow at Re=105 the attached boundary layers
are laminar and cannot sustain the development of the adverse

pressure gradient in the upper-front corner with separation occur-
ring around �
135 deg �note again that the angle � is measured
counterclockwise from the aft-symmetry point of the forebody�.
In the “tripless” mode, the turbulence model is dormant upstream
of separation, with flow reversal sustaining the model downstream
of separation. For the supercritical flow shown in the lower frame
of Fig. 2, the fully turbulent boundary layers remain attached
along the upper-front corner and over most of the upper surface,
with flow separation taking place near the upper rear corner ��

45 deg�.

Shown in Fig. 3 is a representative sample of pathlines in the
vicinity of the upper-front corner of the forebody for the flow at
Re=105 �case 4 in Table 1�. The pathlines in the figure are colored
by the value of the viscosity ratio �t /� �note that the pathlines
cross in the view shown in the figure because the flow is three-
dimensional�. Upstream of separation the eddy viscosity is zero
�as indicated by the dark color of the pathline�. In the separated
region the reversing flow sweeps turbulent fluid from downstream
into contact with the separating flow producing a transition �in this
case activation of the turbulence model� by contact of turbulent
with nonturbulent fluid.

Fig. 2 Instantaneous vorticity isosurfaces colored by pres-
sure. Pressure contours on the far plane; vorticity contours in
the near plane. Subcritical flow at Re=105 shown in „a…; super-
critical flow at Re=8Ã105 shown in „b….
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In “natural” applications of DES, the detached regions of the
flow are modeled using LES, in this case with a one-equation
model for the subgrid-scale eddy viscosity. An advantage of LES
is that mesh refinement resolves more flow features, in turn less-
ening modeling errors. The effect of mesh refinement was inves-
tigated by doubling the x–y grid in case 3 as compared to case 1
�cf., Table 1�. Shown in Fig. 4 are contours of the instantaneous
vorticity from Case 1 and Case 3 for a simulation with turbulent
separation at Re=8�105. Cuts of the vorticity field from three
spanwise planes are shown for each case and provide an example
of the spanwise variation in the DES solution. As also the case for
classical LES, Fig. 4 shows that the effect of the mesh refinement
is to resolve smaller-scale eddies in case 3. This feature in the
DES was also illustrated in the circular cylinder calculations of
Travin �1�.

3.2 Statistics for the Turbulent Separation Cases. Force co-
efficients Cx and Cy in the axial and lateral directions, respec-
tively, are defined using the freestream density and velocity and
frontal area of the forebody. Figure 5 shows the force coefficient
time histories for the two-dimensional URANS solution at Re
=8�105. A fraction of the time history is shown in the figure, i.e.,
following the initial transient. The figure shows the 2D URANS
solution is temporally periodic, with large swings in the side-force
coefficient compared to the axial value as the flow undergoes a
shedding cycle.

A representative force coefficient history for a DES case is
shown in Fig. 6, for a turbulent separation run at Re=8�105

�case 2�. Similar to Fig. 5, a transient of roughly 20 nondimen-
sional time units has been excluded from the figure �note also the
longer time integration for the DES�. Unlike the 2D URANS, a
strong modulation is apparent in the side-force coefficient Cy,
similar to that in related studies of cylinders and other bluff bodies
�1�. The side-force modulation is complex and seems to be an
intrinsic feature of the chaotic, three-dimensional flow. For the
forebody, the modulation develops via the interaction of spanwise
and streamwise vorticity in the near wake. DES calculations on

domains in which the spanwise coordinate Lz was 1.5D did not
yield force modulation and suppressed three-dimensionality of the
primary spanwise structure �although the solution did possess
streamwise vorticity, albeit weak�. Predictions on the domain with
Lz=1.5D yielded large overpredictions of the axial force. Though
not shown here, force-coefficient histories for all of the three-
dimensional turbulent separation cases—including the 3D
URANS result—exhibited force modulation.

Time-averaged force coefficients for the turbulent separation
cases are summarized in Table 2. The 2D URANS, which pro-
duces a periodic shedding and cannot accurately account for the
force modulation, substantially overpredicts the mean axial force
coefficient �Cx�. This feature is analogous to the circular cylinder
where two-dimensional URANS yields large drag �1�. For the
DES, force coefficients from the smaller �baseline� domains are
higher than the measured values and than those from calculations
performed on the larger domain �cf., cases 1–3�. A comparison of
case 3 against cases 1–2 shows a trend towards lower axial force
with grid refinement in the x–y plane. In addition, the axial force
slightly decreases in case 2, computed on the longer spanwise

Fig. 3 Particle pathlines colored by �t /� from tripless solution
at Re=105. Threshold of �t /� from 0 „dark… to 1 „light….

Fig. 4 Contours of the instantaneous vorticity in three span-
wise planes for case 1 „on the left… and case 3 „on the right….
Vorticity contours are from the turbulent separation cases at
Re=8Ã105.

Fig. 5 Force coefficients Cx and Cy from two-dimensional
URANS at Re=8Ã105, turbulent boundary layer separation.
--- Cx; ——— Cy.

Fig. 6 Force coefficients Cx and Cy from case 2, DES predic-
tion at Re=8Ã105, turbulent boundary layer separation. --- Cx;
——— Cy.
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domain, compared to case 1. Nevertheless, �Cx� is too large and,
as shown below, the overprediction arises from the influence of
the computational domain, which effectively constrains the flow
and raises the stagnation pressure coefficient by about 0.1 com-
pared to results obtained on the larger domains �cases 4–5�. DES
predictions on the larger domain using both structured and un-
structured grids are in quite good agreement with the measure-
ments of Polhamus �10�. Interestingly, the 3D URANS also yields
forces in good agreement with the measurements and padded-
domain DES predictions. On the other hand, calculations without
an explicit turbulence model �case 6� markedly overpredict the
axial force due to the poor treatment of the attached boundary
layers, as described in more detail below.

Pressure coefficients around the body for the fully turbulent
runs �Re=8�105� are shown in Fig. 7. For the flow at 10 deg
angle of attack, the maximum Cp occurs about 15–20 deg below
the fore-symmetry point ��
−160 deg as shown in Fig. 7�. For
cases 1, 3, and 7, the stagnation Cp is overpredicted, an error
introduced by the use of the smaller x–y domain. For these cases
the overprediction in the stagnation pressure is O�0.1�, compa-
rable to the overprediction of the mean axial force �cf., Table 2�.
Comparing the effect of the domain �case 1 and case 4� shows a
reduction in the axial force coefficient on the larger domain, closer

to the measured value of about 0.4 as also summarized in Table 2.
The 2D URANS, with a finer x–y grid compared to the three-
dimensional runs, shows deeper minima in Cp in the vicinity of
each corner, providing some insight into the effect of grid resolu-
tion on the pressure field. While finer grids would improve the
description of the wake characteristics and therefore also the pres-
sure distribution �especially in the aft region�, other effects such as
the domain size and treatment of the spanwise boundaries �peri-
odic in this work� also contribute to differences between the simu-
lations and experiment. Much deeper investigations than possible
in this work could consider variations in these parameters and
their influence on the accuracy of the predictions.

An effect of the Reynolds number reproduced in the fully tur-
bulent solutions in Fig. 7 is that the boundary layers around the
upper-front and lower-front corners ��
 ±135 deg� remain at-
tached, as evidenced by the pressure minima in these regions,
especially around �
135 deg. It is apparent that all of the simu-
lations predict attached boundary layers around the upper-front
corner, with the exception of case 6, i.e., the simulation performed
without an explicit turbulence model in which the �effectively
laminar� boundary layer separates. Without an explicit model in
the boundary layers, accurate prediction of boundary layer growth
and separation requires grids of sufficient density to resolve the
small near-wall turbulent structures �as would also be required in
whole-domain LES with an explicit SGS model�. At high Rey-
nolds numbers, however, boundary layer grids will not be suffi-
ciently dense for accurate resolution of turbulent structures be-
cause of the prohibitively fine resolutions required. Figure 7
shows that the case 6 prediction separates �rather than remaining
attached in the vicinity of �
135 deg� because of its nonturbulent
character �i.e., without turbulent stress supplied by an explicit
model or resolved Reynolds stresses captured by the grid�.

Along the rear vertical surface �in the vicinity �=0 in Fig. 7�
the 2D URANS �case 7� pressure distribution is far from the mea-
sured values, resulting in a large streamwise force �cf., Table 2� as
also observed in other two-dimensional URANS predictions of
bluff-body flows �1�. For all other cases shown in the figure, in-
cluding the 3D URANS, predictions of the rear-surface pressures
are reasonable, close to the measurements of Polhamus �10�. Con-
sequently, for the DES and 3D URANS calculations on the pad-
ded domains �cases 4, 5, and 8�, the overall pressure distributions
are adequate and the axial and streamwise forces exhibit reason-
able agreement with measurements. Because the peak suction is
missed in the run without an explicit model �case 6�, the axial
force is too high, yielding a similar �Cx� to the 2D URANS,
though the causes for the overpredictions by these two techniques
are not the same. The accuracy of the 3D URANS result in Fig. 7
is surprising, though consistent with flow visualizations that indi-
cate the wake is characterized by three-dimensional structure, al-
beit less fine-grained than obtained in the DES. The reader is
referred to Shur �3� for more in-depth discussion of 3D URANS
behavior applied to bluff body flows. The study reported by Shur
�3� shows that 3D URANS, while capable of accurately predicting
mean pressures and forces, yields unsteady forces that are sensi-
tive to the turbulence model and parameters such as the spanwise
period.

Mean side-force coefficients summarized in Table 2 show that
the DES predictions of the lateral force coefficient �Cy� are in
general not far from the measurements reported by Polhamus �10�.
The lateral force prediction in case 6 provides another illustration
of the error that can arise due to the boundary layer treatment
without an explicit model. As also noted in the Cp distribution and
axial force coefficient, the 3D URANS is again accurate and ap-
parently able to resolve enough of the 3D variation important to
accurate force predictions.

3.3 Statistics for the Laminar Separation Cases. Laminar
separation cases in the DES were computed for most of the pa-
rameter combinations summarized in Table 1. The Reynolds num-

Table 2 Time-average force coefficients from turbulent sepa-
ration cases at Re=8Ã105

„time averages denoted using Š·‹….
Experimental measurements are from Polhamus et al. „1959…
†10‡.

Fig. 7 Pressure coefficient distribution around the forebody.
Turbulent separation cases, Re=8Ã105. Symbols are measure-
ments from Polhamus et al. „1959… †10‡ ——— case 1; --- case 3;
-·- case 4; ¯ case 5; – – – case 6; -··- case 7; �———� case 8.
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ber in the laminar separation runs was 1�105 for the DES �4
�105 for the 2D URANS shown below�, below the critical value
found by Polhamus �10� of approximately 5�105. In the tripless
mode, the upstream eddy viscosity was zero. The wake was ini-
tially seeded with eddy viscosity and the reversing flow estab-
lished behind the forebody is sufficient to sustain the turbulence
model following separation.

A representative force history from a laminar separation case is
shown in Fig. 8. The simulation parameters for this case corre-
spond to those of case 4 in Table 1. As shown qualitatively via
Fig. 2, below the critical Reynolds number the flow separates in
the vicinity of the upper-front corner of the forebody. The mea-
surements of Polhamus �10� indicate that the boundary layer along
the lower surface of the forebody remains attached. The pressure
distribution then develops lower pressures along the lower fore-
body surface compared to the upper surface, which has the result
of reversing the magnitude of the side force as compared to the
values measured at higher Reynolds numbers, past the critical
value.

The force histories shown in Fig. 8 show a higher axial force
than in the fully turbulent runs. The mean axial force for the case
shown in the figure is around 0.8, not far from the value reported
in Table 2 for case 6 at Re=8�105, which also experiences flow
detachment in approximately the same region near the upper-front
corner of the forebody. More importantly, the side force Cy in Fig.
8, while chaotic, is only infrequently negative. Therefore, the
mean side force will not be negative �the mean Cy is 0.38 for the
trace in Fig. 8� and the simulation does not yield a reversal in the
magnitude of the side force. Thus, changing the type of separation
produces a very tangible move in the correct direction, but still an
insufficient one.

The pressure coefficient distribution around the forebody for
the laminar separation DES �case 4 parameters� is shown along
with the experimental measurements of Polhamus �10� in Fig. 9.
For comparison, the Cp distribution from the 2D URANS calcu-
lation at Re=4�105 is also shown. Consistent with the flow vi-
sualization shown in Fig. 2, flow detachment around �

135 deg results in a substantially higher Cp compared to the
turbulent separation case in Fig. 7. Both the DES and 2D URANS
have lower minima, indicative of delayed boundary layer separa-
tion as compared to the experiments. Near the lower front surface
��
−135 deg�, measurements show a deeper minimum than pre-
dicted in the DES. The 2D URANS, on the other hand, comes
closer to predicting the pressure minima along the lower surface.

As with the fully turbulent solutions summarized above, in addi-
tion to the changes in the Reynolds number, part of the improve-
ment for the improved prediction of the pressure distribution in
the region �
−135 deg results from the finer x–y grid compared
to the three-dimensional runs.

Along the rear vertical surface ��
0 deg�, DES predictions of
the pressure distribution agree reasonably well with measure-
ments. However, because of the deeper minima in the DES pre-
diction of Cp near �
135 deg and higher Cp along the lower
surface, side-force reversal cannot occur. Inspection of the instan-
taneous fields showed that along the lower surface �in the vicinity
of �
−135 deg�, a thin region of reversed flow occurs in the DES
�in the mean, a view from a 2DURANS prediction is shown for
reference in Fig. 10�. This reversed flow region is one contributor
to an effectively altered geometry that prevents development of a
deep Cp minimum as apparently occurs in the experiments. To
determine if the development of the thin region of reversed flow
was caused by numerical and/or modeling errors, a calculation of
the two-dimensional flow at Re=1�104 was conducted using a
very fine grid of 1600�1200 points. Those results showed a simi-
lar thin region of reversed flow along the lower surface of the
forebody, near the lower-front corner. Though not shown in Fig. 9,
the Cp distribution for the fine-grid two-dimensional solution was
similar to the tripless DES prediction at Re=1�105.

Fig. 8 Force coefficients Cx and Cy from case 4, DES predic-
tion at Re=1Ã105, laminar boundary layer separation. --- Cx;
——— Cy.

Fig. 9 Pressure coefficient distribution around the forebody.
Laminar separation cases. Symbols are measurements from
Polhamus et al. „1959… †10‡. ——— case 4 „Re=1Ã105

…; --- case
7 „Re=4Ã105

….

Fig. 10 Instantaneous streamlines around the lower-front cor-
ner of the square in the laminar separation case showing the
thin region of reversed flow
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4 Summary
DES was applied to prediction of the separated flow around a

forebody cross section at 10 deg angle of attack. Influences of
domain size, grid refinement, and turbulence model were investi-
gated in cases in which boundary layer separation was either lami-
nar or turbulent. The initial and boundary conditions on eddy vis-
cosity set the type of boundary-layer separation, aimed at flows
above or below the critical Reynolds number which controls a
reversal of the side force in the experimental measurements of
Polhamus �10�.

DES predictions of the supercritical flow were successful at
resolving the complex shedding process and modulation in the
force histories. These features are consistent with circular-cylinder
behavior and appear to be represented reasonably adequately,
based on the agreement between simulation and measurement of
the pressure distribution and forces. In the subcritical regime, no
simulation technique applied during the course of this study
�DES/LES, DNS of the two-dimensional flow, and preliminary
calculations using vortex methods� yielded a sign change in the
side force. Small differences in the geometry, hysteresis, and side-
wall effects are three sources that might explain the differences
between predictions of the subcritical flow and experimental mea-
surements.

In addition, boundary layer treatment of the subcritical flow
using the tripless approach makes no attempt to mimic the details
of transition. The advantage of the tripless approach is that the
simulation parameters are unambiguous �the results depend only
on the model, and not on transition locations chosen case by case�.
In practice, there can be substantial regions of laminar flow and a
prediction of boundary layer transition is required. Details of the
processes of separation and transition to turbulence, especially if
intermingled, continue to challenge simulation strategies. This
point is worth emphasizing because failure to predict force rever-
sal in the subcritical regime is likely connected to several factors,
most of which are not directly related to the turbulence treatment
of the wake.

In the present application, the attached boundary layers lie
within the “RANS region” of the DES solution. As the flow de-
taches, in the separating shear layers the wake develops new in-
stabilities that result in the rapid growth of a chaotic and three-
dimensional wake. The lack of eddy content in the detaching
boundary layers represents a relatively small error to the solutions
presented here �its length scale would be several times smaller
than that of the new instabilities�. In other applications, e.g., flows
with shallow separations, it will be advantageous and necessary to
seed the upstream flow with “eddy content,” considerably refine
the grid to support these eddies, and initiate LES in the attached
boundary layers prior to separation.

As shown above, the DES formulation is based on a modifica-
tion to the length scale of the destruction term in the S-A RANS
model. The DES limiter which acts to increase the magnitude of
the destruction term compared to that obtained by the RANS
model becomes active outside of the RANS–LES interface. Given
that the S-A RANS model has very little sensitivity to the destruc-
tion term in the outer half the boundary layer, location of the
interface above approximately half of the boundary layer thick-
ness should not degrade boundary layer predictions �see also Spal-
art �4��.

The current study also provided an opportunity to assess vari-
ous aspects of the numerical procedures. The algorithm was suf-
ficient to capture the growth of instabilities in the wake on both
structured and unstructured grids of reasonable density. Stream-
wise vortices were captured with between five and ten cells in
both cases. Higher-order methods should be expected to retain a
given solution quality while reducing the number of cells re-

quired. However, application of higher-order accurate methods on
unstructured grids represents a more challenging exercise com-
pared to the also difficult application of such methods on struc-
tured grids. A side-by-side comparison to a higher-order numerical
method would provide important estimates of potential benefits
from increased order of accuracy �and/or lower levels of numeri-
cal dissipation�, in turn allowing one to determine the trade-offs
between various approaches. DES predictions on the unstructured
grid showed the potential benefit of the unstructured approach in
guiding higher grid density into regions that benefit from finer
meshes—in the near wake of the forebody. This study, however, is
not a comprehensive testing of the numerics, since it only in-
cluded experimental surface pressures for validation. More de-
tailed comparisons, including quantities such as wake profiles and
spectra, are needed to further assess the current approach.
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Computational Study of the Wake
and Contaminant Transport of a
Walking Human
The unsteady aerodynamic wake of a human is studied using a time-accurate computa-
tional fluid dynamics simulation. Transport of a scalar contaminant, which originates on
the body, is also considered. An existing Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes solver is modi-
fied to include energy, scalar-transport, and thermal buoyancy effects. Structured overset
grids are used to discretize the geometry and the flow field. Results indicate two distinct
wake regions: an unsteady bluff-body wake behind the torso which is characterized by a
mean recirculation zone, and a region of unsteady vortex shedding behind the legs which
is dominated by a “jet” of air formed between the legs. A significant downwash occurs
behind the body which has the effect of laterally spreading the lower portions of the
wake. The magnitude of the scalar contaminant is shown to decay exponentially within
the wake and is found to be highly dependent upon the source location.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2013291�

1 Introduction
The aerodynamics of the human wake has received little atten-

tion in the engineering community. This work is intended to con-
tribute to the physical understanding of the dynamics of the hu-
man wake using computational fluid dynamics simulations. The
transport of a scalar contaminant from the surface of the body and
the subsequent mixing by the wake is also studied. This informa-
tion may be of interest to many areas of the engineering commu-
nity such as homeland defense and cleanroom design, as well as
the broader medical community. The current work focuses on the
aerodynamic wake behind a simplified human form, neglecting
the small scale details of the human body which tend to vary from
person to person.

The flow about the human body can be classified as a bluff-
body flow. Literature regarding bluff-body flows indicate that in-
stabilities arising in the separating boundary layer will cause the
wake to be unsteady �1–3�. Studies of three-dimensional bluff
bodies, such as finite cylinders mounted on flat plates and the
three-dimensional flow around tall buildings �4–7�, can provide
insight into the dynamics of the wake that may be expected from
the human body. These studies indicate that a downwash occurs
behind three-dimensional structures. The study of circular cylin-
ders of various aspect ratios by Okamoto and Sunabashiri �4�
show that cylinders with an aspect ratio of 3, which is similar to
the human geometry of this study, will have a recirculation region
extending four diameters downstream. Their results also show that
a cylinder with an aspect ratio of 3 is at the transition between
symmetric and anti symmetric vortex shedding. While the human
form definitely differs from the geometries used in these studies, it
is clear that we should expect a recirculation zone in the wake that
is on the order of four body widths in length. No expectations
regarding symmetric or anti symmetric vortex shedding can be
drawn from the studies as our geometry is close to the aspect ratio
associated with transition between these two modes.

The gap between the legs provides a significant geometrical
difference with the three-dimensional bluff bodies studied in the
literature. Several studies have been performed on two-
dimensional circular cylinders in side-by-side configurations �8,9�

which is similar to the two legs of our human model. These stud-
ies have identified three different regimes for the wake structure,
with the first regime occurring when the cylinders are placed
closely together. In a closely spaced configuration, the wake is
similar to that of a single bluff body with a width equivalent to the
two cylinders. This regime occurs for cylinder gaps of up to 20%
of the cylinder diameters. Gap widths larger than 20% of the
cylinder diameter are associated with the second regime and are
characterized by individual wakes behind each cylinder. These
wakes strongly effect one another until the gap width reaches
120% of the cylinder diamter. Gap widths greater than 120% of
the diameter allow each cylinder to act as an independent bluff
body, although some synchronization between the vortex streets
was noted. These studies show us that the wake behind the legs,
which have a gap width of 50% of the leg diameter, will likely
behave similar to the wakes observed in the second regime of the
previous studies. Each leg will likely have an independent wake
that is heavily influenced by the neighboring wake. The actual
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Fig. 1 Computational geometry shown with the nondimen-
sional units „1.0 unit=0.58 m…
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behavior for this problem is difficult to determine in advance as
the legs are not representative of the semi-infinite cylinders of the
literature.

While the literature on bluff-body flows is quite numerous,
there are also a few studies in the engineering literature regarding
the human body. The flow about a stationary human in a quiescent
environment was investigated decades ago by Lewis et al. �10�
and Clark and colleagues �11,12�, and more recently by Gowadia
et al. �13�, Settles and McGann; �14�, Settles et al. �15�, Gowadia
and Settles �16�, Gowadia �17�, and Homma �18�. These works
show the existence of a naturally occurring flow, known as the
human thermal plume, with velocities of up to 1/4 m/s and volu-
metric flow rates of 50 l / s. When an external flow is combined
with the buoyant human thermal plume, the relative importance of
the buoyancy driven flow is deduced from the Richardson number
Ri, which is the ratio of the Grashof number to the square of the
Reynolds number, Gr/Re2. The Reynolds number is defined as
Re=U0L /� where U0 is the average velocity of the free stream
flow, L is the characteristic length of the problem, and � is the

kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The Grashof number is Gr
=g��TL3 /�2 where g is the gravitational constant, � is the volu-
metric thermal expansion coefficient, and �T is the temperature
difference between the body and the free-stream air. When Ri is
�1, as it is for the human thermal plume, free convection domi-
nates the flow. For a walking human, Re increases with walking
speed which tends to reduce Ri. When Ri becomes much less than
1, forced convection dominates the flow and the free convection
becomes negligible.

Research is quite limited for the aerodynamics of the human
wake that develops under dominant external flow �Ri�1�. Most
studies of the human form have focused on thermal issues of the
human body �19,18�, measurement and prediction of the drag
characteristic of a walking person �20�, or lateral airflow studies
motivated by air pollution control and reduction of worker expo-
sure �21–23�. Murakami et al. �20� performed a three-dimensional
steady-state computational simulation of the lateral flow about a
human form under flow speeds of 0.25 and 2.5 m/s which corre-
spond to Re �based upon body width� of 8�103 and 8�104,
respectively. The authors, who were primarily focused upon pre-
dicting the thermal properties and drag, provide little discussion of
the dynamics of the wake.

The human form used by Murakami et al. does not resolve
separate legs with a gap between. While this geometry is quite
acceptable for studies of lateral flow, ongoing experimental work

Fig. 2 Front „a… and side „b… details of the overset-grid system

Fig. 3 Overset-grid layout: horizontal slices at various vertical
elevations
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by the Gas Dynamics Laboratory at The Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity indicates that the leg separation has a significant effect on
the structure of the wake for flows in the primary walking direc-
tion �24�. This experimental work consisted of flow visualizations
of the wake behind a walking person and measurement of the
decay rate of a passive scalar originating from the surface of the
human body. The Gas Dynamics Laboratory work shows the wake
structure characterized by considerable intermittency at the
boundaries and an obvious left-right vortex shedding which is
characteristic of bluff-body wakes. The wake shows little lateral
growth to a distance of about three body widths down-stream,
followed by a quasilinear growth attributed to turbulent mixing.
This work also indicates that the swinging of arms during walking
has little significance in the formation of the wake. A passive
scalar tracer, placed on the frontal midriff of a walking person,
was found to decay rapidly in an exponential fashion.

The focus of the present work is to investigate the dynamics of
the human wake and transport of a scalar surface contaminant
using computational fluid dynamics simulation tools. This work
involves the solution of the three-dimensional unsteady Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations with thermal buoyancy effects
and scalar transport. The following sections will introduce the
simplified human geometry, the governing equations, and the nu-
merical methods that were used to solve the equations. A brief
review of the computational uncertainty is presented, followed by
results, conclusions, and recommendations for future work.

2 Model Equations
The flow about the human form is modeled with the nondimen-

sional unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes �URANS�
equations in the incompressible form.
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where the velocity terms are nondimensionalized by the free
stream velocity �Ui=ui /U0�, the Cartesian coordinates are nondi-
mensionalized by the characteristic length �Xi=xi /L�, and the tem-
perature values are nondimensionalized by the body temperature
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Pr is the Prandtl number defined as Pr=Cp
 /kt where Cp is the
specific heat at constant pressure, 
 is the dynamic viscosity, and
kt is the thermal conductivity. The contaminant is modeled using a
scalar transport equation which assumes the mass and volume
fractions are negligible, the contaminant is one-way coupled with
the flow, and the contaminant has the same velocity as the local
fluid. The contaminant is also assumed to have no effect on the
turbulence in the carrier fluid.
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The Schmidt number, Sc is defined as Sc=� /DAB where DAB is

Table 1 Initial conditions and boundary conditions

Description U V W � P k � �t

Initial conditions 0 0 0 0 0 10−7 9.0 1.1
Inlet 1.0 0 0 0 0 1�10−7 9.0 1.1�10−8
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Table 2 Computational resources

Grid
resolution

Number of
blocks

Total
points

Maximum
points/block

Memory per
processor �Mb�

Wall clock time
per time step �s�

Fine 31 2.8 million 131,000 295 347
Intermediate 17 1 million 78,000 107 �est.� 60

Coarse 17 371,000 29,000 40 �est.� 11
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the mass diffusivity. The set of equations are closed by means of
a linear stress-strain closure with an eddy viscosity computed by
the two-equation blended k -� /k -� model of Menter �25�. While
the k -� model does a fine job predicting free stream turbulence
quantities, the k -� model has been shown to more accurately
predict separation of boundary layer flows in adverse pressure

gradients. Menter’s model smoothly blends from the k -� model
near no-slip surfaces to the k -� model in the free stream and
wake.

3 Geometry and Flow Conditions
The human body varies from person to person and can even

change based upon the clothing worn. Considering all the vari-
ability, a simplified form, shown in Fig. 1, was chosen for this

Fig. 4 Layout of the surface grids on the computational
geometry

Fig. 5 Top „a… and side „b… views of the full overset-grid
domain

Fig. 6 a View of the fine „a…, intermediate „b…, and coarse „c…
surface grids which were used in the grid refinement study

Fig. 7 Coefficient of pressure in the lateral direction versus
nondimensional time as computed on the medium grid

Fig. 8 Computed-mean U velocity for three different sample
sizes versus downstream distance X. The line types define the
sample set: — 150 time units, – – – 100 time units, and – - – 50
time units. The symbols define the location of the sample: �
head, � chest, � stomach, and � feet. Uavg is the nondimen-
sional average velocity and X is the nondimensional distance
downstream of the body.
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computational work. The geometry is representative of a human
with hands at the side and consists of a head, torso, and separate
legs. The dimensions are derived from the human model used in
the work of the Penn State Gas Dynamics Laboratory �24� and are
nondimensionalized by the width of the shoulders �L=0.58 m�.

The flow conditions are based upon a walking speed �U0�
of 1.34 m/s and a temperature difference between the body
and the surrounding air of 10 K. This leads to Re=53,000
��=1.43�10−5 m2/s�, and Gr=3.05�108 �g=9.81 m/s2, �
=0.0034 K−1�. The corresponding Ri of 0.109, indicates that the
flow is dominated by forced convection. The flow is also assumed
to have a Pr=0.693 �Cp=1.007 kJ/ �kgK�, k=26�10−3 W/ �mK��
and Sc, for lack of experimental data, is assumed to have the same
value as Pr.

4 Numerical Methods
Equations �1�–�5� are discretized in a grid-based coordinate sys-

tem as outlined in Paterson et al. �26�. The temporal terms are
discretized using the second-order backward difference for all but
the first time step, where a first-order backward difference method
is used. The spatial convective terms are discretized using a
second-order upwind scheme while the diffusive terms are dis-
cretized using second-order accurate central-difference methods.
The solver utilizes a segregated approach to the equations and
handles the pressure and velocity coupling using the pressure-
implicit with splitting of operators approach of Issa �27�. The
Computational fluid dynamics code has been used and validated
for many applications, e.g., complex bluff-body drag prediction
�28�, trailing-edge detached-eddy simulations �29�, propulsion
structural acoustics �30�, jet cavitation �31�, and Coanda-effect
circulation control �32�.

Fig. 9 Computed-mean U velocity of the three grid resolutions
versus downstream distance at nondimensional time 50. The
line types define the grid resolution: — fine grid, – – – medium
grid, and – - – coarse grid. The symbols define the location of
the sample: � head, � chest, � stomach, � feet.

Fig. 10 Computed-mean scalar quantity for the three grid
resolutions versus downstream distance at nondimensional
time 50. The line types define the grid resolution: — fine grid,
– – – medium grid, and – - – coarse grid. The symbols define
the location of the sample: � head � chest, � stomach, and �
feet. The values of the computed-mean scalar quantities go to a
limit of 1 at the body source X=0.

Fig. 11 Computed-mean U velocity at nondimensional time 50
for two different time step sizes. The line types represent the
nondimensional time step size: — �t=0.005, – – – �t=0.01. The
symbols represent the location of the sample: � head, � chest,
� stomach, and � feet.

Fig. 12 Computed-mean scalar quantity at nondimensional
time 50 for two different time step sizes. The line types repre-
sent the nondimensional time step size: — 0.005, and – – – �t
=0.01. The symbols represent the location of the sample: �
head, � chest, � stomach, and � feet.
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The initial and boundary conditions for the dependent variables
are listed in Table 1. The “impermeable-slip, no force” boundary
condition is formulated using contravariant velocity components
at one point off the boundary where the tangential components are
computed assuming zero stress and the normal component is set to
zero. This boundary condition is used on the bottom surface of the
domain to approximate the ground below a walking person. Note
that �, in the equation for �, is defined as the distance to the first
grid point off the no-slip surface. More details regarding the for-
mulation of the boundary conditions can be found in Paterson
et al. �26�.

5 Grid Generation
The computational domain is an assembly of structured overset

grids which are shown in Figures 2 and 3 �33,34�. The surface
grids on the body, shown in Fig. 4, are extruded hyperbolically
from the surface with an initial grid spacing of 1.43�10−4, which
corresponds to a y+ value of less than 1. The y+ term represents
the viscous length and is defined as y+=u�y /� where y is the
dimensional distance to the wall, � is the kinematic viscosity, and
u� is the friction velocity defined as u�=��w /�, where �w is the
wall shear stress and � is the density �35�. Placing the first grid
point at y+�1.0 ensures a sufficient number of grid points within
the buffer layer, where turbulent production rapidly increases.
This also ensures that the total number of grid points within the
boundary layer are between 15 and 20 for these simulations.

The far-field boundaries are placed 4.8 units upstream, 4.5 units
to the side, and 9.8 units downstream �one unit corresponds to the
width of the body�. The full domain is shown in Fig. 5. Notice the
use of nested box grids, shown clearly in Fig. 5, to provide greater
resolution in the near-wake regions of the flow.

Three different grid resolutions, depicted in Fig. 6, were used
for a grid refinement study. The intermediate grid was generated
from the fine grid by using linear interpolation to increase the grid
spacing by a factor of �2 in all grid directions. The coarse grid is
generated from the intermediate grid in the same manner. Table 2
lists the physical and computational sizes of each grid, where we
see that the finest grid consists of more blocks than either the
intermediate or coarse grids. This is a result of splitting the largest
blocks for load balancing during parallel computations. The com-
puter resource requirements are based upon an IBM SP system
with 1024 Power3 processors running at 375 MHz. The computa-
tional fluid dynamics code is parallelized using the message pass-
ing interface standard which allows each individual block to be
computed on a dedicated CPU.

6 Numerical Uncertainty
Numerical uncertainty is investigated through the comparison

of results from three systematically refined grids and two different
time step sizes. As the flow is naturally unsteady, the computed-
mean quantities of the flow are used as the verification metrics.
This method of comparison is not without difficulties since the
exact mean quantities can only be obtained in the limit of an
infinite sample. We can therefore expect the computed-mean to
contain numerical sampling errors which can only be reduced by
collecting a sample that is substantially longer than the lowest
frequency fluctuations in the flow field, or by capturing an exact
integer value of the fluctuations �assuming that they are repeating
fluctuations, which is unlikely for a nonlinear problem with mul-
tiple length scales�. Reducing the error to a value that is very

Fig. 13 Computed-mean „a… and instantaneous „b… total veloc-
ity magnitude with tangential streamlines in a vertical slice
through the body centerline

Fig. 14 Computed-mean „a… and instantaneous „b… total veloc-
ity magnitude with tangential streamlines in a horizontal slice
through the stomach
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small in comparison with the signal is quite expensive for these
naturally unsteady flows, especially in regions where the mean
velocity is small compared with the fluctuations.

The unsteady flow is started from a zero velocity field and a
transient period exists where the flow transitions to the quasi-
steady, or stationary, flow state. Figure 7 shows the time history of
the integrated surface pressure force coefficient Cp associated with
lateral forces �i.e., perpendicular to the walking direction�. This
figure indicates that the solution does not reach its quasisteady
state values until after a nondimensional time of 50. Ideally, the

computed-mean sampling would begin after this point, however
the computational expense associated with this simulation made it
prohibitively expensive to rerun the simulations after obtaining
this information. All time-averaged quantities presented in this
paper represent samples taken from a starting time of zero through
the specified ending time.

The computational expense for the finest grid is also substan-
tial, requiring almost 350 �s� per time step. The computed-mean
quantities from this grid are based upon a sample collected over a
nondimensional time of 50, whereas the computed-mean samples
from the other grids were collected over a nondimensional time of
150. Although the quasisteady state has not been reached for the
body forces, some portions of the flow field have reached a qua-
sisteady state as seen in Fig. 8. The computed-mean U velocity at
several locations in the wake of the body are compared at nondi-
mensional times of 50, 100, and 150. Figure 8 shows that the
computed-mean solutions behind the head, chest, and stomach
show little change between the 50, 100, and 150 time unit
samples, whereas the solution behind the lower portion of the
wake shows some variation. It is reasonable to conclude that the
present grid study, which compares the time-averaged solutions
for the upper wake, will provide reasonable assurances that grid
convergence has been reached.

Fig. 15 Computed-mean „a… and instantaneous „b… total veloc-
ity magnitude with tangential streamlines in a horizontal slice
through the ankles

Fig. 16 Instantaneous vorticity for a vertical slice through the
body centerline. Positive vorticity is bounded by solid lines and
negative vorticity is bounded by dashed lines.

Fig. 17 Instantaneous vorticity for a horizontal slice through
the stomach. Positive vorticity is bounded by solid lines and
negative vorticity is bounded by dashed lines.

Fig. 18 Instantaneous vorticity for a horizontal slice through
the ankles. Positive vorticity is bounded by solid lines and
negative vorticity is bounded by dashed lines.
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The grid study consists of three systematically refined grids
where each successively refined grid reduces the mesh spacing by
a factor of �2 in all directions. Comparing the results of the U
velocity obtained from each grid, shown in Fig. 9, we see that
similar results are obtained in the upper wake for all three grids
and the solutions vary behind the lower wake, as anticipated. Al-
though the solutions in the upper wake are similar, there is no
consistency in the manner of convergence, i.e., the solutions con-
verge in an oscillatory manner in some locations and in a mono-
tonic fashion elsewhere. This is most likely due to the inclusion of
the initial transient period in the time samples. While the results
provide confidence that the grids are sufficiently refined to pro-
vide solutions to the governing equations, no quantitative esti-
mates can be made regarding the magnitude of the numerical er-
ror. The computed-mean scalar concentration, shown in Fig. 10,
leads to similar conclusions, except in the lower wake where the
solutions are expected to differ. Although the sample size is not
sufficiently large to obtain quantitative estimates of the numerical
error, we feel confident in saying that the grids are sufficiently
refined to provide plausible results for this problem.

While spatial discretizations account for part of the numerical
error, temporal discretizations also contribute. Evaluation of these
temporal contributions is performed through a time step study, the
results of which are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The nominal non-
dimensional time step size of 0.01 is represented by the dashed
line and the finer time step size of 0.005 is shown in the solid line.
While it is not possible to quantitatively evaluate convergence of
the solutions, it is apparent from these figures that both solutions
provide a similar estimate for the computed-mean velocity field,
even in the lower wake region. The computed-mean scalar results
also show good agreement.

Although a quantitative estimates of the numerical errors is not

possible, these studies provide confidence that the medium grid
resolution and finest time step size are appropriate choices for
providing solutions to this problem. The solutions show conver-
gence with grid refinement and little change is observed with the
halving of the time step size.

7 Results and Conclusions
The numerical methods and grid presented in the previous sec-

tions are applied to two different cases of contaminant distribution
at a single set of flow conditions as described in Sec. 3. The first
part of this section will deal with the dynamics of the wake behind
the human form and the second part will deal with transport of a
scalar contaminant from the surface of the body. Two cases of
contaminant distribution will be considered: a uniformly distrib-
uted contaminant over the entire surface of the body, and a local-
ized patch of contaminant located on the frontal midriff of the
body.

7.1 Fluid Dynamics. The fluid dynamics of the human wake
are shown through plots of the velocity field. Figures 13–15 show
contours of total velocity with tangential streamlines superim-
posed. The figures labeled as “a” show the computed-mean total
velocity while the figures labeled as “b” show an instantaneous
realization of the unsteady flow field. Figure 13 shows a slice of
the flow field through the median plane of the body. This image
shows a mean recirculation region in the upper wake �behind the
torso� and a “jet” protruding from between the legs. The unsteady
flow field also shows the recirculation zone, albeit with fluctua-
tions in both the direction and magnitude of the velocity field. The
recirculation region, as viewed from above, is shown in Fig. 14.
This view represents a horizontal slice through the stomach at a
constant elevation �i.e., Z=constant� and it confirms the existence

Fig. 19 Computed-mean „a… and instantaneous „b… scalar mag-
nitude contours from a vertical slice through the centerline of
the body Fig. 20 Computed-mean „a… and instantaneous „b… scalar mag-

nitude contours from a horizontal slice through the stomach
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of a mean recirculation region behind the torso. The instantaneous
realization is considerably less symmetric, which suggests that the
unsteady wake consists of asymmetric vortex shedding. Also note
a large deviation in the wake velocity field 5 diameters down-
stream which indicates the existence of large-scale flow structures
advecting downstream. The velocity field in the lower wake is
presented in Fig. 15, which shows a horizontal slice through an
elevation corresponding to the ankles. This figure clearly shows
the “jet” between the legs with a magnitude that is roughly 30%
greater than the free stream velocity. The computed-mean flow
field �see the inset� shows the existence of a single recirculation in
the wake region that is biased toward the outer side of the leg.

The vorticity within the wake region also provides some details
of the wake dynamics. The instantaneous vorticity is presented in
Figs. 16–18, with contours showing the magnitude of the out-of-
plane vorticity. Figure 16, presenting the out-of-plane vorticity
within the median plane, shows a strong negative vorticity con-
centration convecting off the head/shoulders and an even stronger
vorticity concentration from the leg-body interface. Note that both
vorticity concentrations follow the contour of the torso recircula-
tion region and appear to be drawn downward as they are con-
vected downstream. These observations, in conjunction with the
observations of the velocity contours in Fig. 13, indicate the ex-
istence of a “downwash” behind the walking person in this Re
regime.

Vorticity in the vertical direction �z is shown in Fig. 17, for the
horizontal plane through the stomach. This plane shows the gen-
eration of strong vorticity regions along the side of the torso and
the formation of left-right vortex shedding. Lateral spreading of
the vorticity concentrations can be seen in the downstream wake
�see the upper-right corner of Fig. 17�. The lateral spreading is
believed to occur by a combination of the asymmetric vortex

Fig. 21 Computed-mean „a… and instantaneous „b… scalar mag-
nitude contours from a horizontal slice through the ankles

Fig. 22 Sketches of the significant physics observed in the
flow visualization experiments performed by the Penn State
Gas Dynamics Laboratory. „a… Vertical plane and „b… horizontal
plane.

Fig. 23 Computed-mean „a… and instantaneous „b… scalar mag-
nitude versus non-dimensional downstream distance X for the
uniform contaminant source. Symbols define sample location:
� head, � chest, � stomach, and � feet.
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shedding and the “downwash” noted earlier. The “downwash”
causes lateral spreading as the fluid from the upper torso flows
toward the ground where conservation of mass dictates that the
lower wake region will expand. It should also be noted that the
vortex in the upper right-hand corner corresponds with the large
“hook” in the downstream wake of Fig. 14.

The vorticity in the lower wake behind the legs is presented in
Fig. 18. The higher velocity of the “jet” tends to stretch the vor-
ticity regions quite far when compared to the diameter of the legs
before vortex shedding occurs two units downstream. Each leg
appears to initiate left-right vortex shedding with the inner vorti-
ces quickly destroyed, leaving only the outer vortices to interact
as vortex pairs. It is difficult to determine if the outer vortices pair
in a symmetric or asymmetric manner.

7.2 Scalar Contaminant. The first contaminant boundary
condition considered here consists of a uniform contaminant with
a nondimensional magnitude of 1.0 over the entire surface of the
body. The second boundary condition consists of a small localized
patch of contaminant placed on the frontal midriff of the body.

The computed-mean and instantaneous contours of contaminant
are shown in Figs. 19–21 for the first boundary condition. Figure
19 shows that the upper wake recirculation region contains higher
levels of contaminant than the lower portion of the wake. This is
a consequence of the surface area parallel to the flow on the shoul-
ders and head. The lower portion of the recirculation region has
much lower levels of contaminant due to the smaller surface be-
tween the legs which is the effective source of the contaminant.

A horizontal slice at the stomach is presented in Fig. 20. This
figure shows the steady decay of the contaminant behind the body
and the increased spreading of the wake around X�2. The in-
crease in spreading of the contaminant is likely due to the com-

bined effects of the left-right vortex shedding and the “down-
wash” effect. A horizontal slice through the ankles, Fig. 21, shows
much higher concentrations of contaminant behind the legs, com-
pared to the torso. This is due to the smaller recirculation zone and
the increase in surface area supplying the contaminant. The
computed-mean solution shows that the wake spreading does not
become evident near the floor until X�4. The unsteady contami-
nant magnitudes seem to correlate well with the unsteady vorticity
magnitudes of Fig. 18.

It is interesting to note that these computational results share
many of the bulk flow structures that were observed in smoke
visualization experiments performed at the Penn State Gas Dy-
namics Laboratory. Figure 22 shows artistic sketches of the bulk
characteristics of the observed wake. The experiments showed
considerable intermittency of the contaminant in the wake region
and an observed lateral spreading of the wake around X=3 body
widths downstream. These results are quite similar to the compu-
tational results depicted in Figs. 19 and 20.

The magnitude of the contaminant downstream of the body is
shown in Figs. 23. It should be noted that the samples behind the
ankle were taken directly behind the leg, not on the median plane
of the flow. These figures highlight the exponential decay of the
scalar quantity with downstream distance. This result is significant
to applications that require sampling of the contaminant from the
wake. The results imply that a sensor must be capable of detecting
levels of the contaminant that are several orders of magnitude
lower than the contaminant levels found at the surface of the body.

Results from the localized boundary condition are shown in
Fig. 24. As we might expect from a drastically reduced surface
area of the source, the contaminant magnitude in the wake is
significantly lower than the levels observed in the previous case.
From Fig. 24 we see that the exponential decay nature of the
contaminant has not changed and its relative distribution through-
out the wake remains surprisingly constant. This indicates that
significant mixing is occurring between the various wake regions.

8 Summary and Recommendations
This paper has presented the results of an unsteady RANS

simulation of the human aerodynamic wake and the transport of a
scalar contaminant from the surface of the body. The results indi-
cate the presence of a recirculation zone in the upper portion of
the wake which persists from the head down to the legs. The
recirculation region ends at the legs where it is broken up by the
jet formed between the legs. The results also indicate a “down-
wash” that tends to spread the wake, and thus the contaminant,
laterally behind the lower torso and legs.

Concentrations of a uniformly distributed contaminant within
the wake are highest behind the shoulders and the legs. The higher
concentrations correspond to locations where source areas are ori-
ented parallel to the flow. Results of the localized contaminant
show that the source location and size are important for determin-
ing the magnitude of the scalar throughout the wake, however, for
the specific localized condition discussed here, these properties
had little effect on the relative distribution of the contaminant.

Based on this work, several recommendations are provided for
future studies. First, a wind tunnel experiment is currently in
progress, the purpose of which is to acquire validation data. Near-
term work should include comparing these experiments to the
computational data with the goal of estimating model uncertainty.
Second, a parametric study of walking speeds �i.e., Reynolds
number�, physiological body form, and clothing-related variability
�i.e., robes and dresses� is recommended since these variables
have potentially large impact on the wake dynamics.
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Fig. 24 Computed-mean „a… and instantaneous „b… scalar mag-
nitude versus X for the localized contaminant source. Symbols
define sample location: � head, � chest, � stomach, and �
feet.
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Investigation of the Large-Scale
Flow Structures in the Cooling
Jets Used in the Blown Film
Manufacturing Process
The development of the flow field produced by concentric jets used in the blown-film
manufacturing process was studied experimentally using hot wire anemometry. It was
found that the inner jet was entrained into the outer jet before the outer jet attached to the
wall. The inner shear layer of the outer jet attached to the surface 3H to 5H downstream
of the jet exit, and the outside shear layer of the outer jet attaches to the surface further
downstream of the jet exit. The distribution and spectra of the fluctuating wall pressure
was measured using microphones. The pressure fluctuations were largest where the outer
jet attached to the surface, and had characteristic frequencies of 100 to 900 Hz. Mea-
surements of two-point and two-time correlation of the fluctuating pressure were used to
characterize the development of the large-scale structures that caused these pressure
fluctuations. It was found that the structures were convected along the surface at 0.45 to
0.7 of the outer jet velocity for different ratios between inner and outer jet velocities. The
convection velocity of the large scale structures in the region farther than 10H down-
stream of the jet exit was determined by the upper jet velocity. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1989367�

Introduction
The blown film manufacturing process shown in Fig. 1 is used

to produce thin plastic films in the polymer industry. In this pro-
cess, a polymer melt is extruded through an annular die to form a
thin-walled tube that is inflated into a bubble by the difference
between the air pressure inside the tube and the exterior pressure
caused by air being blown on the surface. The air blown over the
bubble surface cools the polymer causing it to solidify at a dis-
tance above the die exit known as the freeze line height. The
dynamics of the blown film process has been studied analytically
in a number of investigations �1–6� that found the cooling air had
a significant effect on the shape and the stability of the bubble.
Increasing the air flow rates to increase the cooling on the bubble,
but eventually causes flow induced instabilities in the blown film
process.

The polymer bubbles in the blown film process were tradition-
ally cooled using a single-lip air ring that directed a single jet of
air over the bubble. Dual-lip air rings, such as the one shown in
Fig. 2, were later developed to increase the heat transfer capability
of the cooling jets while increasing the bubble stability �7�. In the
dual lip air ring, the flow from the settling chamber is split into
two jets by a forming cone. The inner jet, with a relatively low
flow rate, passes through the lower lip gap and cools the bubble
below the forming cone to increase the rigidity of the polymer.
There is a gap between the lower lip and the die that can be
adjusted to allow flow into the lower region and change the ref-
erence pressure for the flow below the forming cone. A second jet,
with a larger flow rate, passes through the upper lip gap outside
the inner jet and eventually attaches to the bubble, cooling the
upper part of the bubble.

The flow field of cooling jets produced by single-lip air rings
were studied analytically and experimentally by Campbell et al.
�8� and numerically by Wolf et al. �9�. Campbell et al. �8� mea-

sured the pressure on a solid model and the mean velocity of the
flow over the solid model. Sidiropoulos et al. �10� and Sidiropou-
los and Vlachopoulos �11� numerically examined the flow fields
produced by both single lip air rings and dual lip air rings. They
found that the dual lip air ring produced smaller regions of large
pressure so that bubble should be more stable. Li et al. �12� and Li
�13� measured the static and fluctuating pressure on the surface of
solid bubble models with two blow-up ratios for a dual lip air ring
with a range of settings. They found that the pressure distribution
below the forming cone was determined by the inner jet velocity,
and the flow and the pressure distribution on the bubble above the
forming cone was determined by the ratio of the outer and the
inner jet velocities in the region where the two jets interact. After
the outer jet attached to the surface, the flow and pressure distri-
butions were determined by the outer jet velocity. They also found
that the unsteady pressure on the bubble was a maximum at the
location where the outer jet attached to the wall for both bubble
shapes. The magnitude of the maximum depended on the velocity
of the upper jet and, in many cases, was on the order of the static
pressure.

The unsteady reattachment process of separated flows has been
studied in a number of investigations. This includes investigations
of the attaching offset jets �14–18�, attaching separated flows from
blunt bodies �19,20�, and attaching separated flows from back-
ward facing steps �21–23�. These investigations have found that
the static wall pressure increases and reaches a maximum at the
reattachment point, while the fluctuating pressure reaches a maxi-
mum at a location slightly upstream of the attachment point. The
reattachment distance of offset jets, XR, is approximately 4 step
heights when the offset of the jet was on the order of the jet width
�14,16�.

The objective of this investigation is to further investigate and
characterize the cooling jets from the dual-lip air ring in the re-
gion where the outer jet attaches to the wall. Li et al. �12� per-
formed limited measurements in this region and did not charac-
terize how the inner jet was entrained into the outer jet. A second
objective was to characterize the development of the large-scale
structures in the region up to 12 jet heights from the forming cone
using measurements of the two-point and two-time correlation of
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the fluctuating wall pressure. The measurements were performed
for a rigid model designed to simulate the bubble formed by low-
density polyethylene polymer in the blown film manufacturing
process. The experimental facilities and methodology used in this
investigation are outlined in the next section. The results are pre-
sented in the following section.

Experimental Methodology
The measurements were performed here for a typical dual lip

air ring shown in Fig. 2. The air flow to the air ring was supplied
by a high pressure blower. The bubble in this facility was a
wooden model designed to model a plastic bubble with a blow-up

ratio of 2.5 as shown in Fig. 2. The blowup ratio is the ratio of the
bubble diameter at the freeze line to the bubble diameter at the die
exit. The diameter of the model at the die exit was 10.2 cm and
the diameter of the top was 25.4 cm. The height of the model is
40.9 cm. The bubble was modeled using a curved lower portion
and a straight upper part. The angle of the straight upper part was
9° from the vertical direction. The minimum gap between the
forming cone and the bubble was approximately 0.32 cm. The
size of the outer jet at the exit, W, was approximately 0.8 cm, and
the distance from the tip of the forming cone to the surface, H,
was approximately 1 cm.

The static and fluctuating pressure on the bubble surface were
measured using 29 pressure taps mounted flush with the surface of
the model as shown in Fig. 2. The spacing between the pressure
taps on the surface was 0.95 cm in the region 0 cm�x
�11.4 cm, 1.9 cm in the region 11.4 cm�x�15.2 cm, and
3.8 cm beyond this region. The pressure taps were 0.16 cm diam-
eter stainless steel tubes with a length of 1.9 cm. The static pres-
sure was measured by Li et al. �12� using a multi-tube oil manom-
eter bank that was inclined at an angle of 30°. The fluctuating
pressure was measured using Sennheiser KE4-211-2 microphones.
The microphone had a flat response for frequencies ranging from
20 to 10,000 Hz. The microphones were connected to the pressure
taps using a 1 cm long Tygon tube. Li et al. �12� previously mea-
sured the fluctuating pressure using longer taps and longer tubes,
but it was found that the natural frequency of that system was
approximately 800–1000 Hz, on the order of the frequencies of
interest here. The natural frequency of the modified assembly was
determined by measuring the sound pressure level from a pink
noise sound source with and without the microphone connected to
the tube. It was found that the natural frequency of the measure-
ment system was 2500 Hz, above the frequencies of interest here.
The microphones were calibrated using a B&K piston phone type
4220 calibrator. The output of the microphone amplifier was fil-
tered at 2048 Hz and sampled using a National Instrument 12 bit
A/D board. The signals from microphone were acquired in 100
blocks of 8192 data points at a frequency of 32,768 Hz.

Fig. 1 Schematic of a typical blown film manufacturing process with a dual lip air
ring

Fig. 2 Schematic of the dual-lip air ring and the rigid model
used in this investigation
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The velocity field produced by the jets was measured using a
single hot wire probe and an in-house anemometry system design
based on the bridge proposed by Perry �24�. Sun �25� compared
the performance of the in-house anemometry system with a Dan-
tec DISA 55M system and a A.A. LAB AN-2000 system and
found they were in good agreement. The wire had a diameter of
5 �m and a length of 1.25 mm. The hot wire probe was calibrated
using a jet exiting a contoured nozzle that had a uniform velocity
profile. The signal from the anemometry system was sampled us-
ing the A/D board at a sampling frequency of 4096 Hz for 40 s. A
temperature sensor with a resolution of 0.1°C was used to mea-
sure the temperature during the test. The velocity measurements
were modified to compensate for the changes in temperature using
a technique proposed by Beuther �26�. The uncertainties for the
reported mean velocity and rms velocity measurements were less
than 2% and 5%, respectively. The flow field was measured by
mounting the probes on an automated two-dimensional traversing
system that could be used to move the probe through the field. The
traverse could move the probe with an accuracy less than
0.05 mm. The profiles of the velocity were measured perpendicu-
lar to the wall and are presented in a x-y coordinate system refer-
enced to the surface as shown in Fig. 2.

The measurements were performed here for an air pressure in
the chamber of approximately 2 KPa. The baseline size of the
channel leading to the upper lip, HU, was 0.8 cm. The lower lip
valve setting was 25% open. These produced an inner jet with a
maximum velocity of 14 m/s at the jet exit that corresponded to a
Reynolds number of 9000, based on the maximum velocity and
the size of the inner jet. The mean velocity of the outer jet was
approximately 40 m/s that corresponded to a Reynolds number of
25,500.

Results and Discussions
The distribution of the mean velocity vectors above the forming

cone measured by Li et al. �12� and the static and fluctuating
pressure measured on the bubble surface are shown in Fig. 3. The
distribution of static and fluctuating pressure above the forming
cone referenced to the coordinate system along the surface are
also shown in Fig. 4. The results in this case are normalized by the
dynamic head of outer jet. It is clear that the static pressure on the
bubble surface increases and reaches a maximum at a height z
�16–18 cm, or x /H�4 in good agreement with the measure-
ments on the offset reattaching jets reported by Lund �14� and

Fig. 3 Distributions of „a… the mean velocity vectors above the forming
cone †12‡, „b… the static pressure, and „c… the fluctuating pressure measured
on the bubble surface

Fig. 4 Distributions of the normalized static and fluctuating
pressure on the bubble surface above the forming cone
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Kim et al. �16�. The fluctuating pressure reaches to a maximum at
x /H�3, slightly upstream of the maximum in the static pressure.
The maximum in the static pressure is caused by the streamline
curvature as the outer jet turns parallel to the wall, while the
maximum in the fluctuating pressure is associated with the attach-
ing of the shear layer between the outer and inner jet. The static
and fluctuating pressure decreased significantly in the region x
�4H to 8H, as the maximum velocity of the outer jet approaches
the surface. The fluctuating pressure then decreases and became
constant until x /H�12, where the static and fluctuating pressure
both increase. This may be due to the outside shear layer of the
outer jet attaching to the wall.

The profiles of the mean streamwise velocity in the region
where the outer jet attaches to the wall are shown in Fig. 5. The

contours of the mean velocity are also shown in this figure. It is
clear that the mean velocity of the flow from the inner jet de-
creases in the region x /H�4 due to the adverse pressure gradient
seen in Fig. 4 that was imposed by the outer jet. The location of
the maximum inner jet velocity moves away from the surface as
the flow evolves downstream, indicating that the inner jet is being
entrained into the outer jet. The maximum outer jet velocity
moves towards the wall as the outer jet attaches to the wall. The
maximum of the outer jet velocity continues to approach the wall
after the outer jet attaches to the wall even up to distances of 12H.

The profiles of the turbulence intensity are shown in Fig. 5�d�.
The measurements at x /H=0.6 show evidence of four shear layers
just downstream of the forming cone. In the inner jet, there is a
shear layer near the wall as well as a shear layer on the inside of
the forming cone. Similarly, there are shear layers on each side of
the outer jet. At x /H=1.4, however, the shear layers produced by
the inner jet are not apparent, suggesting these are suppressed or
mixed into the outer jet shear layer as the inner jet is entrained
into the outer jet. The attaching of the outer jet to the wall can be
seen again in the profiles of the streamwise turbulence intensity.
In particular, the local maximum in the turbulence intensity ap-
proaches the wall at x /H=3–5. The turbulence intensity near the
wall increases as the jet core and the outside shear layer of the
outer jet attaches to the surface in the region downstream of
x /H�6. The turbulence intensity has a wall-jet-like profile in the
region x /H�12.

Examples of the transient fluctuating wall pressure measured on
the model surface at x /H=3, 6, and 12 during 50 ms are shown in
Fig. 6. The pressure fluctuations, particularly the high-frequency
components, decreases from x /H=3 to x /H=12. The pressure
measured at x /H=12 is dominated by low-frequency fluctuations.
The spectra of the fluctuating wall pressure are shown in Fig. 7.
For x /H�3, before the outer jet attaches to the wall, the spectra
of fluctuating pressure have peaks at 700–900 Hz that increase in
magnitude as the flow evolves downstream. It should be noted
that the peaks at 180 and 450 Hz in the spectrum measured at the
jet exit, x /H=0, were caused by the resonance in the channel
between the bubble surface and the forming cone. The magnitude
of the spectra decrease rapidly in the region 3�x /H�6, and a
lower frequency peak emerges at 180 Hz. The spectra in the re-
gion 6�x /H�10 decrease gradually everywhere except at
100 Hz, where the spectra increase. The spectrum then increase
from x /H=10 to 12 at the 100 Hz peak due to the contribution
from the upper shear layer. The peaks in the pressure spectra
decrease in magnitude and shift slowly to lower frequencies as the
flow evolves downstream beyond x /H�12, similar to a fully de-
veloped wall jet. Similar results were also found for a range of
air-ring settings and a second bubble with a blow-up ratio of 3.5.
In all cases, these frequencies are much higher than those ob-
served in the measurements of the film bubble instabilities �27�.
Thus, in practical application, these fluctuations would likely
cause localized disturbances on the bubble or flutter. If these dis-
turbances occur, they would affect the flow near the wall and
could increase or decrease both the local pressure fluctuations and
the local heat transfer depending on the response of the film.

The characteristics of the pressure fluctuations can be examined
further using the cross-spectra of the pressure between neighbor-
ing locations. The cross-spectra of the fluctuating pressure mea-
sured between x /H=3, x /H=6, x /H=12 and neighboring points
are shown in Fig. 8. The cross-spectra measured for x1 /H=3 and
x2 /H�3 have peaks at 700–900 Hz. The cross-spectra between
x1 /H=6 and 3�x2 /H�6 have peaks at a frequency of approxi-
mately 180 Hz that increases in magnitude, suggesting there is a
change in the dominant frequency in the flow. The cross-spectra
measured for x1 /H=6 and 6�x2 /H�9 decrease in magnitude
everywhere except at 180 Hz, while the peaks in the cross-spectra
between x1 /H=12 and 6�x2 /H�12 increase in magnitude and
shift to lower frequencies. This shift in the frequency continues

Fig. 5 Contours of „a… the mean streamwise velocity „in m/s…
and „b… the rms streamwise velocity „in m/s… for a typical air
ring setting, and profiles of „c… the mean streamwise velocity
and „d… the rms streamwise velocity, measured at locations
shown by the dash lines in the contour plots
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for x2 /H�12, suggesting the large scale structures are becoming
larger or being convected more slowly as the flow evolves down-
stream.

The two-point and two-time correlation of the fluctuating pres-
sure measured between x /H=3, x /H=6, x /H=12 and neighbor-
ing points are shown in Fig. 9. The fluctuating pressure in the
region 3�x2 /H�6 is not that well correlated, indicating the
large-scale structures are not simply convected along the surface.
The fluctuating pressure between x1 /H=6 and x2 /H�6 are well
correlated, indicating that there are large-scale structures being
convected along the surface in this region. This is particularly true
for x /H�12, suggesting the flow is dominated by the passage of
large-scale structures so the pressure fluctuations are primarily a
traveling wave on the surface.

The convection velocity of large-scale structures that contribute
to the pressure fluctuations computed from the phase of the cross-
spectra are shown in Fig. 10. The increase in the convection ve-
locity in the regions 3�x /H�5 and 6�x /H�8 are likely asso-
ciated with the attaching of the shear layer �21�. The convection
velocity is relatively constant in the region 10�x /H�12, and
decreases in the region 12�x /H�14 similar to a fully developed
wall jet.

The effects of velocity ratio on the development of the large
scale structures were studied by changing the size of the channel
leading to the outer jet while keeping the static pressure in the
chamber at 2 kPa. A comparison of the profiles of the mean ve-
locity and rms velocity measured for these cases is shown in Fig.
11. It is clear that the velocity of the outer jet increased when the
size of the channel was increased, while the inner jet velocity did
not change significantly. The ratio between the maximum veloci-
ties of the inner and the outer jet at their exits decreased from 0.4
to 0.3 for these tests. This created a higher shear rate at the inner
shear layer of the outer jet. The turbulence intensity of the outer
jet was smaller at the jet exit when the outer jet velocity was
increased. However, the turbulence intensity increases faster as

the flow evolved downstream due to the large shear rate in the
mean flow, and becomes larger than the cases with smaller outer
jet velocity in the region x /H�4.

The normalized profiles of the static pressure and fluctuating
pressure for these cases are shown in Fig. 12. The difference
among the profiles in the region above the forming cone are sig-
nificantly decreased after being normalized using the dynamic
head of the outer jet. However, the normalized profiles of the
static and fluctuating wall pressure do not collapse, suggesting
that the outer jet velocity was not the only factor that determines
the wall pressure as discussed in Li et al. �12�.

The convection velocity of the large-scale structures for the
three outer jet velocities are shown in Fig. 13�a�, and the convec-
tion velocity normalized using the maximum outer jet velocity at
the jet exit are shown in Fig. 13�b�. It is clear that the convection
velocity of large-scale structures increased as the outer jet velocity
increased. The normalized convection velocity in the region x /H
�10 seemed to decrease as the outer jet velocity increased. The
normalized convection velocity in all three cases was approxi-
mately 0.45UjU in the region 10�x /H�14, indicating that the
convection velocity was determined only by the maximum outer
jet velocity in the region far downstream of the jet exit. The
causes of the difference in the convection velocity in the near field
are not known and need further investigation.

Concluding Remarks
The development of the flow in the near field of the cooling jets

produced by a dual lip air ring used in the blown-film manufac-
turing process was investigated. It was found that the inner jet
slowed down and was entrained into the outer jet before the outer
jet attaches to the wall. The turning of the outer jet parallel to the
surface caused a local maximum in the static pressure on the
surface at x /H�4. The fluctuating pressure reaches maximum
upstream of this location at x /H�3.

Fig. 6 Examples of the transient fluctuating wall pressure measured at „a… x /H=3, „b…
x /H=6, and „c… x /H=12. The signals are low-pass filtered at 2048 Hz.
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The inner shear layer of the outer jet attached to the surface at
x /H�3–6, where the dominant frequency in pressure spectra
shifts from 700–900 Hz to approximately 180 Hz. The peak
formed at 180 Hz shifts to a lower frequency as the flow evolves
downstream in the region x /H�6, where the large-scale struc-
tures are convected along the surface with the mean flow.

The convection velocity of the large-scale structures in the flow
was also examined using measurements of the two-point cross
spectra and two-point and two-time correlation of fluctuating pres-
sure. The fluctuating pressure in the region 3�x /H�6, where the
outer jet attached to the wall, was as not well correlated, but the
fluctuating pressure was well correlated in the region x /H�6.
The large-scale structures in this region were convected with a
convection velocity that varied from 0.45UjU to 0.7UjU for differ-

ent ratios between inner and outer jet velocities. The convection
velocities of large-scale structures in the region x /H�10 mea-
sured for different outer jet velocities were similar, indicating the
convection velocity is determined by the outer jet velocity.
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Fig. 7 Spectra of wall fluctuating pressure measured at „a…
x /H=---0, -·-1, ¯2, ———3, � 4, � 5, � 6, „b… x /H=---3, -·-4, ¯5,
———6, � 7, � 8, � 9, and „c… x /H=---6, -·-8, ¯10, ———12, �
14, � 16, � 20

Fig. 8 Cross-spectra of fluctuating wall pressure measured
for „a… x1 /H=3 and x2 /H=---0, -·-1, ¯2, ———3, � 4, � 5, � 6,
„b… x1 /H=6 and x2 /H=---3, -·-4, ¯5, ———6, � 7, � 8, � 9, and
„c… x1 /H=12 and x2 /H=---6, -·-8, ¯10, ———12, � 14, � 16, � 20
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Nomenclature
Fpp � spectrum of fluctuating pressure, Pa2 /Hz

f � frequency, Hz
H � distance from the tip of the forming cone to

the wall, m
HB � bubble cone height, m
HU � upper lip gap size, m

P � static pressure, Pa
Patm � atmospheric pressure, Pa

p� � root mean square value of the fluctuating wall
pressure, Pa

RPP � normalized correlation of fluctuating wall
pressure

rms � root mean square
r � spatial coordinate in the radial direction, m
t � time, s

U � mean velocity parallel to the bubble surface,
m/s

Uc � convection velocity, m/s

Fig. 9 Normalized cross correlation of fluctuating wall pres-
sure measured between „a… x1 /H=3 and x2 /H=---0, -·-1, ¯2,
———3, � 4, � 5, � 6, „b… x1 /H=6 and x2 /H=---3, -·-4, ¯5,
———6, � 7, � 8, � 9, and „c… x1 /H=12 and x2 /H=---6, -·-8,
¯10, ———12, � 14, � 16, � 20

Fig. 10 Distribution of the convection velocity computed from
the cross-spectra normalized by the maximum outer jet exit
velocity

Fig. 11 Profiles of „a… the mean streamwise velocity and „b…
the rms streamwise velocity for a maximum outer jet velocity of
———30.4 m/s, ---39.2 m/s, and -· - · -42.6 m/s
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UjU � maximum velocity of the outer jet, m/s
u� � root mean square value of the fluctuating ve-

locity, m/s
W � size of the outer jet exit, m

x � spatial coordinate parallel to the bubble sur-
face, m

x1 � location of the first pressure measurement, m
x2 � location of the second pressure measurement,

m
XR � reattachment distance, m

y � spatial coordinate perpendicular to the bubble
surface, m

z � spatial coordinate in vertical direction, m
� � density of air, kg/m3

	 � time interval, s
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Fig. 12 Distributions of the static and fluctuating wall pres-
sures normalized by the dynamic head of the outer jet for a
maximum outer jet velocity of � 30.4 m/s, � 39.2 m/s, and �
42.6 m/s

Fig. 13 Distributions of „a… the convection velocity of the large
scale structures computed from the cross-spectra of the fluc-
tuating wall pressure and „b… convection velocities for a maxi-
mum outer jet velocity of � 30.4 m/s, � 39.2 m/s, and �
42.6 m/s
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Propeller Cavitation Study Using
an Unstructured Grid Based
Navier-Stoker Solver
The cavitating flow around a marine propeller is studied using an unstructured grid
based Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes computational fluid dynamics method. A cavita-
tion model based on a single-fluid multi-phase flow method is implemented in the Navier-
Stokes solver. The proposed computational approach for cavitation is validated against a
benchmark database for a cavitating hydrofoil as well as measured data for a cavitating
marine propeller. The leading edge and mid-chord cavitation on the hydrofoil is repro-
duced well and shows good comparison with the well-known experimental data. The
predicted noncavitating open water performance of the marine propeller geometry agrees
well with the measured one. Finally, the cavitating propeller performance as well as
cavitation inception and cavity shape are in good agreement with experimental measure-
ments and observation. The overall results suggest that the present approach is practi-
cable for actual cavitating propeller design procedures without lengthy preprocessing
and significant preliminary knowledge of the flow field. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1989370�

Introduction
Marine propeller researchers and designers have made numer-

ous efforts to reduce the effects of cavitation, which degrades
propeller performance, erodes blade surfaces, produces noise, and
causes vibration on the ship hull. However, with increasing de-
mand for heavily loaded propellers, the occurrence of cavitation is
unavoidable nowadays. Therefore, accurate prediction of cavita-
tion is becoming more important than ever to ensure better pro-
pulsor designs.

Model tests provide valuable insights into the cavitation physics
in various predetermined conditions, e.g., �1�. However, model
tests cost a significant amount of money, sometimes tens of thou-
sands of dollars per geometry, and are vulnerable to slight flow
condition changes inside cavitation tunnels. Moreover, it is diffi-
cult to control the inflow, which is supposed to take the ship hull
wake into account.

Computational methods for cavitation have been studied for
over two decades. Lee �2� studied marine propeller cavitation in
1979, for example. The methods can be largely categorized into
two groups: single-phase modeling with cavitation interface track-
ing and multi-phase modeling with an embedded cavitation inter-
face.

The former approach, i.e., single-phase modeling with cavita-
tion interface tracking, has been widely adopted for inviscid flow
solution methods, such as potential flow boundary element meth-
ods �3� and Euler equation solvers �4�. These methods have
evolved significantly and many successful application results have
been presented, as reviewed in �5�. Still in many cases they re-
quire cumbersome iterative procedures and a considerable amount
of preliminary knowledge, such as cavity closure conditions.

The latter approach, i.e., multi-phase modeling with an embed-
ded cavitation interface, can be adopted for more general viscous
flow solution methods, such as the Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes �RANS� equation solvers. Recently, it has become popular
within the cavitation research community. This approach is more
general for three-dimensional and unsteady flows. It can include
the effects of compressible vapor and gas, turbulence fluctuations,

and a bubbly phase within the mixture, although a closure equa-
tion is required to connect the density to the other variables. There
are generally two types of methods available for this approach: a
mixture fluid method, with separate continuity equations for
multi-phase analysis �6–11�, and a full multi-fluid method with
separate conservation equations for each phase �12�. More re-
cently, based on the existing methods, compressibility effects have
been incorporated �13,14�. Many favorable results have been re-
ported and various improvement efforts are underway; however,
applications and validations of the methods for realistic marine
propeller geometries are rare. The only presented results �15�
found by the authors involve complex multi-block structured grid
generation and show questionable cavity shapes for marine pro-
peller cavitation.

This paper is concerned with a computational study of cavitat-
ing flow around a marine propeller, through solution of the RANS
equations with a cavitation model. The objectives are to propose
and verify a computational approach for propeller cavitation,
which can complement the tunnel tests and existing numerical
methods. For the present study, one of the mixture fluid methods
mentioned above �11� was adopted for mass transfer between
phases and extended for interphase slip velocity. For validation of
this approach, simulations for the following problems have been
carried out: �1� leading edge and mid-chord cavitation on a hy-
drofoil; �2� open water performance of a noncavitating propeller;
and �3� open water performance and flow field analysis for a cavi-
tating propeller. A full discussion of the results is presented below.

The present paper is organized as follows. The mathematical
modeling and numerical method are described in the next section.
Descriptions of the model geometry and grid generation follow.
The computational results are presented for comparison and vali-
dation, and for flow field analysis. Lastly, some concluding re-
marks are made.

Mathematical Modeling and Numerical Method
The cavitation model employed in the present study is based on

the so-called “full cavitation model” by Singhal et al. �11�. This
model accounts for all first-order effects, i.e., phase change,
bubble dynamics, turbulent pressure fluctuations, and noncon-
densable gases. However, unlike the original approach, which as-
sumes single-phase and variable fluid density flows, the present
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model is under the framework of multi-phase flows and has the
capability of accounting for the effects of the slip velocities be-
tween liquid and gaseous phases.

For the multi-phase flow solutions, the single-fluid mixture
model is employed. The mixture model solves the continuity and
momentum �and energy, if necessary� equations for the mixture,
and the volume fraction equation for the secondary phases, as well
as algebraic expressions for slip velocities. The governing equa-
tions are written for the mass and momentum conservation of the
mixture fluid, such that

�

�t
��m� + � · ��mv�m� = 0 �1�

�

�t
��mv�m� + � · ��mv�mv�m� = − �p + � · ���� + � · ��

k=1

n

�k�kv�dr,kv�dr,k�
�2�

where �� is the stress tensor given by

�� � �m���v�m + �v�m
T � − 2

3 � · v�mI� �3�

In the above equations, �m is the mixture density, v�m is mass-
averaged velocity, �m is the mixture viscosity, I is the unit tensor,
and v�dr,k is the drift velocity for the secondary phase k:

v�dr,k = − v�k − v�m �4�

where v�k is the kth phase velocity. The drift velocity is related to
the slip velocity, v�pq, as follows:

v�dr,p = v�pq − �
k=1

n
�k�k

�m
v�qk �5�

where the subscripts p and q refer to secondary and primary
phases, respectively, and m refers to the mixture.

The present mixture model makes use of an algebraic slip for-
mulation to calculate v�pq. The basic assumption of the algebraic
slip mixture model is that, to prescribe an algebraic relation for
the relative velocity, a local equilibrium between the phases
should be reached over short length scale. Following Manninen et
al. �16�, the form of the slip velocity is given by

v�pq =
��p − �m�dp

2

18�qfdrag
a� �6�

where dp is the diameter of the particles of the secondary phase p,
a� is the secondary phase particle’s acceleration of the form

a� = g� − �v�m · ��v�m −
�v�m

�t
�7�

and the default drag function fdrag is taken from Schiller and Nau-
mann �17� as

fdrag = 	1 + 0.5Re0.687 for Re � 1000

0.0183Re for Re � 1000

 �8�

The value of dp is problem dependent and set to 10−5 m or less
when a secondary phase is assumed to consist of very small par-
ticles.

Once the Reynolds averaging approach for turbulence modeling
is applied, the Reynolds stresses resulting from the process must
be modeled to close Eq. �2�. The k-� turbulence model �18�,
which is based on the Boussinesq hypothesis and incorporates
transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and specific
dissipation rate, �, was used for the mixture. The specific dissi-
pation rate can be thought of as the ratio of the turbulent kinetic
energy dissipation rate to k. The turbulent viscosity �t is com-
puted by combining k and � as �t=�mk /�. The wall boundary
conditions for the k-� model are treated in such a way that when
the wall-adjacent cells are located in the log-law region, the wall

function approach, based on the law of the wall, is applied �18�.
When the wall-adjacent cells are closer to the solid surface and
inside the sublayer region, an alternative approach that ensures the
no-slip condition on the solid surface is applied �19�. For cells in
the buffer region, the above two are blended. The k-� model is
one of the most widely used turbulence models for external aero-
and hydrodynamics and has shown good performance for highly
skewed marine propeller cases �20� as well as for the complex
flow field on both the sublayer level and wall function grids �19�.

The mass transfer through cavitation is handled by the transport
equation for the vapor mass fraction, fv��v�v /�m, where �v is
the vapor volume fraction and �v is the vapor density. The vapor
transport equation is written as

�

�t
��mfv� + � · ��mv�vfv� = � · ��t

�v
� fv� + Re − Rc �9�

where �t is the turbulent eddy viscosity, �v is the turbulent
Prandtl number for the vapor, and Re and Rc are the rates of vapor
generation and condensation, respectively. The turbulent Prandtl
number takes a value between 0.7 and 1.0 in most of the published
studies, and is set to 1.0 in the present study. Note that, unlike the
original model �11�, the vapor phase velocity, v�v, is used in Eq. �9�
instead of the mixture velocity, v�m, thanks to the present model
extension that accounts for the slip velocity.

To solve Eq. �9�, Re and Rc need to be related to the bubble
dynamics and volume fraction. To account for the bubble dynam-
ics, the reduced Rayleigh-Plesset equation was employed, as for
many other studies in the same modeling category. Following the
approach used by Singhal et al. �11� and considering the limiting
bubble size �i.e., assuming that the typical bubble diameter is the
same as the maximum possible bubble size�, the expressions for
Re and Rc are obtained as when p	 psat:

Re = Ce
vch



�l�v�2

3

psat − p

�l
�1 − fv� �10�

when p� psat:

Rc = Cc
vch



�l�l�2

3

p − psat

�I
fv �11�

where Ce and Cc are two empirical constants, psat is the liquid
saturation pressure, p is the local far-field pressure, �l is the liquid
density, 
 is the surface tension, and vch is the characteristic ve-
locity, which reflects the effect of the local slip velocity and takes
a value approximately equal to �k with k being the local turbulent
kinetic energy. Singhal et al. �11� used 0.02 and 0.01 for Ce and
Cc, respectively, after careful studies of numerical stability and
physical behavior of the solution. Their values are adopted in the
present study.

The effects of turbulence-induced pressure fluctuations are
taken into account by raising the phase change threshold pressure
from psat to pv, which is written as

pv = psat + 0.5pturb� �12�

where pturb� =0.39�k �21�. Singhal et al. �11� investigated the tur-
bulence effects extensively and concluded that the present prac-
tice, Eq. �12�, is much simpler, robust, and as good as the more
rigorous practices, in which a probability density function was
used to account for the effects �22�. In the present study, the
influence of pturb� was found to be negligible, thanks to the low
turbulence level in the attached boundary layer type flow.

It is widely acknowledged that the effects of noncondensable
gases need to be taken into account, as the operating liquid usually
contains small finite amounts of such gases, e.g., dissolved gases
and aeration. Even a very small amount of noncondensable gases
can have significant effects on the cavitating flow field due to
gaseous expansion at low pressures. In the present model, the
working fluid is assumed to be a mixture of the liquid and gaseous
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phases, with the gaseous phase being comprised of the liquid va-
por and noncondensable gas. The mixture density is calculated as

�m = �v�v + �g�g + �1 − �v − �g��l �13�

where �g is the noncondensable gas density, and �l and �g are the
liquid and noncondensable gas volume fractions, respectively. The
relationship between the mass fraction, f�, and the corresponding
volume fraction, ��, is, for any given phase �, is

�� = f�

�m

��

�14�

With all of these effects considered, Eqs. �10� and �11� can be
rewritten as when p	 pv:

Re = Ce

�k



�l�v�2

3

pv − p

�l
�1 − fv − fg� �15�

when p� pv:

Rc = Cc

�k



�l�l�2

3

p − pv

pl
fv �16�

In summary, the solution procedure consists of the following
steps:

1. Equation �2� is solved for the mixture velocity.
2. Equation �1� is satisfied with the mixture density and mix-

ture velocity obtained in step 1.
3. Equation �9� is solved for the vapor mass fraction with

source terms for the rates of vapor generation and conden-
sation calculated by Eqs. �15� and �16�.

4. The mixture density is updated by Eqs. �13� and �14� with
the newly obtained vapor mass fraction and the predeter-
mined noncondensable gas volume fraction.

5. Steps 1–4 are repeated until solution convergence is
achieved.

The influence of slip velocity between the phases was found to be
negligible in preliminary computations for the cavitation on a hy-
drofoil; therefore the last term in Eq. �2� was set to zero in the
computations for the present study. For the noncondensable gas
content in the mixture fluid, a typical value for air dissolved in
water, 15 ppm, was used. A parametric study on the influence of
the noncondensable gas content used in the same computational
method was reported in �23�; however, the authors acknowledge
the need for a more rigorous study, which is planned to be con-
ducted in the not too distant future.

The computational fluid dynamics �CFD� code, FLUENT 6.1,
employs a cell-centered finite-volume method that allows the use
of computational elements with arbitrary polyhedral shape. Con-
vective terms are discretized using the second-order accurate up-
wind scheme, while diffusive terms are discretized using the
second-order accurate central differencing scheme. The velocity-
pressure coupling and overall solution procedure are based on a
SIMPLE type segregated algorithm adapted to unstructured grids.
The discretized equations are solved using pointwise Gauss-Seidel
iterations, and an algebraic multi-grid method accelerates the so-
lution convergence. The convergence criteria in the present study
were at least a three orders of magnitude drop in the mass con-
servation imbalance and momentum equation residuals, which are
deemed sufficient for most steady flow solutions. A more detailed
description of the numerical method is available in Kim et al.�24�.

Model Geometry and Grid Generation
The leading edge and mid-chord cavitation on a hydrofoil is of

particular interest for propeller cavitation studies, as it represents
the two-dimensional characteristics of propeller blade cavitation.
For the validation of leading edge and mid-chord cavitation on a
hydrofoil, a modified NACA66 foil section with camber ratio of
0.02, mean line of 0.8 and thickness ratio of 0.09 was selected.

The same foil geometry was used for the experiments by Shen and
Dimotakis �25�. A C-type structured grid consisting of 17,184
quadrilateral cells was generated in a computational domain with
extent −5C�x�6C and −2.5C�y�2.5C, where C represents
the chord length, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the tunnel walls
were not modeled in the computational domain. Since verifying
the present cavitation modeling approach for a propeller blade
section was the main purpose of these hydrofoil computations, the
grid was designed for the wall function based boundary conditions
and thereby the first cell height off the solid surface was 25 to 200
in terms of y+.

For the validation of noncavitating and cavitating marine pro-
peller flows, a four bladed marine propeller, MP 017, was se-
lected. The propeller geometry was designed at the University of
Tokyo and the detailed experimental investigation was reported in
�26�. The flow can be characterized by a flat pressure distribution
on the backside and better cavitation characteristics than the con-
ventional MAU type propeller on which it is based. The propeller
geometry with hub and boss is shown in Fig. 2 and some of the
model specifications are given in Table 1. Note that this is an
open-water test configuration, so the flow direction is from the
lower-left to the upper-right corner of the figure. The computa-
tional domain was created as one passage surrounding a blade: the
inlet is 1.5D upstream, where D is the propeller diameter; the exit
is 3.5D downstream; solid surfaces on the blade and hub are cen-

Fig. 1 Computational domain and grid for the leading edge
hydrofoil cavitation case: full view „upper… and partial view
„lower…

Fig. 2 MP 017 propeller geometry
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tered at the coordinate system origin and aligned with uniform
inflow; the outer boundary is 1.4D from the hub axis; and two
rotationally periodic boundaries subtending a 90° angle form the
boundaries in between. Again the tunnel walls were not modeled,
but its influence was reported to be insignificant �26�.

A hybrid grid was generated using the FLUENT preprocessors
GAMBIT and TGrid. First, the blade surface was meshed with
triangles. The region around the root, tip, and blade edges was
meshed with smaller triangles, i.e., with sides of approximately
0.001D, while the inner region was filled with triangles of appro-
priately increased size. Once the blade surface was meshed, the
other surfaces were meshed with larger triangles, i.e., with sides
of up to 0.1D. In order to resolve the turbulent boundary layer on
the solid surfaces, the surface grid generated in GAMBIT was
imported into TGrid, and four layers of prismatic cells were
grown from the blade and hub surfaces. The first cell height off
the solid surface was approximately 0.00001D, which is 3 to 50 in
terms of y+, and the stretching ratio of the layers was 1.1. Finally
the remaining region in the domain was filled with tetrahedral
cells. The number of cells in this baseline grid was 186,637. For
the grid dependence study, three more grids were generated with
the same meshing strategy, but with systematically decreasing the
element size on the edges, resulting in roughly doubling the num-
ber of cells. The numbers of cells in these grids were 403,748
(medium-1), 782,665 (medium-2), and 1,901,160 (fine). Figure 3
shows the surface grid on the blade and hub surface for the base-
line grid. Note that, due to the aspect ratio limit with triangular
faces, the unstructured meshing approach generally results in a
larger number of cells near the blade edges, compared to a struc-
tured meshing approach.

Results and Comparison with Data

Cavitation on Hydrofoil. Shen and Dimotakis �25� measured
the static pressure on the foil surface at various angles of attack,
�, and cavitation numbers, �= �p�− pv� / � 1

2�lV�
2 �, where p� and V�

are the reference pressure and velocity at the test section, respec-
tively. The tunnel flow speeds and Reynolds numbers, Re
=�lV�C /�l, where �l is the molecular viscosity of the liquid,
were also varied with the reference velocity. Along the upstream
and side boundaries, the undisturbed tunnel flow speed, V�, was
imposed with a turbulence intensity of 1%. The pressure on these
boundaries was obtained by a first-order accurate extrapolation.
On the hydrofoil surface, a no-slip condition was imposed, i.e.,
the velocity is zero with pressure obtained by the first-order accu-
rate extrapolation. On the downstream boundary, the constant exit
pressure, p�, which is set to match the given �, was imposed and
all other variables were extrapolated with first order accuracy.

For the leading edge cavitation, the computational conditions
were set to the experimental ones at �=4°, �
=0.84,0.91,1.0,1.76, and Re=2106. By varying the constant
exit pressure, the values of � were controlled. Figure 4 displays
contours of vapor volume fraction at �=0.91, showing the typical
leading edge sheet cavitation. Figure 5 presents a comparison of
the computed and measured pressure distributions on the suction
side of the foil surface in terms of the pressure coefficient, Cp

= �p− p�� / � 1
2�lV�

2 �. The flow does not cavitate at �=1.76, as
shown by the regular pressure distribution on the suction side.
Once the flow cavitates at a lower �, the cavity grows, as indi-
cated by the increasing length of the constant pressure level. The
overshoot of pressure at the cavity closure is obvious in the pres-
sure distributions at �=0.84,0.91,1.0. The agreement between
the computed and measured Cp values is very good.

For the mid-chord cavitation, the computational conditions
were again set to the experimental ones at �=1°, �
=0.34,0.38,0.43, and Re=3106. Figure 6 displays the contours
of vapor volume fraction at �=0.38, showing the well-reproduced
mid-chord cavitation. Figure 7 presents the comparison of the
computed and measured pressure distributions on the suction side
of the foil surface. According to the experimental observation, the
flow starts cavitating at approximately �=0.415, as confirmed by
the noncavitating pressure distribution at �=0.43. At �=0.34 and
0.38, the cavitation is clearly present and the agreement between
the computed and measured Cp values is again very good. This
good agreement also suggests that the present model predicts the
initiation and termination points of the mid-chord cavitation well.

The authors acknowledge that there are certainly unsteady flow
features in these hydrofoil cavitation cases, as stated in �25�. As a
preliminary study, a representative case, i.e., the �=0.38 case, was
run in unsteady mode using the same grid and the time step size of
0.001 s, which correspond to the local Courant number of 0.049
to 1.3. Indeed, the unsteadiness was confirmed by the oscillating
water volume fraction on the hydrofoil surface and the cavity
shape. However, its time-averaged behavior coincides with the
steady counterpart, and because the largely steady flow features
are of primary concern here, only the steady flow results are pre-
sented. Obviously, running the solution in unsteady mode with the

Table 1 Specifications of MP 017 propeller

No. of blades 4
Diameter �m� 0.2143

Boss ratio 0.1800
Pitch ratio at 0.7R 0.8493

Expanded area ratio 0.6000
Skew �m� 0.01257

Rake �degree� 10.00

Fig. 3 Surface grid of the baseline grid for MP 017 propeller

Fig. 4 Vapor volume fraction contours at �=4°, �=0.91
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large eddy simulation �LES� or detached eddy simulation �DES�
approach on much finer grids would illustrate the fine scale flow
features better; but the authors believe that it is beyond the scope
of the present study, which more or less focuses on the practical
simulation method for the steady performance prediction of a
cavitating marine propeller in open-water.

Noncavitating Marine Propeller. Validations for the noncavi-
tating conditions were essential before proceeding to the propeller
cavitation simulations, although detailed validations for another
marine propeller geometry was reported in �20� using the same
method, i.e., solving the RANS equations on an unstructured hy-
brid grid in a rotating reference frame. A wide range of advance
ratios, J=Va /nD, where Va is the inflow speed and n is the num-
ber of revolutions per second, was considered, i.e., 0.23�J
�0.9. The values of J were varied by increasing/decreasing Va,
while n was kept constant at 25.

Boundary conditions were set to simulate the flow around a
rotating propeller in the open water: on the inlet boundary, veloc-
ity components for a uniform stream with the given inflow speed,
Va, were imposed with a turbulence intensity of 1% and the pres-

sure extrapolated from inside; on the blade and hub surface, a
no-slip condition was imposed, i.e., zero velocity with extrapo-
lated pressure; on the outer boundary, a slip boundary condition
was imposed, i.e., a zero normal velocity component with ex-
trapolated tangential velocity components and pressure; on the
periodic boundaries, rotational periodicity was ensured, i.e., all
variables at the same axial and radial coordinates were set equal
on both of the periodic boundaries; and on the exit boundary, the
pressure was set to a constant value, while all other variables were
extrapolated. The first-order accurate scheme was used for the
extrapolations. The inflow turbulence intensity was set based on
the experimental setup in which the turbulence level was tightly
controlled. The influence of this turbulence intensity level was
found to be insignificant: the cavitating flow solution did not
change with the intensity of up to 5%.

A grid dependence study for the design condition, J=0.55, was
carried out as a measure of numerical uncertainties. Four grids �as
described in the grid generation section� were used. Table 2 pre-
sents the grid dependence study results in terms of the thrust,
KT=Thrust/�ln

2D4, and torque, KQ=Torque/�ln
2D5, coefficients.

The parameter � is the relative difference in the solutions obtained
at two grid levels considered and defined as �= ��coarser

−� finer� /� finer, where �coarser and � finer represent the solutions at
coarser and finer levels of the two, respectively. The correspond-
ing values of the grid convergence index �GCI� proposed by
Roache �27� are also presented in Table 2. The GCI is defined as
��� / �rp−1�, where r is the grid refinement ratio and p is the order
of accuracy of the numerical method. The values of r and p used
to obtain the GCI’s are �3 2=1.26, the effective refinement ratio for
the cell count doubling in three dimensions, and 2, the formal
order of accuracy of the discretization schemes employed, respec-
tively. For validation purposes hereafter, the medium-1 grid was
used.

Figure 8 shows the curves of KT and KQ vs. J along with the
corresponding measured values. Overall, the agreement is good,
with differences less than 2% and 7% for KT and KQ, respectively,
and the trends with varying advance ratios are also well predicted.
However, the CFD solutions slightly overpredict KQ. This ten-

Fig. 5 Pressure coefficient distributions on the suction side of the foil surface: �=0.84 „upper left…, �=0.91 „upper right…, �
=1.00 „lower left…, and �=1.76 „lower right…

Fig. 6 Vapor volume fraction contours at �=1°, �=0.38
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dency seems to be prevalent in most of the RANS CFD simula-
tions for marine propellers. It is due to, as Funeno �28� discussed,
the viscous flow scale effect on the propeller performance predic-
tion. In fact, a large, 50% to 60%, laminar flow region is known to
exist and the turbulence transition takes place on the blade surface
in model scale experiments. However, in numerical simulations, it
is a general practice to assume that the flow around the propeller
is fully turbulent whether in model scale or in full scale, because
there is not a universally recognized method to handle the turbu-
lence transition on the propeller blade surface. Therefore, without
an ad hoc tuning of the turbulence quantities, it is very difficult to
match the model scale experimental data. More detailed investi-
gation results on this issue are available in �20�. Other causes

might be that the experimental conditions do not conform per-
fectly to the CFD model. Insufficient grid resolution for the tip
vortex could also give rise to the discrepancy observed.

Figure 9 compares contours of the backside pressure coeffi-
cient, Cp= �p− p�� /� 1

2�l�nD�2� at three different J’s: 0.2, 0.55, and
0.8. Cavitation occurs where the pressure is low, and it is obvious
in Fig. 9 that the flow is more susceptible to cavitation at lower
J’s, where very low pressure in the tip area is observed. Based on
these computational and experimental observations, only two J’s,
the high load J=0.2 and the design condition J=0.55, were con-
sidered for cavitating conditions.

Cavitating Marine Propeller. For the cavitating marine pro-
peller cases, the cavitation model was activated. Boundary condi-
tions for these cases were set in the same way as for the noncavi-
tating cases. The only difference was at the exit boundary, where
a constant exit pressure was set to match the given �.

A grid dependence study for the representative cavitating pro-
peller condition at J=0.2 and �= �p�− pv� /� 1

2�l�nD�2�=2 was car-
ried out in a somewhat different way that is more focused on the
cavitation feature. First, the results on two grids, i.e., the baseline
and fine grids, were compared; ���’s for KT and KQ are 0.0292 and
0.0415, respectively. Next, the baseline grid was adapted, i.e., one
tetrahedral cell is divided into eight tetrahedral cells, based on the
gradient of the vapor volume fraction and named adapted. This
grid adaption resulted in an approximate 8.5% increase in the
number of cells and higher resolution around the cavity, which is
comparable to that of the fine grid. The results on this adapted
grid were compared with its counterpart on the baseline grid; ���’s
for KT and KQ are 0.0220 and 0.0325, respectively. It was ob-
served that these grid dependence study results for the cavitating
cases were similar to those for the noncavitating cases. The au-
thors are well aware of the importance of verification and valida-
tion of CFD results and more rigorous studies are recommended
for future work.

Figure 10 presents the curves of KT and KQ vs. � at J=0.2 and
0.55, along with corresponding measured values. The thrust
breakdown is one of the major issues in cavitating propellers. At
J=0.2, i.e., the high load and large angle of attack, both KT and

Fig. 7 Pressure distributions on the foil surface: �=0.34 „upper right…, �=0.38 „upper left…, and �=0.43 „lower center…

Table 2 Grid independence study results for the design con-
dition noncavitating case

No. of cells KT ��� GCI KQ ��� GCI

186,637 0.1677 0.0121 0.0206 0.02728 0.0727 0.1237
403,748 0.1657 0.0042 0.0071 0.02543 0.0188 0.0320
782,665 0.1650 0.0085 0.0144 0.02496 0.0073 0.0124

1,901,160 0.1636 0.02478

Fig. 8 KT and KQ vs. J for noncavitating conditions
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KQ start decreasing upon the onset of cavitation at �=2.0. This
behavior is quantitatively well reproduced in the present simula-
tion. However, at J=0.55, i.e., the design condition and small
angle of attack, there is discrepancy between the measured and
simulated values at lower �’s. The measured KT and KQ remain
nearly constant, although the occurrence of cavitation is visually
and acoustically apparent at � values below 2.0: on the other
hand, the simulated KT and KQ overpredict the decrease in this
range. The authors believe that there are multiple issues contrib-
uting to this behavior. First of all, the viscous flow scale effect and
the unavoidable nonconformity with the experimental conditions
that are mentioned in the previous section must have an impact on
the final solution. Second, at low load conditions, the cavitation is
weak and in a different shape. A very thin leading edge cavitation
combined with a relatively stronger mid-chord cavitation is ob-
served, and its influence on the propeller performance is not as

prominent as at high load conditions. The accurate prediction of
this weak and somewhat different type of cavitation becomes
more difficult, as discussed with Fig. 13 later.

Figure 11 shows the contours of the blade backside pressure
coefficient at J=0.2 and �=2.0. It is clearly seen that cavitation is
to occur in the tip area, where the pressure is very low. Note that
the pressure coefficient in the cavitating area is maintained con-
stant at −�, as expected from the general cavitation theory. This
prediction of cavitation inception can be confirmed by the con-
tours of vapor volume fraction on the backside of the blade, Fig.
12, in which the high vapor volume fraction area closely matches
the low pressure area in Fig. 11.

The computed iso-surface of vapor volume fraction of 0.1 and
observed cavity shapes are compared in Fig. 13 at several condi-
tions: J=0.2 and �=2.0, J=0.4 and �=2.0, and J=0.5 and �
=1.0. The case at J=0.2 and �=2.0 is representative of the cavi-
tating propeller cases considered in the present study, while the
case at J=0.4 and �=2.0 represents a slightly low load condition
and the case at J=0.5 and �=1.0 represents the condition for
which the thrust breakdown prediction shows discrepancy from

Fig. 9 „Color… Pressure coefficient contours on backside: J
=0.2 „top…, J=0.55 „middle…, and J=0.8 „bottom…

Fig. 10 KT and KQ vs. �. J=0.2 „upper… and 0.55 „lower…

Fig. 11 „Color… Pressure coefficient contours on backside at
J=0.2 and �=2.0
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the measurement. Note that, at J=0.5, the measured KT and KQ
remain nearly constant as for the cases at J=0.55. To explicate the
discrepancy at low load conditions, the case at J=0.5 and �
=1.0 was selected instead of the case at J=0.55 and �=1.0, be-
cause of the availability of experimental photographs that clearly
show the cavity shapes at the corresponding conditions. Table 3
presents the comparison of KT and KQ for the three cavitating
cases. The agreement is good at the two high load conditions; but
the comparison shows the same behavior as in Fig. 10 for the low
load condition. The cavity shapes on the blade are also in good
agreement with each other at the two high load conditions, i.e.,
J=0.2 and �=2.0, and J=0.4 and �=2.0. It is observed, however,
that the computed cavity shape shows an abrupt termination right
behind the tip and the vortex cavity is missing. This is attributed
mainly to the insufficient grid resolution in the region, which is
entailed from the transition from the prismatic boundary layerFig. 12 „Color… Vapor volume fraction contours on back side

at J=0.2 and �=2.0

Fig. 13 „a… Cavity shape on blade at J=0.2 and �=2.0 case: present „upper… and experiment „lower…. „b… Cavity shape on blade at
J=0.4 and �=2.0 case: present „upper… and experiment „lower…. „c…. Cavity shape on blade at J=0.5 and �=1.0 case: present
„upper… and experiment „lower….
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cells to the tetrahedral outer cells. Note, however, that the resolu-
tion of the tip vortex cavity is not of primary concern in the
present study, as it has less impact on the whole propeller perfor-
mance. In any event, appropriate grid refinement approaches for
this issue are recommended for future work. On the other hand,
the cavity shapes at the low load condition, i.e., J=0.5 and �
=1.0, show clear disagreement. The predicted cavity is smaller
and displays only the mid-chord cavitation. There are two issues
that need to be considered here: �1� The leading edge sheet cavi-
tation is usually accompanied by the laminar separation. At the
two high load conditions, the laminar separation at the leading
edge is predicted well, and the sheet cavitation there is well cap-
tured. However, at the low load condition, the laminar separation
near the tip is more difficult to predict, since the region is smaller
and the flow is more three-dimensional, and this improper predic-
tion of laminar separation eventually leads to the unmatched cav-
ity shapes. �2� The iso-surface of vapor volume fraction of 0.1
does not always correspond to the visible cavity observed in pho-
tographs. Apparently, more sophisticated modeling and numerical
methods on refined grids seem to be required to appropriately
capture this type of cavitation at low load conditions.

Concluding Remarks
Results of computational validations for cavitating flow around

a hydrofoil and marine propeller have been presented. An unstruc-
tured grid based Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes method was
used. The objectives were to propose and verify a computational
approach for propeller cavitation that can complement tunnel tests
and existing numerical methods.

A modified NACA66 foil section and conventional four-bladed
marine propeller called MP 017 were selected for the validations.
Computations were performed for various advance ratios and
cavitation numbers following experimental conditions.

Computational results for both local and global flow quantities
were discussed and compared with experimental data. The pres-
sure distribution on the foil surface reproduced the physics of
leading edge and mid-chord cavitation on a hydrofoil well. In the
cavitating propeller case, the predicted global quantities, such as
thrust and torque, were in good agreement with the measured
values and the trend of the thrust breakdown was well captured.
The cavity shape on the blade surface also matched the experi-
mental observation, although the vortex cavity was missing due to
the insufficient grid resolution.

The overall results suggest that the present approach is practi-
cable for actual cavitating propeller design procedures without
lengthy preprocessing and significant preliminary knowledge of
the flow field. However, outstanding issues include a more refined
approach for propeller cavitation at low load conditions, improve-
ment in tip vortex cavitation prediction, an extensive investigation
on the thrust identity conditions, and comparison of unsteady local
flow quantities, if experimental data are available.
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Propeller Cavitation Breakdown
Analysis
A Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes computational model of homogeneous multiphase
flow is presented. Cavitation driven thrust and torque breakdown over a wide range of
advance ratios is modeled for an open propeller. Computational results are presented as
a form of validation against water tunnel measured thrust and torque breakdown for the
propeller. Successful validation of the computational model is achieved. Additional ob-
servations are made with regards to cavity size and shape as well as cavitation break-
down behavior. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1988343�

Introduction
A three-dimensional, multiphase Reynolds-averaged, Navier-

Stokes �RANS� computational tool, UNCLE-M, is applied to pro-
peller load breakdown, due to cavitation, via modeling of an open
propeller, designated P4381. Thrust breakdown performance of
P4381 has been documented in the open-literature �1,2�. This pub-
lished data include breakdown at far off-design advance ratios,
i.e., at both large positive and large negative rotor blade incidence.
Model integrated results are presented, and compared with the
available data. In addition, interesting numerical results are pre-
sented in a field form for comparison with experimental flow-field
observations.

Previously, Kunz et al. �3� and Lindau et al. �4� have developed
and demonstrated steady and unsteady large-scale cavity flow
modeling capabilities of the flow solver. Those publications dem-
onstrated that the numerical and physical modeling contained in
the UNCLE-M code provide appropriate physics to properly
model high Reynolds number flow fields dominated by attached
cavities. The large scale of such cavities implies tractability by a
homogeneous approach. Nonetheless, they are generally unsteady,
and contain regions of separated flow. In flows modeled here,
interface curvatures are small, and pressure and velocity are ap-
proximately continuous across the interface. Thus, it is presumed
that nonequilibrium interface dynamics are of negligible magni-
tude, and the effect of surface tension is not incorporated. For
cavitation inception, where physics of tiny bubbles is a significant
contributor, this methodology would not be appropriate. For cloud
cavitation, or cases where cavitation is sufficient to effect hydro-
dynamic performance, however, this approach is reasonable.

In liquid-vapor cavities of hydrodynamic engineering interest,
degrees of unsteadiness are present. Typically the cavity or, at
least, the closure region is unsteady with a wide range of signifi-
cant scales in both time and space. The accurate simultaneous
resolution of all such scales in the region of a turbulent cavity
closure implies direct numerical simulation and is probably be-
yond the limit of known computational methods on current re-
sources. The accurate modeling of one or a few of the modes of
cavity closure may be feasible with homogeneous unsteady RANS
methods and, for some cases, has been documented by Lindau
et al. �4�. More scales may be feasible with Detached Eddy Simu-
lation as documented by Kunz et al. �5�. However, in this inves-
tigation, only previously-reported time-averaged measurements
are used for comparison, and only results of steady-state numeri-
cal computations are presented. Thus the vapor cavity and closure
region in the presented results may be considered to be an aver-
age.

Physical Model
The physical model equations solved here have been described

previously �3�. In that presentation, the physically unsteady equa-
tions modeling a liquid, a vapor, and a third, noncondensable gas,
phase were required. However, for the current work, only steady-
state solutions consisting of liquid and vapor phases are consid-
ered. The basis of the model is the incompressible multiphase
RANS equations in a homogeneous mixture form. Thus although
the modeled solution at each point in space yields a single veloc-
ity vector, each field is treated as a separate species and requires
the inclusion of a new continuity equation. Mass transfer between
the liquid and vapor phases is achieved through a finite-rate
model. Other researchers have applied similar models with a
single species, barotropic, approach. However, with the ability to
easily include more than one or two fields in a single control
volume and discretely model mass transfer, the multiple species
transport model of multiphase flow is presented as a more flexible
physical approach. In addition, Senocak and Shyy �6� have sug-
gested that the multiple species transport model provides a degree
of freedom missing from the barotropic models required to cap-
ture the vorticity generation observed in regions of cavity closure.
A high Reynolds number form of two-equation models with stan-
dard wall functions provides turbulence closure.

The governing differential equations, cast in Cartesian tensor
form follow:

� 1
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�uj
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Shear tensor, mixture density, mixture viscosity, and turbulent
eddy viscosity are defined in Eq. �2�,

tij =
�ui

�xj
+

�uj

�xi
�m = �l�l + �v�v �m = �l�l + �v�v �2�

�m,t =
�mC�k2

�

The density and molecular viscosity of each constituent is taken
as a constant. Equation �1a� represents the mixture volume, Eq.
�1b�, the mixture momentum, and Eq. �1c�, the liquid phase vol-
ume fraction conservation laws, respectively. Although not pre-
sented here, for unsteady computations, it is straightforward to
include physical time derivatives �4�. The formulation incorpo-
rates preconditioned pseudo-time-derivatives �� /�� terms�, scaled
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by parameter �, which provide favorable convergence character-
istics for steady state and unsteady multiphase computations. This
has been discussed in detail by Kunz et al. �3�.

Two separate models are used to describe the transformation of
liquid to vapor and the transformation of vapor back to liquid.
These are given in Eq. �3�. For transformation of liquid to vapor,
ṁ− is modeled as being proportional to the product of the liquid
volume fraction and the difference between the computational cell
pressure and the vapor pressure. This model is similar to the one
used by Merkle et al. �7� for both evaporation and condensation.
For transformation of vapor to liquid, a simplified form of the
Ginzburg-Landau potential �8� is used for the mass transfer rate,
ṁ+.

ṁ− =
C�1�v�l MIN�0,p − pv�

1

2
�lU�

2 t�

ṁ+ =
C�2�v�l

2�v

t�

�3�

C�1 and C�2 are empirical constants. Both mass transfer rates
are nondimensionalized with respect to a mean flow time scale.
For all work presented here, t�=1, C�1=100, and C�2=0.2. These
values were arrived at by an investigation of average attached
cavity lengths described in Kunz et al. �3� and Lindau et al. �4�.
The sensitivity of multiphase results to the value of C� has been
reviewed by Senocak and Shyy �9�, and was found to be small
over a large range of values bounding those chosen here. In Eq.
�3�, the mass transfer rates contain terms that represent a potential
and other terms that scale the rate based on the available species
volume per unit total volume. In the case of the liquid destruction,
this potential is based on the static pressure. In the liquid produc-
tion term, the potential is represented by the �l

2. Similar behavior
can be described by the van der Waals’ equation of state. As is
discussed by Hohenberg and Halperin �8�, close proximity to
equilibrium is implicit in this modeling.

A two-equation turbulence model with standard wall functions
has been implemented to provide closure. The k-� model is rep-
resented in Eq. �4�. As with velocity, the turbulence scalars are
interpreted as being mixture quantities.

���mk�
�t

+
���mkuj�

�xj
=

�

�xj
��m,t

Prtk

�k

�xj
� + P − �m�

�4�
���m��

�t
+

���m�uj�
�xj

=
�

�xj
��m,t

Prt�

��

�xj
� + �C1P − C2�m����

k
�

Numerical Method
The described model equations are solved in the UNCLE-M

code. This code has its origins as the UNCLE code, developed for
incompressible flows �10�. Later this code was extended to mul-
tiphase mixtures, substantially revised, and named UNCLE-M �3�.
The code is structured, multiblock, implicit and parallel with up-
wind flux-difference splitting for the spatial discretization and
Gauss-Seidel relaxation for the inversion of the implicit operator.
Primitive variable �MUSCL� interpolation with limiting is applied
to retain higher order accuracy in flow fields containing physical
discontinuities. In keeping with the finding of Kunz et al. �3�, only
those source terms associated with vapor production are linearized
for inclusion in the implicit linear system left-hand-side. Terms
associated with liquid production are treated explicitly and under-
relaxed with a factor of 0.1. At each pseudo-time step, the turbu-
lence transport equations are solved subsequent to solution of the
mean flow equations.

During this investigation, attention was given to appropriate
spatial discretization. As a requirement, to accommodate the use
of wall functions, for regions of attached liquid flow, fine-grid
near-wall points were established at locations yielding dimension-
less, fine-grid wall spacing of 50	y+	300. Strictly, in regions of
separated flow, law-of-the-wall based wall functions are inappro-

priate. However, based on previous experience with RANS mod-
eling of large vaporous cavities �3,4�, the lack of conformity in
separated regions is considered acceptable. The separated region
is made largely of vapor with a molecular viscosity two orders of
magnitude less than the main liquid flow. Presumably the shearing
forces will be significantly less than in attached liquid regions.
More significantly, the proper approach to wall modeling in this
multiphase region is a research topic in itself. The supporting
conjecture made here is that, for these massively separated, two-
phase flows, the potential difference to be made with more accu-
rate wall shear modeling is probably small. Further details regard-
ing the numerical method are available in Kunz et al. �3�.

The 3D multiphase RANS code was applied to the flow through
an isolated blade row. Blade-to-blade azimuthal periodicity and
uniform, steady far-field boundary conditions were assumed. In
order to obtain the proper advance ratio, a rotor rotational speed
was specified, and the free-stream velocity was held at a fixed
value. For these computations, a fixed Reynolds number, based on
the free stream velocity and the diameter, was applied, regardless
of cavitation index or advance ratio. Thrust breakdown calcula-
tions obtained here involved an initial 3D solution of the single-
phase flow at each desired value of advance ratio. To reduce com-
putational effort and allow stable integration, it was necessary to
obtain a converged solution based on these single-phase condi-
tions. These single-phase solutions were then applied as initial
conditions for multiphase computations. Results were obtained by
specifying a large but finite cavitation number �based on free-
stream conditions�. By applying the flow solution method to each
new condition with a successively reduced cavitation number,
breakdown conditions were modeled. This procedure provided
“nice” initial conditions for each pseudo-time marching effort,
often a necessity to obtain CFD results. Using the current integra-
tion method, a more aggressive approach, led to computationally
divergent results.

Results
A no-skew unducted propeller, designated P4381, was tested by

Boswell �1� as part of a larger effort to parameterize ahead pow-
ering, blade-rate, fluctuating loads, cavitation inception, cavitation
thrust breakdown, structural integrity, and backing performance
with consideration of the effect of blade skew. The cavitation
thrust breakdown performance of the propeller was determined in
a water tunnel at a Reynolds number �based on relative incident
velocity and chord at 70% of the span� ranging from 1.38 to
2.44
106. Measurements were taken at specific advance ratios
while incrementally dropping the tunnel operating pressure. This
process reduced the test cavitation index in a prescribed fashion.
Thus, sufficient data were obtained to complete a map of thrust
and torque over a range of advance ratios and cavitation indices.

For the modeled cases, the Reynolds number based on free
stream velocity and diameter was held constant at 1.63
106. For
the advance ratios modeled, this is equivalent to a range of Rey-
nolds numbers based on relative incident velocity and chord at
70% span from 1.37 to 2.51
106. This range corresponds to ad-
vance ratios ranging from 0.6 to 1.0. The design advance ratio was
given by Boswell �1� to be J=0.889. At advance ratios less than
approximately 0.6 and greater than 1.0, integrations of the steady
form of the equations on the nominal computational grid failed to
converge. Results presented here were integrated based on solu-
tion of the steady-state equations; i.e., physical time derivatives
were set to zero. It is suspected that the lack of convergence to the
steady-state equations is due to the large scale of unsteadiness
inherent in multiphase and high angle-of-attack flows. When such
inherent unsteadiness becomes too large to resolve with steady-
state physics, it is typical that the solution method on these model
equations �Eqs. �1�–�4�� will fail to converge to a steady state
result but will converge with application of the time dependent
formulation �4�. In addition to requiring unsteady integration, it is
suspected that proper resolution of the large scale structure of
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such unsteadiness would necessitate additional and/or better
placement of grid points. The nominal grid was designed with a
topology conforming to low incidence flow without attempting the
fine resolution of structures like leading edge separation eddies
and tip vortices. These structures were only captured in some
average sense and when the minimum pressure in such features
became important, the overall results suffered. Such features are
generally not significant for breakdown prediction at and around
the design advance ratio.

In order to obtain thrust breakdown results with minimal diffi-
culty, an incremental procedure was followed. For each advance
ratio, results were first obtained assuming single phase flow. Then,
the final, converged single phase flow solution was used as an

initial condition for the pseudo-time marching procedure to obtain
the subsequent two-phase flow solution. Initially a two-phase flow
solution was sought at a large cavitation index. This cavitation
index corresponded to a state where little or no cavitation was
expected. A cursory examination of the suction surface pressure
field based on the converged single-phase results would have
yielded an approximate first cavitation index. However, for these
results, the initial cavitation index was chosen based on the results
given by Boswell. After a converged solution was obtained at this
initial value of cavitation index, solutions at slightly smaller cavi-
tation indices were obtained. This was done using the result based
on the previous, slightly larger, cavitation index as initial flow
conditions. The restart process was repeated until solution conver-

Fig. 1 Computed results. Grid and flow over P4381 at design advance ratio, J=0.889. Results at three cavitation indices with
surface colored by pressure and a gray isosurface of liquid volume fraction.
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gence was obtained at the smallest cavitation index required to
roughly complete the map presented by Boswell.

The nominal computational grid used to obtain breakdown re-
sults contained approximately 1.25 million control volumes and
was distributed on 34 processors. A portion of the grid on the
propeller surface is shown in Fig. 1. Although the computation
was carried out over a single blade passage, taking advantage of
azimuthal periodicity, here the grid has been replicated five times
to give the appearance of a complete rotor. Due to the need to
extend the domain out to a far-field condition and also due to the
large degree of twist and variation in blade chord from the hub to
tip, far more points were used than required by a typical, isolated,
shrouded rotor passage computation. However, more judicious
gridding will likely allow fewer points to be applied to analysis of
future unducted propulsors. Results at design advance ratio and
three significant cavitation indices are also shown in Fig. 1. This
picture shows modeled flow with no significant cavitation, at �
=1.5, with significant cavitation in breakdown, at �=1.0, and with
significant cavitation and in severe thrust breakdown, at �=0.6.
Note that at this low incidence angle, it appears that cavitation is
initiated downstream of the leading edge, near the suction peak.

Results are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3. As seen in the figures,
Boswell compiled the torque and thrust for the P4381 at a wide
range of advance ratios and cavitation numbers. It should be noted
that, during computations, surface shear forces were found to add
approximately 5%–10% of the computed torque and remove
1%–4% from the computed thrust. These fractions were higher at
more lightly loaded conditions. Integrated thrust and torque pre-
sented here include the shear forces.

Figures 4 and 5 present the torque and thrust breakdown com-

parison in a different form. Here the variation in torque, Fig. 4,
and thrust, Fig. 5, is plotted with respect to cavitation index. This
format is representative of the process of thrust breakdown testing
done in a water tunnel and corresponds to the method of testing
described in the original report by Boswell �1�. In addition to
plotting the variation in integrated thrust and torque relative to
significant parameters, at selected advance ratios and cavitation
numbers, Boswell included pictures and diagrams depicting the
extent of cavitation over the propeller. Similar presentation of
computed results is given in Fig. 6�a�, for flow at a high blade
loading condition. Figure 6�b� includes a drawing and photograph
from the original report by Boswell. Here the cavity size compu-
tationally predicted is seen to roughly coincide with the sketch
due to Boswell. However, the exact cavity shape is somewhat
different. Here, and at higher angles of attack, leading edge sepa-
ration plays a larger role in cavity initiation than at the design
incidence calculations shown in Fig. 1. Note the cavity extension
into the tip vortex region. Although the grid used here is inad-
equate to resolve tip vortex induced cavitation, it is clear that the
predicted, attached cavity persists in the initial region of the
�poorly resolved� vortex.

In Fig. 2 the torque breakdown behavior versus advance ratio is
plotted over a range of cavitation indices. Computed �UNCLE-M�
results are represented with open symbols and data from the ex-
periments conducted by Boswell are represented with faired
curves. Due to the typical operating conditions of a vehicle, of
primary interest is the behavior near the design point and at re-
duced values of the advance ratio. It is supposed that in the hy-
pothetical case of an advance ratio greater than design, the situa-
tion would correspond to windmilling or an attempt to slow down
or reverse. These represent transient events, not properly ad-
dressed here. Therefore, attention is called to the distribution of
computationally generated results over the range of advance ratios
equal to 0.9 and below. For this range, agreement of numerical
prediction with experimental data is considered good. At every
condition where a converged solution was obtained, torque pre-

Fig. 2 Propeller torque coefficient †Q / „�n2D5
…‡ versus ad-

vance ratio over a range of cavitation indices, experimental
data †1‡ and computed results

Fig. 3 Propeller thrust coefficient †T / „�n2D4
…‡ versus advance

ratio over a range of cavitation indices, experimental data †1‡
and computed results

Fig. 4 Torque breakdown. Variation in propeller torque coeffi-
cient †Q / „�n2D5

…‡ with cavitation index. Symbols indicate ex-
perimental data †1‡.

Fig. 5 Thrust breakdown. Variation in propeller thrust coeffi-
cient †T / „�n2D4

…‡ with cavitation index. Symbols indicate ex-
perimental data †1‡.
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dictions appear to agree within 5% of the experimental results.
Unfortunately, a presentation of the experimental uncertainty of
original data is not included in the work by Boswell �1� or Cum-
ming et al. �2�. Without a quantified estimate of the uncertainty, a
precise statement of closeness to experimental results is difficult.

In Fig. 3, the thrust breakdown is plotted in a similar fashion to
the torque breakdown in Fig. 2. Here, at the design and higher
advance ratios, the agreement with actual values of thrust is not
quite as good as in the case of torque. For more highly loaded
cases, the agreement between computations and experiment is still
good. It should be noted that the actual prediction of breakdown

would be based on the prediction of a critical advance coefficient.
This location is sometimes based on some fractional reduction in
torque or thrust from the nominal design value. Typically this
reduction is 2%–5% of the nominal value. It appears from Figs. 4
and 5 that the results from the flow solver, based on either inte-
grated thrust or torque, were sufficiently accurate to make this
prediction. Nonetheless, with proper application of a RANS
solver, a high level of agreement should be attainable. The excel-
lent agreement shown over most of the cases for both thrust and
torque indicates that high fidelity predictions can be made, and

Fig. 6 Flow over P4381, J=0.7, �=3.5. „a… Multiphase RANS solution, three views showing surface colored by pressure and a
gray isosurface of liquid volume fraction. „b… Diagram and picture from Boswell †1‡ indicating extent of experimentally observed
cavitation.
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with further refinement, reduction of the error in the thrust predic-
tion at those few points where error was significant should be
attainable.

Figures 7–10 give the computed blade pressure loading distri-
bution at 30% and 70% of span. Results are shown from a fully
wetted condition through breakdown at the design advance ratio,
J=0.889, and also a more highly loaded condition, J=0.6. The
loading is given in terms of the face and back side pressure coef-
ficients distributed over chord. In addition, a rendering of propel-
ler surface pressure and cavity shape, similar to Figs. 1 and 6, is
given for each of the conditions. These pictures, identified with
the blade loading distribution curves, serve to illustrate the cavity
size and location and its effect on performance.

In Fig. 7, design advance ratio, 30% span blade loading curves
are presented. Results are shown at cavitation indices equal to 1.5,
1.25, 1.0, and 0.6. Although the curves are labeled with cavitation
indices in the figure, the value of the cavitation index �if cavitation
is present� may also be inferred from the minimum suction side
pressure. This value corresponds to the negative of the minimum
pressure and a horizontal portion of the curve, indicating a region
of separated, vaporous flow. As demonstrated in Fig. 2, these re-

sults span the breakdown event. In Fig. 8, results for the same
conditions are shown at 70% of the span. Considered together,
Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate how the cavity growth on the suction side
of the blade affects the lift and eventually leads to a severe drop in
torque and breakdown. At this design advance ratio, the suction
side minimum pressure occurs somewhat downstream of the lead-
ing edge and initial, developed cavitation occurs there. It should
be noted that the torque coefficient, KQ, at �=1.25 was computed
to be 0.046, and at �=1.5, the fully wetted condition, it was equal
to 0.045. The mechanism for this slight increase in torque with the
initial presence of cavitation is illustrated nicely in Fig. 7. Here, in
the case of �=1.25, even though the presence of cavitation sepa-
rates the flow and effectively limits the minimum attainable value
of suction pressure, the integrated area between the pressure and
suction side pressure curves is larger, and, at this radius anyway,
greater turning is accomplished. As the cavitation index is further
reduced to �=1.0 the presence of cavitation led to a reduced
torque. This corresponds, at 30% span, to the extent of the cavity
having reached the trailing edge. Thus, a portion of the separated,
cavity displaced, flow never reattaches to the suction surface, and
the pressure side must be severely unloaded as it approaches the
trailing edge. At �=0.6, the cavity has completely enshrouded the

Fig. 7 Computed „UNCLE-M… pressure on both pressure and
suction side at 30% of span and at selected cavitation num-
bers. Surface pressure also illustrated by color and cavity size
indicated by gray surface of constant volume fraction, �l=0.5.
Design advance ratio, J=0.889.

Fig. 8 Computed „UNCLE-M… pressure on both pressure and
suction side at 70% of span and at selected cavitation num-
bers. Surface pressure also illustrated by color and cavity size
indicated by gray surface of constant volume fraction, �l=0.5.
Design advance ratio, J=0.889.

Fig. 9 Computed „UNCLE-M… pressure on both pressure and
suction side at 30% of span and at selected cavitation num-
bers. Surface pressure also illustrated by color and cavity size
indicated by gray surface of constant volume fraction, �l=0.5.
Highly loaded condition. Advance ratio, J=0.6.

Fig. 10 Computed „UNCLE-M… pressure on both pressure and
suction side at 70% of span and at selected cavitation num-
bers. Surface pressure also illustrated by color and cavity size
indicated by gray surface of constant volume fraction, �l=0.5.
Highly loaded condition. Advance ratio, J=0.6.
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trailing edge and severe breakdown is evident. At the 70% span
section, the previously observed increase in lift from the �=1.5
condition to �=1.25 is not evident. In Fig. 8, examination of the
curves corresponding to �=1.25 shows that the presence of the
cavity has had only a small effect on the pressure distribution.
This can be partly explained by comparison of the fully wetted
condition in Figs. 7 and 8. The 70% span minimum suction pres-
sure, Cp=−1.33, is greater than the same quantity, Cp=−1.45, at
30% span. At this span, the higher relative total pressure level
serves to reduce the presence of cavitation. However, cavitation is
clearly present in both the pressure plot and the surface rendering
beyond 70% span.

In Figs. 9 and 10, the advance ratio, J=0.6, blade loading re-
sults are presented. Figure 9 contains the results at 30% of the
span, and Fig. 10 contains the results at 70%. At this higher load-
ing condition, the fully wetted suction peak occurs very close to
the leading edge and significant cavitation appears initially there.
In contrast to the design conditions, the separation point is well
defined and coincident to the leading edge. A finding similar to
that at the design advance ratio is also apparent. The torque in-
crease with the initial growth of suction side cavitation can be
explained by comparison of the blade surface pressure at the fully
wetted and initially developed cavitating conditions. Comparing
the single phase and �=5.0 results at this advance ratio, there is
nearly equal loading at 30% span. However, at 70% span, the
presence of cavitation increases the loading. Significant cavitation
initially develops further out the span, closer to the leading edge.
In addition, the maximum blade chord extent is at 70% span
where the chord to diameter ratio is 0.347. At 30% span c /D
=0.229. The wheel velocity also is greater at 70% than at 30%
span. This leads to a more significant rise in torque than at the
design advance ratio. For the integration over the entire surface
�plotted in Fig. 2� the resulting increase in torque, at J=0.6, from
fully wetted to �=5.0, was from KQ=0.0645 to 0.0665. In Figs. 9
and 10, in addition to results for the fully wetted and �=5.0 con-
ditions, �=3.0 and �=2.0 results are plotted. In these cases, from
examination of Figs. 2 and 3, onset of torque and thrust break-
down due to cavitation is evident. At 70% span, for the case of
�=3.0, the cavity has reached the trailing edge on the suction
side, but not at 30% span. However, at �=2.0, the cavity has
clearly reached the trailing edge at both radii and hence, severely
altered the pressure side flow.

Computational Sensitivity
The numerical solutions presented here, based on modern dis-

cretization methods, are formally conservative with third order
accuracy for construction of inviscid and convective flux terms
and second order accuracy for viscous and diffusive terms. This
order of accuracy is based on one-dimensional assessment of
model scalar equations �e.g., Hirsch �11��. Solutions presented
were determined to be converged based upon the magnitude of the
reduction in residual error in solution of the model, discrete equa-
tions. Integration was continually pursued until further effort
failed to reduce the residual error. Using this approach, applied to
the results presented here, the residual error was reduced, during
integration, by no less than three orders of magnitude.

The sensitivity of the solution to the level of computational
gridding was investigated. In Fig. 11, plots indicating the sensi-
tivity of the breakdown investigation to spatial discretization are
shown for the design advance ratio. Here results are shown based
on solutions obtained with three significantly different grids; the
nominal grid, used to obtain results reported throughout this in-
vestigation is presented along with a similarly dense, “O” topol-
ogy grid, and a coarsened version of the nominal grid. The nomi-
nal grid was constructed using an “H” topology and contained
1,258,320 computational volumes. The alternate, O-grid used in
the study contained 1,516,560 control volumes. The coarsened
grid was topologically similar to the nominal H-grid and con-
tained 157,290 volumes. Figure 11 presents computed perfor-

mance ranging from approximately single phase ��=2.0� to se-
vere breakdown ��=0.6�. Clearly the fine grid solutions appear to
better predict the torque and thrust in single phase flow. Also,
based on the reported torque alone, from single-phase to severe
breakdown, there appears to be a dramatic trend with increasing
grid resolution towards the measured data. However, the com-
puted breakdown thrust at this advance coefficient is no better for
the fine grids than the coarse grid. In fact solutions with each grid
appear to predict the occurrence of breakdown �based on the sig-
nificant drop in torque or thrust� at roughly the same cavitation
coefficient. Thus it might be concluded that even the coarsened
grid would be appropriate for predicting the onset of breakdown.
However, resolution commensurate with the fine grid would be
necessary to obtain on-design, pre-breakdown performance.

Conclusions
Computational methodology and model results of propeller

cavitation thrust breakdown based on a homogeneous, multiphase
RANS formulation have been presented. In consideration of the
large fraction of torque due to shear at the design flow coefficient
and, also, the presence of large regions of separated, cavitating
flow, it is concluded that viscous flow effects are significant. For
the modeled propeller, the critical cavitation number leading to
thrust and torque breakdown was predicted in agreement with the
experimental data over a wide range of modeled flow coefficients.
For flow coefficients greater than design, although the fully wetted
computations compared well, agreement with absolute values of
cavitating thrust and torque was poor. However, for the case of
design or higher loading, the absolute value of torque coefficient
tended to agree extremely well with the experiments. At the de-
sign advance ratio, the agreement with data for prediction of cavi-
tating thrust was not as good as for torque, but, at lower than the
design values of J, comparison was also excellent.

The usefulness and validity of the present modeling method,
based on reliable physics �Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
Equations� and appropriate for high-fidelity turbomachinery de-
sign, has been shown for propeller cavitation thrust and torque
breakdown prediction. Validation was achieved by comparison to
experiment �1�. For vehicle design, it is useful to relate this break-

Fig. 11 Grid sensitivity data. Nominal grid, o-grid, and coarse
grid results for cavitation breakdown. Comparison of perfor-
mance predictions at design advance ratio „J=0.889…. Coarse
grid is topologically similar to nominal grid with exactly 1

2 of the
resolution in each of the computational dimensions. Nominal
grid contains 1,258,320, o-grid 1,516,560, and coarse grid
157,290 control volumes.
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down condition to the effect it would have on in situ vehicle
performance rather than water tunnel data. By coupling thrust and
torque breakdown maps �such as Figs. 3 and 4� with data relating
both vehicle drag to velocity and available shaft power to shaft
speed, breakdown estimates may be so extended.
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Nomenclature

Symbols
C1 ,C2 � turbulence model constants

C� � mass transfer model constants
Cp � pressure coefficient��p�− p� / � 1

2�U�
2 �

c � chord length
D � propeller diameter
J � advance ratio�U� / �nD�

KQ � torque coefficient�Q / ��ln
2D5�

KT � thrust coefficient�T / ��ln
2D4�

k � turbulent kinetic energy
ṁ− , ṁ+ � mass transfer rates

n � rotational frequency �revolutions/time�
P � turbulent kinetic energy production

Prtk ,Prt� � turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and �
p � pressure

pv � vapor pressure
t , t� � physical time, mean flow time scale

ui � Cartesian velocity components
xi � Cartesian coordinates
y+ � dimensionless wall distance
� � volume fraction
� � preconditioning parameter
� � pseudo-time

� � turbulence dissipation rate
� � molecular viscosity
� � density
� � cavitation number��p�− pv� / � 1

2�U�
2 �

Subscripts and Superscripts
l � liquid

m � mixture
t � turbulent
v � condensable vapor
� � free stream value
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Characterization of the
Hydrodynamically Developing
Flow in a Microtube Using MTV
Micro-molecular tagging velocimetry ��MTV� has been used to characterize the hydro-
dynamic developing flow in a microtube inlet with a nominal inner diameter of 180 �m.
Velocity profile data at 11 axial locations within the hydrodynamic developing region
were acquired using the �MTV approach and the results represent the first character-
ization of hydrodynamically developing pipe flow at the microscale. The uncertainty in
measurements of time-averaged velocity profiles ranged from 6% to 7% of the centerline
velocity. The uncertainty in instantaneous measurements is in the range 8%–16% of the
peak maximum velocity. Data were taken at Reynolds numbers of 60, 100, 140, 290, and
350. The data suggest the formation of a vena contracta with either locally turbulent flow
or unsteady laminar flow separation early in the tube for the larger Reynolds (Re)
numbers, which is quite different from macroscale experiment or numerical simulation
where a vena-contracta is not observed for Re�500. The velocity profiles obtained very
near the tube entrance exhibited a uniform velocity core flow surrounded by regions of
relatively stagnant fluid in the near wall regions. The size of the inferred recirculation
zones, measured velocity rms, and maximum shear rates all exhibit increasing magnitude
with increasing Reynolds number. The velocity profiles were observed to evolve in the
downstream direction until the classical parabolic distribution existed. The total hydro-
dynamic entry length agrees well with values published in the literature for laminar flow
with a uniform inlet velocity, despite the existence of the observed vena
contracta. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1989368�

Keywords: Microscale, MTV, Laminar, Developing Flow, Vena Contracta

Introduction
Fluid flow at the microscale is becoming increasingly impor-

tant, driven by the miniaturization of many technologies. Applica-
tions that utilize fluid flow in either microtubes or microchannels
are emerging at an increasing rate and the rapid development of
microscale fabrication technologies has enabled the design and
production of many novel microscale mechanical and thermody-
namic systems. These advances may soon allow the production of
complete energy systems capable of providing power, heating, and
cooling. Such microscale devices may be used in integrated cool-
ing of electronic circuits, reactors for modification and separation
of biological cells, and purification of air or water from chemi-
cally contaminated sources �1�.

With regard to fully developed pressure driven laminar flow of
a liquid through long �L /Dh�1000� microchannels several inves-
tigators have explored the frictional pressure drop and compared
their results to fully developed laminar pipe-flow theory �2–6�. A
recent paper by Judy et al. �7� shows that, at least for the Reynolds
number �Re= ūDh /�� range from 8 to 2300, no statistically sig-
nificant deviation from macroscale Stokes flow theory exists. ū,
Dh, and � are the average duct velocity, duct hydraulic diameter,
and kinematic viscosity, respectively. Experiments were reported
for both round and square channels, fabricated from both stainless
steel and fused silica, and over a hydraulic diameter range from
15 to 150 �m. For all of these studies the channels were suffi-
ciently long such that the pressure drop due to friction in the fully
developed portion of the channel flow dominated the overall pres-
sure drop, and entrance effects were neglected. Due to the length

scales involved, Reynolds numbers based on hydraulic diameter
in microchannel flows will typically be in the laminar range, al-
though applications exhibiting much higher Reynolds numbers
also exist �e.g., ink jet printing, fuel injectors, etc.�.

There have been limited studies that have appeared in the lit-
erature addressing the hydrodynamically developing flow in the
entrance region of channels with hydraulic diameters in the sub-
millimeter range. Given that many microscale flows may involve
channels of relatively short length, understanding the flow dynam-
ics in the entrance region of a channel flow is critical. Character-
ization of the developing flow field is not possible, however, by
measurement of the pressure drop across, and volume flow rate
through channels as has been done for conditions where L /Dh is
large. Instead, detailed local measurements of either the pressure
distribution or velocity field are necessary. Because of the chal-
lenges associated with making measurements at this physical
scale, few detailed studies have been reported in the open litera-
ture for hydrodynamically developing flow through microchan-
nels. Lee and Kim explored the effect of inlet flow geometry on
hydrodynamic development in a rectangular microchannel with a
hydraulic diameter of 70 �m using a micro-PIV approach. In this
study the Reynolds numbers were of order 10 �8�.

Developing pipe flow at the macroscale is a classical problem
that has received much attention, both analytically and experimen-
tally. For laminar flow, Shah and London �9� give an extensive
review. Early investigations considered the flow development of
an initially uniform flow at the inlet plane to the classical para-
bolic distribution far downstream �10–13�. Experimental measure-
ments of the developing streamwise velocity and excess pressure
drop coefficient, K �the pressure drop not accounted for by fully
developed laminar flow theory�, showed good agreement with fi-
nite difference solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations. The
uniform flow imposed at the inlet plane, however, precludes any
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possibility of flow separation, which may exist in sharp-edged
entrances and sudden contractions. For all available experimental
data flow separation and the formation of a vena contracta are
negligible at low values of the Reynolds number �Re�500� �14�.
Indeed, experiments conducted by Sylvester and Rosen �15� on a
sharp-edged entrance flows with pipe diameters in the 1–2 cm
range, reveal that, for Re�500, there is no evidence in the static
pressure distribution of a vena contracta. At Re=2000 behavior
was observed indicative of the existence of a vena contracta, and
at Re=1100 the behavior suggested a vena contracta existed, but
to a much smaller extent than for the Re=2000 condition. Others
have conducted similar experiments that reveal the same behavior
�16�.

Perhaps the most detailed characterization of the laminar flow
field in the inlet region of a macroscale pipe over the Re range
from 40 to 2300 has appeared in work by Durst and Loy �17� and
Bückle and Durst �18�. These authors considered flow through a
sharp-edged contraction with a contraction ratio of A /A1=0.29
and a downstream pipe diameter of D=1.02 cm �see Fig. 1�. A1
and A are the upstream and downstream cross-sectional areas,
respectively. The streamwise and wall-normal velocity distribu-
tions were measured in the developing region using LDV. These
authors also conducted a numerical investigation of the same ge-
ometry and at dynamically similar conditions. Both the experi-
mental data and the numerical simulations show similar results,
namely, that for Re�550 flow separation does not exist in the
entrance region, which is similar to observations reported by oth-
ers for sharp-edged entrance flows. As the magnitude of Re in-
creased above about 550, regions of separated flow appeared. The
radial extent of these regions, measured from the pipe wall, in-
creased in nearly a linear manner with Reynolds number, from 0
at Re�550 to a distance of about 5%–6% of the pipe diameter, D,
at Re=2300. Thus, the corresponding ratio of cross-sectional area
without flow separation, Ac, to the pipe cross-sectional area, A,
decreased from 1 to 0.77–0.81 over the same Re range. Another
study detailed measurements of the developing flow in a sudden
contraction with downstream diameter of 1.8 mm using nuclear
magnetic resonance imaging for flows with 10�Re�20 �19�. No
flow separation or existence of a vena contracta was observed
from these measurements.

For sharp-edged inlet/contraction flows in the turbulent regime
numerous observations have shown that the size of the vena con-
tracta is essentially independent of Re and depends almost exclu-
sively on the area contraction ratio, A /A1 �14,20�. The ratio of the
cross-sectional area of the vena contracta, Ac �at the point where
the size of the regions of flow separation is a maximum�, to the

downstream pipe area, for a turbulent flow is tabulated as a func-
tion of A /A1 by Blevins �20�, and is reproduced in Table 1. Note
that for large contractions �A /A1�0.4�, Ac /A remains essentially
constant and in the range 0.62–0.65. This ratio is significantly
smaller than that observed by Durst et al. at the largest Re ex-
plored �2300� in laminar flow, indicating a much larger region of
flow separation.

Based on the above macroscale experimental observations, one
may expect similar behavior to exist for sharp entrance develop-
ing flows in microchannels, and since many flows will be in
low-Re regime, flow separation at the inlet would not be expected.
However, detailed measurements that will be presented in this
work suggest that the dynamics of entrance flows can be signifi-
cantly different and flow separation may exist at much smaller Re
in microscale flows than expected based on previous macroscale
observations. Detailed measurements that characterize the inlet
flow field in circular tubes with diameters smaller than 1 mm have
not previously appeared in the literature. This is the primary focus
of the current paper. Specifically, this paper explores the develop-
ing streamwise fluid velocity in a circular microchannel �micro-
tube� of diameter 182 �m, at five Re: 60, 100, 150, 290, and 350.
A microscale adaptation of molecular tagging velocimetry
��MTV� was employed for the characterization. Velocity profile
distributions were obtained at 11 axial locations in the developing
region for each Re, where the dimensional average fluid velocities
ranged from 0.3 to 1.9 m/s. The results from the investigation are
compared with the observations and measurements of prior work
noted above for macroscale conditions. Previously, velocity pro-
file measurements in the fully developed region of a tube of di-
ameter D=140 �m �21� were reported using the �MTV ap-
proach, and an additional aspect of the current work is to further
establish �MTV as a proven and robust technique for measuring
fluid flow velocities at the micro-scale.

Methodology

Molecular Tagging Velocimetry. Molecular tagging velocim-
etry is a laser-based, nonintrusive method of measuring velocity
profiles in fluid flows. MTV can be used to obtain spatially re-
solved velocity profiles over a planar domain of interest and is
based on the ability to image the phosphorescence of a tracer
molecule, dissolved in a test fluid. In water based flows, the mo-
lecular complex 1-BrNp ·G�-CD ·ROH is often used as the tracer
molecule due to its superior characteristics �22�. Cyclohexanol
was used here for the ROH with typical concentrations in the
range 0.04 to 0.15 M. The concentration of the modified glucosyl-
beta modified cyclodextrin, G�-CD, was in the range 1
�10−4 to 2�10−4 M.

MTV for macroscale adaptation has been described in detail
elsewhere �22,23�. The methodology and uncertainty analysis for
the technique applied to a microscale flow has also been described
in considerable detail �21,24� and is only summarized here. For
velocity profile characterization in a flow dominated by a single
velocity component a laser pattern consisting of a single line,
positioned perpendicular to the streamwise flow direction, is ad-
equate to quantify the entire axial flow behavior. Used in this
fashion the approach is often called the “single line method.” The
molecular complex noted above is excited in a line pattern by a
UV source at 308 nm and subsequently returns to the unexcited
state by emitting visible phosphorescence. The line of phospho-
rescence �MTV line� represents a “tagging” of discrete molecules

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of flow through a sudden
contraction

Table 1 Ratio of the vena contracta flow area to pipe cross section area for turbulent flow in a
sudden contraction „data from †20‡…

A /A1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Ac /A 0.624 0.632 0.643 0.659 0.681 0.712 0.755 0.813 0.892 1.0
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that are displaced with the flowing fluid. An intensified charge
coupled device �ICCD� is placed normal to the MTV lines and is
synchronized with a pulsed excimer laser. The opening of the
camera shutter is controlled, via the intensifier, and images of
MTV lines are acquired as the laser fires, resulting in undeformed
MTV lines. Subsequently a time delay can be specified so that the
camera shutter opens a short time interval after the laser excita-
tion, resulting in the acquisition of deformed MTV lines. The
images are then analyzed digitally using image analysis software,
and the horizontal displacement, in pixels, of the MTV line is
determined at each location using a correlation approach. The er-
ror associated with using the single line method in flows with
nonzero wall-normal velocity components will be discussed in
detail in a later section.

In summary, multiple images ��200� of undeformed lines are
acquired and summed to form a robust average image. Subse-
quently, each acquired deformed image �representing instanta-
neous fluid displacement� is compared to the undeformed average
image using a correlation algorithm. First, the spatial correlation
between the undeformed average image and the deformed instan-
taneous image is computed for each wall normal location. Subse-
quently, the deformed image is offset by one pixel in the stream-
wise direction and the correlation is again determined. This
procedure is repeated, sequentially offsetting the images by one
pixel in the streamwise direction. The result is a distribution of the
computed correlation with respect to the offset distance at each
wall-normal locale. The offset where the maximum magnitude of
the spatial correlation exists corresponds to the instantaneous
streamwise fluid displacement, �x, at the specified wall-normal
position. Subpixel accuracy is obtained by performing a least-
squares curve-fit to the correlation vs. offset distribution. For a
steady laminar flow the rms of the �x measurements from all
images at a given wall-normal position is a measure of the uncer-
tainty in determining �x.

By dividing the local axial displacement, �x, by the known
time delay between acquisition of the undeformed and deformed
MTV lines, �t, the velocity of the fluid is then calculated. Figure
2 shows a representation of a typical velocity profile and illus-
trates the process described above. The Lagrangian velocity cal-
culation is made with Eq. �1� below:

u�r� � c
�x

�t
�1�

u�r� is the axial velocity as a function of the radial location, �x is
the displacement at the r location of interest in camera pixels, and
�t is the time delay between acquisition of the deformed and
undeformed line images. A conversion factor, c ��m/pixel�, is
necessary to convert the horizontal displacement value from im-
aged pixels to physical location in meters.

Two challenges exist when extending MTV to microscale sce-
narios; these are �1� directing a collimated UV beam of waist size
small compared to the flow length scale, and �2� imaging the
phosphorescent lines. To address the first challenge the UV beam
is passed through a pinhole filter to ensure a beam of Gaussian
distribution. The beam is then focused into the microtube using

off-the-shelf optics. The beam waist size for the measurements
presented here was about 30 �m and represents the smallest beam
waist thus far achieved in our laboratory. The challenge of imag-
ing the phosphorescent lines was addressed by utilizing a variable
zoom lens with a 10� microscope objective on the CCD camera.
This permitted visualization of the entire inner diameter of the
microtube with an approximate resolution of 1 �m/pixel. The
CCD array consisted of 640�480 elements with a total horizontal
length of 12.5 mm.

The optical train employed is described as follows. First the
laser beam was passed through a neutral density filter to reduce
the total energy. The beam was then spatially filtered by focusing
it with a 100 mm focal length lens and passing the beam through
a 150 �m diameter pinhole precision-drilled through a 1 mm
thick brass plate. Subsequently, the beam was recollimated by a
second 100 mm focal length lens. The collimated beam was then
focused and directed into the test section with a combination of a
25 mm focal length meniscus lens followed by a 12.5 mm focal
length plano-convex lens.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure. A flow facility was
designed and constructed to permit velocity profile measurements
in the developing region �nominal length 1 mm� of a microtube. A
section of fused silica microtube with internal diameter of
182 �m was mounted that protruded into a reservoir pressurized
with a precision pump. This facility was optically accessible on
two sides: the top and front faces. A schematic illustration and a
photograph of the flow facility are shown in Fig. 3. Through the
top face the UV beam entered the test section, and through the
front face the resulting phosphorescence was imaged with the
CCD camera.

The reservoir was constructed from a single piece of brass. A
hole about 10 mm in diameter was drilled down the axis of the
part. Into this cavity the microtube protruded several mm and was
sealed using a swagelock fitting with a nylon ferrule. The outer
diameter of the microtube was about 312 �m �wall thickness, 	
=65 �m� and thus the ratio of flow areas was 3.2�10−4. Conse-
quently, the fluid velocity in the cavity, or reservoir, is essentially
stagnant. Although the entrance is reentrant in form, published
macroscale data �25� show that the entrance loss coefficient is
independent of the 	 /D ratio if 	 /D
0.05. Here the wall thick-
ness ratio is 	 /D=0.36, and, thus, the entrance is essentially a
sudden contraction with an area ratio A /A1→0.

Two slots were milled into the top and front side of the brass
reservoir. These slots were covered with optical grade quartz win-
dows allowing optical access for imaging and transmission in the
UV range. The windows are flat and there is no distortion in the
MTV lines and the laser beam remains thin as it enters the reser-
voir. Prior to mounting, the fused silica tubes were cut to length
and the ends were carefully polished smooth in several steps,
using successively finer abrasive for each step. The ends of the
tube were then viewed via SEM imaging to ensure integrity, good
surface quality, and no perceptible obstructions at the tube inlet.

Experiments were conducted in the following manner. First,
flow was established in the microtube and the flow rate was mea-
sured by collecting a volume of water in a measured time as it
exited the microtube. A deep graduated cylinder of small bore was
used to collect the water and the elapsed time was measured by
stopwatch. To minimize uncertainty, the volume collected was at
least 160 times the least count of the graduated cylinder, and the
minimum elapsed time was 152 s. From this measurement the
average velocity and resulting Reynolds number were computed.
Subsequently, the entrance length, Le, could be estimated by Xe
=Le /D=0.05 Re. With an estimate of the entrance length, length
intervals were determined such that 11 velocity profile measure-
ments could be made within the developing region. The microtube
test apparatus was fixed to translational stages equipped with mi-
crometer actuators that provided precision positioning to within
±0.5 �m. This enabled the microtube to be positioned relative to

Fig. 2 Illustration of velocity determination from deformed
and undeformed MTV lines
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the stationary laser beam, allowing the optical train to remain
undisturbed as the measurement location changed. The offset from
the initial measurement location was recorded for each subsequent
measurement. Prior to measurements at each streamwise location
the excitation beam was centered laterally in the microtube. This
was accomplished by traversing the beam from one tube radial
extreme to the other while maximizing the phosphorescing length
parallel to the beam. The first axial measurement location corre-
sponded to the locale where the excitation beam was just inside of
the microtube entrance at the given Re. The flow facility was
thereafter translated axially to permit measurements at all of the
previously determined locations within the entrance region. Given
the beam waist of �30 �m achieved here, the uncertainty in the
axial measurement location is approximately ±15 �m and, fur-
ther, the first axial location where measurements were possible is
x�15 �m. For all experiments the shutter time, or the time of
CCD intensifier activation, was 15 �s. Also, the delay times be-
tween acquisition of deformed and undeformed lines were
37.2 �s �Re=350�, 50.7 �s �Re=290�, 89.7 �s �Re=150�,
124.3 �s �Re=100�, and 199.5 �s �Re=60�. These delay and
shutter times were selected to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio.

The steps described above were repeated at each axial location
and for all five Reynolds numbers investigated. During the pro-
cess, at a given Reynolds number, the laser beam, the camera
settings, and the lens focus remained constant and were not ad-
justed. Consequently, only the position of the test apparatus was
varied by use of the translation stages, and the image conversion
factor, c, should be the same for all axial locations at a given Re.
In macroscale flows the conversion factor is typically determined
from imaging a length scale of known dimensions at the same
camera focus and magnification settings used for the velocity
measurements. Inserting an object of known length into a micro-
tube is impossible. One physical length that is known is the tube
diameter and the radial length of the MTV line in the radial di-
rection is easily imaged. However, use of the tube internal diam-
eter as the reference length scale introduces another complication.
Because the tube is round, the curved surface acts as a cylindrical
lens and the image is magnified in the radial direction. Thus, using

the internal tube diameter as a reference scale for axial fluid dis-
placement is not practical. However, in the streamwise direction
the tube is straight and no curvature exists and, consequently,
there is no magnification in this direction. Therefore, the tube
curvature does not affect the streamwise displacement measure-
ments. Total internal reflection can make it impossible to view the
fluid near the wall. However, because the system consists of a
liquid-glass-liquid interface, the effect will be small, but may not
be completely negligible given the small radius of curvature.

The magnification that occurs in the MTV line is a linear func-
tion of radial location, since �1� the radius of curvature of the
microtube is constant, �2� the CCD array and face of the camera
lens are parallel to the MTV line, and �3� the entire tube is imaged
by the camera. Furthermore, multiple inner diameter measure-
ments vary by no more than ±2 �m along different radial chords,
based on scanning electron microscopy techniques calibrated with
a traceable standard. Consequently, the magnification of the im-
aged MTV lines is spatially uniform. Thus, since the inner diam-
eter of the microtube is known, and the inside edges of the tube
can be found for each image, the actual radial location can be
determined by a direct proportionality as shown below:

r = D
y

Dim
�2�

D is the actual tube inner diameter, Dim is the imaged tube diam-
eter in pixels, and y is the radial location from the mid-plane
measured in pixels. The overall uncertainty in radial location, r, is
comprised of contributions in the respective uncertainties in y, D,
and Dim. As stated previously, the uncertainty in D is ±2 �m
�1.1%�. The uncertainty in y is ±1 pixel �0.5%� and Dim was mea-
sured to within ±3 pixels �1.6%�. The resulting composite uncer-
tainty in the radial location is thus 2% of the microtube inner
diameter.

The approach we employ to determine c utilizes global mass
continuity. The volume flow rate through the microtube must
equal the area integral of the velocity and must be a constant at
every axial location for a given flow rate. Thus, the volume flow

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration „top… and photograph of the entry length experimental test sec-
tion and setup
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rate as measured by the collection method described previously
was compared with the area integral of the averaged ��190 im-
ages� streamwise velocity distribution as expressed below.

Q =�
0

D/2

2�u�r�rdr = c2��
0

D/2

��x�r�/�t�rdr �3�

Q is the volume flow rate �m3/s� measured using the collection
method, R is the known tube radius �m�, r is the radial location
�m�, �x�r� is the obtained displacement of the MTV line as a
function of radial location in pixels, and �t is the time delay �s�
between acquisition of deformed and undeformed lines. The total
tube diameter was measured to be 182±2 �m using a scanning
electron microscope �SEM�. The conversion factor, c, was deter-
mined using the above method at each axial location for each Re
explored. The magnitude of c was nominally 0.94 �m/pixel with
some slight variation with each different Re due to minor changes
in camera position, settings, etc. For each of the five Re explored
here c was found to be identical for all 11 axial locations to within
±6%.

Measurement Uncertainty. The uncertainty in the time-
averaged, or mean, measured velocities, normalized by the center-
line velocity at the fully developed state, may be expressed as

Ue =�	 ce

c

2

+ 	 �xe

�xmax

2

+ 	−
�te

�t

2

�4�

where �te, ce, and �xe are the uncertainties in determining �t, c,
and �x, respectively. �xmax is the centerline MTV line displace-
ment at the fully developed state. The device uncertainty in mea-
suring �t is 0.25 �s. The uncertainty in calculating the conversion
factor depends on how accurately the location of the tube walls
can be determined in each image, and the precision of the volume
flow rate measurement. The ratio ce /c was stated previously to be
no worse than 6%. The uncertainty in the instantaneous local
streamwise displacement, �xe, is determined at a location far
downstream where a steady laminar flow is known to exist. This is
done by computing the rms of the local �x values for the N
images acquired, termed �x�. For a 95% confidence, �xe=2�x�.
The composite uncertainties in instantaneous velocity measure-
ments, normalized by the centerline fully developed velocity, were
in the range 8%–16%. This corresponds to �xe /�xmax values in
the range 5.3%–14.3%. By time averaging multiple images, �xe is
reduced significantly, expressed as �xe=2�x� /�N for 95% confi-
dence �26�. Thus, for time-averaged velocities �xe /�xmax ranges
from 0.4% to 1%, since for all data presented in this paper N
=190 images were acquired for each time-averaged measurement.
Consequently, the composite uncertainty in the normalized time-
averaged velocity measurements is less than 7%, with ce /c being
the largest contributor to this uncertainty.

The uncertainty analysis presented in the preceding paragraphs
assumed uni-directional flow. For dynamical situations where
there exists significant fluid velocity parallel to the MTV line of
excitation, error in measuring the streamwise velocity can be in-
troduced. This occurs due to motion of the tracer molecules nor-
mal to the primary flow direction which results in an inability to
accurately track tagged molecules. It is only of concern, however,
in regions where both nonzero wall-normal velocity component
and large wall-normal gradients of the streamwise velocity exist.
Hill and Klewicki �22� have shown that in a two-dimensional flow
the deviation from the true velocity, normalized by the maximum
streamwise velocity, can be expressed as

Un =
2�tû�r = 0�

D
V

�U

�R
�5�

where V is the nondimensional wall-normal velocity, �t is the
time delay between the acquisition of deformed and undeformed
lines, R=2r /D, and �U /�R is the nondimensional wall-normal

gradient of the streamwise velocity. Un, U, and V are dimension-
less local velocities, normalized by û�r=0� which is the fully de-
veloped velocity at the tube centerline. Since in the present study
profiles of U were obtained at several axial locations in the ex-
periments, V can be estimated by use of the equation of continuity
shown below.

�U

�X
+

2

R

�

�R
�RV� = 0 �6�

Integrating with respect to R from R=0 to some variable location,
R yields

V�R� =
1

2�
0

R
�U

�X
R�dR� + f�X� �7�

Recognizing that V=�U /�X=0 at R=0 requires that f�X� be iden-
tically zero. Using the experimentally measured U velocity, Eq.
�7� can be implemented to estimate V at each radial location
across the tube cross section. Subsequently, Eq. �5� can be utilized
to predict the error in U due to nonzero wall-normal velocity at all
radial locations. It should be noted that this analysis gives only an
estimate of the error since the measured U data were used in the
estimation. As would be expected, this error is greatest for the
highest Re explored here, 350, and at an axial location near the
tube inlet, X=x /D=1.3. The normalized velocity profile, and the
corresponding induced error distribution, for this scenario are
shown in Fig. 4. The error due to neglect of wall-normal velocity
component is much less than 1% over almost the entire tube cross
section and increases only in the regions of large �U /�R. The
maximum error is less than 5% for the case shown in the figure,
which represents the worst case of all experimental conditions.
With the exception of the first three X locations for the Re=350
and 290 scenarios this maximum error was always less than 2%,
and thus adds only marginally to the overall uncertainty to the
time-averaged measurements.

Results and Discussion of Results
Figure 5 shows averaged images of deformed MTV lines for

Re=350 at axial locations of X=0.5 �x /D /Re=0.0015�, X=1.3
�x /D /Re=0.0037�, and far downstream where the flow is fully
developed, X=23.2 �x /D /Re=0.066�. The qualitative difference
between the flow at these three locations can be observed. When
fully developed, the flow profile is of the classical parabolic
shape. At the entrance plane, however, the velocity is much more
flat, or uniform, in the core. The tube walls are revealed in the
images by the dark regions at the location where the phosphores-

Fig. 4 Normalized measured velocity distribution, U, and in-
duced error due to wall-normal fluid velocity, Un, vs. R for Re
=350 and X=1.3
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cence vanishes. For the X=0.5 image, regions of more intense
phosphorescence are observed near the walls. These regions are
suggestive of fluid recirculation and a vena contracta that exists
due to phosphorescing fluid that is trapped and circulating in the
recirculation zone. As X increases, the size of these inferred recir-
culation zones, or bright regions, decreases. Because of the low
quantum efficiency of the tracer molecule ��3% � and the small
scale of the MTV lines, it becomes necessary to keep the camera
shutter open longer than would normally be desirable. This is
necessary so that a sufficient number of photons strike the CCD
array for acceptable image quality. One effect of this is a broad-
ening of the MTV lines. For our measurements the shutter time
for acquisition of both the undeformed and deformed lines was the
same, and use of the correlation approach described previously
�21� is necessary to yield acceptable results.

Normalized time-averaged velocity profile results from the im-
age analysis procedure are displayed in Fig. 6. In the upper panel
U=u�r� / û�r=0� is plotted versus the normalized radial coordinate
�R=2r /D� at the axial locations X=0.5, 1.3, 2.1, 2.9, 3.8, and 6.0
�corresponding entirely to entrance region results, x /D Re ranging
from 0.0015 to 0.017� for a Reynolds number of 350. û�r� is the

fully developed velocity profile based on Stokes flow theory cor-
responding to the measured volume flow rate. Each profile repre-
sents an average over 190 distinct deformed and undeformed line
image sets, and symbol markers are shown on the figure corre-
sponding to every third radial data point. Likewise shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 6 are velocity profile data at streamwise
locations farther from the entrance, X=8.2, 10.4, 12.7, 16.3, and
23.2 �corresponding to x /D Re in the range 0.023 to 0.068�, for
the same Re. Included in both figures is the Stokes flow fully
developed velocity profile for flow through a circular tube.

At X�=x /D�=0.5, the normalized core velocity is uniform and
approximately equal to 0.8, 20% lower than the maximum �cen-
terline� velocity for fully developed laminar flow in a circular
tube. The flow is approximately stagnant near the tube wall, �R�

0.8. At �R��0.7 there is a region of overshoot in the velocity
where it exceeds the core velocity, which is further indicative of
flow separation and corresponding local fluid acceleration. The
relative velocity overshoot exhibits some asymmetry in the tube,
and generally decreases with increasing X. The apparent asymme-
try in the overshoot is perhaps due to unsteady flow phenomena at
the microtube inlet. However, the magnitude of the asymmetry is
very nearly within the experimental uncertainty in velocity.

At axial locations near the inlet the area comprising the zone
where the flow is essentially stagnant is about 36% of the tube
cross section and the ratio Ac /A is approximately 0.64. The tran-
sition between near-stagnant layers near the tube wall and the
high-velocity core results in a region of extremely high fluid
shear, with dimensional velocity gradients which reach magni-
tudes of order 105 s−1. Although these gradients are large, an

Fig. 5 Deformed MTV lines in a 180 �m diameter tube at X
=0.5 „top…, 2.1 „middle…, and 23.2 „bottom… for Re=350. Flow is
from right to left and each panel represents an average of 190
instantaneous images.

Fig. 6 Normalized time averaged velocity profiles at Re=350
and at X=0.5, 1.3, 2.1, 3.0, 3.8, and 6.0 in the top panel, and X
=8.2, 10.4, 12.7, 16.3, and 23.2 in the bottom panel
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analysis of the potential local viscous heating in a microtube flow
indicates that such effects are negligible with regards to tempera-
ture dependence of the liquid properties. Although the vena con-
tracta effect is expected to create a recirculation zone adjacent to
the tube wall near the inlet with associated negative velocities,
these velocities are too small to be detected using �MTV with the
present experimental setup. It should be noted that the flow rate
integral over the cross section of the velocity profile, Eq. �3�, at
Re=350 is modestly larger at small X as compared to the fully-
developed condition. This may suggest that small negative veloci-
ties may exist in the separated flow region that are not detected.
However, for no location is the deviation in the integration greater
than 5%, indicating the magnitude of the velocities in the recircu-
lation bubble, although possibly negative, are small.

At radial locations outside of the separation bubble �i.e., core
flow�, the flow accelerates from the stagnant reservoir environ-
ment and the centerline velocity in this region increases with in-
creasing axial location. Thus, the flow is speculated to enter the
microtube from the reservoir, separate at the sharp corner of the
microtube, accelerate in the radial layer adjacent to the recircula-
tion zone near the tube inlet, and reattach downstream when the
separation bubble collapses. For the Re=350 data the reattach-
ment occurs at approximately X�6–8. Because of the nearly
stagnant region near the tube wall, the core flow exceeds the mi-
crotube average fluid velocity, U=u / û�r=0�=0.5, immediately
upon entering the tube, and the centerline velocity approaches U
=1 as X increases.

It is also observed that within experimental error, the velocity
profile approaches the fully- developed profile as X increases. This
is seen clearly in the bottom panel of Fig. 6 where velocity mea-
surements are shown for axial positions that span the theoretical
development length. This is further illustrated in Fig. 9, and will
be discussed later. At these downstream axial locations there is
little evidence of recirculation near the walls. The radial size of
the recirculation zone, normalized by the tube radius, �D
−Dc� /D, decreases from approximately 0.2 at X�0.5, to approxi-
mately 0.15 at X�2.1, to approximately 0.05 at X�6.0. The ve-
locity gradient at the wall also increases with increasing X, sug-
gesting flow reattachment as well. Within the uncertainty of the
data, the deviation of measured velocity profiles from the theoret-
ical fully developed condition and the size of the recirculation
region are both nearly indistinguishable beyond X�12.7. It
should be noted that very near the tube walls �R
0.98� imaging
limitations exist due to reflections arising from the mismatch in
the indices of refraction of the microtube and test liquid, which
may be the reason for the slightly anomalous velocities observed
in Fig. 6.

Shown in Fig. 7 are time-averaged velocity profile measure-

ments for the lowest Reynolds number explored, Re=60, at X
=0.4, 0.7, 1.0, 1.8, and 2.4. At this Reynolds number the hydro-
dynamic development length is much shorter, and at the earliest
axial measurement location the velocity profile is already very
near the fully developed parabolic distribution. Also, little evi-
dence of a vena contracta or recirculation regions exist for all X.
Velocity profiles at Re=100, 150, and 290 are not presented here
for the entire developing region. However, the results show quali-
tative behavior that lie between the Re=350 and Re=60 data.

The existence of a vena contracta at Re=350 is rather a sur-
prising observation based on observed macroscale flow physics at
similar Reynolds number values summarized in the Introduction.
At a similar Re Durst and Loy observed no discernible flow sepa-
ration �17� in macroscale experiments, which is the traditional
assumption when considering the excess pressure drop in laminar
flow inlets with Re�500 �14�. The observed value in this study of
Ac /A�0.64 is very nearly what one would predict if the flow was
turbulent with a contraction ratio A /A1→0 �see Table 1�. By con-
trast at Re=2300, Durst and Loy observed a vena contracta with
Ac /A�0.8, representing a significantly smaller region of flow
separation even though the Reynolds number was greater by a
factor of 7. If turbulent flow did prevail in our experiments for this
condition, it would be manifest in the rms of the streamwise ve-
locity profiles, u�. Profiles of the streamwise velocity rms, nor-
malized by the theoretical centerline velocity at the fully devel-
oped state, U�=u� / û�r=0�, are shown for Re=350 in Fig. 8 for
X=0.5, 2.1, 6.0, and 16.3. Again, markers are shown for every
third data point. It must be noted that both temporal fluctuations in
the streamwise velocity at a fixed radial location and inherent
measurement error contribute to the total magnitude of u�. Con-
sequently, although the data do not provide an exact representa-
tion of the magnitude of the velocity fluctuations that exist, it does
provide means for qualitative analysis. The data show that across
the center portion of the tube U� is a minimum and of approxi-
mate magnitude 0.07 at all axial locations, likely due only to
experimental uncertainty. Near the tube walls, and for x /D=0.5,
U� increases significantly to a peak value of about 0.58 at R
�0.8, which corresponds to the region of high shear observed in
the velocity profiles. As R→1, U� decreases from this peak value.
The behavior is similar for increasing axial location, with the peak
magnitude of U� decreasing and the location of the peak moving
closer to the walls with increasing X. This behavior in U�, and the
velocity profiles of Fig. 6, suggest that for Re=350 the flow sepa-
rates at the sharp entrance and either becomes locally turbulent or
exhibits an unsteady laminar oscillation. Consequently, a peak in
U� occurs at the interface between the core flow and the region of
flow separation. The radial extent of this separated flow region

Fig. 7 Normalized time averaged velocity profiles at Re=60
and at X=0.4, 0.7, 1.0, 1.8, and 2.4

Fig. 8 Normalized profiles of the streamwise velocity rms for
Re=350 at axial locations of X=0.5, 2.1, 6.0, and 16.3
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then decreases for increasing streamwise distance from the inlet,
with the rms of the velocity in the shear layer region decreasing
due to dissipation until the flow eventually evolves to the classical
laminar flow fully-developed state.

As noted previously there is no evidence of locally turbulent
flow, unsteady laminar separation, or relatively large vena con-
tracta in numerical simulation or in macroscale experiments con-
ducted at similar Re. The behavior may exist at the microscale due
to the sensitivity of the entrance flow to minute disturbances at the
microtube inlet, despite the care exercised in the preparation of
the microtube sections. Although wall surface roughness fabri-
cated in a “drawn” process is likely to be small, characterization
of such is a formidable task. As the physical scale decreases, the
relative size of imperfections will increase and consequently, the
relative surface roughness is significantly greater. This will be true
of all microfabricated nozzles, channels, etc. Thus, despite care in
fabricating flow apparatus, microscale flows may be inherently
susceptible to imperfections caused by the manufacturing, prepa-
ration, or assembly process.

Shown in Fig. 9 are normalized time-averaged velocity profiles
at the first measurement location X�0.5 for Re=60, 100, 150,
290, and 350. These measurements provide a quantification of the
size of the inferred recirculation region and general flow behavior
at the inlet. Distinct variations in the flow physics are evident even
though the Reynolds number remains nominally in the laminar
flow regime. As Re increases the size of the stagnant regions near
the wall also increases, as does the wall-normal velocity gradient
in the shear layer. At the centerline the velocity is a minimum for
the largest Re, and the velocity overshoot �above the centerline
value�, discussed previously, occurs at radial locations just inside
of the region of high shear for the Re=290 and 350 data.

The deviation of measured velocity profiles from the fully de-
veloped limit may be further quantified by defining a normalized
average velocity difference

�UD =
1

N�
N

�u�r� − û�r��
uû�r = 0�

�8�

The summation represents a summation over the full radial extent
of the velocity profile �from wall to wall�. Likewise the maximum
difference from the fully developed laminar flow theory is defined
as

�Um = Max	 �u�r� − û�r��
û�r = 0�


 �9�

These parameters vary with Re in a similar manner and both are
plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of axial location x /D Re for the

five Reynolds numbers investigated in this study. The figure illus-
trates that the difference between measured and fully developed
profiles drops from a maximum near the tube inlet, vanishing near
x /D Re�0.05 for all Re where the flow becomes fully developed.
Further, the deviation from the fully developed profile behaves
similarly for all Reynolds numbers investigated, when plotted
against x /D Re as the normalized axial coordinate. The data sug-
gest also a Reynolds number dependence, as noted in the velocity
profiles of Fig. 9, with increasing deviation observed early in the
microtube for increasing Re. For Re=60 the maximum value of
�UD is approximately 0.05. Conversely, for Re=350 the maxi-
mum value of �UD is approximately 0.17, an increase of a factor
of 3.4. The maximum values of �UD at the intermediate values of
Re are approximately 0.07, 0.10, and 0.14 for Re=100, 150, and
290, respectively. As shown in Fig. 9 the corresponding velocity
profiles for these intermediate Re cases show recirculation regions
that increase in size with Re, which is the reason for the Re
variation in �UD that exists in Fig. 10. The maximum magnitude
of �Um is approximately 0.44 at the first measurement location
for Re=350 and decreases to approximately 0.09 for Re=60. It is
also apparent that the development length x /D Re�0.05 matches
the classically accepted value for circular tube flow with a
uniform-velocity inlet for all Re, despite the separation and vena
contracta observed for this entrance flow condition at higher Re.

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the normalized centerline ve-
locity, UCL, and the maximum value of the of the velocity rms
�which occurs in the shear layer�, Umax� , at each axial location
plotted as a function of x /D Re, for the five Reynolds numbers.
The qualitative behavior in both panels is quite similar to the �UD
and �Um data. Again, the data approach an asymptotic value at
large x /D Re indicating a fully-developed condition has been at-

Fig. 9 Normalized time averaged velocity profiles for Re=60,
100, 150, 290, and 350, all obtained at the first axial measure-
ment location for each data set, XÉ0.5

Fig. 10 Average difference from fully developed laminar pipe
flow theory „top panel… and the maximum difference from fully
developed laminar pipe flow theory „bottom panel… plotted as a
function of x /D Re for all five Reynolds numbers explored
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tained. Umax� is not identically zero at this downstream location,
nor is UCL identically unity, because of measurement uncertainty.
Umax� is, however, a maximum at the first measurement location,
exhibiting a decreasing magnitude with decreasing Re. This is
indicative of a decrease in the local turbulence, or unsteady oscil-
lations, in the region of flow separation with decreasing Re. The
behavior of the centerline velocity also exhibits Re dependence as
is exhibited in Fig. 11. For the lower magnitudes of Re the cen-
terline velocity shows an increase of only about 5% from the inlet
to the maximum value, whereas for the larger values of Re the
increase is closer to about 20%. In the region x /D Re�0.07, and
for Re
290, the centerline velocity is relatively unchanging. All
of these observations are suggestive of the flow separation and
recirculation bubble that is more pronounced for the larger values
of Re.

Conclusions
Local velocities have been measured in the developing region

of a circular microtube of diameter 180 �m using �MTV. Five
different Reynolds numbers �60–350� in the nominally laminar
regime were investigated. The results represent the first character-
ization of hydrodynamically developing pipe flow in tubes with
diameters smaller than 1 mm. The uncertainty in the measured

time averaged velocity ranges from 6% to 7% of the peak veloc-
ity. The uncertainty in instantaneous measurements is in the range
8%–16% of the maximum velocity. The data suggest the forma-
tion of a vena contracta with either locally turbulent flow or un-
steady laminar separation early in the tube for larger Reynolds
numbers. This behavior is quite different from macroscale experi-
ment or numerical simulation, where the existence of a vena con-
tracta in the laminar regime is typically not observed for Re
�500. The area ratio of the vena contracta to tube cross section is
Re dependent and approaches 0.64 for the largest value of Re
explored, matching observations for macroscale experiments in
the turbulent regime. Initially the tube core velocities are nomi-
nally flat, accelerating immediately to about 80% of the fully de-
veloped peak velocity for larger Re and closer to 100% for smaller
values of the Reynolds number. At small axial locations a region
of extremely high shear rate exists between a recirculation zone
and the bulk tube flow. The size of the recirculation zones, mea-
sured velocity rms, and maximum shear rates also show depen-
dence on the Reynolds number. Farther downstream of the inlet
the velocity profile approaches the classical parabolic velocity dis-
tribution associated with laminar pipe flow. The hydrodynamic
development length is nominally x /D Re=0.05 for all Re, which,
despite the observed vena contracta that exists for some Re,

Fig. 11 Normalized centerline velocities „top panel… and normalized maxi-
mum in the streamwise velocity rms „bottom panel… plotted vs. x /D Re for all
five Reynolds numbers
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matches the classical entry length for a uniform flow inlet condi-
tion.

Nomenclature
A  area of small pipe in a sudden contraction or

entrance, m2

A1  area of large pipe in a sudden contraction, m2

Ac  area of vena contracta, m2

c  pixel to meter conversion factor, m/pixels
ce  uncertainty in determining c, m/pixels
D  diameter of small pipe in a sudden contraction

or inlet, m
D1  diameter of large pipe in a sudden contraction,

m
Dc  diameter of vena contracta, m

Dim  imaged length of tube diameter, pixels
Dh  hydraulic diameter, m
K  entrance loss coefficient
L  microchannel length, m

Lc  entrance length, m
N  number of images
Q  measured volume flow rate, m3/s
r  radial coordinate, m
R  normalized radial coordinate, m

Re  Reynolds number,
t  time, s

te  uncertainty in measuring time, s
u  streamwise velocity, m/s

u�  streamwise velocity rms, m/s
û  theoretical fully developed velocity profile, m/s
ū  average streamwise velocity, m/s
U  normalized streamwise velocity

U�  normalized rms of the streamwise velocity
Umax�  normalized maximum rms of the streamwise

velocity at a given axial location
UCL  normalized centerline velocity at fully devel-

oped state
Ue  normalized uncertainty in normalized velocity

measurement
Un  normalized error due to flow normal to the

MTV line
V  normalized wall-normal velocity component
x  streamwise coordinate, m

xe  Uncertainty in determining displacement, m
x�  rms of the MTV line displacement, m
X  normalized streamwise coordinate, x /D
y  radial distance from tube centerline in pixels

�UD  normalized average difference from the fully
developed velocity profile, m/s

�Um  normalized maximum difference from the fully
developed velocity profile, m/s

�xe  rms of the local streamwise displacement for N
images, m/s

�  fluid density, kg/m3

�  fluid viscosity, kg/m-s

	  wall thickness, m
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Variation of Wall Shear Stress
and Periodic Oscillations Induced
in the Right-Angle Branch During
Laminar Steady Flow
We report on flow phenomena such as wall shear stress and periodic oscillations that
occur in the right-angle branch during laminar steady flow in the upstream trunk. The
side-branch bifurcates from the trunk at a 90-deg angle, and both the upstream and the
downstream corners of the entrance of the side-branch are square-edged. As the flow
approaches the entrance of the side-branch through the trunk, the wall shear stress
steeply increases along the near wall, and this stress at the upstream corner is compa-
rable to that generated around the flow divider. Periodic velocity oscillations occur down-
stream in the separation region in the side-branch. The Strouhal number based on the
flow conditions in the side-branch is independent of the flow division ratio for the side-
branch radii ranging from 4 to 9 mm. Furthermore, it appears that the Strouhal number
is weakly dependent on the Reynolds number. The periodic oscillation in the side-branch
exhibits a characteristic flow behavior, which is a universally recognized phenomenon in
the right-angle branch. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1852480�

1 Introduction
The right-angle branch is one of most important and fundamen-

tal components of pipeline networks and plant systems. Over the
past 100 years, many researchers have studied the energy loss in
asymmetrical branches, including the right-angle branch. A de-
tailed investigation has been conducted on the flow structure and
energy loss in the right-angle branch in a turbulent region of ap-
proximately Re�105 �1�. The energy loss coefficient for several
area ratios of the trunk to the side-branch and several flow divi-
sion ratios of the flow rate from the trunk to the side-branch have
been established.

Lighthill �2� explained the flow pattern and the wall shear stress
in the laminar flow region from the viewpoint of hemodynamics.
Many arteries asymmetrically bifurcate from the abdominal aorta.
The arterial site from the abdominal aorta to the renal artery or the
mesenteric artery is a typical asymmetrical branch �3�. It is widely
known that vascular diseases frequently occur at the arterial
branch along the abdominal aorta �4–6�. With the exception of the
aortic arch, the flow throughout the human body is generally a
laminar flow. Therefore, when considering the flow structure in
the right-angle branch, not only the turbulent flow, but also the
laminar flow should be considered.

The hemodynamics of the right-angle branch in a laminar
steady flow was investigated by Karino et al. �7�, Liepsch et al.
�8�, and Hirose et al. �9�. Karino et al. �7� visualized the flow
pattern around the corner in the right-angle branch, which showed
how the helical flow in the side-branch results in recirculation.
Based on flow visualization, Hirose et al. �9� showed the exis-
tence of a symmetrical pair of secondary flows in motion in the
side-branch. Three-dimensional calculations were done for the
flow pattern arising in the branch using the finite control volume
and the finite element methods �10,11�. However, no details on the

mechanism of the secondary flow in the side-branch such as the
number of vortices, the symmetry, and the periodic change of the
velocity have been reported. In the right-angle branch employed
in various fluid power plants together with pipeline networks with
turbulent flow, erosion is likely prone to be generated around a
corner of the side-branch. It is thought that such erosion may be
caused by the wall shear stress arising from the interaction be-
tween the fluid and the tube wall �12�. However, adequate infor-
mation is not available with respect to the distribution of the wall
shear stress around the corner of the entrance in the side-branch,
even in a laminar steady flow. Recently, the present authors have
suggested that the wall shear stress may abruptly change around
the entrance corner of the side-branch and the flow in the side-
branch may periodically oscillate �13,14�. However, details of this
oscillation should be investigated and its dependence on the Rey-
nolds number, flow division ratio, and the radius of the side-
branch should be clarified. In the present study, measurements
were conducted under flow conditions characterized by the varia-
tion of the wall shear stress and periodic oscillation induced in the
right-angle side-branch during a laminar steady flow. In this ex-
perimental system, the trunk is 12.2 mm in radius and the side-
branch bifurcates from the trunk at a 90 deg angle. Both the up-
stream and the downstream corners at the entrance of the side-
branch are square-edged.

Consideration was given to the fact that the wall shear stress
close to the upstream corner of the right-angle branch is much
smaller than that close to the downstream corner which acts as a
flow divider. It was observed that with the right-angle branch in
question, the wall shear stress arising at a point immediately
downstream of the upstream corner is much smaller than that at
the flow divider. However, in the upstream trunk, the wall shear
stress at the upstream corner is large, and the change in the wall
shear stress around the upstream corner is thus comparable to that
around the flow divider.

A pair of vortices appears within the region, immediately down-
stream of the upstream corner where the separation flow is also in
motion. The flow moving through the upstream trunk in a laminar
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steady state causes periodic velocity oscillation in the side-branch
�13�. The frequency of this velocity oscillation depends on the
Reynolds number, the flow division ratio from the trunk to the
side-branch, and the radius of the side-branch �14�. This is due to
the fact that the Strouhal number is independent of the flow divi-
sion ratio and the radius of the side-branch, and it is weakly de-
pendent on the Reynolds number.

2 Experimental Details

2.1 Branch Model. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the
present branch model. A side-branch bifurcates from the trunk at
90 deg angle and with radius RT�12.2 mm. To examine the effect
of the side-branch radius RS on the flow oscillation, measurements
were made for RS�4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 mm. Both the upstream and
the downstream corners of the side-branch are square-edged. The
point where the y axis of the side-branch intersects with the x axis
of the trunk is defined as the origin. Both the x and y axes are
defined on the common median plane where the measurements are
made. QT and QS indicate the flow rate through the trunk and the
side-branch, respectively.

From the viewpoint of hemodynamics, the renal artery with a
diameter of about 2 mm bifurcates from the abdominal aorta at an
angle of approximately 90 deg; the abdominal aorta has a diam-
eter of about 6 mm �5�. Hence, the diameter ratio of the side-
branch to the trunk is 1:3. From the viewpoint of geometry, this
diameter ratio complies with the radius ratio of the side-branch
RS�4 mm to the trunk RT�12.2 mm. In order to analyze the
fundamental flow structure through the right-angle branch, the
entrance shape is chosen to be a square-edged corner, although
some detailed features of the flow structure may depend on the
corner shape.

2.2 Velocity Measurement and Calculation of Wall Shear
Stress. The velocity components and the measurement sections
for RS�7 mm are shown in Fig. 1. In the trunk and the main
branch, u and v represent the axial and the transverse velocity
components, respectively. On the other hand, v and u in the side-
branch represent the axial and the transverse velocity components,
respectively. The velocity profile was measured at several sections
where the wall shear stress exhibited distinct behaviors. The site
where the measurements were made are as follows: �1� sections
T1,2,3,4 in the trunk, �2� sections M 1,2,3,4 in the main branch, and
�3� sections S1, . . . ,7 in the side-branch. The coordinate of the typi-
cal measurement sections is also shown in Fig. 1. To obtain the
fully developed flow in the upstream trunk, the inlet between the
constant head reservoir and the measurement section was fixed at
a length 100 times longer than the trunk diameter.

The velocity profile was measured by using two-component
laser Doppler velocimetry �LDV�. The LDV system is equipped
with a 4 W Argon laser. The focal length of the convex lens is 122
mm, and the measurement shape is regarded to be a circular cyl-
inder with a diameter of 0.04 mm and a length of 0.2 mm for the
sake of easy measurement. The position of the LDV sensing vol-
ume was controlled within a three-dimensional spatial accuracy of
5 �m. Four beams enter the branch model from the direction
perpendicular to the common median plane, and the measurement
is made across the tube diameter at the common median plane.
Velocity measurements are made every 0.5 or 1 mm across the
tube diameter, except in the vicinity of the tube wall. The wall
shear stress was estimated from the velocity gradient at the tube
wall, that is, the velocity difference between the tube wall and the
point 0.6 mm from the tube wall. Comparing the present estima-
tion of wall shear stress with that of the Poiseuille flow at the tube
wall, the wall shear stress obtained in this method is underesti-
mated about 2.5%.

A saturated aqueous solution of sodium iodide NaI having the
same refractive index as the acrylic channel material was used as
the working fluid for the velocity measurements. The mass ratio of
NaI to distilled water is 1.78:1. At a temperature of 295 K, the
refractive index, the density, and the kinematic viscosity are n
�1.49, ��1.83 g/cm3, and ��1.65�10�6 m2/s, respectively.

2.3 Spectrum Analysis. The velocity was measured every 2
ms while the LDV data rate was greater than 3 kHz. In a 40 s
sampling interval, a 20 k data set was obtained. A spectral analysis
was conducted for the velocity measurement since periodic veloc-
ity oscillations were observed in the side-branch.

2.4 Flow Visualization. The flow patterns both at the com-
mon median plane and in the circular cross section of the side-
branch were visualized using suspended polystyrene particles with
100 �m in diameter, which were illuminated by a laser sheet. The
working fluid employed in the flow visualization was the sodium
iodide NaI solution with the same density, i.e., ��1.04 g/cm3, as
the polystyrene particles. The mass ratio of NaI to the distilled
water was 1:10.

3 Results and Discussion
The measurements were primarily carried out for the case of

RS�7 mm, ReT�800, and QS /QT�0.50. Because flow oscillates
in the side-branch, the velocity and the wall shear stress are cal-
culated from ensemble averages of 20 k data sets.

3.1 Flow Structure

3.1.1 Velocity Profile. Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show the axial
velocity profile at the common median plane in QS /QT�0.25 and
0.50 for ReT�800, respectively. The axial and the transverse ve-
locities are normalized by the mean velocity, UT , in the upstream
trunk. In section T1 , the velocity profile is that for the Poiseuille
flow. As it approaches the upstream corner in section T4 , the
velocity increases along the near wall to the upstream corner.
Furthermore, the velocity gradient at this corner becomes greater
than that at the outer wall. The axial velocity decreases immedi-
ately downstream of the upstream corner, and a separation flow
appears along the near wall of the side-branch. The reattachment
points for QS /QT�0.25 and 0.50 are placed around in the vicinity
of sections S5 and S3 , respectively. The velocity gradient is large
along the inner and the distant walls downstream of the flow di-
vider. A reverse flow exists along the outer wall of the main
branch.

3.1.2 Flow Visualization at the Common Median Plane and
the Cross Section of the Side-Branch. The flow visualization at
the common median plane for ReT�800, QS /QT�0.25 and 0.50
is shown in Fig. 3. Rp indicates the reattachment point of the
separation region in the side-branch. The separation flow dis-
tinctly appears along the near wall. The flow generated in the

Fig. 1 System schematic of right-angle branch and typical
measurement sections „typical case, RSÄ7 mm…
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separation region reverses with a peculiar helical movement. This
helical movement within the separation flow is particularly promi-
nent at QS /QT�0.25 in Fig. 3�a�. A strong shear layer is pro-
duced between the separation flow, resulting in reverse helical
movement, and the main flow along the distant wall. The flow
with the strong shear layer is unstable.

Figure 4 shows the secondary flow at the circular cross-section
perpendicular to the common median plane in the side-branch.
There are three types of secondary flows. First, in section S3 ,
including the separation region, there are two pairs of symmetrical
vortices. One of these pairs of vortices appearing at a central point
occupies a major portion of the cross section. The other pair is
made up of smaller vortices and appears along the near wall.
These two pairs of vortices result from two kinds of fluid motion.
The core flow in the upstream trunk mainly impinges on the flow
divider. After impinging, the fluid turns in the direction of the
side-branch and helically flows along the peripheral tube wall
from the distant wall to the near wall. This motion leads to the
development of a large vortex at the center in the cross-section of
the side-branch. On the other hand, the fluid with low velocity
produced in the vicinity of the tube wall in the upstream trunk
flows along both the top and the bottom peripheral tube walls
starting from the trunk and moving towards the side-branch. This
fluid produced in the vicinity of the peripheral tube wall in the
upstream trunk is thought to flow into the separation region with a
helical motion owing to lack of large momentum. Second, in sec-
tion S5 near the reattachment point, one pair of symmetrical vor-
tices appears at the near wall with high velocity. Third, in section
S7 downstream of the reattachment point, there is one pair of
symmetrical vortices. However, the symmetrical plane of this vor-
tex in section S7 does not coincide with the common median
plane, although it inclines towards the common median plane.
This inclination may depend on the flow condition in the upstream
trunk.

3.1.3 Wall Shear Stress. The left side of Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�
shows the distribution of wall shear stress �w in the trunk and in
the main branch, respectively. The right side of the individual
diagrams shows the distribution of �w in the side-branch. The �w
is normalized by the wall shear stress in the upstream trunk.
Therefore, �w�1.0 corresponds to the wall shear stress for the
Poiseuille flow in the upstream trunk.

Along the outer wall of the trunk and along the main branch as
shown in Fig. 5�b�, �w �indicated by �� decreases from �w�1.0 in
the upstream trunk. Along the near wall, �w �indicated by ��
rapidly increases as it approaches the entrance of the side-branch,
reaching a maximum value of �w�11 in section T4 . The �w rap-
idly decreases and reaches a minimum negative value of �w�

Fig. 2 Axial velocity profile at common median plane „ReT
Ä800, RSÄ7 mm…. „a… QS ÕQTÄ0.25., „b… QS ÕQTÄ0.50.

Fig. 3 Flow visualization at common median plane „ReT
Ä800, RSÄ7 mm…. „a… QS ÕQTÄ0.25., „b… QS ÕQTÄ0.50.

Fig. 4 Flow visualization and sketch of secondary flow at
cross section in side-branch „ReTÄ800, QS ÕQTÄ0.50, RS
Ä7 mm…
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�5 in section S3 . Along the inner wall �indicated by �� and
along the distant wall �indicated by ��, �w becomes very large
around the flow divider, and then rapidly decreases.

The variation of �w is one of the characteristics of the flow
structure in the vicinity of the upstream corner, becoming very
large in section T4 and in section S3 . The change of �w in the
vicinity of the upstream corner is comparable to that around the
flow divider, and its magnitude is several times greater than that of
the Poiseuille flow in the upstream trunk. The steep change of �w
is thought to be related to the singularity of the upstream corner.
In other words, the flow abruptly separates at a right angle in the
upstream corner. Thus, acceleration might be quite large in the
upstream corner. This singularity might be similar to that at the
leading edge of a flat plate immersed in the parallel flow.

The variation of wall shear stress in the renal arterial branch
might not be the same as that of the present model, as the entrance
of the renal arterial branch is round. However, the increase of �w
in sections T3 and T4 is related to the deflection of core flow
starting from the upstream trunk into the side-branch. In the case
of the arterial branch, the wall shear stress is thought to change in
the vicinity of the upstream corner. Furthermore, the steep change
of �w at the upstream corner might cause erosion to be experi-
enced in the pipeline networks with turbulent flow.

3.2 Periodic Oscillation of Velocity

3.2.1 Time Variation. Figure 6�a� shows the time variation
of axial velocity 2UT at the tube axis in section T1 for ReT
�800. The flow in section T1 is a fully developed Poiseuille flow,
although some noise is included. The maximum time-averaged
velocity at the trunk axis is 2UT�0.108 m/s. The standard devia-
tion is 0.0024 m/s, and the bias limit arising from the character-

istic of the present LDV system is 0.0015 m/s. Thus, the uncer-
tainty of axial velocity at the tube axis through the upstream trunk
is approximately 0.0028 m/s. Figures 6�b�–6�d� show the time
variation of axial velocity at the tube axis in section S7 for
QS /QT�0.25, 0.33, and 0.5, respectively. For QS /QT�0.25,
0.33, and 0.5, the axial velocity periodically oscillates, although
each axial velocity includes random noise similar to that dealt
with in Fig. 6�a�.

3.2.2 Power Spectrum and Frequency. Figures 7�a�–7�d�
show the distribution of the power spectrum corresponding to the
time variation illustrated in Figs. 6�a�–6�d�. Figure 7�a� tends to
indicate that the random scatter in the axial velocity record at the
tube axis is not caused by actual velocity fluctuations, but rather
likely due to signal noise as illustrated in Fig. 6�a�. The power
spectrum in section T1 is flat and does not have any peak frequen-
cies. Figures 7�b� and 7�c� indicate the existence of a distinct

Fig. 5 Distribution of wall shear stress „ReTÄ800, RS
Ä7 mm…. „a… QS ÕQTÄ0.25. „b… QS ÕQTÄ0.50.

Fig. 6 Time variation of axial velocity along tube axis „ReT
Ä800, RSÄ7 mm…. „a… Section T1 . „b… QS ÕQTÄ0.25, section S7 ,
„c… QS ÕQTÄ0.33, section S7 , „d… QS ÕQTÄ0.50, section S7 .
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oscillation for QS /QT�0.25, 0.33, and 0.5 in the side-branch. The
velocity in the side-branch periodically oscillates at frequencies of
f �1.76, 3.00, and 6.10 Hz, respectively.

3.2.3 Periodic Oscillation in the Side-Branch. Periodic os-
cillations appear in the downstream direction of the separation
region in the side-branch. To examine the distribution of the loca-
tion with distinct oscillation of the velocity for ReT�800 and
QS /QT�0.50, the locations of periodic oscillation in sections S3
and S7 are shown in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�, respectively. For the
side-branch with a radius of 7 mm, the axial and transverse ve-
locities are measured every 1 mm in both x and y directions. The
upper semicircle represents the transverse velocity, whereas the
lower semicircle represents the axial isovelocity contours. The
magnitude of the transverse velocity is given by the scale of the
characteristic velocity UT .

In Fig. 8, the large solid circles represent the location where
distinct oscillations are observed in the transverse and the axial
velocities. The power spectrum at four typical locations is shown
at the corners. From the axial isovelocity contours shown in lower
semicircle in Fig. 8�a�, it is apparent that the periodic oscillation
forms in the separation region of section S3 . Further downstream,
this region together with the periodic oscillation spreads across
the entire cross section in section S7 as shown in Fig. 8�b�. The
power spectra shown in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b� indicate that the peak
frequency is about 6 Hz for the same value of QS /QT , and is
independent of the location and the section in the side-branch.
Thus, it can safely be said that this peak frequency is dependent
on the ReT and QS /QT .

From the results in sections S3 and S7 , as well as section S5
�which is not shown here�, the mean frequency is 6.1 Hz and the
standard deviation of the frequency is approximately 0.10 Hz. The
bias limit cannot be estimated because it is basically considered
that the flow within the side-branch in the right-angle branch is
steady state in motion. Therefore, the uncertainty of the frequency
is 0.10 Hz for the typical condition of Re�800, QS /QT�0.50,
and RS�7 mm as shown in Fig. 8.

3.3 Effect of Flow Division Ratio on Strouhal Number
Figure 9 shows StT versus ReT for the flow conditions in the trunk.
Figure 9 indicates that when the St and Re numbers are based on
the trunk conditions, the Strouhal number, StT , depends on both
the flow division ratio QS /QT and the Reynolds number ReT .
Figure 10 shows the relation of St versus Re defined by the vari-
ables of the side-branch. For 300�Re�900, St�1 is independent
of QS /QT , and is weakly dependent on the Reynolds number Re.

Fig. 7 Power spectrum of axial velocity along tube axis „ReT
Ä800, RSÄ7 mm…. „a… Section T1 , „b… QS ÕQTÄ0.25, section S7 ,
„c… QS ÕQTÄ0.33, section S7 , „d… QS ÕQTÄ0.50, section S7 .

Fig. 8 Location with periodic oscillation „ReTÄ800, QS ÕQT
Ä0.50, RSÄ7 mm…. The upper semicircle represents the trans-
verse velocity contours and the lower semicircle represents the
axial velocity contours. „a… section S3 , „b… section S7 .
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3.4 Effect of Side-Branch Radius on Strouhal
Number. To explain the independence of the Strouhal number
St of the side-branch radius, measurements were also made for
RS�4, 5, 6, and 9 mm. For ReT�800 and QS /QT�0.50, the
power spectra are shown in Fig. 11. The figure clearly shows that
the frequency depends on the side-branch radius. Figure 12 shows
the relationship St vs. Re, and reveals that St is independent of
QS /QT and RS and is weakly dependent on the Reynolds number.
As shown in Fig. 12, the mean value of St is 1.03, whereas the
standard deviation �s.d.� is 0.26.

The uncertainties of the frequency with respect to the velocity
oscillation in the side-branch and the velocity are 0.10 Hz and
0.0028 m/s, respectively. Using these uncertainties, in the typical
condition of Re�800, QS /QT�0.50, and RS�7 mm, the uncer-
tainty of the Strouhal number St corresponds to 0.018 and 0.034
for the frequency and the velocity, respectively. Overall, the un-
certainty of the Strouhal number is 0.052 for the Strouhal number
St�1.03 under the typical conditions shown above.

3.5 Separation Flow and Universal Generality of Oscilla-
tion in the Side-Branch. Figure 8�a� shows that the periodic
oscillation is generated along the separation region of the side-
branch. In other words, the oscillation is generated along the zero
axial isovelocity contour. The separation flow appears along the
near wall in the side-branch, and two pairs of symmetrical vorti-
ces can be observed in section S3 , which includes the separation
region. As can be inferred from the above, the mechanism of the
secondary flow in section S3 is quite complicated.

In Fig. 13, the upper semicircle indicates the secondary velocity
in section S3 . In this section, which includes the separation re-
gion, one small vortex with low velocity manifests itself in the

vicinity of the near wall. In addition to the above, another large
high velocity vortex, which develops along the peripheral tube
wall, is also manifested. As shown in Fig. 4, this secondary vortex
coincides with the flow visualization in the configuration at sec-
tion S3 . In section S3 , it is noted that two vortices rotate in the
same direction. Strong shear flow is formed between these two
secondary vortices. It is speculated that this strong secondary
shear layer which runs in the opposite direction is likely to be
quite unstable.

Furthermore, a strong axial shear layer between the separation
flow moving helically in the reverse direction and the main flow
moving along the distant wall is induced at the common median

Fig. 9 Trunk Strouhal number, StT, versus trunk Reynolds
number, ReT „RSÄ7 mm…

Fig. 10 Side-branch Strouhal number, St, versus side-branch
Reynolds number, Re „RSÄ7 mm…

Fig. 11 Power spectrum of axial velocity along tube axis
„ReTÄ800, QS ÕQTÄ0.50…. „a… RSÄ4 mm, „b… RSÄ5 mm, „c… RS
Ä6 mm, „d… RSÄ9 mm.
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plane as shown in Fig. 3. Periodic oscillations are generated along
both the strong secondary shear and the strong axial shear layers.
It is speculated that the strong shear layer induced along both the
axial separation flow and the secondary vortex in the side-branch
might also be unstable, leading to the periodic oscillation ob-
served along these strong shear layers.

As shown above, the Strouhal number St, which is independent
of QS /QT and RS , is weakly dependent on Re and the mean value
of the Strouhal number is St�1. Therefore, in the right-angle
branch, the periodic oscillation induced in the side-branch exhibits
a characteristic flow behavior, this periodic oscillation being a
universally occurring phenomenon. It might be expected that the
Strouhal number depends on the corner shape, the bifurcation
angle, and the Reynolds number.

From the viewpoint of hemodynamics, it is possible that oscil-
lations are generated in the arterial branch in the human body,
although this would be dependent on the shape of corner of the
entrance in the side-branch.

As for pipeline networks, the flow is turbulent for most appli-
cations; separation flow and periodic oscillations induced in the
side-branch are likely to occur in these flows as well. In pipeline
network and plant systems, such oscillations could lead to vibra-
tions resulting in structural damage.

4 Conclusion
The variation of wall shear stress was characterized around the

upstream corner. The change of wall shear stress around the up-
stream corner is comparable to that around the flow divider, and
its magnitude is several times greater than that of the Poiseuille
flow in the trunk. Basically, the steep change of wall shear stress
in the vicinity of the upstream corner results from the flow deflec-

tion of core flow through the upstream trunk into the side-branch
with the secondary flow. It is speculated that the drastic change of
the wall shear stress is related to the erosion in the pipeline net-
work where the flow state is in a turbulent state. The wall shear
stress might also be expected to vary around the entrance corner
of the arterial branch. This change of wall shear stress might affect
the initiation and the development of vascular disease in human
arteries.

The Strouhal number St in the side-branch is independent of
both the flow division ratio QS /QT and the side-branch radius RS ,
although the Strouhal number St is weakly dependent on the Rey-
nolds number Re. The strong shear layer induced along both the
axial separation flow and the secondary vortex in the side-branch
is unstable, and a periodic oscillation results from this unstable
region along the strong shear layers. This implies that the periodic
oscillation induced in the side-branch is dependent only on the
geometrical configuration of the right-angle branch and on the
Reynolds number. Therefore, the periodic oscillation induced in
the side-branch exhibits a characteristic flow behavior, which is a
universally occurring phenomenon, in the right-angle branch hav-
ing a square-edged corner at the entrance of the side-branch.
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Nomenclature

f � frequency of velocity oscillation
QS � flow rate through the side-branch
QT � flow rate through the trunk
Re � Reynolds number based on the variables of the side-

branch, �2RSUS /�
ReT � Reynolds number based on the variables of the trunk,

�2RTUT /�
RS � radius of the side-branch
RT � radius of the trunk
St � Strouhal number based on the variables of the side-

branch, �2 f RS /US
StT � Strouhal number based on the variables of the trunk,

�2 f RT /UT
US � mean velocity in the side-branch
UT � mean velocity in the trunk

u � velocity in the x direction
v � velocity in the y direction
� � kinematic viscosity of the working fluid
� � density of the working fluid

�w � normalized wall shear stress

Subscripts

S � side-branch
T � trunk
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Theoretical Analysis of
Experimentally Observed
Perplexing Calibration
Characteristics of Ball-in-Vortex
Flow-Meter
This investigation analyzes the calibration nonlinearity of the ball-in-vortex flow-meter,
designed to work on the principle of a rotating sphere in and due to a vortex flow. The
comparison of this flow-meter reading with the standard flow-meter indicates the exis-
tence of different calibration regimes, bifurcated by a sharp change in slope of the
calibration curve. Based on the governing mechanics of this flow-meter, this paper ex-
plains this nonlinearity, and proposes its mathematical form. In particular, the bifurcation
in calibration characteristics is attributed to the change in the surface contact frictional
force, due to translation of the ball. The mathematical model captures the various cali-
bration regimes associated with this translation, from one plane of rotation in the flow-
meter to another, or from one periphery to another. Thus, calibration nonlinearity of this
flow-meter can be fully comprehended through its governing mechanics, and harnessed
for flow measurement. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1988342�

1 Introduction and Necessity
The need for development of instruments for the measurement

of process variables is exponentially increasing, due to global in-
dustrialisation. Flow is one of the most important process vari-
ables; and by its accurate measurement, it is possible to check/
monitor the system performance. Flow measurement serves as the
basis in agriculture, ballistics, biomedical, combustion, explosion
studies, heat transfer, hydraulics, and magneto-hydrodynamics.

1.1 Background and Literature Survey. Based on consider-
ation of pressure drop through the flow-meter, the various flow-
meters can be classified in to two types: �i� in which the flowing
fluid comes in direct contact with the flow-meter, “contact type,”
e.g., orifice-meter and turbine-meter, hence, the flow-meter causes
a pressure loss in flow; �ii� in which the flowing fluid does not
come in direct contact with flow-meter, “noncontact type,” e.g.,
ultrasonic-meter and electromagnetic flow-meter, hence, the flow-
meter does not cause a pressure loss in flow. Various contact and
noncontact flow-meters are used depending upon the application,
cost, and accuracy. The principles of flow measurement and their
classification are discussed, e.g., in �1�. An ideal flow-meter
should have the following characteristics—coverage of a wide
flow range, low initial and maintenance cost, should not be bulky,
and should produce a low pressure-loss. In the contact-type of
flow-meters, the rotary type flow-meters are popular due to their
reasonable pressure drop performance; as compared to the pres-
sure loss characteristics of other contact type flow-meters, e.g.,
orifice-meter �especially with high sensitivity�. Amongst the ro-
tary type, turbine type �2� and ball type �3� have the most superior
pressure drop performance. Turbine-meters are extensively used,
because they are well known, fully-understood, accurate, and
cheap. However, turbine-meters do not maintain their original
calibration over a long period, because their calibration changes

gradually with wear or fouling of surface. Hence, if their accuracy
is to be maintained, periodical recalibration is mandatory. Due to
relatively greater bearing contact friction losses than fluid friction
losses, the pressure-loss performance of turbine-meters suffers;
especially for gas flow measurement. For fixed discharge and flow
cross-sectional area, smaller sized turbine-meters have lesser fluid
friction losses, due to reduced flow blockage and reduced interfer-
ence with flow; but about the same bearing contact friction losses
as the larger sized turbine-meters. Consequently, smaller-sized
turbine-meters perform only marginally better than larger sized
turbine-meters, with respect to pressure loss characteristics.

The ball-type flow-meter has been less popular in the flow com-
munity, mainly because its nonlinear calibration characteristics,
especially for gas flows, have not been comprehended. The ball in
Ball-in-Vortex-Flow-Meter �BiVFM� is a sphere in a decaying
swirl flow; experiencing viscous driving force �and not viscous
drag, as for a stationary sphere in a flow�, surface contact fric-
tional resistance, gravity, buoyancy, centrifugal, and Magnus lift
�4,5� forces. The basic drag characteristics of a sphere are pro-
vided by Roshko �6�. Floberg �7� theoretically considered the case
of a ball in a tube filled with liquid, and generalized it to apply to
cases when a ball is in a moving liquid. It was shown that the
rotational speed of the ball depends on the eccentricity, which was
derived from equilibrium conditions of the ball. This theory was
found to be concordant with experiments.

Kwok et al. �8� presented a momentum exchange analysis for a
flow-meter comprised of a ball driven by swirling water flow in a
thin chamber; their analytical model is based on flow visualiza-
tion. The angular momentum accompanying water introduced in
the vortex chamber �VC� was assumed to be used up to impart
momentum to the fluid contained in the boundary layers. The
inviscid core �ball� spinning in the middle of the chamber was
considered to consume a negligible part of incoming momentum.
Based on these assumptions, their analytical model predicted that
for liquid flow, the frequency of revolution of the ball varies al-
most linearly with discharge, i.e., linear calibration of their
BiVFM, for liquid flow measurement. Further, the frequency of
rotation of the contained ball was shown to depend mainly on the
mass of the ball. Komarov et al. �9� reported design procedures
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adopted during construction of ball flow-meters for tachometric
industrial instruments, to optimize shapes of the block containing
the balls. Bourrier et al. �10� described the “pop-off” effect of a
light ball in water, starting from acceleration from rest of a buoy-
ant sphere rising freely in water. The acceleration included a con-
tribution due to the flow of the fluid induced by the motion of the
sphere. Ivanov and Zolotarevskii �11� reported a tachometric
flow-meter with hydrodynamic suspension of ball rotors, for the
measurement of water flow, at temperatures up to 285 °C, in the
discharge �Q� range 8–50 m3/h. They analyzed its operation by
considering forces acting on the ball rotors under hydrodynamic
suspension. Arenas et al. �12� designed and constructed a labora-
tory instrument for measuring small flows �3–100 ml/s� of trans-
parent fluids. As the fluid passes, a polypropylene ball inside the
polystyrene housing moves. The housing entrance and exit are
arranged in such a way that the direction of flow favors the rota-
tion of the ball in one particular way, and the greatest range of
measurement is obtained. An infrared reflective opto-switch,
mounted perpendicular to the housing is activated by this ball. At
each passage of the ball, the sensor sends a pulse that is amplified
and raised to logical levels by a trigger, whose output is connected
to a block counter-decoder. Kurose and Komori �13� estimated the
effect of rotational speed of sphere on the drag and lift forces.
Their results showed that the drag force on a rotating sphere in a
uniform unsheared flow increases with increasing rotational
speed. They also found that the lift force on a rotating sphere in a
uniform unsheared flow, acts in the same direction, and is inde-
pendent of particle Reynolds number �Re�.

An inherent disadvantage of BiVFM especially for measuring
gas flows, is its calibration nonlinearity, which is hitherto neither
captured by an appropriate analytical model, nor explained physi-
cally. The BiVFM can be best utilized, if its calibration nonlinear-
ity is comprehended by theoretical model that captures the gov-
erning mechanics of motion of the moving ball in the fluid.

1.2 Objectives and Scope. Based on the survey, it is con-
cluded that there is a lack of reported literature on the perfor-
mance of a spinning and translating sphere in a vortex flow of gas.
In this paper, experimental data on BiVFM is generated with the
objective of comprehending the calibration nonlinearity. The cali-
bration model is derived from basic force balance equations, and
superimposed over the experimental data.

2 Experimental Setup of BiVFM and Calibration of
Bell-Mouth

In the BiVFM �Shonin et al. �14��, whole or part of the gas flow
in a duct is admitted through a number of tangentially located
holes, ports or passages, at one end of an annular VC, with prop-
erly shaped center body �Fig. 1�. The outlet is at the other end of
this chamber, from which, the flow exits to the duct outlet.

2.1 BiVFM Operation. A ball made of suitable material,
size, and weight, is placed inside the VC. Due to tangential fluid
motion, the ball experiences a rolling motion in the flow. The
frequency of rotation of the ball in VC is calibrated, to provide a
measure of discharge. This rotational speed of the ball can be
measured using an optical sensor �like stroboscope�, or by a
pickup coil, if the ball is ferromagnetic. Hence, this flow-meter
can also be calibrated while in service. The other advantages of
this flow-meter include its simplicity in design, elimination of
bearings �unlike turbine-meter�, ease of fabrication, low cost, less
fouling of the device, and its applicability for measurement of
flow rates of abrasive fluids. Most importantly, this device pro-
duces one of the lowest pressure-loss amongst contact flow-
meters, mainly because fluid friction losses associated with flow
blockage and flow interference effects due to the device, is one of
the least.

2.2 Experimental Setup. The model of BiVFM used for ex-
perimentation has a volute casing and six tangential ports in the

form of aerofoils �Fig. 2�. The VC and tangential ports of BiVFM
are made of teakwood, and BiVFM casing is made of marine
plywood. The BiVFM has a circular sleeve as its center body
�around which the ball rotates�, made of mild-steel, which allows
the working fluid to be discharged downward; and a commercially
available table tennis ball �of diameter, D=37 mm, and mass,
mb=2.4 gm� rolls about the circular sleeve. The circularity and
eccentricity of the annular spacing in which the ball rotates, are
confirmed as well within the acceptable limits for the experimen-
tation. The VC is covered with a lid of Perspex sheet, and the
rotational speed of the ball is measured by a photoelectric sensor.
A bell-mouth, made of marine plywood, is at the flow inlet �up-
stream of BiVFM entrance�. A bent duct with appropriate inner
and outer radius of curvature to minimise the loss, and also made
of marine plywood, connects the axial discharge from BiVFM
model outlet to a suction blower. By changing the blower speed,
the suction pressure �measured at the bell-mouth� and hence the
discharge to the VC, is varied. The straight pipe connecting bell-
mouth and BiVFM, is of mild-steel. Figure 3 shows the schematic
layout of the experimental setup.

2.3 Bell-Mouth Calibration. The bell-mouth �due to its spe-
cially designed shape� has the highest discharge coefficient, Cd, in
contact type flow-meters. Before investigating the calibration
characteristics of BiVFM, the bell-mouth is calibrated against
standard pitot tube and Hot Wire Anemometer �HWA�. The pitot
tube has diameter, � 4 mm, and the bell-mouth exit plane has �
12 cm: the ratio of these diameters is, 1:30. Hence, the blockage
effect due to the pitot tube is small and acceptable.

While calibrating bell-mouth against HWA and pitot tube, the
bell-mouth exit plane is divided into 16 concentric rings; and the
pitot tube is traversed along the radius. The wall static gauge
pressure at these different radial locations is measured in mm of
water using micromanometer, and converted in to mean axial flow
velocity at the radial location; using incompressible Bernoulli’s
equation. The Q thus obtained for each ring is added to give the
total Q, which is the theoretical discharge, Qth. The cross-sectional
area of the bell-mouth exit plane, Aex, is calculated from the mean
diameter of the pipe; which is obtained as the arithmetic mean of
measurements of the four diameters of the cross section at ap-
proximately equal angle of 90 deg to each other. From HWA read-
ing of mean flow velocity at the bell-mouth exit plane �Vex�, the
actual discharge is obtained �Qact=Aex ·Vex�. Thus, Cd

�=Qact /Qth�, is obtained for each velocity. Six readings for Cd are
taken by changing the suction pressure at the pipe exit. For each
velocity, Re is obtained, and a graph of Cd versus Re is plotted
�Fig. 4�.

As seen from Fig. 4, Cd for the bell-mouth is close to unity over
the range of operation, and its uncertainty is insignificant:
U�Cd�=0.0279 �with respect to unity�. Hence, Cd �=1� is practi-
cally independent of Re �and hence, an independent variable�;
thereby justifying the use of bell-mouth as datum. The slight de-
crease in Cd with increasing Re that results in U�Cd�, is due to
increasing losses resulting from flow separation; which also in-
creases the blockage effect due to the pitot-tube.

3 Theoretical Analysis of Mechanics of BiVFM
Figure 5 shows the free body diagram of the ball in BiVFM,

which has a tangential flow velocity, Vt, along positive Y-direction
�Y-axis in direction of tangential motion of ball�, and X-axis
passes through the radius of rotation of the ball. The Fc is cen-
trifugal force acting on the rotating ball, Ff ,1 is the surface contact
frictional force on the ball from lower surface of BiVFM, and Ff ,s
is the surface contact frictional force on the ball from the periph-
eral surface of BiVFM. The ball rotates about the axis in clock-
wise direction when viewed along the Z-axis �axis parallel to axis
of rotation of ball�. The Rrot,o is radius of rotation when the ball is
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rubbing against the outer peripheral wall of BiVFM. The tangen-
tial driving force, Fdr, for the motion of the ball, is due to viscous
fluid flow, and is given as,

Fdr = �1/2�� f · S · CD · �Vt − Rrot,o · �rot�2, �1�

where, � f is density of air in flow-meter, S is reference area of the
ball for drag estimation, CD is drag coefficient of the ball, and �rot
is rotation angular velocity of ball about vortex axis; and Vt

�Rrot,o ·�rot. Equation �1� states that the viscous driving force, is
due to the difference in the tangential velocities of the flow, Vt,
and the ball �=Rrot,o ·�rot�. The maximum tangential velocity of
the ball is the same as, Vt, in which case, there is no driving force
and pressure loss. For the practical case, “Fdr” is necessary to

Fig. 1 Schematic of typical ball-in-vortex flowmeter †3‡

Fig. 2 Schematic sketch illustrating operation of BiVFM Fig. 3 Block diagram of experimental rig
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balance the surface and viscous friction forces; hence, the friction
losses are embedded in Fdr, and manifests as a difference in the
tangential velocities of flow and ball.

3.1 Analysis of Governing Mechanics of BiVFM. As illus-
trated in Fig. 2, the ball can rub against the lower or upper planes
of BiVFM, placed horizontally; at low velocities, the ball rubs
against the lower plane. Due to friction, the ball spins about its
own axis �through its center� in a clockwise sense and in a vertical
plane, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The spin angular velocity �in vertical
plane�, �sp,v, is related to the rotational velocity as �assuming no
slip�,

�sp,v = �Rrot/Rb� · �rot, �2�

where, Rb is radius of the ball. Equation �2� is obtained by equat-
ing the distances traversed in spin and rotation for a given time,
assuming no slip. For �sp,v, the point of contact is at a distance,
Rrot, from axis of rotation. The spinning ball in fluid flow experi-
ences Magnus lift force �in vertical direction� �4,5� given as,

FM,v = � f · �b · �Vt � �sp,v� , �3�

where, �b is volume of the ball; from Eq. �2�, FM,v
=� f ·�b · �Rrot /Rb� ·Vt�rot. For the spinning ball in Fig. 5, this
Magnus lift force acts vertically upward �as per the right hand
screw rule�, when the ball spins rubbing against the lower plane.
The ball lifts-up when the sum of Magnus force and buoyancy
force equals the weight. Thus, the dimensionless criterion for ver-
tical lift-off ��v,LO� is given as, �v,LO�1, where,

�v,LO = �FM,v + � f · �b · g�/�mb · g� , �4�

where, g is acceleration due to gravity �=9.806 m/s2�. Equation
�4� reduces to,

�v,LO = �� f · �b/mb� · ��Rrot/Rb� · �Vt�rot/g� + 1� . �4.1�

When the ball encounters the upper plane, it rubs against its sur-

face, and spins in the anticlockwise, −î, sense �Fig. 5�. The Mag-
nus force is now in the direction of gravity; hence, the ball is not
in equilibrium rubbing against the upper plane, since the upward
buoyancy force is insufficient to balance the total of weight and
the Magnus force. Thus, the ball oscillates between the upper and
lower planes, i.e., in a vertical plane, which is experimentally
observed. During these oscillations, the resistance to motion is in
periodic impacts.

Due to the centrifugal force, the ball also rubs against the pe-
ripheral wall of BiVFM, because of which, the ball spins in a
horizontal plane in a clockwise sense as seen from the top, i.e.,

this axis of spin is in the −k̂ direction �Fig. 5�. This spin velocity
in horizontal plane, �sp,h, is given as,

�sp,h = �1 + �Rrot/Rb�� · �rot. �5�

The resulting Magnus force is in −î �radially inward� direction,
i.e., opposite to the direction of the centrifugal force, and is given
as,

FM,h = � f · �b · �Vt � �sp,h� . �6�

From Eq. �5�, FM,h=� f ·�b · �1+ �Rrot /Rb�� ·Vt�rot. Hence, the ball
spins rubbing against the outer periphery, so long as this radially
inward Magnus force is lower than the centrifugal force. The di-
mensionless criterion for this horizontal detachment from the
outer peripheral plane is given as, �h,PD�1, where,

�h,PD = �FM,h/�mb · Rrot · �rot
2 �� = �� f · �b · Vt/�mb · �rot�� · ��1/Rrot�

+ �1/Rb�� . �7�

When, �h,PD�1, is satisfied, the ball moves towards the inner
periphery, and attempts to rub against the inner peripheral wall.
Upon rubbing against this wall, the spin velocity is in an anti-
clockwise sense when viewed from top, i.e., the spin axis is in the

+k̂ direction �Fig. 5�. The resulting Magnus force is in the +î
�radially outward� direction, i.e., in the direction of the centrifugal
force. Thus, the ball is not in equilibrium rubbing against the inner
peripheral wall of the device, and it oscillates between the inner
and outer peripheral walls, i.e., in a horizontal plane. These radial
oscillations have also been experimentally observed in conjunc-
tion with the vertical oscillations. From Eqs. �2�, �3�, �5�, and �6�,
�FM,h /FM,v�= ��sp,h /�sp,v�= �Rb /Rrot�+1. Hence, for fixed Vt and
�rot, FM,h�FM,v.

To obtain the condition deciding whether the ball first translates
vertically or radially, the condition, �v,LO=1, is substituted in Eq.
�7�. From Eq. �4.1�, when �v,LO=1,

�mb/�� f · �b�� = �Rrot/Rb� · �Vt,�v,LO=1 · �rot,�v,LO=1/g� + 1. �8�

From Eqs. �7� and �8�, this dimensionless criterion is given as,

Fig. 4 Plot of Cd versus Re, for the bell-mouth

Fig. 5 Free body diagram of moving ball in BiVFM
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�h,PD,�v,LO=1 = ��Vt/�rot��v,LO=1/Rrot� · �1

+ �Rb/Rrot�/��Vt · �rot��v,LO=1/g� + �Rb/Rrot��;

where �h,PD,�v,LO=1, Vt,�v,LO=1, and �rot,�v,LO=1, are the values of
�h,PD, Vt, and �rot, respectively, when �v,LO=1. Thus, if
�h,PD,�v,LO=1�1, then radial translation of the ball occurs before
vertical translation, and if �h,PD,�v,LO=1	1, radial translation of
the ball occurs after vertical translation.

The above analysis illustrates that the calibration of rotation of
the ball ��rot� with the flow �Vt�, changes depending upon the
regimes dictated by �v,LO and �h,PD. Consider the case when,
�v,LO	1, and �h,PD	1, which is the case for low values of Vt.
The resistance to motion due to surface contact friction, Fres, is
given as

Fres = 
 · �mb · �g + Rrot · �rot
2 � − � f · �b · �Vt · �rot · ��2Rrot/Rb� + 1�

− g�� , �9�

where, 
 is the coefficient of dynamic friction between ball and
surfaces of flow-meter. As seen from Eq. �9�, the weight of the
ball and the centrifugal force add to the normal force exerted by
the surface on the ball, and the buoyancy and Magnus forces in
the vertically upward and radially inward directions, respectively,
relieve the normal force exerted by the surface on the ball. The
calibration form is now obtained by force equilibrium, which was
also the approach of Floberg �7�, for obtaining the rotational speed
of a ball in a moving liquid. The force equilibrium is obtained by
equating the viscous driving force given by Eq. �1�, with the fric-
tional resistance given by Eq. �9� as, � 1

2
�� f ·S ·CD · �Vt−Rrot ·�rot�2

=
 · �mb · �g+Rrot ·�rot
2 �−� f ·�b · ��Vt ·�rot · ��2Rrot /Rb�+1��−g��,

which is simplified as,

Vt
2 = Rrot · �2
 · mb/�� f · S · CD� − Rrot� · �rot

2 + 2�Rrot − ��2Rrot

+ Rb� · 
 · �b�/�S · CD · Rb�� · Vt · �rot + �2
 · �mb

+ � f · �b� · g�/�� f · S · CD� . �10�

The dependent variable is the flow velocity, Vt, and the indepen-
dent variable is, �rot �which is measured�. Hence, the objective is
to calibrate BiVFM, so that measurement of �rot yields Vt. As
evident from Eq. �10�, even for low values of Vt, the calibration is
nonlinear, which could not be predicted by the theoretical model
of Kwok et al. �8�. Further, the above theoretical analysis reveals
that the frequency of rotation of the contained ball depends not
just on the mass of the ball �mb� as reported by Kwok et al. �8�,
but also on several other geometric and flow parameters that ap-
pear in Eq. �10�.

When the ball lifts-up, �v,LO�1, and Eq. �10� cannot be used
for calibration. When the ball rubs against the upper plane, prior
to the spin velocity changing its sign due to surface contact fric-
tion, the roles of weight, buoyancy, and Magnus forces in deter-
mining surface contact friction, change. The vertically upward
buoyancy and Magnus forces now add to the surface contact fric-
tion, and the weight reduces the friction. The role of radial Mag-
nus force in determining friction remains unchanged. Hence, the
force balance equation reduces to

� 1
2 �� f · S · CD · �Vt − Rrot · �rot�2 = 
 · �mb · �Rrot · �rot

2 − g�

+ � f · �b · �g − Vt · �rot�� ,

which is simplified as,

Vt
2 = Rrot · �2
 · mb/�� f · S · CD� − Rrot� · �rot

2 + 2�Rrot

− 
 · �b/�S · CD�� · Vt · �rot + 2
 · g/�� f · S · CD� · ��b

− �mb/� f�� . �11�

Comparing Eqs. �10� and �11�, it is seen that their forms are ex-
actly identical, but they differ in their coefficients. When the spin
direction changes due to friction on the upper plane, the Magnus

force acts downward, and the ball moves from the upper plane and
hits the lower plane. It continues rubbing against the lower plane
until its spin direction changes, and while rubbing on the lower
plane, the force balance is given as

� 1
2 �� f · S · CD · �Vt − Rrot · �rot�2 = 
 · �mb · �g + Rrot · �rot

2 �

− � f · �b · �Vt · �rot + g�� ,

which is simplified as,

Vt
2 = Rrot · �2
 · mb/�� f · S · CD� − Rrot� · �rot

2 + 2�Rrot

− 
 · �/�S · CD�� · Vt · �rot + �2
 · g/�S · CD����mb/� f� − �b� .

�12�
Comparing Eqs. �11� and �12�, it is seen that there is a change,
only in the sign of the constant term. Now, consider that �h,PD
�1, is satisfied, and the ball moves radially inward, and the radius
of rotation changes to Rrot� �Rrot� 	Rrot�. When the ball rubs against
the inner peripheral wall of BiVFM and the lower plane, the force
equilibrium is given as,

� 1
2 �� f · S · CD · �Vt − Rrot� · �rot�2 = 
 · �mb · �g − Rrot� · �rot

2 �

+ � f · �b · �Vt · �rot · �1

− 2Rrot� /Rb� − g�� ,

which is simplified as,

Vt
2 = − Rrot� · �2
 · mb/�� f · S · CD� + Rrot� � · �rot

2 + 2�
 · �/�S · CD�

+ �1 − 2
 · �/�S · CD · Rb�� · Rrot� � · Vt · �rot + �2
 · g/�S · CD��

���mb/� f� − �b� . �13�

In all the calibration forms given by Eqs. �10�–�13�, �rot depends
on the radius of rotation, for given Vt. This observation is in
agreement with Floberg �7�, who reported that the rotational speed
of the ball is a function of eccentricity, for the case of a ball in a
moving liquid in a tube. Comparing Eqs. �10�–�13�, the universal
calibration form for BiVFM is categorized as,

Vt
2 = a1 · �rot

2 + a2 · Vt · �rot + a3, �14�

where, a1, a2, and a3, are dimensional coefficients. Thus, calibra-
tion forms for different regimes dictated by �v,LO and �h,PD are
obtained by changing the coefficients in Eq. �14�. These coeffi-
cients are obtained from a regression analysis of error between
mathematical calibration form and experimental data.

4 Analysis of Experimental Data for Calibration
The theoretical calibration form arrived at, is now validated

using experimental data. Figures 6�a� and 6�b� show the nonlinear
experimental data, for calibration of BiVFM, where, Qact�Vt, and
the calibrated discharge, Qcal��rot. Hence, Eq. �14� can be rewrit-
ten as,

Qact
2 = a1 · Qcal

2 + a2 · Qact · Qcal + a3, �15�

where, the coefficients, a1, a2, and a3, in Eqs. �14� and �15�, are
identical in form, but differ by a constant. The change in the
rotation plane �when �v,LO�1�, segregates the data in two sets, I
and II. The data point of change of rotation plane is common to
both sets. The coefficients, a1, a2, and a3, for the two sets are
obtained by minimizing the square of the calibration error, �2,
obtained from Eq. �15� as,

�2 = �
i=1

Nd

�a1 · Qcal,i
2 + a2 · Qact,i · Qcal,i + a3 − Qact,i

2 �2, �16�

where, i is the ith experimental data point, and Nd is the number
of experimental data points. By differentiating Eq. �16� with re-
spect to the three coefficients, and equating them to zero, the
following three linear simultaneous equations are obtained:
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��
i=1

Nd

Qcal,i
4 	 · a1 + ��

i=1

Nd

Qact,i · Qcal,i
3 	 · a2 + ��

i=1

Nd

Qcal,i
2 	 · a3

= ��
i=1

Nd

Qact,i
2 · Qcal,i

2 	 , �16.1�

��
i=1

Nd

Qact,i · Qcal,i
3 	 · a1 + ��

i=1

Nd

Qact,i
2 · Qcal,i

2 	 · a2

+ ��
i=1

Nd

Qact,i · Qcal,i	 · a3 = ��
i=1

Nd

Qact,i
3 Qcal,i	 , �16.2�

and

��
i=1

Nd

Qcal,i
2 	 · a1 + ��

i=1

Nd

Qact,i · Qcal,i	 · a2 + Nd · a3 = ��
i=1

Nd

Qact,i
2 	 .

�16.3�

Equations �16.1�–�16.3� are solved for the two independent data
sets in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�, and the nonlinear calibration results are
summarized in Table 1. From Eqs. �10� and �11�, a1,I=a1,II, which
is validated from the experimental data in Table 1 �a1,I
a1,II�.
The negative value of this coefficient implies, Rrot
�2
 ·mb / �� f ·S ·CD�. Comparing the coefficient a2 in Eqs. �10�
and �11�, it is seen that a2,I	a2,II, since, �Rrot− �2Rrot
+Rb� ·
 ·�b / �S ·CD ·Rb��	 �Rrot−
 ·�b / �S ·CD��, which is also
validated from the processed experimental data in Table 1.

The calibration curves for the two data sets in Figs. 6�a� and
6�b� are superimposed with the experimental data. These curves
are obtained by solving the quadratic in Qcal for a given Qact in
Eq. �15�, and then determining the physically feasible root. The
solutions are given as, Qcal= �−a2 ·Qact±�� / �2a1�, where the dis-
criminant, = �a2 ·Qact�2−4a1 · �a3−Qact

2 �. The values of Qcal are
thus determined for �0. It is noteworthy that 	0 for both sets
I and II, in the vicinity of the point of change of rotation plane,
i.e., real solution does not exist, thereby indicating bifurcation of
experimental data points. Table 1 gives the experimental data
point �Qact,bif� that indicates the bifurcation of the two data sets,
and the predicted bifurcation point based on =0. It is noteworthy
that this bifurcation of experimental data is also predicted by the
theory. This bifurcation leaves a narrow band for Qact,
451–461 m3/h in Fig. 6�a�, and 470–475 m3/h in Fig. 6�b�, for
which no real solution exists. Flow calibration points in such nar-
row band may be obtained by linear interpolation within this
band.

To quantitatively compare this new calibration form with the
otherwise used linear calibration �Kwok et al. �8��, the root mean
square �rms� errors for the experimental data, �, for both the linear
and nonlinear calibration are obtained as,

� = ��
i=1

Nd

���rot − �rot,i�2� Nd.

Both, linear and proposed nonlinear calibration curves are in Fig.
6, and the respective rms errors, �lc and �nlc, are in Table 1. Thus,
using the proposed nonlinear calibration form, the rms error re-
duces to less than half of that for linear calibration.

In summary, as seen from Fig. 6 and Table 1, the proposed
nonlinear calibration form fits well for most of the experimental
data, except close to the point of change in rotation plane, which
is primarily responsible for the rms error. Hence, away from such
bifurcation points, the proposed calibration form works well and
also explains the nonlinear calibration behaviour of BiVFM.

Fig. 6 Illustration of BiVFM calibration based on theoretical
analysis. „a… Calibration for observation set No. 1. „b… Calibra-
tion for observation set No. 2.

Table 1 Nonlinear calibration coefficients and calibration errors for experimental data

Fig. No. Set Nd a1 a2 a3 Qact,bif �lc �m3/h� �nlc �m3/h�

6�a� I 14 −1.72209 2.410307 +31903.15 465.6 451.4 11.7 3.7
II 7 −1.63189 2.737004 −31369.54 �Expt.� �Predicted�

6�b� I 12 −1.940377 2.551445 +35581.98 486.7 469.9 12.6 5.6
II 6 −2.071428 3.283491 −67055.48 �Expt.� �Predicted�
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5 Uncertainty Analysis of Experimental Data
This section presents details of uncertainty analysis of experi-

mentally measured and derived quantities, obtained from an
analysis of variance. The comparison of these uncertainties with
the range of experimental observations is in Table 2.

5.1 Bell-Mouth Exit Cross-Sectional Area. The diameter of
the bell-mouth exit is measured as, D=12 cm, where, U�D�
=1 mm. Since, bell-mouth exit cross-sectional area, Aex
= �� /4� ·D2=113.1 cm2; U�Aex�=� ·D ·U�D� /2=1.885 cm2

�1.67%�.

5.2 Atmospheric Properties. The atmospheric pressure, P�,
is measured in mm of water as, P�=10334 mm=99983 Pa, where
the uncertainty is, U�P��=1 mm of H2O=10 Pa �0.01%�; which
is the same as the uncertainty in static pressure at bell-mouth exit
�U�Pex��. The ambient temperature, T�=30.5 °C, was measured
using an alcohol thermometer, whose least count, i.e., U�T��
=0.5 °C �1.6%�.

The ambient density, ��= P� / �Ra ·T��=1.148 kg/m3 �where,
Ra is gas constant for air �=287 J /kg K��, is a function of two
measured variables, which have their uncertainties. Hence, uncer-
tainty in �� is obtained as, U����= ������ /�P�� ·U�P���2

+ ����� /�T�� ·U�T���2�1/2; where, ���� /�P��=1/ �Ra ·T��, and
���� /�T��=−P� / �Ra ·T�

2 �; based on which, U����
=0.0019 kg/m3 �0.17%�.

5.3 Mass-Flow-Rate through Bell-Mouth. The bell-mouth
exit velocity, Vex, is obtained as,

Vex = �2�P� − Pex�/���0.5 = �2Ra · �P� − Pex� · T�/P��0.5;

hence, the uncertainty is obtained as,

U�Vex� = ����Vex/�P�� · U�P���2 + ���Vex/�Pex� · U�Pex��2

+ ���Vex/�T�� · U�T���2�1/2,

where,

��Vex/�P�� = �Pex/��2P�
2 �� · �Ra · P� · T�/�P� − Pex��0.5,

��Vex/�Pex� = − �2�� · �P� − Pex��−0.5,

and

��Vex/�T�� = �Ra · �P� − Pex�/�2P� · T���0.5.

Since,

Qth = Aex · Vex = ��D2/4� · �2Ra · T� · �P� − Pex�/P��1/2,

U�Qth� = ����Qth/�P�� · U�P���2 + ���Qth/�Pex� · U�Pex��2

+ ���Qth/�T�� · U�T���2 + ���Qth/�D� · U�D��2�1/2,

where,

��Qth/�P�� = ��D2/4� · �Pex/P�� · �2�� · �P� − Pex��−1/2,

��Qth/�Pex� = − ��D2/4� · �2�� · �P� − Pex��−0.5,

��Qth/�T�� = ��D2/4� · �Ra · �P� − Pex�/�2P� · T���1/2,

and

��Qth/�D� = �D · ��P� − Pex�/�2����1/2.

Since,

Qact = Cd · Qth,

U�Qact� = ����Qact/�P�� · U�P���2 + ���Qact/�Pex� · U�Pex��2

+ ���Qact/�T�� · U�T���2 + ���Qact/�D� · U�D��2

+ ���Qact/�Cd� · U�Cd��2�1/2;

where,

��Qact/�P�� = Cd · ��Qth/�P�� ,

��Qact/�Pex� = Cd · ��Qth/�Pex� ,

��Qact/�T�� = Cd · ��Qth/�T�� ,

��Qact/�D� = Cd · ��Qth/�D� ,

and

��Qact/�Cd� = Qth.

Since, the actual mass flow rate through the device is given as,

ṁact = �� · Qact = ��D2/4� · Cd · �2�P� − Pex� · P�/�Ra · T���0.5,

U�ṁact� = ����ṁact/�P�� · U�P���2 + ���ṁact/�Pex� · U�Pex��2

+ ���ṁact/�T�� · U�T���2 + ���ṁact/�D� · U�D��2

+ ���ṁact/�Cd� · U�Cd��2�1/2,

where,

��ṁact/�P�� = ��D2/4� · Cd · �2P� − Pex�/�2�P�

− Pex� · P� · Ra · T��0.5,

��ṁact/�Pex� = − ��D2/4� · Cd · ���/�2�P� − Pex���0.5,

��ṁact/�T�� = − ��D2/4� · �Cd/T�� · ��� · �P� − Pex�/2�0.5,

��ṁact/�D� = �D · Cd · ��� · �P� − Pex�/2�0.5,

and

��ṁact/�Cd� = ��D2/4� · �2�� · �P� − Pex��0.5.

5.4 Implication of Uncertainty Analysis. The uncertainties
presented in Table 2 are objectively interpreted, considering the
aim of theoretically understanding the experimentally observed
qualitative calibration characteristics, and not final calibration of
BiVFM. Hence, it is concluded that the uncertainties are insignifi-
cant over most of the experimental observation range: 200 m3/h
�Qact�700 m3/h �Fig. 6�, since placing the uncertainty band
does not alter the qualitative trend. The high uncertainty values of
�22% in Vex, Qact, and ṁact are at ṁact=1.7 g/s �=5.3 m3/h,
which is less than the lowest Qact that matters, by a factor of 38�;
these uncertainties reduce as ṁact increases.

6 Summary and Conclusions

�i� The nonlinear calibration characteristics of the Ball-in-
Vortex Flow-Meter �BiVFM� is mainly due to the change

Table 2 Uncertainty in experimentally derived quantities

Quantity Aex �cm2� P� �Pa� �� �kg/m3� Vex �m/s� Cd Qact �m3/h� ṁact �g/s�

Value 113.1 99983 1.148 0.13–17.2 1 5.3–700 1.69–223.22
U �Quantity� 1.9 10 0.002 0.029–0.7 0.0279 1.19–36.0 0.379–11.5

% 1.6 0.01 0.16 22.0–4.0 2.79 22.0–5.0 22.0–5.0
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in the rotation plane of the ball, from horizontal to vertical,
and/or the change in the peripheral bounding surface, from
outer periphery to inner periphery. This translation of the
ball alters the role played by its weight, Magnus lift, buoy-
ancy and centrifugal forces, in determining surface contact
friction.

�ii� The nonlinear calibration form for the different combina-
tions of plane of rotation and peripheral bounding surface
of BiVFM, is obtained by force equilibrium in the tangen-
tial direction of flow, and is given in form as, Qact

2

=a1 ·Qcal
2 +a2 ·Qact ·Qcal+a3; where, Qact, is the actual dis-

charge, and Qcal, is the discharge measured by BiVFM.
The coefficients �a1 ,a2 ,a3� take different values for the
different data sets, demarked by bifurcation. These bifur-
cation points are determined by transition in plane of ro-
tation of the ball, or transition in peripheral bounding sur-
face.

�iii� The proposed nonlinear calibration qualitatively explains
the calibration behavior of the flow-meter, and quantita-
tively justifies its incorporation over the earlier linear cali-
bration. Since this flow-meter has significantly lower pres-
sure loss as compared to other contact-type flow-meters, it
can now be effectively used for accurate flow measure-
ment, especially for gas flows, using the derived nonlinear
calibration form.

�iv� In summary, this essentially theoretical investigation, dem-
onstrates that the calibration nonlinearity of BiVFM, can
be understood and harnessed for appropriate nonlinear
calibration, from the governing mechanics of the flow-
metering principle.
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Experimental Investigation and
Modeling of Inertance Tubes
Growing interest in larger scale pulse tubes has focused attention on optimizing their
thermodynamic efficiency. For Stirling-type pulse tubes, the performance is governed by
the phase difference between the pressure and mass flow, a characteristic that can be
conveniently adjusted through the use of inertance tubes. In this paper we present a
model in which the inertance tube is divided into a large number of increments; each
increment is represented by a resistance, compliance, and inertance. This model can
include local variations along the inertance tube and is capable of predicting pressure,
mass flow rate, and the phase between these quantities at any location in the inertance
tube as well as in the attached reservoir. The model is verified through careful compari-
son with those quantities that can be easily and reliably measured; these include the
pressure variations along the length of the inertance tube and the mass flow rate into the
reservoir. These experimental quantities are shown to be in good agreement with the
model’s predictions over a wide range of operating conditions. Design charts are subse-
quently generated using the model and are presented for various operating conditions in
order to facilitate the design of inertance tubes for pulse tube refrigerators. These design
charts enable the pulse tube designer to select an inertance tube geometry that achieves
a desired phase shift for a given level of acoustic power. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1989369�

1 Introduction
The pulse tube is among the simplest of all cryocoolers and has

the advantage over the Stirling cryocooler of having no moving
parts in the cold region, resulting in high reliability, long life, and
low vibration at the cold tip. However, the thermodynamic effi-
ciency of early versions of the pulse tube was less than the Stirling
cryocooler. The Stirling cryocooler generally showed better per-
formance because the phase between the oscillating mass flow and
pressure in the expansion space is easily adjustable using the low-
temperature displacer. The optimal phase shift produces the maxi-
mum refrigeration effect per unit of working fluid mass; the work-
ing fluid mass must be processed by the regenerator and, after the
compressor, most of the losses in the cryocooler are related to the
regenerator and scale directly with the amplitude of the mass flow
rate. Therefore, optimizing the refrigeration effect per unit of
working fluid mass corresponds approximately to optimizing the
thermodynamic efficiency of the cryocooler.

The introduction of the orifice pulse tube by Mikulin �1� and
the double inlet pulse tube by Zhu et al. �2� have allowed pulse
tubes configurations to approach, and in some cases exceed �3�,
the performance of a Stirling cryocooler. The orifice in the orifice
pulse tube provided a convenient method of controlling the phase
between the mass flow rate and pressure and led directly to the
increase in efficiency. A limitation of the orifice pulse tube is that
the mass flow rate must always lead the pressure; in the limiting
case of a zero-volume pulse tube, the mass flow rate and pressure
ratio may be in phase with one another. This limitation does not
allow the thermodynamically optimal phase to be achieved in
which the pressure leads the mass flow rate at the inlet to the
expansion space.

An alternative means of adjusting the phase between the pres-
sure and mass flow rate is with an inertance tube, as reported by
Kanao et al. �4�. The inertance tube does not suffer from the same
limitation as the orifice; through proper selection of the inertance
tube geometry it is possible to force the mass flow rate to either
lead or lag the pressure. Therefore, proper implementation of an

inertance tube with a pulse tube has the potential to improve the
performance of the cryocooler. Inertance is the dynamic charac-
teristic associated with the inertia of a rapidly moving fluid. The
inertance, together with the tube’s resistance and compliance as
well as the compliance of the terminating reservoir, provides a
complex impedance at the warm end of the pulse tube. Through
proper selection of the inertance geometry it is possible to adjust
this complex impedance and therefore achieve the phase between
flow and pressure that is consistent with maximum system perfor-
mance.

The use of an inertance tube in a pulse tube cryocooler has been
discussed previously by Gardner and Swift �5� in the context of a
model that uses an electrical analogy to generate phasor diagrams
representing the mass flow rates within a pulse tube with various
types of acoustic networks, including an inertance tube. Gardner
and Swift present experimental measurements of the behavior of a
system in which an inertance and resistance is placed in parallel
with a second resistance in order to provide independent control
of the magnitude and phase of the impedance of the acoustic
network. However, the characteristics of the inertance tube are not
separated from the system level behavior. De Boer �6� presents a
detailed analytical model of an inertance pulse tube refrigerator
which solves the linearized governing equations explicitly for a
sinusoidal driving pressure. Ju et al. �7� present a series of mea-
surements of the resistance and inertance of small �0.6 to 2.0 mm�
diameter tubes at relatively high frequency �40 to 70 Hz�. These
measurements are presented, normalized against the expected val-
ues for an oscillating, laminar flow in the limit of small acoustic
amplitude.

This paper is divided into five sections in addition to this Intro-
duction. In the second section of the paper, a distributed compo-
nent inertance tube model is described that is capable of predict-
ing the inertance effect as well as the pressure variation and mass
flow rate along the length of the inertance tube. In the third sec-
tion, the model’s predictions are compared to a transmission line
model developed by Luo et al. �8� which has been experimentally
verified for operating conditions associated with low levels of
acoustic power. In the fourth section, the distributed component
model is verified at high levels of acoustic power through careful
comparison with measurements of magnitude and phase �relative
to the inlet pressure� of the pressure along the inertance tube
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length and the mass flow rate into the reservoir. These measure-
ments were obtained in experiments over a wide range of operat-
ing conditions and geometry. Design charts are generated using
the model and presented in the fifth section of the paper. These
design charts, presented in both dimensional and nondimensional
form, can be used to conveniently select inertance tube geometry
�length and diameter� for a given acoustic power and desired
phase shift. The sixth section summarizes the paper and presents
the important conclusions.

2 Distributed Component Model
The distributed component model breaks the inertance tube into

a large number �n� of segments. Each differential section of tube
is represented by a fluid resistance �Ri�, compliance �Ci�, and
inertance �Ii�. The reservoir is represented by a fluid compliance
�Crs� and a resistance that represents the entrance effects �Rent�
associated with the contraction/expansion of the fluid at the reser-
voir inlet and the pulse tube side of the inertance tube, as shown in
Fig. 1. The distributed component model will limit to the trans-
mission line model �8� if n is taken to infinity. This implementa-
tion of the distributed component model has the advantage of
allowing the consideration of entrance effects associated with the
expansion/contraction of the gas as it enters/leaves the reservoir
and pulse tube and also explicitly accounting for the spatial varia-
tion in the flow conditions along the tube by varying the charac-
teristics of the impedance components according to the local con-
ditions.

The resistance of each increment may be calculated indepen-
dently based on the local mass flow rate along the tube. The pres-
sure gradient in the inertance tube is nominally proportional to the
mass flow rate squared and therefore the resistance, which is a
linearization of the slope of the pressure gradient with mass flow
rate, must vary according to the local mass flow rate. The distrib-
uted model can explicitly account for this effect through an itera-
tive, relaxation procedure wherein the resistance values are up-
dated based on the local mass flow rate. The Fanning friction
factor of each increment of the inertance tube �f i� is calculated
assuming turbulent flow in a smooth tube �9�:

f i = 0.046 Rei
−0.2 �1�

where Rei is the local Reynolds number in each increment, calcu-
lated based on the rms value of the mass flow through that ele-
ment. The resistance of each increment �Ri� is given by

Ri =
64f iṁi�L/n�

�3�̄D5 �2�

where ṁi is the amplitude of the mass flow rate though the corre-
sponding increment, L is the total length of the inertance tube, �̄ is
the average density of the gas enclosed in the inertance tube, and
D is the inner diameter of the inertance tube. The variation in the
mass flow rate along the tube also causes the Reynolds number to
change and therefore leads to a different friction factor in each

element. Note that the oscillating flow in the inertance tube is
likely to be characterized by a resistance per unit length that is
larger than predicted by Eqs. �1� and �2� based on the ratio of the
viscous penetration depth to the boundary layer thickness. The
compliance �Ci� and the inertance �Ii� of each increment are given
by

Ci =
�D2�L/n�

4�RgT̄
�3�

Ii =
4L

n�D2 �4�

where � is the heat capacity ratio, Rg is the gas constant, and T̄ is
the mean temperature of the gas in the tube which is assumed to
be room temperature. The general time-dependent equation for the
pressure drop across a segment of tube ��pi� can be written as

�pi = ṁiRi + Ci
dṁi

dt
+ Ii� ṁdt �5�

Therefore, the impedance associated with the compliance, iner-
tance, and resistance of any segment �ZC,i, ZL,i and ZR,i� are given
by Eqs. �6�–�8�, respectively:

ZC,i =
1

j�Ci
�6�

ZI,i = j�Ii �7�

ZR,i = Ri �8�

where j is the square root of negative one and � is the operating
frequency. The impedance of the resistance associated with con-
traction or expansion at the reservoir inlet �Zent associated with
Rent� can be significant in some conditions and may either be
experimentally determined or, as in this paper, modeled through
the use of an orifice equation with a discharge coefficient.

The distributed component model may be represented as a set
of cascaded impedances; the reservoir is represented by the inner-
most impedance and the total inertance tube/reservoir system is
represented by the outermost impedance. Integer subscripts are
used to indicate the position of the mass flow rate, pressure, or
impedance value within the network; the subscript 1 indicates the
discrete element that is adjacent to the reservoir and the subscript
n indicates the element adjacent to the pulse tube. The entire
network, as considered, can be divided into discrete components
of impedance that are connected in parallel and in series; the
subscripts s and p denote impedances that are in series and in
parallel, respectively. These impedances in array notation are
given by Eqs. �9� and �10� and can conveniently be computed
sequentially, starting with the innermost impedance and working
towards the outermost:

Fig. 1 Schematic of the distributed component model of the inertance
tube/reservoir system. Note that the inertance tube is broken into discrete
segments that are represented using a capacitance, resistance, and
inertance.
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Zrsv = ZR,ent,rsv + ZC,rsv �9�

Zs,1 = Zrsv + ZR,1 + ZI,1 �10�

Zs,i = Zp,i−1 + ZR,i + ZI,i, i = 2, . . . ,n �11�

Zp,i = � 1

Zs,i
+

1

ZC,i
�−1

, i = 1, . . . ,n �12�

The total impedance of the network Ztotal is the sum of the nth
impedance in parallel �Zp,n� and an additional impedance related
to the entrance effect on the pulse tube side:

Ztotal = ZR,ent,pt + Zp,n �13�
The magnitude of the mass flow rate at the inertance tube entrance
�ṁn+1� is calculated from the ratio of the pressure amplitude ap-

plied to the inertance tube inlet �P̃pt� to the magnitude of the total
impedance �Ztotal�:

ṁn+1 =
P̃pt

�Ztotal�
�14�

The phase shift between the mass flow rate and pressure ��pt� is
related to the angle of the total impedance:

�pt = − �Ztotal �15�
In addition to the total impedance of the network, the variation of
the mass flow rate and pressure amplitude along the inertance tube
can be determined using this model. Having carried out the over-
all system analysis described above, these intermediate values can
most conveniently be calculated sequentially starting with the out-
ermost impedance and working inwards towards the reservoir:

mC,i =
P̃i+1

ZC,i
, i = n, . . . ,1 �16�

ṁi = ṁi−1 − ṁC,i, i = n, . . . ,1 �17�

P̃i = P̃i+1 − ṁi�ZR,i + ZI,i�, i = n, . . . ,1, �18�
Note that the mass flow rate entering the reservoir is equal to the
mass flow rate leaving the inertance tube, ṁ1. The acoustic power

�Ẇac� flowing through a pulse-tube is

Ẇac =
ṁn+1P̃pi

2P̄
RTh cos �pt,h �19�

where P̄ is the mean operating pressure. Substituting Eq. �14� into
Eq. �19� leads to

Ẇac = RTh

P̃pt
2

2P̄�Ztotal�
cos �pt,h �20�

The model is implemented using the Engineering Equation Solver
�EES� software �10�. Sensitivity studies indicate that the predicted
impedance is insensitive to n, the number of components used to
model the inertance tube, provided n is at least 10; this value is
used for all subsequent predictions.

3 Comparison of the Distributed Component Model
Against Published Results

Luo et al. �8� present an inertance tube model based on trans-
mission line theory that has been verified against experiments per-
formed at low acoustic powers �1–40 W� and high frequencies
�30–90 Hz�; therefore it is worth comparing the predictions of the
distributed component model, described in the previous section,
against the transmission line model. The results reported in �8� are

presented in terms of the dimensionless diameter �D̄�, length �L̄�,

and acoustic power �Ẇ¯ ac�. The dimensionless diameter is defined
as

D̄ =
D

�
�21�

where � is the viscous penetration depth, given by the square root
of the kinematic viscosity ��� over the operating frequency ���.
The dimensionless length is defined as

L̄ =
L

	
�22�

where 	 is the wavelength, given by the ratio of the speed of
sound �a� to the operating frequency. The dimensionless acoustic
power is defined as

Ẇ
¯

=
4Ẇac

�D2P̄a
�23�

Figure 2 illustrates the phase angle ��pt,h� as a function of the
dimensionless length for two different dimensionless diameters,
assuming an infinite reservoir volume and a pressure ratio, defined
as the ratio of the highest to the lowest pressure experienced dur-
ing a cycle, of 1.1. Note that in Fig. 2 a negative value of the
phase angle corresponds to pressure leading the mass flow rate
whereas the phase reported in �8� has the opposite convention. For
short dimensionless lengths the two models agree well whereas
there is some discrepancy for the longer dimensionless lengths,
particularly for the smaller dimensionless diameter case. This dis-
crepancy is possibly related to the fact that the transmission line
model, as implemented in �8�, does not adjust the local resistance
based on the local mass flow rate, an effect that becomes more
pronounced at longer lengths and smaller diameters. Figure 3 il-
lustrates the dimensionless acoustic power as a function of the
dimensionless length for two different dimensionless diameters,
assuming an infinite reservoir volume and a pressure ratio of 1.3.

4 Experimental Verification of the Distributed Com-
ponent Model

The distributed component model has been verified through
careful comparison with experimental measurements of the pres-
sure along the inertance tube and the mass flow rate into the
reservoir at higher acoustic power levels �up to 2.5 kW� and lower
frequency �less than 20 Hz�. Figure 4 illustrates a schematic of the

Fig. 2 Comparison of the phase predicted by the distributed
component model with the transmission line model predictions
presented by Luo et al. †8‡
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experimental setup. Pressures are measured at the inertance tube
inlet and exit, at various positions along the inertance tube, and in
the reservoir. The mass flow rate into the reservoir can be inferred
by assuming ideal gas behavior, an adiabatic reservoir, and also
that the gas enters the reservoir always at the ambient temperature
as described by Ju et al. �7� who verified that this technique yields
results that are within 3.3% of mass flow rates measured directly
using a hot wire anemometer. These assumptions allow the ampli-
tude of the reservoir mass flow rate �ṁrsv� to be computed based
on the amplitude of the pressure variation measured in the reser-

voir �P̃rsv�.
Figure 5 illustrates the phase between the pressure in the reser-

voir and the mass flow rate at the reservoir end of the inertance
tube predicted by the model and inferred from the data for an
inertance tube with an inner diameter of 7.9 mm. Figure 6 illus-
trates the magnitude of the mass flow rate at the reservoir end of
the same inertance tube predicted by the model and inferred from
the data. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the same quantities for an
inertance tube with an inner diameter of 11.1 mm. All data pre-
sented are for a compressor frequency of 15.3 Hz using helium at
nominally 20 °C. Reasonable agreement for the mass flow rate at
the reservoir end of the inertance tube is seen for both the
11.1 mm id and 7.9 mm id tubes for inertance tube lengths larger
than about 3 m. The prediction of the phase is also good; the
maximum deviation between predicted and measured phase is
15°.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the predicted and measured pressure
variation for a 6.1 m long inertance tube with an 11.1 mm inner
diameter operating at 15.3 Hz. Figure 9 presents data and model
predictions half-way along the inertance tube length �i.e., at
3.05 m� while Fig. 10 illustrates the same information at the inlet
to the reservoir. Notice that the predicted pressure and measured
amplitude and phase �with respect to the inertance tube inlet pres-

Fig. 5 Phase between the pressure in the reservoir and the
mass flow rate at the reservoir end of the inertance tube as a
function of inertance tube length for a 7.9 mm i.d. tube
„15.3 Hz… predicted by model and inferred from measurements

Fig. 6 Mass flow rate at the reservoir end of the inertance tube
as a function of inertance tube length for a 7.9 mm i.d. tube
„15.3 Hz… predicted by model and inferred from measurements

Fig. 7 Phase between the pressure in the reservoir and the
mass flow rate at the reservoir end of the inertance tube as a
function of inertance tube length for a 11.1 mm i.d. tube
„15.3 Hz… predicted by model and inferred from measurements

Fig. 3 Comparison of the dimensionless acoustic power pre-
dicted by the distributed component model with the transmis-
sion line model predictions presented by Luo et al. †8‡

Fig. 4 Schematic of the experimental setup
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sure� agree extremely well. This close agreement was observed
for other diameters, lengths, and operating frequencies. A more
interesting demonstration of the fidelity of the model would be
between predicted and measured mass flow rate and phase at the
pulse tube end of the inertance tube; unfortunately, these measure-
ments were not available.

5 Design Charts
The agreement between the predictions and measurements de-

scribed in the previous section is considered partial validation of
the distributed component model and therefore the model is used
as a potential design tool and exercised in order to develop design
charts for inertance tubes. These are convenient graphical repre-
sentations of modeling results that can be used by a pulse tube
designer in order to determine the length and diameter of an iner-
tance tube that will provide a given acoustic power and a desired
phase shift. In this section, design charts are presented in dimen-
sional and nondimensional form for several, typical operating
conditions.

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the phase between the mass flow
rate and pressure at the inlet of the inertance tube and the acoustic
power entering the inertance tube, respectively, as a function of

Fig. 10 Measured and predicted pressure variation at the res-
ervoir inlet for a 6.1 m long inertance tube with an 11.1 mm
inner diameter „15.3 Hz…. Also shown is the measured pressure
variation at the inertance tube inlet.

Fig. 11 Phase between the mass flow rate and pressure at the
inertance tube inlet as a function of length for various diam-
eters „at 30 Hz, a pressure ratio of 1.1, and a mean pressure of
25 bars…. Also shown are three combinations of diameter and
length that yield a desired phase of −60°.

Fig. 12 Acoustic power as a function of length for various di-
ameters „at 30 Hz, a pressure ratio of 1.1, and a mean pressure
of 25 bars…. Also shown are three combinations of diameter and
length that yield a desired phase of −60°.

Fig. 8 Mass flow rate at the reservoir end of the inertance tube
as a function of inertance tube length for a 11.1 mm i.d. tube
„15.3 Hz… predicted by model and inferred from measurements

Fig. 9 Measured and predicted pressure variation half-way
along „i.e., at 3.05 m… a 6.1 m long inertance tube with an
11.1 mm inner diameter „15.3 Hz…. Also shown is the measured
pressure variation at the inertance tube inlet.
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the inertance tube length for several values of inertance tube di-
ameter. These figures were generated assuming an operating fre-
quency of 30 Hz, a pressure ratio of 1.1, and a mean pressure of
25 bars with helium gas. Figures 11 and 12 together can be used
to select an inertance tube geometry for a desired phase shift and
a given acoustic power. However, this is not a convenient method
of presenting this information. For example, if the desired phase
shift is −60° and the acoustic power is 75 W, then Fig. 11 pro-
vides at least three different diameter/length combinations that
satisfy the phase requirement, including 4.0 mm/3.0 m,
6.0 mm/1.8 m, and 8.0 mm/1.5 m. These combinations must
subsequently be evaluated using Fig. 12 in order to determine
which combination provides the correct acoustic power; it can be
seen that only the 6.0 mm/1.8 m combination provides the de-
sired acoustic power. Considerable iteration between Figs. 11 and
12 might be necessary when interpolation between diameters and
lengths is required in cases where the desired phase and acoustic
power do not line up precisely with the curves.

A more convenient presentation format would show both acous-
tic power and phase information on the same figure. Figure 13

illustrates contours of constant length and constant diameter in the
space of acoustic power �plotted on a logarithmic scale� and
phase. Diameters �inner diameter� ranging from 2 to 24 mm in
2 mm increments are indicated in Fig. 13 as the lighter curves and
lengths ranging from 0.5 to 21.0 m in 0.5 m increments are indi-
cated by the heavy, solid curves. The numbers indicated on the
constant length curves indicate the length in meters.

There are a few interesting things to notice in Fig. 13. The
cyclic nature of the phase as a function of the length �see Fig. 11�
shows up in Fig. 13 in the way that the constant length contours
progress back-and-forth across the figure as the length is in-
creased. As a result of this oscillating behavior, there are regions
of acoustic power and phase that are unattainable to the pulse tube
designer. With a very low power pulse tube, for example, a pulse
tube designer requiring 30 W of acoustic power could not expect
the pressure to lead the mass flow rate by more than about 45°.
The phase achievable by smaller power pulse tubes would be even
more limited. While there are some combinations of acoustic
power and phase that are unattainable for any inertance tube ge-
ometry, there are others that can be obtained using more than one

Fig. 13 Contours of constant length and constant diameter shown in the
space of acoustic power and phase „assuming an operating frequency of
30 Hz, a pressure ratio of 1.2, 25 bar mean pressure, and a 7.6 liter reservoir
volume…

Fig. 14 Inertance tube design chart at 30 Hz and 1.2 pressure ratio, 25 bar
mean pressure, and 7.6 liter reservoir volume for short inertance tubes. Bold
lines represent various lengths „m….
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combination of diameter and length. Figures 14 shows an ex-
panded view of Fig. 13 in the range of phase angle that is most
relevant for pulse tube designs; inner diameter contours are shown
from 2 to 24 mm in 2 mm increments and only the short tube
length contours, those lengths which represent the first oscillation
of the phase with respect to length, are illustrated for clarity with
relevant lengths spaced in 0.5 m increments. The smallest diam-
eter corresponds to the smallest acoustic powers; with increasing
diameter, the acoustic power increases. Lines of constant lengths
and diameters seem to mesh a surface that corresponds to half of
an oblate ellipsoid of revolution. Figure 15 shows a design chart
for short inertance tubes operating at 40 Hz, a pressure ratio of
1.2, 25 bar mean pressure, and a 7.6 liter reservoir volume. Figure
16 shows a design charts for short inertance tubes operating at
50 Hz, a pressure ratio of 1.2, 25 bar mean pressure, and a
7.6 liter reservoir volume. Figures 14–16 are strictly valid only
for a 7.6 liter reservoir volume. Under most of the conditions
considered this is essentially equivalent to an infinitely large res-
ervoir volume; however, for the small length and large diameter
inertance tubes this is not true and the results are very sensitive to

the size of the reservoir. Therefore, caution should be used when
applying these design charts to regions corresponding to small
phase and high acoustic power.

Dimensionless design charts can be used to consolidate the
large number of design charts that would otherwise be required
for varying mean pressure and frequency. The dimensionless
groups suggested by Luo et al. �8� and introduced in the previous
chapter are shown for pressure ratios of 1.1 and 1.3 in Figs. 17
and 18, respectively, for a 7.6 liter reservoir volume. Dimension-
less inner diameter contours are shown from 5 to 70 in increments
of 5. Bold lines represent contours of constant dimensionless
length �their labels indicate their dimensionless length�. Paramet-
ric analysis has shown that the dependence of the dimensionless
charts on mean pressure or frequency is negligible.

6 Conclusions
The distributed component model of an inertance tube, de-

scribed in this paper, divides the inertance tube into discrete in-
crements, each represented by a resistance, compliance, and iner-

Fig. 15 Inertance tube design chart at 40 Hz and 1.2 pressure ratio, 25 bar
mean pressure, and 7.6 liter reservoir volume for short inertance tubes. Bold
lines represent various lengths „m….

Fig. 16 Inertance tube design chart at 50 Hz and 1.2 pressure ratio, 25 bar
mean pressure, and 7.6 liter reservoir volume for short inertance tubes. Bold
lines represent various lengths „m….
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tance. If enough increments are used and the variation of the flow
resistance is ignored, the distributed component model yields the
same predictions as the transmission line model. However, the
advantage of the distributed model over the transmission line
model is its ability to model the axial variation in the resistance of
the inertance tube and the associated variation in the mass flow
rate amplitude along the tube, as well as its physically intuitive
nature. Also, the distributed component model is capable of in-
cluding the fluid resistance associated with contraction/expansion
at the interface between the reservoir and the inertance tube. The
distributed component model was verified through an extensive
comparison with the predicted and measured values of the time
varying mass flow rate into the reservoir �inferred from the reser-
voir pressure� and the measured and predicted pressure along the
line and in the inertance tube.

The distributed component model was used to develop design
charts showing contours of constant inertance tube length and
diameter as a function of phase and acoustic power for compres-
sor frequencies of 30, 40, and 50 Hz at a pressure ratio of 1.2, a
reservoir volume of 7.6 liter, and a mean pressure of 25 bar. A
complete set of design charts would require a comprehensive
variation of pressure ratio, reservoir volume, and mean pressure.

However, the dependence of the dimensionless length, diameter,
and acoustic power on mean pressure and frequency was found to
be negligible. Therefore, dimensionless design charts are pre-
sented for pressure ratios of 1.1 and 1.3 and a fixed reservoir
volume of 7.6 liter. Together, these charts allow the pulse tube
designer to conveniently specify the inertance tube geometry that
will yield a desired acoustic power and phase. Examination of the
design curves shows that there are regions of operation, specifi-
cally very small acoustic powers and large, negative phase angle,
which cannot be obtained by any combination of inertance tube
diameter and length. There are other regions where multiple com-
binations of length and diameter can be used to obtain a given
phase and acoustic pressure.

Nomenclature
a 
 speed of sound, m/s
C 
 compliance, s2-m
D 
 diameter of inertance tube, m

D̄ 
 dimensionless diameter of inertance tube
f 
 Fanning friction factor
I 
 inertance, 1/m

Fig. 17 Dimensionless inertance tube design chart at 1.1 pressure ratio and
7.6 liter reservoir volume for short inertance tubes. Bold lines represent vari-
ous dimensionless lengths.

Fig. 18 Dimensionless inertance tube design chart at 1.3 pressure ratio and
7.6 liter reservoir volume for short inertance tubes. Bold lines represent vari-
ous dimensionless lengths.
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L 
 length of inertance tube, m

L̄ 
 dimensionless length of inertance tube
ṁ 
 amplitude of mass flow rate, kg/s
n 
 number of increments used in model
P 
 pressure, Pa

P̄ 
 average pressure, Pa

P̃ 
 amplitude of pressure variation, Pa
R 
 fluid resistance, 1/m-s

Re 
 Reynolds number
Rg 
 gas constant, N-m/kg-K

T 
 temperature, K
V 
 volume, m3

Ẇ 
 power, W
ZC 
 impedance associated with compliance, 1/m-s
ZI 
 impedance associated with inertance, 1/m-s
ZR 
 impedance associated with resistance, 1/m-s

� 
 viscous penetration depth, m
�p 
 pressure drop, Pa

� 
 ratio of specific heat capacities
	 
 wavelength, m
� 
 kinematic viscosity, m2/s
� 
 angle, rad
�̄ 
 nominal density, kg/m3

� 
 operating frequency, rad/s

Subscripts
ac 
 acoustic
c 
 cold end temperature

ent 
 entrance
h 
 hot end temperature
i 
 subscript of inertance tube increment

pt 
 pulse tube
rsv 
 reservoir

s 
 impedances in series
total 
 total impedance of reservoir/inertance tube

system
p 
 impedances in parallel
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1 Introduction
This research was performed to determine the performance of a

jet pump when the viscosity and density of the primary �or power�
liquid are different from the viscosity and density of the secondary
�or pumped� liquid. Engineers face this problem in several engi-
neering applications �1,2�. Using one-dimensional assumptions, a
theory has been developed �3,4� and validated �5,6� for jet pumps
for water–water flow. The one-dimensional theory has been used
�7–9� for two-phase flow in jet pumps. However, little research
has investigated the use of two different liquids �10�. The second
objective of this research is to study the mixing process analyti-
cally and experimentally. The one-dimensional theory, was altered
to account for difference of the viscosities and densities of the two
liquids. Experimental verification of the theoretical results was
carried out by tests to measure the performance of the jet pump
and the wall static pressure variation along the mixing chamber.

2 One-Dimensional Equations for the Jet Pump Per-
formance

The one-dimensional flow assumptions are

1. Streams are one-dimensional at the entrance and exit of the
mixing chamber.

2. Mixing is completed in the mixing chamber area.
3. Spacing between the nozzle exit and inlet of mixing cham-

ber is zero, which is attainable due to the small nozzle di-
ameter, relative to the large diameter of the mixing chamber.

Momentum and continuity equations �3� were applied to differ-
ent sections of the jet pump, namely the suction, inlet, and outlet
of the mixing chamber and the outlet of the diffuser. From this,
the relationships between M, N, and � and the performance of the
jet pump were determined.

N=numerator/denominator, where

numerator = A + B − C �1�

denominator = D − A − E �2�
Where

A = †1 − Kdiff − �At/Adiff�2
‡

B = 2†�1 + M�−1�R−1�1 + �M�−1 − 1�

+ M�1 + M�−1��M�1 − R�−1�1 + �M�−1 − 1�‡ − Kt

C = �M2
†�1 + M�−1�1 − R�−2�1 + �M�−1Cds

−2
‡

D = �1 + �M��1 + M�−1
†R−2�Cdn�1 + M��−2

‡

E = 2†�1 + M�−1�R−1�1 + �M�−1 − 1�

+ M�1 + M�−1��M�1 − R�−1�1 + �M�−1 − 1�‡ − Kt

The coefficient of loss in the mixing chamber, Kt, is set as a
function of Reynolds number in the form

Kt = �/Re� �3�

where Re= ��mVtDt� /�m, Vt= �Qp+Qs� /At, �m= ��pQp+�sQs� /Qd,
�m=��o+ �1−���w, and �� and �� are constants, derived from
the experimental data.

Calculation of M versus N and � were carried out for the cases
of water–water flow and water–oil flow, assuming Cdn=0.96,
Cds=0.9, and Kt=377.5/Re0.63 to estimate the impact of the ve-
locity and density on performance.

Figure 1 shows the changes in M, N, and �, under differing
density ratios, � holding viscosity ratio, Rv constant. Figure 2
shows that, at the highest efficiency, both M and � are increased
by increasing �, but the pressure ratio, N, does not change appre-
ciably. Further, at constant ��� and differing Rv, Figs. 3 and 4
show that, at the highest efficiency points, both M and � decrease
appreciably as Rv increases, while N does not change much.

3 Test-rig and Experimental Results
A diagrammatic sketch of the test loop is shown in Fig. 5. It

consists of a transparent Perspex jet pump and a water pump
driven by a 1.5 horsepower electric motor. The pump has a duty of
1.33	10−3 m3/s at 33.5 m head of water and is connected to a
lower sheet-metal water tank. A 235l sheet-metal suction tank for
the secondary liquid is elevated 1 m above ground level, and a
290l “accumulating and separator” liquid reservoir is used. Two
orifice meters were used, one to measure the flow rate of the
power fluid and the other to measure the flow rate of the second-
ary fluid from the suction tank. Mercury and water differential
manometers are used to measure the differential heads across the
orifice meters. The pump dimensions were calculated according to
the best ratios developed by previous research �3� for R=0.34 in a
similar system. Calibrated pressure gauges measured pressure
heads in the suction chamber, Pn, and at the outlet point of the jet
pump, Pd. Static pressures across the mixing chamber and diffuser
section were measured by a pressure gauge at four points, equally
spaced along the mixing chamber and at the midpoint of the dif-
fuser. The power liquid was always water, while three types of
liquids were used as suction fluid: �1� water; �2� light crude oil
�Sp.Gr. =0.85 and 
=29.4 centistokes at 25°C�; and �3� very
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viscous crude oil �Sp.Gr. =0.98 and 
=357 centistokes at 25°C�.
The jet pump efficiency curves are plotted in Fig. 6, for the water/
water flow, water/light oil flow, and water/heavy oil flow. The
theoretical results plotted against experimental results in Fig. 7,
for the cases of water/water flow and water/light oil flow. Uncer-
tainty analysis was carried out using the method developed by
Kline and McClintock �11� and gave the results shown in Table 1.

4 Two-dimensional Analytical Study of the Mixing
Process

A computer program was used to solve the Navier–Stokes
equations for the axially symmetric two-phase turbulent flow �12�
based on the finite-difference method, together with a two-
equation turbulence model. The flow is bubbly, so the coefficient
of drag �F� is taken as

F = − CD��wd�/���v − u� �4�

where CD is the drag coefficient, calculated by an empirical cor-
relation �13�, �w is the density of the continuous phase, and d� is
the droplet diameter.

Turbulent correlations appearing in the equations of the mean
motion of both phases and the kinetic energy of turbulence and its
dissipation rate for the carrier fluid are modeled through turbulent
exchange coefficients and mean gradients.

The interaction between the phases was accounted for by in-
cluding interfacial drag in the corresponding momentum equa-
tions. The parameters to be determined were the pressure, velocity
component of each phase, the void fraction of each phase, and the
turbulence energy and its dissipation.

The solution domain is subdivided into a number of finite cells,
each of which encloses an imaginary grid node, at which all of the
dependent variables are calculated with the exception of the ve-
locities, which are caused to lie on the cell boundaries where they
are used for mass flux computations. Algebraic finite difference
counterparts of the differential equations were derived for each
cell by a combination of formal integration and approximation.

5 Static Pressure Distribution Along the Jet Pump and
Determination of the Pressure Loss Coefficient, Kt, In-
side Mixing Chamber

Static pressure was measured along the mixing chamber and
diffuser, and in the outlet of the diffuser. The measured pressure
distributions are plotted in Fig. 8 for the three secondary liquids.
The pressure distribution is negative in the inlet of the mixing
chamber due to the acceleration of velocity in the mixing zone,
and begins to rise near the middle of the mixing chamber due to
the decrease of total momentum. The mixing process is begun in
the mixing chamber and is completed in the diffuser. Kt is experi-
mentally derived by applying following equations:

The actual pressure rise in the mixing chamber:

��Pms� = �Pd − Ps� − 0.5�m�diff�Vt − Vdiff� �5�

The theoretical pressure rise in the mixing chamber ��Pth�:

�Pth = ��1/At��mpVn + msVs − Vt�mp + ms��� �6�
and the coefficient of pressure losses:

Kt = ��Pth − �Pms�/�0.5�mVt
2� �7�

Reynolds number �Re� plotted versus Kt in Fig. 9.

6 Main Observations and Discussion
The validity of the theoretical analysis is proved by comparing

the experimental performance curves with the theoretical curves
�Fig. 7�. At a constant viscosity ratio and variable density ratio, it
is observed that there is no appreciable change for N with increas-

Fig. 1 M versus N at constant viscosity ratio and variable den-
sity ratio

Fig. 2 Variation of M, N, and best efficiency with different den-
sity ratio

Fig. 3 M versus N at constant density ratio and variable vis-
cosity ratio

Fig. 4 Variation of M, N, and best efficiency with different vis-
cosity ratio
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ing density. At best efficiency, both M and � increase gradually
with increasing density ratio. This is probably related to the fact
that, as the density ratio increases, Reynolds number increases.
However, the coefficient of pressure loss in the mixing chamber
�Kt� decreases slightly at high Reynolds number and consequently
has only a small influence on the pressure ratio N. At constant
density and varying viscosity ratio, N decreases slightly with an
increase in the viscosity ratio. At best efficiency, both M and �
decrease sharply with an increasing viscosity ratio. The reason for

this is probably the same as for the effect of the density ratio, but
the change is limited, especially at higher Reynolds numbers.
Consequently, N changes only slightly.

7 Conclusions
A one-dimensional theoretical equation for the performance of

the jet pump is developed when the viscosity and density of the

Fig. 5 Diagrammatic sketch of test rig

Fig. 6 Experimental jet pump performance: „A… water/water; „B… water/light oil; „C… water/heavy oil

Fig. 7 Experimental against theoretical jet pump performance: „A… water/water and „B… water/light oil
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primary liquid are different from those of the secondary flow.
Comparison between the results of the theoretical equations and
experimental results shows close agreement.

The empirical formula: Kt=379/Re0.63, is obtained experimen-
tally by relating the pressure loss coefficient in the mixing cham-
ber �Kt�, to the Reynolds number calculated from the density,
viscosity, and velocity of the mixture inside the mixing chamber
�Kt−Re�. To pump an extremely viscous crude oil, a longer mix-
ing chamber is needed to get a good mixing between this oil and
the powered water flow.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Meaning Unit
A area m2

Cd discharge coefficient —
D diameter mm
K pressure loss coefficient —
m mass flow rate Kgm/s
M mass ratio=ms /mp= ��sQs� / ��pQp� —
N pressure ratio= �Pd-Ps� / �Pn-Pd� —
P pressure Pa
Q flow rate L/s=10−3 m3/s
R area ratio=An /At —
Re Reynolds number=�mVtVt /�m —
Rv viscosity ratio=�s /�p —
Sp.Gr. specific gravity
T dimensionless pressure=�2�P− Ps� /�mVt

2� —
u velocity of the dispersed

phase �light oil or heavy oil� m/s
v velocity of the carrier phase �water� m/s
V velocity m/s
W-HO water–heavy oil —
W-LO water–light oil —
W-W water–water —
X distance from inlet to mixing chamber mm
� density of fluid Kgm/m3

� density ratio=�s /�p —
� =�p /�s —
� efficiency=100�Qs�Pd-Ps� /Qp�Pn-Pd��

=100 M 	N %
� void fraction=Qs / �Qs+Qp� —
� dynamic viscosity of the fluid pa s

 viscosity of the fluid centistokes
Subscripts
d delivery
D drag
m mixture
ms measured
n nozzle or normal
o oil
s suction
t mixing chamber
diff diffuser
th theoretical

Table 1 Results of Uncertainty Analysis

Item
Uncertainty

for water–water flow, %
Uncertainty

for water–oil flow, %

M 0.893 2.965
N 1.31 0.822
� 0.115 0.174

Fig. 8 Pressure distribution along the jet pump

Fig. 9 Re versus Kt
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Introduction
The discharge of non-Newtonian liquids from tanks is a subject

of very few publications, e.g. Refs. �1,2�. In Ref. �1�, the correla-
tion equation for the coefficient of gravitational discharge of non-
Newtonian liquids from tanks is proposed in the form

� = �0,101 − 0,0164�L

d
�0,48�ReMR

0,426 �1�

where

ReMR =
v2−ndn�

k�3n + 1

4n
�n

8n−1

=
vd�

k�3n + 1

4n
�n�8v

d
�n−1 �2�

Equation �1� has a general character because it describes a dis-
charge coefficient depending on the Reynolds number ReMR and
discharge orifice geometry. Equation �1� describes a broad range
of experimental data obtained in Ref. �1� with mean error 5.7%. It
holds for 0.005m�d�0.017m ; 0�L /d�3; 1.45 Pa sn�k
�15.1 Pa sn ; 0.474�n�0.606; 0.0495�ReMR�100.

In the case of non-Newtonian liquids discharged from tanks
there is a problem of a correct definition of the Reynolds number
in the orifice. The Metzner-Reed Reynolds number applied to cor-
relate experimental data �3� refers to the steady-state flow of non-
Newtonian liquids in pipes. It is based on the nominal value of
shear rate � at the pipe wall equal to 8v /d. In the case of liquid
discharge through a short orifice, the flow is usually not fully
developed �inlet region of the pipe�, so the rheological properties
of the liquid are determined by the mean value of shear rate in the
whole cross section of the orifice which was defined by the equa-
tion

� =
Fv
d

�3�

where F is the constant dependent on liquid rheological properties
and the orifice geometry L /d. Thus the definition of Metzner-Reed
Reynolds number does not reflect fully the character of liquid flow
in the orifice.

The aim of this study is to propose a definition of the Reynolds
number based on the mean shear rate � in the entire volume of the
discharge orifice.

To specify the mean value of shear rate for the flow of non-
Newtonian liquid in the orifice, a series of numerical simulations

were performed using FLUENT® software. Results were discussed
in Ref. �1�. Figure 1 shows examples of the simulation of velocity
and pressure distribution in the discharge orifice.

In order to refer to changes in the velocity profile formed in the
orifice, simulations were made for a dozen of cases of liquid dis-
charge to determine velocity profiles in several cross sections of
the orifice at different distances z from the tank bottom. The simu-
lations for different geometries of the orifice L /d were carried out
for the discharge of non-Newtonian liquids with the rheological
parameter of power-law model n ranging from 0.47 to 0.76 and
for Newtonian liquid �starch syrup� of viscosity �=0.1 Pa s. Fig-
ure 2 shows examples of changes in the liquid velocity profiles
during its discharge. As follows from the analysis of these dia-
grams, the velocity profiles assumed different shapes depending
on the ratio of the distance from the tank bottom to orifice diam-
eter z /d. The diagrams reveal that on the plane of the tank bottom
�z /d=0�, the shape of velocity profiles is flattest, while with an
increase of the distance from this surface, the flow becomes more
formed. The most formed velocity profile occurs at the outlet of
the orifice z /d=L /d.

On the basis of velocity profiles the mean values of shear rates
were calculated from the equation

�̇av =

	
i=1

j−1 
vzi
− vzi+1


��xi+1
2 − xi

2�

xi+1 − xi

�xj
2 �4�

where vz is the local flow velocity in direction z and x is the
distance from the pipe axis. The values of constant F in Eq. �3�
were also determined. Parameter F for mean shear rates at several
dimensionless distances from the tank bottom z /d for different
orifice geometries L /d and different liquids is shown in Fig. 3. As
follows from this figure, the values of F depend on the type of
discharged liquid and z /d ratio. For a growing value of z /d pa-
rameter F also increases tending to a constant value.

To determine mean values of shear rates, in the entire discharge
orifice mean values of constant F characterizing the tested liquid
and a given orifice geometry L /d were determined. To accomplish
this, the values of constant F were integrated numerically by the
trapezoid method. The following equation was used in the algo-
rithm of calculations:

Fav =

	
i=1

j−1
Fi + Fi+1

2
�zi+1 − zi�

L
�5�

where j is the number of values of parameter F for the given
orifice geometry L /d.

Next, coefficient Fav was approximated by the correlation equa-
tion that made dependent its value on L /d ratio and rheological
parameter of power-law model n of the liquid tested. The follow-
ing form of the proposed equation was obtained by means of data
correlation

Fav = 4.74 + 0.395�L

d
�0.113

− 3.15�1 − n�4.2. �6�

Figure 4 presents a comparison of constant Fav obtained on the
basis of numerical calculations and correlation equation �6�. The
mean relative error of this approximation for 24 calculation points
did not exceed 0.4%.

Table 1 gives the values of constant Fav obtained for the dis-
charge of different non-Newtonian liquids through an orifice of
geometry L /d=3 and value of coefficient Fmax corresponding to
the maximum shear rate �max at the pipe wall of the same diam-
eter in the conditions of formed flow of the same non-Newtonian
liquids. The value of constant Fmax was determined from the re-
lation
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Fmax =
d

v
�̇max �7�

where

�̇max =
3n + 1

4n

8v
d

�8�

is the value of corrected shear rate at the pipe wall that occurs
during the non-Newtonian flow of liquid described by the power-
law model with rheological parameter n �4�.

As follows from Table 1, the values of coefficient Fav are much
lower than the values of coefficient Fmax. This confirms the state-
ment that in the case of discharge of non-Newtonian liquids from
a tank through a short orifice, the mean shear rate in the discharge
orifice does not correspond to the shear rate at the orifice wall
which occurs in the definition of Metzner-Reed Reynolds number.
So, the value of the Metzner-Reed Reynolds number does not
correspond to the real value of the Reynolds number in the dis-
charge orifice. A similar character of changes in the value of Fav
was obtained for other orifice geometries L /d.

In view of the above conclusions, the following definition is
proposed for Reynolds number that takes into account the mean
shear rate in the entire orifice volume:

ReF =
vd�

k�Favv
d

�n−1 �9�

with Fav determined by Eq. �6�.
The equation Favv /d determines the mean value of shear rate

for the whole orifice.
Figure 5 shows the same experimental values of discharge co-

efficient � that were used when deriving correlation equation �1�
as a function of the Reynolds number ReF calculated from Eq. �9�
and orifice geometry L /d for non-Newtonian liquids with different
rheological parameters. For the Reynolds number ReF�100 the
values of discharge coefficient � are defined by the equation

� = �0.108 − 0.02�L

d
�0.417�ReF

0.428 �10�

Curves described by Eq. �10� are illustrated in Fig. 5 as solid
lines.

Fig. 1 Distribution of local velocities „m/s… and pressure „Pa…
in the orifice region for the discharge of 1.6% CMC solution,
L /d=1, d=17 mm, H=0.13 m

Fig. 2 Formation of liquid velocity profiles during discharge of
1.6% CMC solution from a tank through the orifice of L /d
=3, d=8 mm. Rheological liquid parameters k=0.115 Pa sn , n
=0.756.

Fig. 3 Constant F in Eq. „3… in different cross sections of the
discharge orifice at different distances z /d. Symbols as in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 Comparison of constant Fav obtained on the basis of
numerical calculations and correlation equation „6… for different
orifice geometries L /d and different liquids. Symbols as in
Fig. 5.
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Figure 6 shows a comparison of discharge coefficient � ob-
tained experimentally and calculated from Eq. �10�. The correla-
tion coefficient for 241 experimental points obtained in the inves-
tigations was R=0.993, and the mean relative error was equal to
5.1%.

Equation �10� proposed in this study, that describes discharge
coefficient � in a wide range of changes in the non-Newtonian

liquid discharge velocity and geometry of the orifice, has not been
presented in literature so far. It holds for 0.005 m�d
�0.017 m ; 0�L /d�3 ; 1.45 Pa sn�k�15.1 Pa sn ; 0.474�n
�0.606 ; 0.0490�ReF�100.

While analyzing similarity of Eqs. �1� and �10� that describe the
coefficient of discharge of non-Newtonian liquids from a tank
which use different definitions of Reynolds number Eqs. �2� and
�9�, it can be found that they do not differ significantly from one
another. Constants in these equations assumed very similar values.
The exponent of Reynolds number is almost the same in both
cases. This confirms that the slope of curves which illustrate the
graphical form of the discussed equations in the log-log system of
coordinates remained unchanged. It is worth stressing that the
correlation equations prepared using the classical definition of the
Metzner-Reed Reynolds number �2� and the Reynolds number
definition �9� taking into account the averaged shear rate along the
whole length of the discharge orifice, give a slightly better accu-
racy of experimental data description related to the discharge co-
efficient � of non-Newtonian liquid. Differences in the flow
mechanism are most probably contained in different values of
constants in the correlation equation.

Conclusions
On the basis of numerical simulations an attempt has been

made to determine the mean shear rate in the whole orifice and to
apply this value in the definition of Reynolds number ReF that
takes into account flow conditions in the inlet region of the dis-
charge orifice, Eq. �9�.

An original correlation equation �10� was proposed to describe
the discharge coefficient of non-Newtonian liquids in a broad
range of Reynolds number �9�.

The numerical simulations appeared to be very useful in mod-
eling of non-Newtonian liquid discharge from a tank.
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Nomenclature
d � orifice diameter, m
F � constant in Eq. �3�

k ,n � rheological parameters of Ostwald–de Waele
power-law model, Pa·sn ,−

L � length of an orifice, m
ReF � Reynolds number taking into account velocity

profile formation
ReMR � Metzner-Reed Reynolds number

v � liquid velocity in the orifice, ms−1

x � horizontal coordinate, m
z � distance from surface of the vessel bottom, m

� � discharge coefficient

Table 1 Constant Fav for L /d=3 and constant Fmax in Eq. „8… for liquids with different rheologi-
cal properties

n 1 0.756 0.592 0.528 0.474

Fav
5.208 5.193 5.124 5.070 5.010

Fmax
8.000 8.644 9.376 9.787 10.22

Fig. 5 Dependence of discharge coefficient on the Reynolds
number „9… for selected orifice geometries L /d

Fig. 6 Correlation of experimental data by Eq. „10…
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� � shear rate, s−1

� � liquid density, kg m−3

Subscripts
av � average value

max � maximum value
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The present paper describes the application of discrete wavelet
transform to the analysis of condensation jets in order to clarify
the fluid and heat transfer phenomenon. The condensation jets in
the nozzle vicinity are experimentally visualized via the
laser light sheet method to obtain condensation particle density
images of the jets. The image of the condensation particle
density in the jet is decomposed to mean and fluctuation images
via wavelet multiresolution. The dominant temperature boundary
and the mean component outside the boundary were obtained
from wavelet separation images. The boundary was compared
to the experimentally obtained temperature distribution.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.1989373�

Introduction
Condensation jets are typically generated by adiabatic expan-

sion of a vapor or by injection of one fluid into another. Conden-
sation jets formed by adiabatic expansion have been studied �1� in
supersonic Laval nozzles. In terms of the condensation jets
formed by injection, Vatazhin et al. �2� analyzed the structure of
the condensation zone when a steam jet is submerged into an
ambient air atmosphere. Kimura et al. �3� investigated experimen-
tally condensation jets that formed when cold dry air is discharged
downward from a round nozzle into a high-humidity environment.
This experimental study indicated that the condensation particles
in the free shear layer during the jet diffusion process affect the
condensation jet behavior. This previous study provided visual
data on condensation jet behavior, details of the jet structure re-
main to be clarified.

Based on these previous studies, the authors proposed the pos-
sibility of the detailed analysis of jet diffusion based not only on

the velocity distribution of the condensation jet, but also on the
image information processed by wavelet transform. Wavelet im-
age processing allows feature extraction from the original image
to obtain the frequency characteristic without removing time and
space information. Pioneered by the Li application of the wavelets
in experimental fluid dynamics was started as application for the
turbulent jet analysis �4�. Li et al. visualized the multiscale of
turbulence structure from an LIF image of a lobed mixing jet
using the discrete wavelet �5�.

The originality of the present study lies in the application of
discrete wavelet image processing to two-dimensional condensa-
tion particle density images of the condensation jet, and, in order
to further clarify the jet characteristics, the applicability of this
method with respect to temperature distribution is discussed. In
the following section, an experiment is described in which a cold,
dry air jet is injected from a round nozzle into a high-humidity
atmosphere. Next, the image of the condensation particle density
in jet diffusion is analyzed by multiresolution discrete wavelet
transform in order to separate the large-scale component and the
small-scale component. Finally, the temperature distribution of the
condensation particle in the nozzle vicinity is used to verify the
image analysis results.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures
The test section was 300�300 mm2 in cross section and 500

mm in length below the nozzle exit. The test section was built
from Plexiglas in order to allow good visualization. The high-
humidity atmosphere in the test section is assumed not to be af-
fected by the laboratory air because the length from the nozzle
outlet to the test section bottom is of sufficient length. For the jet,
a desiccant-type dryer with active alumina was used to maintain
the air from a compressor at a relative humidity of �=1.0%. A
filter removed particles of greater than 0.01 �m diameter, and a
refrigerator was used to control the jet inlet temperature. The jet
issued into the test section from a nozzle of diameter d=10 mm.
The mean jet temperature at the nozzle exit, T0, was 0°C, and the
mean exit velocity, U0, was 4.5 m/s. Reynolds number based on
the jet diameter is 3300. The flow axis is z, and the cross axis is r.

For the surrounding high-humidity atmosphere, air was sup-
plied from a compressor. The temperature of the surrounding at-
mosphere, Te, was maintained at 40°C by heating this air supply
prior to release into the test section. The relative humidity was
adjusted to 100%. In addition, compared to the condensation jets,
a noncondensing jet was produced air.

During the tests, the air jet was injected downward into the
high-humidity atmosphere and visual images were obtained via
the laser light sheet �LLS� method. The laser light beam generated
by a Spectra Physics model SP2016-04S Argon laser was focused
onto a sheet of 1.0 mm in thickness by means of convex and
cylindrical lenses. The digital image was captured using a charge-
couple device �CCD� camera �Chori-America, XC-003,
1 /3 inch 768�494 pixels� having an exposure time of 1.0 s. The
image processing area is 100�50 mm2, and the space resolution
is 0.20 mm2/pixels. A chromel-alumel thermocouple of 50 �m in
diameter was used to measure the temperature. The time constant
of the thermocouple was 50 ms.

Experimental Results
Figure 1 shows a photograph of the condensation jet obtained

via the LLS method and the CCD camera. The condensation zone
clearly becomes wider with axial distance from the nozzle exit.
Because the air jet undergoes only minimal mixing with the high-
humidity atmosphere very close to the nozzle exit, the potential
core down to approximately five diameters is not illuminated. Fig-
ure 2 shows the time mean temperature distribution for 10 s as
measured using a thermocouple, where (a) is �=100% and (b) is
a noncondensing jet. The vertical axis is the mean temperature T
normalized as �T−Te� / �Te−T0�. The temperature distribution of
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the condensation jet is higher than that of a noncondensing jet at
the downstream side from z /d=4. For �=100%, the mean tem-
perature downstream from the nozzle at z /d=4, 6, 8, and 10, i.e.,
the radius point, at which the circumference temperature becomes
equal to condensation jet temperature �indicated by an arrow for
z /d=4�, is moving toward circumference, at r /d=1.4, 2.0, 2.5,
and 3.0.

Decomposition Method
The condensation jet image obtained in the present experiments

is decomposed via wavelet multiresolution in order to separate the
large-scale component image and the small-scale component im-
age. The two-dimensional wavelet spectrum S is obtained by

S = WnDWmT �1�

where D is the original image consisting of n=256 pixels�m
=512 pixels elements, Wn is n�n elements analyzing wavelet
matrix and Wm

T is the transpose matrix of Wm �m�m elements�.
The inverse wavelet transform of Eq. �1� is

D = Wn
TSWm �2�

when Daubechies 16th-order orthonormal function is used to ana-
lyze the wavelets and the image data D is resolved with 256
�512 data over the region �8 nozzle diameters
�16 nozzle diameters�, the original image can be decomposed to

D = Wn
TSWm = Wn

TS0Wm + Wn
TS1Wm + Wn

TS2Wm + Wn
TS3Wm

+ Wn
TS4Wm + Wn

TS5Wm + Wn
TS6Wm �3�

Wn
TS6Wm is referred to as wavelet level 6 and has the highest space

resolution, while Wn
TS0Wm is referred to as wavelet level 0 and has

the lowest spatial resolution. In this study, the relationship be-

tween level and wavelength when using the Daubechies 16th or-
der are listed in Table 1.

Assumptions for Images and Decomposed Images
In order to simplify the discussion of the condensation jet im-

ages shown in Fig. 1 we assume that the nucleation rate of the
condensation nuclei is extremely high, thus, condensation nuclei
are assumed to grow to condensation particles instantaneously,
and the number of condensation particles generated depends on
the temperature at the position in question. Based on this assump-
tion, the physical model for submerged condensation jets was de-
veloped in order to simplify the following qualitative discussion,
as shown in Fig. 3. In this figure, “a temperature dominant bound-
ary” between a mean dominant area and a fluctuating dominant
area is indicated by solid line �b�. In the mean dominant area, the
condensation particles appear by high probability because the lo-
cal vapor saturation temperature has decreased to the dew-point
temperature by jet-atmosphere mixing. The number of condensa-
tion particles generated at the observation point is higher than that
arriving from upstream. In the fluctuating dominant area, the
large-scale image intensity is dramatically decreased by the domi-
nated temperature fluctuation and transport phenomenon. The
number of condensation particles generated intermittently from
the fluctuation at the jet outer observation point is lower than that
arriving from upstream.

Dotted line �d� shows the position of greatest circumference,
and condensation particles do not exist in outside of this area. A
cold, dry jet is mixed with a high-humidity atmosphere by entrain-
ment, and a condensation particle is formed in the free shear layer,
which is then transported downstream by the jet.

Fig. 1 Original image of condensation jets

Fig. 2 Mean temperature distribution

Table 1 Relationship between wavelet level and representa-
tive frequency in the z direction

Fig. 3 Model of submerged condensation jet
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A typical point, ��z ,r� is pointed out in a condensation jet im-
age in Fig. 3. The brightness of the � point is the product of the
exposure time �t=1 s�, the condensation particle which nucleates
at the � point, and the path line � of the condensation particle
which nucleates upstream of the � point. In other words, bright-
ness C�z ,r� of a condensation jet image in Fig. 1 is expressed as

C�z,r� � k�JV�t1 + �n� �4�

where V� is the volume of 1 pixel�1 pixel�1 mm �laser sheet
thickness�, k is a fixed number for the sensitivity of the CCD
camera to the exposure, �n is the number of path lines from point
� over t1 seconds, and t1 is the exposure time. J is the nucleation
rate per unit time and unit volume �6�.

In Eq. �4� the brightness of the condensation jet image can be
decomposed into a large-scale component and a small-scale com-
ponent

C�z,r� = C�z,r� + c��z,r� = k�J̄V�t1 + �n� + k�J�V�t1 + �n�� �5�
In words, the condensation particle density of the condensation

jet is dependent on the average nucleation rate and fluctuating
nucleation rate at the � point, and the � point upstream.

Considering the above-mentioned condensation jet model, the
condensation jet image, Fig. 1, is decomposed into a large-scale
component image and a small-scale component image. The length
scale of large eddy motion in the free boundary layer of the jet is
estimated to be approximately 20 mm. If this value is the thresh-
old between the large-scale component image and the small-scale
component image, from Table 1, then C�z ,r� is assumed to be
equivalent to the summation of wavelet levels 0 and 1, and c��z ,r�
is taken to be equivalent to the summation of wavelet levels 2
through 6. Figure 4�A-1� shows the large-scale component image
of the condensation jet image calculated from the summation of
wavelet levels 0 and 1. Figure 4�A-2� shows the small-scale com-
ponent image from the summation of wavelet levels 2 through
level 6. The condensation particle density is indicated by a 10-
level gray scale from black �low density� to white �high density�.

Discussions
Figure 5 shows the brightness distribution, cross-sectional

slices of the two-dimensional image of the normalized steady in-
tensity component from Fig. 4 which is the large-scale component
image at four axial positions. The radius position �position of
greatest circumference� at which the brightness distribution
change rate becomes zero is r /d=2.0 at z /d=4. As the position of

the cross section increases, z /d=6, z /d=8, and z /d=10, the posi-
tion of greatest circumference moves outward, r /d=2.4, r /d
=3.0, and r /d=4.0.

Figure 6 shows the brightness distribution formed by cross-
sectional slices of the two-dimensional image of the normalized
fluctuation intensity component from Fig. 4�A-2�, which is the
small-scale component image at four axial positions, z /d=4, 6, 8,
and 10. The radius position of maximum value of z /d=4 is r /d
=1.59. As the position of cross section increases, z /d=6, z /d=8,
and z /d=10, the radius position of maximum value moves outside
the jet, r /d=2.17, r /d=2.52, and r /d=3.05. These peak positions
are equivalent to the above-mentioned “temperature dominant
boundary” position. More than one peak is regarded as either
image noise or a change in space scale inside the jet.

Figure 7 shows the average differences in temperature distribu-
tion for a condensation jet and a noncondensing jet is shown in
Fig. 2. Tc and Ts are the condensation jet temperature and the
noncondensing jet temperature, respectively. The large-scale im-
age and the small-scale image of Figs. 5 and 6 are compared to the
average difference in temperature distribution of Fig. 7 in the free
shear layer of condensation jet using this difference.

In Fig. 7 �a� is the radius position at which the dew point
temperature of Fig. 2 was reached, �b� is the temperature domi-
nant boundary position in Fig. 6, �c� is the position at which the
average temperature of the condensation jet and the noncondens-
ing jets of Fig. 7 becomes equal, and �d� is the position of greatest
circumference in Fig. 5.

The temperature dominant boundary position �b� is located out-
side the dew point position �a�. This is thought to be because the

Fig. 4 Large-scale images and small-scale images decom-
posed from condensation original images

Fig. 5 Normalized mean brightness distribution

Fig. 6 Normalized fluctuation brightness distribution
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dew point position �a� shows the position of time average to reach
the dew point temperature, when actually, a fluctuation of inter-
mittent flow by coherent structure is produced in the free shear
layer. Accordingly, through the mixture of high-humidity circum-
ference air and cold air, condensation particles form by falling
below the dew point temperature intermittently at a positions out-
side the dew point position �a�.

In addition, the temperature dominant boundary position �b� is
located inside the circumference temperature arrival position �c�.
This is thought to be because in the region outside the temperature
dominant layer position �b� “sensible heat” is discharged intermit-
tently by the creation of an intermittent condensation particle, and
this sensible heat causes the region to reach the circumference
temperature arrival position �c�.

Furthermore, the position of greatest circumference �d� is lo-
cated at or outside the circumference temperature arrival position
�c�. The creation of a condensation particle is not possible outside
the circumference temperature arrival position �c� of Fig. 7. How-
ever, it is thought that the pathline of the condensation particle

was recorded as an image because the condensation particle which
occurred upstream was guided by a vortex structure in the free
shear layer and was transported to the circumference region
downstream.

Conclusions
Cold, dry air was discharged from a circular nozzle into a high-

humidity atmosphere. Two-dimensional images of the condensa-
tion jet were resolved via wavelet multiresolution. As a result, the
following findings were obtained:

�1� Two-dimensional images of a condensation jet in which a
mean value and a fluctuating value coexisted were divided
into a large-scale image and a small-scale image.

�2� A temperature dominant boundary position was analyzed
from a decomposed small-scale component image. The po-
sition is located outside the radius position reached the dew
point temperature. The position was located inside the ra-
dius position at which the average temperature distribution
reached the circumference temperature from the jet central
temperature.

�3� The position of greatest circumference obtained from the
decomposed large-scale component image is the circumfer-
ence temperature arrival position and is in the neighbor-
hood of the nozzle. Downstream, the position of greatest
circumference was located outside the circumference tem-
perature arrival position.
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Erratum: “Boundary-Layer Transition Affected by
Surface Roughness and Free-Stream Turbulence”

†Journal of Fluids Engineering, 2005, 127„3…, pp. 449–457‡

S. K. Roberts and M. I. Yaras

Tables 3 and 4 were inadvertently substituted with Table 1. The correct Tables for 3 and 4 are as follows:

The original published article has been updated online to include the correct tables.

Table 3 Streamwise location of transition incep-
tion „mm… ReL=350,000

Table 4 Streamwise location of transition incep-
tion „mm… ReL=470,000
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Erratum: “Limitations of Richardson Extrapolation
and Some Possible Remedies”

†Journal of Fluids Engineering, 2005, 127„4…, pp. 795–805‡

Ismail Celik, Jun Li, Gusheng Hu, and Christian Shaffer

This paper should have been the fourth paper under the Special Section on CFD Methods.
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